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Preface

Given that it is a complex issue, it is perhaps not very surprising that valuation ofindividual

companiesl was not at the top ofthe research agenda for many years. The seminal works by

Modigliani and Miller took an overall view of the value of an individual company and the

interrelation between business performance, investments, capital structure, risk, cost of capital, and

dividend policy. However, most of the subsequent research focused on a few of these issues at a time,

and not on the "whole package".

From the late 1980's and on, academic interest in company valuation has increased. Several textbooks

made their way into academic education and put the focus both on how value is created in companies

and how conlpanies can be valued.3 Works by researchers in the accounting field highlighted

valuation models based on accounting eamings.4 The literature has suggested several different

valuation models for valuing companies: e.g., the discounted free cash flow model (and the related

adjusted present value model), the abnormal earnings (or residual income) model, and the economic

value added (or economic profit) model. Together with the discounted dividend model, which is the

theoretical benchmark, the models mentioned may be regarded as the most prominent examples of

company valuation models. One problem is that when they are implemented under the guidance of

textbooks in the area, different nlodels may give different results. A main theme of this dissertation

will be to analyse how an equivalence between different models can be achieved. Another issue of

concern is the practical implementation of the theoretical results. Emphasis will be put on deriving

procedures for implementing the results relating to the equivalence ofmodels and to the links

between the cost(s) of capital and the projected future development of the company, and in particular,

how a synthesis of these issues can be achieved via implementable discounting procedures.

The term company valuation may in itself not be very well defmed. In the literature, company

valuation sometimes means the valuation of a company's shares, sometimes the valuation of the total

company. In this dissertation, company (firm) valuation is defined as valuation that aims at

determining the value ofa company's equity. 5 The explicit focus in this dissertation is on models for

company valuation. The above defmition means that both valuation models directly addressed to

1 Valuation of individual companies (fIrms) will throughout this dissertation be referred to as company (firm)
valuation.
2 Modigliani & Miller (1958, 1963) and Miller & Modigliani (1961).
3 For example, Rappaport (1986), Copeland, Koller & Murrin (1994) (note: frrst edition 1990), and Stewart
(1991).
4 For example, Ohlson (1995), Feltham & Ohlson (1995), and Penman (1997).
5 To avoid confusion, the term company value will henceforth be used to describe the value of the company's
operations (assets), or equivalently, the Sunl of the values of the different fmancing items (debt, convertible debt,
preferred stock, common stock, etc.). The value of the company's outstanding equity shares will be denoted by
equity value.
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value the company's equity and nlodeis where the conlpany's total value (as well as the value of each

of the financing itenIs) is estimated are considered as company valuation models in this dissertation.

The dissertation consists of four essays (see List ofEssays below) focusing on models derivedfrom

capital value theory6 with an ainl of determining value. 7

An important issue to take into consideration is a model's transparency. The nlore transparent a

model is, the more easily its validity can be judged by those who are going to nlake decisions based

on its results. It is definitely not true that a theoretically consistent valuation model has to be a "black

box". A guideline is that the main ideas and concepts of the model should be understandable to

anyone with a basic econonlic knowledge. In this respect, the widespread textbook by Copeland,

Koller & Murrin (1994) has been an important addition to the literature. One main contribution is that

it shows the usefulness of explicitly forecasting future balance sheets and income statements. Such an

approach makes it possible to undertake explicit account analyses of many different types.8 The

principle ofbasing valuations on explicitly forecasted financial statements will be followed

throughout this dissertation. This approach is suited for implementation in a spreadsheet model where

one typically assigns one column to each year and one row for each accounting item.

Essay 1, On the Fundamentals ofCompany Valuation, surveys the literature relevant for company

valuation. As already,indicated, company valuation involves many interacting components:

projections of the company's future operating performance and its relation to investment policy, the

company's anticipated future financing policy including the related dividend policy question, and

how these issues together are related to the costs of capital. One purpose of this essay is to clarify the

different roles of these issues, and how their interaction can be captured in a company valuation

framework. Moreover, the essay is devoted to identifying a framework for the author's further

studies, reported in Essays 2"""74. Consequently, this essay may serve as an introduction to the field of

company valuation as well as to the studies in Essays 2 - 4.

Essay 2, Looking Beyond the Horizon and Other Issues in Company Valuation Gointly with Per

Olsson), deals with several issues in the field of company valuation with special emphasis on

discounted free cash flow analysis in general and the Copeland, Koller & Murrin (1994) model in

particular. The popularity of this model in academic education will make it even more widespread

among practitioners once today's students graduate and start to work. This observation is the

pragmatic reason for this essay. In other words, the purpose is to undertake a detailed analysis of a

6 As opposed to models based on statistical analysis and directed at fmding relations between observable
variable(s) and equity value.
7 As opposed to models with a purpose of explaining relations between equity value and different phenomena.
8 If a valuation is based on an explicit forecast ofbalance sheets and income statements, it is possible to translate
the forecasted development ofthe company into well-known economic concepts such as return on owner's
equity, profit margin, asset turnover, consolidation ratio, etc.
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number of questions connected with the model. A large part of this essay is devoted to problems

connected with the horizon value. The primary focus is on clarifying the steady state assumption that

underlies the use ofhorizon values, and the conditions necessary to make this assumption operational.

The objective is to suggest a systematic approach, making explicit use ofproperties of the accounting

system. In particular, we note that the time series of forecasted financial statements can be seen as a

system of difference equations. Seen in that light, the steady state concept can be made operational by

an analysis of difference equations, where all conditions necessary for a steady state can be derived as

initial value conditions on the system of equations. The main result is of a normative nature: Flows in

the first year after the horizon should be decided such that corresponding stocks grow at the (assumed

constant) revenue growth rate. This rule ensures that the company remains qualitatively similar

throughout the post-horizon period, which is the main implication ofthe steady state concept.

Although this result is quite simple (and perhaps obvious), the analysis can be viewed as providing a

methodology which can be applied to larger and more complicated models as well.

The rest of the report covers a range ofsubjects that are insufficiently dealt with in Copeland, Koller

& Murrin, and that are of general interest in company valuation. The next step is to take on the issue

of equivalence: the purpose is to fmd a discounting procedure that ensures that free cash flow

valuation is consistent with the principle that the equity value equals the present value of expected

dividends in a setting with corporate taxes. Complete valuations (Le., not just valuations at a horizon)

are here considered in an accounting model based on explicit forecasts of financial statements.

Further, the essay takes on the implementation related issues by empirically investigating how well

the parameters in the Copeland, Koller & Murrin forecasting model of property, plant & equipment

items work in three Swedish companies. Three different specifications of these items are investigated

in order to assess their usefulness as predictors of the future. Also, the economic interpretations ofthe

parameters are discussed. Other paranleters in the forecasting model for some company may for some

reason be correlated to industry average figures - one example being the profit margin ofbusinesses

operating in highly competitive markets. In such cases, industry average figures may be of some

guidance. Such figures are empirically derived for three parameters. Moreover, an implementation of

a Copeland, Koller & Murrin type of valuation model is carried out using the results from the

previous analysis. The idea is to highlight many of the practical problems that arise in a valuation of

this type and to suggest ways of dealing with them

Essay 3, Company Valuation with a Periodically Adjusted Cost ofCapital Goint~ywith Per Olsson),

takes as its starting point a result from Essay 2: It is perfectly possible to use the popular and

intuitively appealing free cash flow approach by periodically adjusting the weighted average cost of

capital for anticipated changes in capital s:tructure, so that the discounted free cash flow model is

consistent with the present value of expected dividends. This essay extends the analysis by showing

how the cost ofequity and the weighted average cost of capital can be simultaneously adjusted to
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reflect a varying capital structure. Moreover, different cost of capital settings are introduced and the

underlying assumptions of the different settings are related to specific valuation situations, with

particular reference to different assumptions of fmancing policy and the valuation of interest tax

shields. Another main purpose is to develop a method for implementing the periodical cost of capital

adjustment (and discounting) procedure under the different cost of capital settings.

Essay 4, On the General Equivalence ofCompany Valuation Models - Free Cash Flow, Economic

Value Added, Abnormal Earnings, Dividends, and the Adjusted Present Value Model in Equity

Valuation, takes its starting point in the fact that many different company valuation models have been

proposed in the literature. The main purpose of this study is to analyse the factual relations between

the dividend, free cash flow, economic value added, abnormal earnings and adjusted present value

models, and to provide a company valuation framework where the valuation result is independent of

the choice ofvaluation model. It should be recognised that equivalence results have been established

by other authors, but in different settings. An important contribution of this essay is to translate the

equivalence results of Feltham & Ohlson (1995) and Penman (1997) into a context 1) where all risk

adjustments are done through the discount rates (i.e., the appropriate costs of capital), 2) where

corporate taxation (including tax deferrals) can be handled, 3) where the specifications ofthe costs of

capital are explicitly considered and linked to the anticipated future development of the company

(i.e., cost of equity, cost of debt, and weighted average cost of capital allowed to be non-flat), and 4)

where the valuation concepts are defined in terms of explicitly forecasted fmancial statenlents ofthe

same type as in annual reports. The equivalence is also extended to the adjusted present value model,

and shown to hold on a year-to-year basis. Moreover, further objectives are 1) to discuss and analyse

horizon value calculations for the different models, 2) to discuss valuation of companies with fmite

lives, 3) to generalise, and to discuss the implementation of, the discounting procedure derived in

Essays 2 and 3. Finally, a comparison of the different valuation models is carried out.

List of Essays

Essay 1: Levin, J. (1998), On the Fundamentals ofCompany Valuation.

Essay 2: Levin, J., Olsson, P. (1995), Looking Beyond the Horizon and Other Issues in
Company Valuation.

Essay 3: Levin, J., Olsson, P. (1998), Company Valuation with a Periodically Adjusted
Cost ofCapital.

Essay 4: Levin, J. (1998), On the General Equivalence ofCompany Valuation Models
Free Cash Flow, Economic Value Added, Abnormal Earnings, Dividends, and the
Adjusted Present Value Model in Equity Valuation.
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Essay 1:

On the Fundamentals

of Company Valuation
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Abstract. The purpose ofthis essay is to discuss some existing theories in corporate fmance and how these

theories are related to the complex issue ofcompany valuation. Specific issues that are treated are i) how

companies detennine their capital structures, ii) how the capital structure policy together with the projected

development ofthe company's operating perfonnance may affect its (expected) future costs of capital, and, thus,

its value, and iii) the dividend policy's (possible) effect on company value. Further, the essay highlights the

issues studied in Essays 2 - 4 in this dissertation and discusses the underlying assumptions ofthese studies. Thus,

this essay may serve as an introduction to the other essays in the dissertation, as well as to the field ofcompany

valuation in general.

The author is indebted to Kenth Skogsvik, Peter Jennergren and Niklas Ekvall for helpful suggestions, as well

as to the seminar participants at the Stockholm School ofEconomics (April, 1997) for valuable comments.

Financial support from the Bank Research Institute, Sweden (Bankforskningsinstitutet) is gratefully

acknowledged.
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1. I~ntroductien

Company valuation} is without doubt a complex issue. It involves many interacting components: e.g.,

projections of the company's future operatingperformance (often measured in terms of accounting

concepts) and its relation to investmentpolicy, the company's anticipated future financing policy

including the related dividendpolicy question, and how this altogether is related to the different costs

ofcapital. The scope of this essay is to clarify the different roles of these issues, and how their

interaction can be captured in a company valuation framework. Moreover, this essay will discuss the

points of departure of the other studies in this dissertation (Essays 2 - 4).

One difference between company valuation models is attributable to the actual purpose of the model.

Some models are of course developed with a sole purpose of determining value, while others are

devoted to explaining relations between different phenomena and value. Examples of the latter are

.the model developed in Skogsvik (1997), which in an equity valuation framework aims at explaining

the contents (and importance) ofvoluntary disclosures (i.e., voluntary announcements of private

information held by firms), and the model in Feltham & Ohlson (1994a) which examines how a

company's depreciation method affects the relation between accounting figures and equity value.

Furthermore, large parts of the market microstructure literature aim at explaining how new (or

private) information affects equity values.2 ~,ifferent models have also been proposed both as

measures ofmanagerialperformance and for their usefulness as managerial tools. 3

Company valuation models can also be divided into categories on the basis of the methodology used

for designing each model. Following Skogsvik (1994) we can here identify two categories:

1) models developed from statistical analysis of empirical observations (of, e.g., accounting

measures and stock values),

2) nl0dels deduced with the support of established capital value theory.

1 Company (firm) valuation is here defmed as valuation ,that aims at determining the value ofa company's

equity. This means that both valuation models directly addressed to value the company's equity and models

where the values of each of the financing items (that together defme the company's total value) are estimated are

considered as company valuation nlodels.

2 Sonle prominent examples are Grossman & Stiglitz (1980) and Kyle (1985, 1989).

3 Stewart (1991) advocates the economic value added (EVA) model for these purposes.
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The first one ofthese categories ofvaluation models, based on statistical analysis, will not be

considered in this dissertation. Admittedly, this type ofmodels is quite (often very) simplistic in the

design. The key point in this approach is to (empirically) find relations between observable

variable(s) and equity value, but, as Skogsvik (1994) points out, this type ofmodels often lacks logic

relations between equity value and the measures used in the model.

The focus of this dissertation will instead be on theoretically consistent nlodels derivedfrom capital

value theory that have a sole purpose of determining value. One of the most central points of

departure in the established capital value theory is that the value ofa stock can be determined as a

discountedpresent value offuture expected net cash flows to its owner. 4 In the literature, this

principle is referred to as the present value offuture expected dividends5 (PVED), and the following

expression will henceforth be mentioned as the PVED-principle:

(PVED)
00

EY, = LPVt[Et(DIVs )]

s=I+1

where EVt is the equity value at (the end of) period t, DIVs is dividends in period s, PVt[·] denotes the

present value operator, and El') denotes the expectations operator. The CX)-sign in the (PVED)

expression shows that the expression applies for going concerns (Le., companies with projected

infinite life), but it should also be recognised that it applies to companies with finite life.6

4 See, e.g., Skogsvik (1994), or Ohlson (1995).

5 Dividends are throughout this dissertation defmed as net dividends, i.e., dividends minus issued new shares.

6 Twill denote the last period in the life of a company. With respect to the (PVED)-formula this of course means

that DIVs == 0 for all s ~ T+ 1. This end of life, T, should not be confused with the (valuation) horizon concept. By

a valuation horizon, H, is meant a future point in time where a fmite (often detailed) forecast is ended. The

future beyond H is accounted for by a horizon value (terminal value). A horizon value approach in the PVED

H

case gives the following modified valuation expression: EY, = L PVt [Et(DIV,'i)] + PVt [Et (EVH )], where
s=t+1

the last term is the horizon value (the present value of the expected equity value at the horizon). Note that this

expression can be seen as a no arbitrage condition (see, e.g., Penman (1997)). See further Essay 4, section 2.4,

for a more general discussion ofhorizon value techniques in company valuation.
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Particularly, the models considered will be discounting oriented models, Le., models where specific

accounting concepts (henceforth referred to as valuation attributes) are discounted at the (in each

case) appropriate discount rate to obtain the present value of the company's equity.7 The aim is to

develop an accounting based framework of company valuation that will ensure a theoretical

consistenceS in different, more or less complex, valuation situations. This does not mean that the

valuation models need to be very complicated. It is in my view quite important to take a model's

practical implementation and transparency into consideration. The more transparent a model is, the

easier its validity can be judged by those who are going to make decisions based on its results. The

topics of implementation, transparency and validity will be further commented upon in section 2.1.

Elton & Gruber (1991) write:

etA valuation model can be considered as the black box that converts forecasts offundamental

data about companies and/or the economy into forecasts or evaluations ofmarketprice. "

(Elton & Gruber (1991), p. 475)

However, it is not necessarily so that a theoretically consistent valuation model has to be a "black

box"·. In fact, a good valuation model ought to be understandable by anyone with basic economic

knowledge. Not in every detail, perhaps, but the main ideas and concepts of the model should be

intelligible. An important publication, which has received much attention and is in line with this

principle, is the book Valuation: Measuring and Managing the Value ofCompanies by Copeland,

Koller & Murrin (1994). The main contribution is that it conveys the usefulness of explicitly

forecasting future balance sheets and income statements.9 The principle of basing valuations on

explicitly forecasted fmancial statements will be followed throughout this dissertation.

7 Option pricing techniques or real option approaches are not considered. Issues like risk-shifting policies,

power, and blocking of shares will not be covered.

8 Consistent with what, one can ask. One principle I will hold on to in this work is that the value of a stock is

equal to the present value of future expected dividends (the PVED-principle). Other theoretical guidelines will

follow from the overview of aspects relevant for company valuation modelling presented in Chapter 2 (see

further Chapter 3 for a more complete discussion).

9 However, the specification ofthese forecasts that is proposed by Copeland, Koller & Murrin is perhaps not the

best one possible (see further Chapter 4 in Essay 2).
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Brennan & Schwartz (1984) comment upon the academic interest in company valuation:

The "academic interest in the problem ofvaluing the individualfirm has waned Yet, in

addition to the obvious importance ofthis problemfor security analysts, investors, and

acquirers ofcorporations, the issue offirm valuation is fundamental to much ofthe theory of

corporate finance: what determines the risk ofthe firm; how the rate ofreturn required by

investors may be inferredfrom capital market data; the influence offinancing policy on firm

value, and other issues ofcentral concern to the theory offinancial management." (Brennan

& Schwartz (1984), p. 593)

One explanation for the less than extensive academic interest in firm valuation in the 1980's is

perhaps just that: Firm valuation is a complex task and involves many different issues, each of enough

substance and complexity to generate a vast theoretical treatment of its own: the capital structure

problem, the cost of capital and risk problems, the dividend puzzle, the capital budgeting issues, and

so forth. When considering company valuation, all of these different issues have to be treated at the

same time.

However, in recent years company valuation has been brought back to the research agenda.

Pioneering work by, e.g., James Ohlson, Gerald Feltham and Stephen Penman have put valuation

models based on accounting earnings in the spotlight.10 Also, company valuation modelling has, in

both business and academy, received more attention through the already mentioned textbook by

Copeland, Koller & Murrin. In the first edition, they emphasised the free cash flow concept, while

they in the second edition also recomnlend the economic value added mode1.11 The economic value

added concept was introduced to a larger audience, and promoted, by Stewart (1991).

In the next chapter, some fundamental aspects of company valuation modelling will be identified and

further discussed. In section 2.1 the different parts of a company valuation model will be considered:

the theoretical basis and the estimation procedure. Then, the interrelated issues (choice oj) capital

structure, and cost ofcapital (and risk) determination will be discussed in section 2.2, before section

2.3 is devoted to the issue of dividendpolicy. In Chapter 3, a framework for the studies in Essays 2 - 4

is presented: In section 3.1 the general assumptions underlying the studies are presented and

10 See, e.g, Ohlson (1990, 1995), Feltham & Ohlson (1994b, 1995) and Penman (1991, 1997).

II However, they use the term economic profit instead of economic value added.
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discussed, while section 3.2 gives an introduction to the research issues covered in the essays. Finally,

Chapter 4 will make a brief summary of the main results of the dissertation and present some

implications for future research.

2. Company Valuation Modelling

2.1 Dimensions of company valuation models

I distinguis4 two important dimensions of a company valuation model:

1) its theoretical basis which describes the equity value in terms of a valuation attribute (an economic

variable that is fundamentally related to the value ofthe conlpany's equity), and

2) its procedure for estimating/calculating the valuation attribute and other necessary variables.

The first dimension can thus be regarded as the basic valuation formula which the model uses to

calculate the equity value, EVt, at time t. This formula specifies how the expected future values of the

economic variable used as valuation attribute are transformed i~to the equity value, EVt. The most

prominent examples of valuation attributes arefree cashjlow (FCFy2, dividends (DIV), netprofit

(NP) (i.e., accounting earnings), economic value added (EVAy3, and abnormal earnings (AE)14. This

theoretical dimension can be characterised further into two sub-dimensions: valuation attribute and

transformation. To clarify, consider the following example: The model presented by Copeland, Koller

12 FCF is proposed by e.g. Copeland, Koller & Murrin (1994). Note also that company valuation applications of

Myers' (1974) APV model can be considered as FCF models. One example is the APV valuation ofGimo AB

by Jennergren & Naslund (1996).

13 The concept of EVA is "marketed" by Stewart (1991). It is, however, in the literature also kno~n as economic

profit. See further, e.g., Copeland, Koller & Murrin (1994).

14 See, e.g., Ohlson (1995) for a discussion of this concept for company valuation purposes. It is also referred to

as residual income.
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& Murrin15 uses the valuation attribute FCF and a transformation that discounts the expected future

FCF by a constant weighted average cost of capital.16

The other dimension of the company valuation model, how the valuation attribute and other necessary

variables should be estimated and calculated can in a first step be regarded as a "zero-one" variable:

either the model explicitly specifies how the necessary variables should be estimated, or it does not.

The latter is usually the case in models aimed at theoretical analyses of relations between equity

values and other phenomena. However, even models aimed directly at valuation can lack a more

detailed description ofhow the variables should be estimated. It is a valid question why this

dimension is considered here at all. A valuation model does not necessarily have to be directly

implementable. However, when comparing different models this is an interesting factor to take into

account. Company valuation is a complex academic question, but no doubt of large impact and

importance for practitioners, whether they are investors, analysts or corporate owners, so hence there

is a demand for implementable models.

We are now ready to identify a number of areas that are critical for, or important in, a company

valuation. From the first dimension (the theoretical basis), the choice ofvaluation attribute, as well as

the specification of the transformation that the attribute has to be processed through in order to arrive

at the equity and/or company value, appear as the most fundamental topics. From the second

dimension follows the question how the valuation attribute and other necessary variables could be

estimated.

As previously mentioned, there are several valuation models that can be employed. One obvious

desire is that the choice ofvaluation model, given a forecast of fundamental data, should not affect

the final value obtained fronl the valuation. This is, however, not automatically the case, as is

commented upon later in this dissertation (in Essays 2 and 4). What is needed is that the

transformations of the different valuation attributes are carried out in a consistent way. In a world

without taxes, equivalence results between the most comnlon models have been provided by Feltham

& Ohlson (1995) and Penman (1997).

15 This specific model will henceforth be referred to as the CKM model.

16 To make the story complete, discounting the expected FCF by the WACC does not yield the equity value, but

the total company value (Le., the value of the company's operations). In order to end up with the equity value,

the value of debt and other non-equity securities has to be subtracted from the total company value.
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If the valuation result is independent of the valuation model, and thus of the valuation attribute; the

choice becomes a matter of taste. A vital aspect to take into consideration is then which attribute is

easiest to use from a forecasting point ofview. The main purpose of the (valuation) model can also

affect the choice. If the model, e.g., is used internally as a management accounting tool, for the

evaluation of managers, divisions, etc., then the attribute's characteristics regarding such uses have to

be considered. Stewart (1991) advocates the economic value added (EVA) concept on the basis of its

usefulness as a "management tool". In this dissertation, a comparison between the most prominent

models is carried out in Essay 4 (section 4).

Also, as argued by, e.g., Feltham & Ohlson (1995) and Penman & Sougiannis (1997b), the different

valuation attributes (and models) can be seen as consequences of particular accounting systems. In

particular, the FCF model, can be seen as a result of cash accounting, whereas earnings based models

typically are the result of accrual accounting systems. However, in this dissertation we will start out

from one type of accounting system, namely from balance sheets and income statements linked

together via clean surplus accounting in a parsimonious, but yet easily extendable, manner. The

different models will thus be compared on merits other than how they are related to different types of

accounting systems.

The PVED-model is unconlplicated concerning computational effort, because it only requires the use

of one cost of capital, the cost of equity capital. However, since dividend pay-outs are much of a

policy question, and the dividend sequence may be irrelevant for company value, direct estimation of

dividends alone may not seem very logical. Conceptually, however, the PVED-principle (meaning

that the value of a stock is equal to the present value of all future expected net dividends to the owner)

is often argued to be the correct "benchmark" for any calculation of the equity value. The PVED

model is therefore often used as a starting point in the derivation of equity valuation models. 17 It is

hence also desirable for any equity valuation model to be equivalent to the PVED-model.

The transformation of the valuation attribute into equity value is in most textbook models some kind

of discounting procedure. As an example, consider the basic free cash flow approach, as it is proposed

byCKM:18

17 See, e.g., Ohlson (1995), Penman (1997) or Skogsvik (1994, 1997).

18 For practical reasons we (of course) never do an infmitely long detailed forecast of the FCF: either the forecast

period is made long enough, so that the present value of the forecasted FCF for the last particular is (almost)

equal to zero, or a horizon value technique is used to calculate the value of the FCF after a certain time horizon.

See, e.g., CKM, pp. 274-276, Essay 4 (section 2.4), or Penman (1997).
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(1)

where kWACC is the WACC,19 calculated at the valuation date, t. Dt is the debt value at the same time.

In contrast, we take a preview of a result in Essay 2. There it is shown that an approach of the CKM

type,2° except for a special case, is not consistent with the PVED-principle. However, if the

transformation is altered in the following way, the desirable equivalence is achieved:

(2)

E~ = f k FCF;+k D, =

k=1 n(1 + kWACC,I+i)
)=1

= f k FCF;+k

k=l n( ( D 1+)-1 () EV/+)_1 JJ D
1

1+ . 1- 'i rD + .k E

)=1 Dt+i-1 + E~+i-1 Dt+)-l + E~+)-1

The transformation is in this case a discounting procedure with a WACe, kWACC,t, that is

continuously updated when the capital structure (in market terms) changes during the forecast period

(rn denotes the borrowing rate, kE the cost of equity capital). The updating is performed by an

iterative procedure that changes the weights in the WACC formula and that simultaneously also can

adjust the cost of equity capital accordingly (see Essay 3).21

19 It should be noted here that a crucial difference between company valuation models and project valuation

models is that the discount rate in company valuation does not reflect a hurdle rate (as in project valuation where

the project's contribution is measured vis-a.-vis the company as a whole) but the actual cost offinancingfor the

company. The task of discount rates in company valuation is therefore less complicated than in capital

budgeting, since the riskiness of individual projects, which may differ from the overall riskiness of the company,

need not be explicitly estimated. (See further section 2.2.)

20 Essay 2: The following assumptions were made: the accounting is done in accordance with the clean surplus

relation (see below), the market value of debt is equal to the book value (Le., the cost of debt is equal to the

coupon rate), the dividends are determined as a residual after the debt amount has been determined by some

assumption about debt policy, and the coupon rate is constant.

21 The procedure does not require that the model specifications of CKM are used, but just that explicit forecasts

ofbalance sheets and income statements are made.
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However, it should be noted that there exists another way of dealing with risk and time than through

discounting (or closely related capitalisation): the framework related to certainty equivalent attributes.

fnstead of adjusting the discount rate for risk, the attribute (e.g., the free cash flows) is risk-adjusted

instead. One important contribution was the Rubinstein (1976) article, which derives a valuation

formula based on rational risk averse behaviour of investors and no arbitrage in perfect capital

markets. This result has been further developed into a company valuation framework by Feltham &

Ohlson.22 The approach is theoretically very interesting, since the valuation expressions are of an

appealing, transparent fom1, which have powerful implications for their usefulness for making

theoretic analysis. However, the risk-adjustment of the valuation attribute tends to be a very complex

issue, involving complicated contingent probability measures.23 This apparently makes the approach

very hard to implement in a real world company, and such an implementation has not yet been seen

(to the author's knowledge). Feltham & Ohlson (1995) circumvent such problems by simply

assuming that investors are risk-neutral.

Yet another approach should be n1entioned: the continuous time valuation approach, closely related to

option pricing theory and the seminal works by Black & Scholes (1973) and Merton (1973). One

example is the model developed by Brennan & Schwartz (1984). One basic characteristic of this line

ofmodels is that firm related variables are assumed to follow different stochastic processes. The

practical implementation will because of that be quite complicated when the parameters of these

processes have to be estimated. This might be one reason why this approach has not gained very

much attention in the company valuation literature. Another reason may be that the underlying

assumptions concerning the stochastic processes and the continuous time model may be hard to

validate in the context of a single company.

As is pointed out by, e.g., Jennergren & Naslund (1988), the n10st difficult part of a company

valuation is the forecasting procedure of the value-relevant measures. Even if the model we use is

theoretically consistent, it is not very useful if there is no possibility ofmaking good forecasts of the

model's parameters.

When taking an overall view on company valuation one should therefore also consider the forecasting

procedures. One possible way is to make a direct forecast of the valuation attribute(s) and the other

22 See specifically Feltham & Ohlson (1994b), or previous analysis and discussion by Ohlson (1990), and

Penman (1991).

23 See, e.g., section IV ofFeItham & Ohlson (1994b).
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necessary parameters. The valuation attributes are however often "added-up" items24
, and because of

that affected by many different factors. A direct forecast, e.g. through time-series analysis in

combination with general assumptions, without more explicit consideration of the underlying

economic, company specific, factors, could result in valuations that would be hard validate.25 In many

cases, it is in the forecasting procedure therefore better to "step down" to the components that

together sum up to the valuation attribute. A powerful approach, already mentioned above, is to

explicitly forecast the individual items of the company's balance sheet and income statement. From

these forecasted financial statements it is then possible to derive practically any valuation attribute.

Moreover, this makes it possible to make analyses ofmany different types. 26 This means that

assessments of the reasonableness of a model's assumptions, forecasts and fmal result are easy to

perform. The validity of the final valuation result will thus also be much easier to assess for a

decision maker, two parties in a negotiation, an outside auditor, a board of arbitrators, etc., who

perhaps lack the technical knowledge ofvaluation modelling, but possess other types of economic

expert skills. Instead ofjust observing how the made assumptions give one specific value, it can

explicitly be nlade clear how the assumptions made affect the company's forecasted performance

over time, through the different types of possible accounting and financial analyses. Different

consequences of the assumptions are thus made clear since we do not just see how much the equity

value is affected, but also the mechanisms behind. The CKM model mentioned earlier is just one

example of an application of a more general approach where the common factor is explicitforecasts

ofbalance sheets and income statements. To develop and assess different forecasting tools is in my

view an important area for future research.27

24 FCF is, e.g., equal to revenues minus operating expenses minus taxes (adjustedfor tax savings from

depreciation and deferred taxes) minus gross investments.

25 How could one assess the assumption 'the net profit will grow by 4% a year' if one at the same time does not

make any references to components such as the company's revenue development, profit margin, depreciation

policy, etc.?

26 If the result is based on an explicit forecast ofbalance sheets and income statements, it is possible to translate

the forecasted development of the company into well-known economic concepts such as return on stockholder's

equity, profit margin, asset turnover, consolidation ratio, etc.

27 This view is supported by fmdings by Rajan & Servaes (1997). They have studied analysts' assessments of

initial public offerings (IPOs). Their results show that the analysts systematically overvalue these companies

with respect to profits and growth. Another remarkable result is that companies that are judged by the analysts to

give the best future development in the long run instead perform worse than others.
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The transformation procedures involve different costs of capital that have to be estimated. CKM as

well as, e.g., Dimson & Marsh (1981) & Copeland & Weston (1988) propose the traditional CAPM as

the way to go when estimating the cost ofequity capital. Recently, CAPM has been questioned by,

e.g., Fama & French (1993, 1996), who claim that multifactor nl0dels (based on the Ross (1977b)

APT model) are better.28 As pointed out by Jagannathan & McGrattan (1995), there are other studies

that contradict these findings. In a recent paper, Jagannathan & Wang (1996) assume CAPM to hold

in a "conditional sense", Le., betas and market risk premia may vary over time. Their specification

manages to explain the cross-section of average returns in a satisfactory way. Further, the intuitive

and simple structure of the CAPM makes it very appealing for the determination procedure of the cost

of capital.29 Nevertheless, cost of capital estimations using CAPM must be done carefully. Further

research is definitely necessary before a consensus on what approach to use can be achieved.

Even if there definitely are estimation problems in detemlining the (relevant) cost(s) of capital, this is

no excuse for not considering the cost of capital issue at a greater depth. The cost of capital

component in the valuation nlodel is important, especially in a world with corporate taxes where (as

will be discussed in section 2.2) capital structure indeed is value relevant. But the cost of capital is not

just depending on capital structure. In fact, properly applied the cost of capital specification provides

a linkage between projected future performance of the company, the business risk, and the anticipated

debt management policy (see further section 2.2 below). This linkage is often missing in the company

valuation literature, but is a major concern in the works in this dissertation (see Essays 3 and 4).

However, there is yet another important issue that has to be taken into consideration: the dividend

policy question. Is dividend policy of relevance for the company's value, or not? This issue will be

discussed in section 2.3 below. First, however, the interdependence between costs of capital, capital

structure, and other company characteristics is treated in section 2.2.

28 Fama & French (1996) fmd that most anomalies (the size, price/earnings, book-to-market equity anomalies,

etc.) resulting from the use of CAPM disappear in a three factor model, consistent with APT.

29 See, e.g., the Betlehem Steel case in Copeland & Weston (1988, p. 531) for a good example on how the

WACC is calculated through a CAPM approach. Dimson & Marsh (1981) give a detailed and practical

description on how the cost of capital can be estimated using CAPM techniques.
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2.2 The interrelation between costs of capital, capital structure and expected

perfo mance

The discussion about the relation between different costs ofcapital, the capital structure and operating

performance (including business risk) will start out by considering the capital structure issue. This

part will also consider the relevant question for forecasting purposes ofhow companies determine

their capital structures. Then, the different cost of capital specifications developed in the literature on

project valuation will be brought to attention, including links to operating and financing risk. Finally,

a synthesising framework for company valuation, following Holthausen & Zmijevski (1996), will be

discussed and possible extensions will be identified.

The two main questions regarding the capital structure issue that appear in the literature are:

1) Is the capital structure relevant for the valuation of the company?

2) How do companies determine their capital structure?

The first of these questions is the one that has primary impact on valuation and cost of capital, while

the second question is the one that has received most attention in recent years. The second question

has an impact on the forecasting of future financial statements, but also relates to the cost of capital

issue by its impact on how interest tax shields should be valued. First, the relevance question will be

treated.

As is pointed out by Harris & Raviv (1991), the origin of modem capital structure theory was the

Modigliani & Miller (1958) paper.30 Their since long famous Proposition I states that in an ideal

world financing has no impact what so ever on the company's value. This means that the cost of

capital for the company, the weighted average cost ofcapital (WACC), is constant with respect to

capital structure, or in other words that the required return on operations (also known as the unlevered

cost of equity), ku, is equal to WACC. In this case, by an 'ideal world' is meant that investors act

rationally, that the capital market is perfectly competitive, that there are no corporate or personal

income taxes or transaction costs, and that companies can be divided into homogeneous risk classes.31

Further, the company's operations are viewed to be independent of its financing.

30 Modigliani & Miller (or, as well, Miller & Modigliani) will henceforth be denoted by MM.

31 This means that the shares of two companies in the same risk class are perfect substitutes (MM (1958), p.

266).
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Adding corporate taxes and the possibility of tax-deductible interest payments into the analysis, MM

(1963) show that, under these more real-world-like assumptions, there will be a capital structure

effect on the cost of capital and thus on value. As MM stress (p. 439), this effect on value will entirely

be attributable to the deductibility of interest payments.32

The MM results were not to remain unquestioned. One early example of empirical tests of the MM

(1958) Proposition I was Barges (1963). Through three different empirical tests, he found that the

proposition appeared untenable. A later example was Baxter (1967) who aimed at the MM

assumption of independence between financing and the anticipated stream ofnet operating earnings.

The MM proof starts out with two identical firms, both all-equity financed and with equal streams of

net anticipated earnings. Then one of the firms swaps some of its equity for debt. By a pioneering no

arbitrage argument, MM show that the fIrmS must have the same value. However, Baxter argues that

the levered firm is more likely to be thrown into receivership, from, e.g., a succession of bad years,

than the unlevered. Thus the risk of ruin (in effect different bankruptcy costs)33 will be higher for the

levered tirnl, and this risk can not be cancelled out in the arbitrage argument. Baxter concludes his

analysis by stressing that high leverage can lead to an increased average cost of capital, and "the

result is the traditional cost of capital curve, declining at low amounts of debt, but rising where

leverage becomes substantial" (p. 402).

Baxter's view received support by some empirical studies and became rather widespread.34 His view

implies that there exists an optimal capital structure as a ~esult of the V-shaped cost of capital curve

(with respect to the debt ratio) that in tum stems from the trade off between the gains35 and the

associated (bankruptcy) costs of debt financing. As Miller (1977) comments, this view takes the

theory of capital structure back to the traditionalist view, though for different reasons.36

32 As opposed to the so-called traditionalist view that viewed debt fmancing in itself, regardless of taxation, as

lowering the cost of capital (MM (1963), p. 439). See, e.g., MM (1958), pp. 276-77 for a more thorough

discussion.

33 Baxter (p. 399) points to "financial enlbarrassment" as one of the most substantial costs ofbankruptcy, e.g. the

fmn's reliability may be questioned by custonlers who then take their business elsewhere.

34 Miller (1977) comments on this view and calls it "currently fashionable" (p. 262). See also Miller's paper for

more references.

35 That is, the tax-deductible interest payments.

36 However, there were other works that supported MM Proposition I. Most prominent perhaps the work by

Stiglitz. Using general equilibrium models, in his (1969) and (1974) papers he shows that the risk class
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Miller challenges this bankruptcy cost versus debt tax shields view, by arguing that the bankruptcy

costs "seem disproportionately small" in contrast to the tax savings they ought to balance. Further, by

taking personal taxes into consideration, he shows that in market equilibrium there is no optimal

capital structure and that the company value will be independent offinancial structure;37

But, as Miller recognises, the question now turns to how companies determine their capital structures.

As he points out no company can be expected to have "enough reliable information" to maximise the

company value in accordance with the equilibrium. Instead, the actual decision making procedures in

companies "are inevitably heuristic, judgmental, imitative and groping"38. Through "evolutionary

mechanisms" the used "rule-of-thulTlb" procedures that lead to consistency with rational market

equilibrium survive, while the "harmful heuristics" will be exterminated. The surviving heuristics,

which Miller calls neutral mutations, will thus survive as long as they do not lose their unharmful

characteristics through environmental changes.

Ifwe return to the irrelevancy question, DeAngelo & Masulis (1980) show that Miller's irrelevance

result is "extremely sensitive to realistic and simple modifications in the corporate tax code".39 By

introducing non-debt (corporate) tax shields (such as accounting depreciation and tax credits from

investments) there will exist an optimal capital structure for each company in the market equilibrium,

even in absence ofbankruptcy or other leverage-related costs.

So far, the discussion of capital structure has only been concerned with tax and bankruptcy

considerations. However, as we will discover when we take a deeper look into the literature dealing

with the question ofhow firms determine their capital structure, there are many other variables that

can be put into the analysis. New inputs to the explanatory models of financial policy have over the

assumption can be substituted for an assumption that companies issue only so much debt so as to avoid a

positive probability ofbankruptcy, and still the firm's fmancial policy does not matter. (In the 1969 article this

holds for the frrm' s choice of debt ratio, while the 1974 article extends the proposition to all aspects of financial

policy, e.g. dividend payout ratio.)

37 A recent empirical study of the implication of Miller's model is Simon (1996) which fmds that the "Miller

model represents a long-run equilibrium from 1970 through 1985" (p. 54). However, in the short run, deviations

from the model are caused by corporate bond default risk and bank. borrowing costs. See further Simon's article

for more references on emprical tests ofthe Miller model.

38 Miller (1977), p. 272.

39 DeAngelo & Masulis (1980), p. 4.
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last 20 years resulted in a quite extensive academic treatment of the capital structure issue. One of the

seminal papers in this literature is Ross (1977a) article.

"One unfortunate consequence ofthe Modigliani-Miller insights has been the discarding

(and denial) oftheories for determining the financial structure. " (Ross, 1977a, p. 24)

To encourage a wider theoretical treatment of capital structure, Ross introduces the idea of

asymmetric information into the analysis:40 the managers of the firm possess inside information that is

not available to the market. The MM irrelevancy proposition is however (implicitly) based on the

assumption that "the market knows the (random) return stream of the firm and values this stream to

set the value of the firm". Ross argues that in the actual marketplace companies are valued on basis of

the ''perceived stream of returns".41 The basic idea is then that a change in the capital structure can

change the market's perception of returns. The change in capital structure can be viewed as a signal to

the capital market ofhow well the company is doing. The main mechanism in Ross' model is that an

increase in the company's debt will give a positive signal to the market (positive in the sense that the

market will perceive higher returns and thus set a higher value of the company) and vice versa.42

Ross' wish for a wider theoretical treatment of capital structure was fulfilled. During the 1980s the

capital structure literature was quite extensive. This literature was mainly devoted to answering the

question ofhow capital structure is determined, or more explicitly, to finding the factors that

determine the capital structure of a firm. In a survey paper, Harris & Raviv (1991) identify four

categories of determinants of capital structure: the desire to resolve/reduce conflicts of interest

between different stockholders in the company, the desire to convey private information to markets,

the desire to influence the result of corporate control issues, and finally, the desire to affect the nature

40 Another inlportant concept, agency costs, was introduced into the field of capital structure studies by Jensen &

Meckling (1976).

41 Ross (1977a), p. 25.

42 The impact of a change in capital structure on the stock price has been empirically tested. Masulis (1980) fmds

(in a study of exchange offers) statistically significant effects on the returns on common stock, preferred stock,

and debt. The fmdings indicate both a "corporate debt tax shield effect and a wealth redistribution effect" (p.

175), while no evidence of a cost ofbankruptcy effect is found. Moreover, the fmdings are possibly consistent

with Ross's signalling hypotheses (see Copeland & Weston, 1988, p. 519). In a follow-up study (on exchange

offers and recapatilisations), Masulis (1983) fmds support for the Ross hypothesis when it is tested more

explicitly.



of products or competition in the product/input market.43 Each category consists of a number of

different determinants. Harris & Raviv state that the empirical tests so far have not "sorted out which

of these [determinants that] are important in various contexts", but evidence from these studies is in

most cases consistent with theory.

Recently, an approach closely related to theories on agency problems and the issue of control rights

(to assets) has gained attention in its attempt to construct a theory of the firm and fiml policy,

including the capital structure question. It is based on the presumption that people are unable to write

contracts that are detailed enough to avoid (all possible) conflicts and that power (Le., rights of

control over assets) matters. The findings of this incomplete contracting approach so far are

summarised by Hart (1995). Aghion & Bolton (1992) claim that "debtfinancing is a natural way of

implementing contingent control allocations" (p. 490). Further, their model, which concenlS a

situation where an entrepreneur needs outside financing, provides a characterisation of the efficient

control allocations depending onfuture profitability and the entrepreneur's private benefits. This

results in a pecking-order: ifpossible issue preferred stock (Le., entrepreneur control), then try debt

(i.e., contingent control, depending on a signal of the profitability),44 and finally issue voting equity

(Le., investor control). As can be seen, this type of modelling depicts partnerships in their very

beginnings, but is not, in nlY opinion, very applicable to the theory of capital structure for existing or

large firms, due to its very basic set-up.45

The "capital structure puzzle" will now be summarised by referring to the discussion in Myers

(1984): Myers identifies four different frameworks for understanding why capital structures look the

way they do:46 the managerialframework which is based on the presumption that different types of

conflicts between managers and owners can arise, calling for capital structure choice such that these

conflicts are neutralised; the neutral mutationframework proposed by Miller (1977) (see above); the

static trade offframework, which holds the view that a company is striving towards a target capital

structure ("debt-to-value ratio"); and finally, the pecking orderframework. 47 The latter framework is

the one that Myers finds to be most in line with empirical evidence. He (p. 589) describes the pecking

43 Harris & Raviv (1991), p. 299.

44 Note that Aghion & Bolton do not model the debt contingency in a standard way; the signal is not the same as

default on debt payments. Therefore, as is pointed out by Hart (1995), the debt reference is not very convincing.

45 See the Hart (1995) book for a general treatment of the incomplete contracts literature as well as for more

references.

46 See the Myers article for more references on the different hypotheses.

47 Not to be confused with the Aghion & Bolton (1992) pecking order mentioned previously.
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order in the following way: 1) firms avoid to finance investment by issuing common stock (or other

risky securities);48 2) dividend pay-out ratios are set in order to assure that the normal rates of equity

invesfIiient are met by internally generated funds; 3) firms may cover part of the normal investments

with new debt, but they avoid excessive borrowing in order to keep the debt reasonably close to

default risk-free;49 4) firms will not always be able to issue safe debt;SO then they issue securities in

order of riskiness, starting with the less risky securities, such as risky debt or convertible debt before

turning to equity.

Myers views the pecking order and the static trade-off frameworks as the two main combatants in the

battle that is to be resolved by more empirical testing. These two combatants differ most importantly

in the fact that the observed capital structures will be of a different nature. The capital structure that

follows from the pecking order "will reflect the cumulative requirement for external fmancing"51 over

a long period, while the capital structure that results from a static trade-off point ofview will just

reflt;ct'its current phase of adjustment to the target structure. The pecking order framework, as defined

by Myer~, Jrecognises both asymmetric information problems and bankruptcy related costS.52

Even if the Myers (and MajIuf) pecking order framework is supported by some empirical findings

and, furthe~1hat it seems theoretically appealing, it may be fruitful to pose a number of questions in
/ /

the attempt to summarise the complex theory of capital structure. As Myers says, "[i]fneither [the
,/

static trade-off nor the pecking order] story explains actual behaviour, the neutral mutations story will

be there faithfully waiting" (p. 577). A valid question is then: must all firms do the same thing?S3
,/

48 The reason for this is that they "do not want to run the risk of falling into the dilemma of either passing by

positive-NPV projects or issuing stock at a price they think is too low" (p. 589). See pp. 584-585 for a more

detailed discussion.

49 There are two reasons: "to avoid any material costs of financial distress" and to maintain "fmancial slack",

i.e., to be able to keep the option of issuing more (safe) debt in case it is needed.

50 Because of, e.g., fluctuating investment opportunities or the "stickiness" of target dividend pay-out ratios.

51 Myers (1984), p. 589.

52 The pecking order theory is developed in Myers' joint paper with Majluf (Myers & Majluf (1984)). Its

implications have also been empirically supported by several studies, e.g., Eckbo (1986), Mikkelsen & Partch

(1986) and Masulis & Korwar (1986). In a recent paper, somewhat related to these issues, McConnell & Servaes

(1995) conclude that there is a difference between high-growth and low-growth fmns when the effect of debt is

measured; high-growth firms get a negative effect from debt, whereas low-growth fmns get a positive effect.

53 Or put differently, is the somewhat contradictory empirical fmdings a result of the fact that companies do

behave in different ways, just like individuals?
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Could it be so that some firms try to adjust their capital structures to target debt-to-value ratios, while

others follow Myers' modified pecking order, and that both kinds offirms are still not conflicting
- -

with capital market equilibria because none of their practises. are harmful (in analogy with the neutral

mutations hypothesis)?54 Perhaps, a 'some firms do, and some fmns do not' hypothesis is something

to take into consideration. This of course makes it ofvital importance to try to get an understanding of

how the particular fmn one is to value carries out its capital structure management.

Anyway, let us conclude that the capital structure issue is a complex one. Under some conditions,

capital structure matters, under others, it does not. As Stiglitz comments,

"[t]he question has not been so much whether [the MM] assumptions are 'realistic', but

whether, or under what circumstances, altering these assumptions leads to situations where

financial structure does indeed matter." (Stiglitz (1988), p. 122)

The lesson to be learnt from a company valuation point ofview is that there is a need to identify what

makes up the "realistic" assumptions in each particular case and be aware of what those assumptions

imply for the theoretical foundation of the valuation model used. In particular, different debt

management assumptions will not only affect the particular forecast of the capital structure, but will

also affect the valuation of interest tax shields, which in turn will affect the relation between different

costs of capital.

Thus, let us now tum our attention to the cost ofcapital issue, and specifically to how the (relevant)

cost of capital is. related to value (of operations and financing). The cost of capital issue has in the

literature historically been developed in close relation to different project valuation (or capital

budgeting) models. Thus, the route followed here will be to pursue how the cost of capital has been

specified during the theoretic development of project valuation models. Again, we take as a point of

departure the MM (1958) Proposition I that implies that the weighted average cost of capital of the

firm is independent of the capital structure. When corporate taxes and tax-deductibility of interest

payments are considered, the cost of capital of the firm is again dependent on the capital structure, as

shown in MM (1963).

54 That is to say (to some extent) that all three hypotheses might hold at the same time, but for different

companies (or for the same company in different periods).
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The basic capital budgeting criterion that evolved in the literature (and in practice) after the work of

MM was the net present value (NPV) criterion.55 NPV is the present value of the cash flows

perfainingtothe project, [e., the net contribution to the company's market value if the project is

undertaken. The present value is in the standard application obtained by discounting the project's cash

flows at WACC. 56,57,58,59

55 See Myers (1974), especially p. 19.

56 See any fmance textbook, e.g., Brealey & Myers (1991).

57 One slightly different approach is the flows to equity (FTE) method, the capital budgeting analogue to the

dividend discount model in company valuation. The FTE method calculates present value of the equity owners'

residual claim to the cash flows (Le., after adjusting the cash flows for net borrowing) by discounting these

residual cash flows at the cost of equity capital. It has not been subject to any extensive treatment in the recent

literature, but has been reported to be used in the valuation ofreal estate projects. See, e.g., Chambers, Harris &

Pringle (1982). Note that both the FTE and the standard NPV (with WACC) methods can be classified as risk

adjusted discount methods, Le., as discounted cash flow models. For an introduction to discounted cash flow

models, see Olsson & Levin (1997).

58 A completely different approach is the certainty-equivalent (CE) method. Instead of using a discount rate that

reflects both time and risk, the method separates these two components. Time preference is handled by using the

riskfree rate of interest as discount rate, while risk is dealt with through transformations of the expected cash

flows into certainty-equivalent cash flows. It should be noted that it is possible to assume that cash flows that

take place further ahead in the future are more uncertain, Le., that the certainty-equivalent also might be smaller

for a distant cash flow than for a more immediate cash flow (the ordinary discounting models handle this

"automatically" by reducing the value per period). As Sick (1986) points out, the CE approach also is more

concerned with individual flows than with the aggregated flows of a particular year. This also means that

different flows can'be assigned different risks (through a cash flow beta). However, the CE approach has not

been very extensively covered in textbooks. One reason for this might be that in order to produce a valuation

model of reasonable complexity, the cash flows must be an additive function ofunsystematic risk and of current

and previous market factors (Sick, 1986, pp. 24-25).

59 Yet another class ofproject valuation techniques is the one referred to by Keeley & Westerfield (1972) as the

single certainty equivalent (SCE) approach. The SCE approach frrst determines a probability distribution of

discounted present values (by discounting cash flow sequences at the riskfree rate, i.e., a pure time preference

discount rate). Then the mean of the distribution of discounted present values is multiplied by a certainty

equivalence factor, before the initial investment outlay is fmally subtracted to arrive at the project's value. This

method thus separates the timing of the cash flows and the riskiness of these flows. But as Keeley & Westerfield

(1972) point out, the result is a negligence of uncertainty beyond the first period of the valuation, and thus

incorrect project valuations.
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This is not unproblematic, however. Arditti (1973) concludes that WACC will be correct only if the

pr<?ject is_ fina~ced at the company's optima! debt:ratio and if the ~oject does_:'not ~lter tl!e overall

risk level of the firm's assets".60 To overcome the problems61 of the NPV-method, Myers (1974)

introduces the concept ofadjustedpresent value (APV). The first step in the APV-method is to

calculate the "base case value" of the project, Le., the project's contribution to firm value under the

assumption of all-equityfinancing and irrelevance ofdividendpolicy. 62 To this, the value from other

sources of financing and/or from relevancy of dividend policy is added.63 This means that the APV

method itself does not rely on any assumptions about the relevance/irrelevance of debt financing

and/or dividend policy. At the time, there was a practical problem with the fornlulation of the APV

method: It required a tedious backward computational procedure. This procedure was however

simplified by the findings ofAshton & Atkins (1978).

Miles & Ezzell (1980) repropose the standard (textbook) WACC formula approach.64 They show that

the special cases when this formula can validly be used (identified by Myers (1977) and mentioned in

footnote 61 above) can in fact be replaced by a particular assumption about the company's financing

policy. This critical assumption states that the company adjusts its amount of outstanding debt in each

period to keep a constant leverage ratio.65 This is referred to as active debt management. Thus, the

60 Arditti (1973), p. 1004, footnote 4. The result is further developed and summarised in Myers (1974) pp. 11-12.

Myers analyses three different WACC formulas, the original MM, the generalised MM (all projects do not have

to be in the same risk class), and the textbook formula.

61 After a comment by Bar-Yosef(1977) on Myers' presentation of the necessary conditions needed for a valid

use of the WACC approach, Myers (1977) is able to defme the special cases when the textbook WACC formula

are equivalent to the APV approach (under the assumption that the project and the frrm have the same cash flow

pattern) as "when 1) the fmn is entirely composed of one-period assets, when 2) the frrm is a perpetuity, and

when 3) the firm is on a steady-state growth path (Ct =C1(1 + gy-l)" (p. 220).

62 This can practically be done by using the NPV-method with the unlevered cost of equity capital as discount

rate.

63 Myers, p. 5.

64 Henceforth, the standard (textbook) WACC formula will be referred to as the WACC

formula: kWACC =OJDkD(1- T) + (1- OJD)kE , where k denotes cost of capital, OJD is the market debt

ratio, _D__ , the subscripts refer to debt (D) and equity (E), and 't is the corporate tax rate.
D+EV

65 Given this assumption, the WACC can be computed as: kWACC =ku - Z". i· OJD • (1 + k~ J.
1+1
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question which capital budgeting model to use became one of the reasonableness, in the specific case,

of the assumption about the company's debt management policy.

An implication of the Miles & Ezzell analysis was that active debt management (i.e., keeping a

constant leverage ratio) corresponds to discounting the tax-shields of debt financing at a rate

equalling the unlevered cost of equity capital, ku, instead of discounting them at the cost of debt, kD,

as under the assumption of passive debt management.66 To be precise, at a given point in time the tax

shelter from the next period should (still) be discounted at the cost of debt, while the one-period

ahead ("present") value of the tax shelters from all other future periods should be discounted at the

unlevered cost of equity capital. In formal notation (note that this in practice requires a backward

going procedure):

(ME)

PVTSt,all =PVTSt,k
D

+ PVTSt,ku

PVTS = TSt+l for all t from the valuation date and forward
t,kD 1+ k

D

PVTSPVTS = 1+1,011
t,ku 1+ ku

where PVTSt,all

PVTSt,k
D

present value at the beginning of year t+ 1 of all interest

tax shields

present value at the beginning ofyear t+ 1 of the part of the

interest tax shields that is discounted at the cost of debt,

kD, during year t+1

66 kD has often been argued to be the valid discount rate for tax-shields from debt fmancing. This was proposed

by MM (1963), and used by, e.g., Ashton & Atkins (1978). This proposition is related to the assumption of

passive debt management, Le., that the fmn determines its fmancing plan once and for all. However, Modigliani

argues later in his (1988) article that "[t]his assumption seems untenable [...]. It seems much more reasonable to

suppose that the leverage policy of the representative fmn can be described as aiming at maintaining the debt in

a stable relation to the scale of the fmn as seen at any given date." (p. 152). The explanation for the difference in

discount rate between the two cases is that with passive debt management the debt amount at any future time is

certain, while with active debt management the expected debt amount outstanding at any future end of period

becomes a direct function of the expected company value at that point in time. In the active debt management

case, interest tax shields are regarded as being as risky as the operating flows of the company by the direct link

between company value and the size of interest tax shields. The important lesson to be learnt from this, from a

valuation point of view, is that the discount rate should reflect the (un)certainty of the tax-shields.
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PVTSt,ku

TSt+l

present value at the beginning ofyear t+ 1 of the part of the

interest tax shields thajjs disc_Qunte_d at the__unlevered cost

of equity, kv, during year t+1

interest tax shield in year t+1 (corporate tax rate times

borrowing rate times beginning debt)

In a recent paper, Clubb & Doran (1995) aim at the middle of the active and passive debt

management spectrum, by analysing a "partially active" debt management in a context contrasting

APV versus NPV with (constant) WACC. Though APV has the ability of "model[ling] a variety of

debt management assumptions", Clubb & Doran conclude that the Miles & Ezzell WACC approach's 

possible valuation errors are insignificant in relation to the more reasonable debt management

assunlptions that can be handled by APV.

An alternative capital budgeting approach was introduced by Harris & Pringle (1985). The main

contribution is an explicit treatment of projects with differing risk. This is done by rearranging the

usual WACC formula into two components: required return due to operating risk (Le., the unlevered

cost of equity), kv, minus tax benefits of debt financing: kWACC =ku - 7: •k D •_D__ where kv is
D+EV

specified as kD • _D__ + kE •~ and assumed to be constant. This fornlulation implies a
D+EV D+EV

particular assumption about the valuation of tax shields: all interest tax shields are valued at kv. This

is almost the sanle as in the Miles & Ezzell formulation (where, for any given future point in time, the

first period interest tax shield instead is discounted at the cost of debt, kD) and the two approaches

will yield almost the same valuation (see, e.g., Essay 4 (section 3) or Taggart (1991)).

Another way of attacking the problems with risky projects (or assets) was provided by Myers &

Ruback (1987). They present a model where the discount rate, r*, for a risky asset can be calculated

as a weighted average of the after-tax return on riskless debt and the expected return on the market

portfolio:67 r* =(1- f3)(1- 7:)rj + fJrm . The only asset specific item that has to be forecasted is thus the

67 Pis the beta of the asset's cash flow, 'Cis the corporate tax rate, rfis the risk-free rate, rm is the expected rate

of return on the market.
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asset's beta. As suggested by Taggart (1991), this approach may be useful since it is independent of

tax regime.68

Harris & Pringle (1983) study the arguments implied by the Miller (1977) article on the irrelevancy of

capital structure. They are able to show the important result that the textbook WACe formula is the

correct specification of the weighted average cost of capital, regardless ofwhether Miller's

proposition is valid or not (p. 14).69 However, the textbook WAce approach still has the same

limitations that have been discussed above. Harris & Pringle state that the main contribution of

Miller's (1977) work is the focus on the fact that "the market value of a project (or firm) ultimately

depends upon the cash flows that can be made to investors after payment of all taxes, both corporate

and personal". Therefore, there is a need to include the effect ofpersonal taxes into the standard

capital budgeting procedures.7o

This argument was followed up by Taggart (1991), who gives valuation with both corporate and

personal taxes a thorough treatment under the assumption of risk-free debt. He derives different

systems ofequations (for the determination the different costs of capital) that are valid under different

sets of assumptions.71 Moreover, he produces "a road map to choice ofvaluation nlethod with

corporate and personal taxes".72 This "map" identifies the best method to use in four situations under

the assumption that debt is risk-free. It may be a natural starting point for valuations that consider

both corporate and personal taxes in the risk-free debt case.

One important aspect to be aware of is that many of the limitations of the WACC approach as a

project valuation method vanish when it is used as for company valuation purposes. The limitations of

the WAce approach for project valuation purposes follow mainly from the fact that a project may

have a different risk than the company as a whole. When valuing companies we are concerned with

the overall risk of the company which in fact is exactly what the WACC describes.

68 The usefulness of the approach is limited by the assumption that the company will maintain a very specific

capital structure. As Myers & Ruback (p. 2) recognise: "If there is a different optimal [capital structure] policy,

and the nlanager knows what that policy is~ project value can exceed our guaranteed value." In any case, the r*
discount rate can be seen as a lower bound.

69 However, WACC is here constant with respect to fmancialleverage, which means that the cost of equity and

the cost of debt are adjusted accordingly when the fmancial structure changes.

70 Harris & Pringle (1983), p. 22.

71 The different sets of assumptions are in no way complete in the sense that all possible cases are treated.

72 Taggart (1991), p. 17, exhibit 6.
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In project valuation applications, the WACC is almost always assunled to be constant. However, in

company valuation applications where the company's future operations and financing situation are

estimated there is no rationale for assuming a constant WACC. Instead, it is definitely possible to let

the WACC reflect the company's (possibly changing) risk characteristics (given some forecasted

scenario) by using a non-constant updated WACC.

To summarise the cost of capital issue, capital structure definitely matters when we look at corporate

taxation only. The main message from MM (1963) that the value of the firm is equal to the value of

the unlevered firm plus the value of the interest tax shields is thus a very useful point of departure.

However, the MM (1963) analysis and its resulting formulas depend on specific assumptions. Thus

the MM (1963) cost of capital formulas are not valid in a general setting. Holthausen & Zmijewski

(1996) have however presented a more general framework where the MM analysis arises as a special

case.

One key feature of the Holthausen & Zmijewski framework is the recognition that interest tax shields

at a given point in time can be discounted at the cost of capital for the unlevered firm, kv, and/or at

the cost of debt, kD. That means that the market value of tax shelters can be expressed as the sum of

the present value of the interest tax shield discounted at kv, plus the present value of the interest tax

shield discounted at kn. Thus, the framework can handle any assumption about the (proper) tax shield

discount rate that involves discounting at one of the two discount rates, or cases where some part of

the tax shield is discounted at one rate and the rest of the tax shield is discounted at the other.

In a case where the company in year t is financed with debt and equity only, the general relation

between the cost of equity (in year t), kE,t, the cost of equity for the unlevered firm, ku, and the cost of

debt (in year t), kn,t, is the following (Holthausen & Zmijewski, Chapter 2, p. 12):

(3)
(D -PVTS )

k =k + (k _ k ). \ 1-1 l-l,kD ,t

E,t U U D,I E~_1

where

PVTSt - 1,kD ,t

market value of debt at the beg~nningof year t

present value at the beginning ofyear t of the part of the

interest tax shields that is discounted at kD, t during year t

market value of equity at time t
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The unlevered cost of equity, ku, is dependent on the frrm's operations only and (by Holthausen &
-- -- - -

Zmijevski) assumed to be constant over time. kE,t is the cost of equity that is adjusted for the

beginning ofperiod financing. Note that fornlula (3) is general with respect to assumptions about the

tax shields in that it holds for any case where the tax shields are discounted at kuor kD,t, and for any

case where some part of the tax shields is discounted at one of the rates and the rest is discounted at

the other. We have already touched on the issue of choosing the appropriate discount rate for the

interest tax shields above. Under passive debt management kD,t is the proper discount rate73 and under

active debt management in accordance with Miles & Ezzell (1980) the tax shields are valued by a

combination ofkD,t and ku, as described in equation system (ME) above. Finally, if all tax shields are

considered to be as risky as the unlevered cash flows all of them should be discounted at ku, as in

Harris & Pringle (1985).

The Holthausen & Zmijewski framework is attractive since it provides consistent formulations of the

relations between the different costs of capital needed for the valuation of a company financed with

debt and equity in a world with corporate taxes only. The framework builds on the assumption that

the required rate ofreturn on the economic assets and on the securities financing those assets are

equal for any period.74 By applying this intuitive principle it is straight-forward to extend the analysis

to, e.g., more complex capital structures, and/or alternative tax shield valuation principles, as well as

to other tax regimes.

Usually, the framework is applied in the following way: Two of the costs of capital (the cost of debt

and the unlevered cost of equity) are assumed to be constant, while the third (the cost of equity) is

derived from equation (3). This is a pragmatic assumption: we cannot use a single equation to derive

more than one unknown; the other two must be given "exogenously". But as recognised in Essay 4

(section 3) neither the cost of debt, nor the unlevered cost of equity has to be constant. We will

however need an additional set of equations/relations that defines at least two of the costs of capital,

73 This is a result of the fact that with passive debt management we assume that the interest tax shelters are

independent of the value of the levered firm. That is, the debt maintenance is assumed to follow a fixed schedule

so that all future interest tax shelters are known at the valuation date. If the debt amount is fixed and the

company's cash flows are constant in perpetuity, equation (3) can be simplified to the well-known formula

provided by MM (1963): kE t = ku + (ku -kD t)· (l-r)Dt where in addition to (3) 'C is the corporate tax
,. 'E~

rate.

74 By economic assets are meant operating assets and tax shields.
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so that equation (3) can be used to derive the third one. This may not be an easy task, but in the

follo",ing ~ases it migh!_prove to be usefu~ Firs~y, the term-~truc~~eof interestrates !Uay a! time~_

definitely imply that the expected costs of capital are different between periods. By specifying, e.g.,

the cost of debt and the unlevered cost of equity as functions of the (non-constant) risk-free rate, the

cost of equity for a given period could be calculated via equation (3). Secondly, we may in a specific

case have reason to anticipate that a firm will change the riskiness of its operations, e.g., from risky

projects to fairly safe. Thus, it may be reasonable to forecast a gradually lowering unlevered cost of

equity. Thirdly, as recognised by Harris & Pringle (1985), it is at extreme debt ratios possible that the

required return on operations (i.e., the unlevered cost of equity) is affected by changes in leverage:

"[o]ne can argue that eventually financial leverage will affect operating operating risks" (p. 239) (see

also the arguments in Baxter (1967)). And, of course, bankruptcy and agency costs may in such cases

affect the cost of debt. If such considerations could be quantitatively modelled, equation (3) could be

used for obtaining the levered cost of equity.

To conclude, the framework (exemplified in equation (3)) provides an important link between the

anticipated future performance of the company (reflected in total company value, Le., equity value

plus debt value), the riskiness of its operations (reflected by the unlevered cost of equity), the debt

management policy of the firm (reflected in both the valuation of interest tax shields and the

separation of the total conlpany value into equity value and debt value), and the costs of equity and

debt. This link is often missing in the literature on company valuation, but is discussed in detail for

FCF valuation in Essay 3. Essay 4 is directed at creating a synthesis of 1) the explicit inclusion of this

link in a world with corporate taxes, and of2) the valuation model equivalence results in Feltham &

Ohlson (1995) and Penman (1997) (which are derived in a setting without taxes).

2.3 Dividend policy

The capital structure and cost of capital issues are as discussed above quite complex. The dividend

policy issue is in this respect very similar. Again, we refer to a work by MM as the point of departure.

In their (1961) article they claim their famous dividend irrelevance result, Le., that the company's

current market value is independent of its dividend policy, given its investmentpolicy. 75 This is in

75 Note that changes in dividend policy will affect future dividends, future (accounting) earnings, future book

equity values, and future market values (but not the current market value). See Feltham & Ohlson (1994b,

section V) for a deeper discussion of this.
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contrast to the view that dividend policy is relevant for security valuation.76 The MM (1961) analysis

was done without taxes77 (and transaction costs). Including differential taxes on capital gains and
- --- - ---- - ------ -- -

(dividend) income implies that investors would favour low dividends if the tax on income was higher

than on capital gains.78 Even so, irrelevance could hold if the different investors, for some reasons,

preferred different pay-out ratios, i.e., if there could exist different clienteles.79

Miller & Scholes (1978) do not accept the MM argument of 'clientele' effects to explain dividend

irrelevancy in a world with both personal and corporate taxes, but they are able to indicate that for

reasons in the tax code, many investors in effect will pay the same tax on dividends as on capital

gains. Therefore, dividend policy may be irrelevant even if personal taxes are considered.

The MM proposition could not be rejected by an empirical study by Black & Scholes (1974). They

argue (p. 21) that a change in dividend policy may have an immediate effect on the stock price, due to

the market believing "that the change indicates something about the probable future course of

earnings". However, this temporary effect ought to disappear when it is clear to the market that this is

not the case. Thus, in a somewhat longer perspective, dividend policy does not affect the value of the

company, and a dividend cut could be "an inexpensive way of providing [...] capital".

Bhattacharya (1979) considers the informational effect of dividend policy changes to be larger. He

introduces the signalling framework (as Ross (1977) did for the capital structure issue) in the dividend

policy context. The model contrasts the benefits of dividends as a signalling tool (i.e., the "dividends

function as a signal of expected cash flows of firms in an imperfect-information setting", p. 259) vs.

the costs arising from personal taxation, and the model may explain why companies in fact pay

dividends even if dividends are disadvantageous from a tax perspective.

Hakansson (1982) analyses the information content of dividends further and identifies three different

cases: "[W]hether informative or not, dividends serve no useful role when investors are substantially

homogenous, have additive utility, and markets are complete. When associated with positive costs,

76 See, e.g., Friend & Puckett (1964) for the early references. The basic explanation given for this view is that

"investors prefer a dollar ofdividends to a dollar ofcapital gains, because fa bird in the hand is worth more

than one in the bush'" (Black & Scholes (1974), p. 1)

77 Although it extends to a world with corporate taxes only. See Copeland & Weston (1988) pp. 548-550.

78 Some authors in fact argued that it perhaps is best to pay no dividends at all. See Copeland & Weston (1988),

p. 561 for a few references.

79 MM (1961), section V.
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dividends are under these circumstances deleterious to efficiency. On the other hand, dividends are

capabl~ of i~y~ovingwelfar~ (effi~~ncy)when t~ey ar~~nform~tiveprovided inve~tQrs h~~

heterogeneous beliefs, utility is non-additive, or markets are incomplete, even in the presence of

dead-weight costs. In this context, the power of informative dividends [...] is especially significant;

dividend announcements may under certain circumstances bring an incomplete market to or even

beyond the level ofefficiency that would be attained if the market were complete" (p. 416).

In empirical studies on the effect of announcements of dividend policy changes, the first results

seemed to confirm that corresponding changes in stock value occur. However, as discussed by

Gosnell, Keown & Pinkerton (1996), several later studies found that the informational content of

dividends is small. Studies of large dividend policy changes have indicated that price is "materially

affected" by such large changes,80 however. Since past studies have relied on daily data, Gosnell,

Keown & Pinkerton choose to use intraday data. They find an asymmetric reaction by the market to

dividend increases versus decreases. "In particular, the reaction to negative announcements is

stronger and lasts for a longer period than the reaction to favourable announcements" (p. 262).

As in the capital structure case, agency cost approaches have been applied. The points that have been

emphasised in this literature are that dividend payments make the firms return to the markets more

often to reap the benefits of external monitoring, and that the firms face a trade-off between these

benefits (which lower the agency costs) and the cost of external fmancing.81 In a recent paper,

Noronha, Shome & Morgan (1996) conlbine the capital structure and dividend policy issues in an

agency cost framework. Regarding dividend policy, they find that the rationale for using dividends as

a tool for reducing agency costs is dependent on the presence of alternative monitoring vehicles (such

as, e.g., a large shareholder) in the particular firm.

Again, we do not get an absolutely clear picture. In a world where every investor has full information

and dividend payments are tax-neutral in relation to capital gains, dividend policy is irrelevant. But it

is easy to construct situations where this does not hold. To answer the question why firms pay

dividends (or how they determine what to pay), several stories have been told. Which one of them

that is right (or if they all in some sense are right) is still an open question.

80 Gosnell, Keown & Pinkerton (1996), p. 249.

81 Rao & White (1994), p. 449.
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For company valuation modelling purposes, the important thing is to make sure that the model treats

dividend policy irrelevance/relevance in a way that is consistent with the underlying assumptions of
- - - -- -- -- ---

the state of the world. In fact, it is desirable that the model should be able to handle both cases, since

the dividend irrelevancy question may, perhaps, be most suitable to handle in the actual forecasting

procedure and not in the basic formulation of the valuation model. Let us look at what dividend

irrelevance really means in terms of accounting concepts: Let NPt denote the net profit (accounting

earnings) in year t, DIVt the dividends in year t, and BVt the (ex-dividend) book value of equity at the

end ofyear t. Then clean surplus accounting implies the following relation between these items:

(4) DIV, =B~_l +N~ - BVt

Now let us denote the invested capital at the end ofyear t by let, and the debt outstanding at the end

ofyear t, by D t. In a firm with assets consisting ofworking capital and property, plant and equipment

(PPE), the invested capital equals the net working capital plus net (book) PPE. If the firm is financed

with debt and equity only (and there are no deferred taxes) then let =BV, +Dt • Equation (4) can

now be rewritten as:

Equation (5) thus describes the relation between the forecasted (accounting) earnings, and the

forecasted dividend, investment, and financing decisions of the company. Following Ohlson (1995),

equations (4) and (5) should be treated consistently with the accounting rule that DIVt reduce BVt but

leaves NPt unaffected. Equation (5) demonstrates that the earnings can be used for paying dividends,

for investments, and for reducing debt. It follows from (5) that dividends reduce the investments

dollar for dollar (given a specific financing decision), and from (4) that dividends reduce book equity

dollar for dollar (independently of financing).

The question of dividend irrelevance hinges on the trade off between dividends and investments. If

one dollar less is paid out in dividends then one dollar more can be invested. Now, the question is

whether this increase in investments will generate a sufficient increase in subsequent earnings (which

in turn can lead to higher subsequent dividends, Le., less dividends "now" give potential for more

dividends "later on") so that the equity value remains unaffected. Penman & Sougiannis (1997a)

(section IV) fmd empirical evidence that this in fact is the case: dividends displace subsequent US

GAAP earnings, so that cum-dividend earnings are insensitive to the dividend pay-out ratio. This

contradicts the signalling hypotheses that a high dividend pay-out signals a high performance
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company. Moreover, an important implication for valuations is that "earnings (or dividends) alone

cannot be targeted" (p. 18). That is, a multi-year dividend (or earnings) forecast is not alone a

sufficient base for providing a meaningful equity value estimate, but must be complemented with an

associate earnings (or dividend) forecast (in order to provide a reliable horizon value). Approaches

where financial statements are explicitly forecasted using a clean surplus accounting system can here

be useful, since they explicitly link forecasts of dividends and earnings via explicitly forecasted

investments (and financing decisions), as described in equation (5). In practice, for a particular

company, the dividend irrelevance holds as long as there exist investment opportunities retunling the

cost of equity. That is, dividend irrelevance may hold for a limited range of (possible) investments.

3. Framework for the Studies

3.1 General assumptions

To set up a framework for these studies, the different issues discussed above have to be considered in

the context ofcompany valuation modelling. Firstly, an overall view on company valuation, including

concern for the estimation procedures of the relevant data, will be taken. As already has been

indicated, a modelling approach that utilises the structure of accounting/financial statements, will be

one starting point. The following accounting system with forecasted balance sheets and income

statements will be used throughout the dissertation (with some minor extensions/alterations):

IAssets ~ Debt and Equity I
(Net) Working Capital, NWCt Debt, Dt

Net Property, Plant & Equipment, Nt Deferred Taxes, Tt

= Gross Property, Plant & Equipment, Gt Book Equity, BVt

- Accumulated Depr., At

The company's forecasted balance sheet (in book value terms) in year ('2

82 Note that this structure of the balance sheet implies that invested capital equals the balance sheet total.
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_2ReveE-u_es, Rt_
-

-Operating Expenses, OpXt

-Depreciation Expense, DepXt

-Interest Expense, IXt

-Taxes, ITt

Net profit, NPt

The company's forecasted income statementfor year t

The development of balance sheets and income statements will be linked via the clean surplus

relation. 83 Moreover, book debt is always assumed to be equal to market debt, and interest expense is

paid on beginning ofyear debt. In Essays 2 and 3, the borrowing (coupon) rate (which always is

assumed to be equal to the cost of debt) and the corporate tax rate are assumed to be constant, while

they are allowed to vary over time in Essay 4. As can be seen from the balance sheet above, it is

assumed that there are no excess marketable securities in the forecast period (Le., in the future.),

which means that the company has operating assets only. Deferred taxes are treated as "a quasi-equity

account".84 For valuation purposes they are not really assets or liabilities; the deferred taxes "are

important only to the extent that we need them to calculate income tax paynlents."85 That means that

the net flow to/from the deferred taxes account (i.e., the net savings on taxes to be paid) each year is

included in cash flow calculations to adjust the income statement item Taxes to a cash basis. They can

be considered as a non-interest bearing debt item, but as discussed in Essay 4, they could also be

thought of as negative item on the asset side (like accumulated depreciation). Further, only corporate

taxation is considered.

Secondly, considering the question ofwhich "world" to work in, one of course would say the "real

world". But assumptions have to be made: Considering taxes, the natural point of departure when

considering company valuation models has (historically) been to include corporate taxes only (or even

no taxes at all). In a world with corporate taxes only, it is clear that financial structure matters. One

obvious task to look into is the use of constant discount rates in company valuation (a common

83 The clean surplus relation (CSR) means that the change in book equity (including retained earnings) is equal

to net profits minus net dividends: BV, = BVt _1 +N~ - DIVt • See, e.g., Ohlson (1995). This assumption is

uncontroversial; why would we forecast deviations from CSR?

84 CKM, p. 162. See also Brealey & Myers (1996), p. 521.

85 Holthausen & Zmijewski (1996), Chapter 5B, p. 6.
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procedure in practical situations). Since the starting assumption concerning taxes is corporate taxes

o~!y, th~ start~~~ ass!:~ptio~~nfm~~cial ~~ctu~~s giyen: it ~a.tter~. When it comes to divid~I1ci~,

the basic presumption made is that equity owners are convinced that dividends are paid some time

(e.g., at least as a final lump sum dividend of the break-up value when a company of finite life ends

its business), and that the value of the equity can be described as the present value of all future

expected dividends. No explicit assumption about dividend irrelevance is introduced in the modelling

approach. As discussed previously this topic is perhaps best treated when performing the actual

forecasting of dividends, investments and subsequent earnings. One other thing to be consistent about

is the treatment of inflation. It will throughout the papers be presumed that all variables will be

described in nominal terms. With respect to cost of capital considerations, no general assumptions are

made. Instead, different settings are considered throughout the dissertation, since this is one of the

explicit research issues.

3.2 Research issues

The central topic of this dissertation, specially highlighted in Essay 4, regards the choice ofvaluation

attribute and securing. that the transformation ofthis attribute into the equity value can be done in a

theoretically consistent way, under different "theoretical settings" (as, e.g., different cost of capital

regimes). The theoretical settings may be different in the distinct parts of the dissertation, but the

point is thoroughly to provide an extensive description of each setting so that it will be easy to

understand under which conditions certain cOlnbinations of valuation attributes and transformations

are consistent with each other. In particular, Essays 2 and 3 consider the consistency between free

cash flow valuation and the PVED-principle, while Essay 4 considers a "general" equivalence also

including the abnormal earnings (residual income) model, the economic value added model (with two

altenlative specifications),86 and the adjusted present value model. Essay 4 also presents a comparison

between these different models.

While the cost of capital assumption underlying Essay 2 is pretty ad hoc with constant costs of equity

and debt, Essays 3 and 4 develop how an explicit linkage between different costs of capital, the

valuation of interest tax shields and the forecasts of fundamental data (as discussed in section 2.2

above) can be achieved by the use of a backward going discounting procedure. Further, a method for

implementing the backward going discounting in a spreadsheet model is developed and thoroughly

86 Essay 4 provides an alternative specification of the EVA model, more similar to the abnormal earnings

concept than the standard Stewart (1991) specification.
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described. In Essay 3, the cost of debt is still assumed to be constant, while it is evident from Essay 4

that this assumption can be relaxed. Essay 4 also gives an alternative starting point for t~e discounting

procedure, using the estimated cost of equity at the valuation date instead of the unlevered cost of

equity as the initial forecast target. The essay provides an implementation of all the five valuation

models using the backward going discounting procedure. A further issue considered here is how much

different assumptions about the valuation of interest tax shields (which are related to how the

company is perceived to manage its capital structure) affect the valuation result. Essay 4 also studies

under which conditions the general equivalence among the leading models can be preserved in a more

traditional approach with constant discount rates.

Moreover, the concept of horizon values is another important issue of this dissertation. In Essay 2,

Chapter 2, the main aim is to identify the many hidden assumptions inherent in continuing value

formulas and to develop a methodology for identifying conditions, in terms of the used forecasting

model's parameters, that must hold when using such formulas. This is done by providing an analysis

of the development of valuation attributes and other accounting items under steady state assumptions.

In Essay 4, a more general discussion and analysis ofhorizon value techniques for the five valuation ~.

models considered is presented.

The specification of forecasting models for providing forecasted balance sheets and income

statements, including estimation of parameters, are also a topic that is considered in this dissertation.

An empirical, descriptive, study (initiated in Levin & Olsson (1995a)) of how well the CKM

specifications of the property, plant & equipment work in three Swedish companies, as well as

discussions about the meaning and the practical usefulness of different parameters, are presented in

Essay 2 (Chapter 4). More comments on these issues are given in the case study ofEldon AB,

presented in Chapter 5 of Essay 2.

4. Results and Implications for Further Research

With respect to the central topic of this dissertation, the equivalence between different valuation

models, the main results are synthesised in Essay 4: In a world with corporate taxes, a constant

discount rate approach is theoretically valid only when the company is expected to maintain a

constant market debt ratio. The only case where this will be appropriate is under an assumption of

active debt management such that the company periodically adjusts its borrowing to keep a constant
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market debt ratio.87 This dissertation has however developed a valuation framework that ensures

equivalence between five leading valuation models even if the projected capital structure in market
- - -- --- ---- -- ---- - ------ -- -

terms changes over time. The equivalence holds for both finite and infinite valuations, as well as year

by year. An important implication is that, given projected financial statements, the different company

valuation models give the same result. If more direct estimation techniques are (independently) used

then the equivalence may not be achieved. However, the important lesson to be learnt is that

differences in valuations are due to inconsistencies betweellforecasts ofvaluation attributes and/or

estimated discount rates, and not to fundamental differences between the valuation models. If the

forecasts are internally consistent, then each of the five models will give the same answer. This also

points out the direction for future research: Forecasting procedures for estimation of the value

relevant items are definitely something to rank high on the research agenda. Such procedures could

possibly also be directed at including an explicit linkage between investments, dividends and the

subsequent earnings (see section 2.3 in this essay).

From an analyst's point ofview, the detailed modelling of the cost of capital and value

interdependence through the backward discounting procedure may seem to be an "overkill". In

practice, less (often much less) detailed approaches are used. But, one important contribution is that

the framework specified in this dissertation will, given the assumptions made, give a value without

any approximation errors from the calculation procedure. Thus, this framework can in a comparative

study be used as benchmark for evaluating more ad hoc approaches. This may be an interesting topic

for future research.

It may however also be interesting to develop the discounting procedure further. As indicated in this

essay (section 2.2) the underlying framework can both be extendable to more complex capital

structures, and be generalised to settings with both non-constant required return on operations and

cost of debt.

Finally, this dissertation (Essay 2 in particular) has provided a methodology for deriving conditions

that ensures that valuation attributes grow at a constant rate, so that continuing value formulas are

appropriate as horizon values. Moreover, it has been shown in Essay 4 that the choice of horizon

value technique boils down to finding the attribute that can validly be expected to grow at a constant

87 A constant market debt ratio can under certain conditions also be achieved in constant growth cases.

Practically, this is however only valid after somefuture horizon where the company is expected to enter a steady

state, and is thus not applicable to a full scale valuation (Le., from the valuation date until the end of the life of

the company).
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rate (or be zero) from a specific point in time. Since recent empirical studies have indicated that the

horizon value calculations are very important for the overall performance of a valuation model,88 an

important issue for future research is to find out which horizon value technique that requires the least

restrictive conditions in practical implementations.
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o. Introduction

Company valuaTion with discouilted-free--caslillow models lias received-much attention during the

last few years. One of the most prominent examples is the McKinsey valuation model, described in

Valuation: Measuring and Managing the Value ojCompanies by Tom Copeland, Tim Koller, and

Jack Murrin. l The book has sold more than 50,000 copies and is used as textbook in many leading

business schools - favoured more by finance teachers than by their colleagues in accounting,

however. Letting the question whether free cash flow valuation is superior to other valuation

approaches remain unanswered, we make the observation that the popularity of the McKinsey model

in academic education will make it even more widespread among practitioners once today's students

graduate and start to work. This observation is the pragmatic reason for our work: an in-depth look at

many of the questions connected with free cash flow models in general and the McKinsey model in

particular.

The title of this report - Looking Beyond the Horizon - alludes to the concept ofhorizon value,

common in valuation models, and also present in the McKinsey model. The approach is explained in

Brealey & Myers (1991): "The value of a business is usually computed as the discounted value of free

cash flows out to a valuation horizon (ll), plus the forecasted value of the business at the horizon,

also discounted back to present value. That is,

FCFJ. FCF2 FCFH PVHPV=--+---2+···+--H-+--H-
l+r (l+r) (l+r) (l+r)

Of course, the [...] business will continue after the horizon, but it's not practical to forecast free cash

flow year by year to infinity."2 The horizon value is almost always calculated as a continuing value,

using for instance the Gordon formula.3

The fact that the horizon value is calculated using a very simplifying formula can in no way be taken

as evidence that it is somehow unimportant. On the contrary, Copeland et al report typical values for

sonle industries: for a company in the tobacco industry the horizon value accounts for 56% of the

total company value, in the sporting goods industry it is 81%, for the typical skin care business the

figure is 100% and for a high tech company 125% (the figures are calculated using a horizon eight

years into the future).4 Furthermore, practitioners like horizon values. A colleague told us that when

he had discussed the McKinsey book with corporate analysts at Swedish investment banks, they

1 The book and the model will be referred to alternately as the McKinsf!)J book/model and Copeland et al.
2 Brealey & Myers (1991), p. 64
3 See, e.g., Brealey & Myers (1991), p. 34.
4 Copeland et aI, p. 275
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typically wanted to use a horizon value after not more than five years, some even after only two or

three years.

A large part of this report is devoted to problems connected with the horizon value. We particularly

want to uncover the many hidden assumptions inherent in continuing value formulas. This also makes

the reverse possible, nanlely to say what conditions must be fulfilled for a continuing value

calculation to be admissible - or at least create an awareness about the problems connected with it.

The rest of the report covers a range of subjects that we feel are insufficiently dealt with in Copeland

et aI, and that are of general interest in company valuation.

The findings in the report also lend themselves to conclusions regarding the choice of discounting

method, a problem treated rather sketchily in many practically oriented textbooks.

The methodology we use in much of the report is to investigate the structure of difference equations

that govern the different versions of the valuation model. This technique makes it possible to see

exactly what restrictions are implied by the different proposed modelling approaches - and only

when such restrictions are stated explicitly can one judge whether they are reasonable or not.

It should be noted that the McKinsey nlodel does not include any stochastic elements. The free cash

flows, which are discounted, could be interpreted as expected free cash flows. The stochastic

processes that generate them are left out. In this report we adhere to this mode of presentation.

The first section in Chapter 1 contains a short description of the McKinsey model. This is meant more

as an introduction for the reader not fully acquainted with the particulars of the Copeland et al

approach. The second section introduces the alternative specifications of the property, plant and

equipment (PPE) items in the McKinsey model. In Chapter 2, 3 and 4 the actual methods and results

of this report are developed. Chapter 5 is a "How to do it"-guide, where we use the results in a step by

step implementation of the model on the Swedish company Eldon AB. Chapter 6, finally, contains the

concluding remarks.
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1. The Modelling Framework

1.1 The model's structure

The model contains two sections: one historical and one for the future. In the historical section,

balance sheets and income statements from a number ofyears are inserted into the model in order to

calculate several financial ratios. These historical ratios can then be used as a basis for forecasting the

corresponding ratios in the future, which in tum are used for calculating future balance sheets and

income statements. From these, it is possible to derive the free cash flow (FCF), the net profit (NP)

and the dividends (DIY) for each future year. The company value can then be calculated:5

Definitions:

The free cash flow (FCF) valuation approach is a model where the forecasted free cash flows are

discounted by the weighted average cost of capital (WACC). The sum ofthe discounted free cash

flows is then the total company value. Deducting the market value of the debt yields the equity

value.

The dividend (DIV) valuation approach is a model where the forecasted future dividends are

discounted by the cost of equity capital (ke). The sum of the discounted dividends makes up the

equity value, and by adding the market value of the debt, one arrives at the total company value.

The net profit (NP) valuation approach is a family ofmodels where the forecasted future net

profits are calculated and capitalised, often after deducting a charge for the use of capital.

In the original version, the book by Copeland et al advocates the free cash flow valuation method.

This method has also become fashionable with many fmancial economists, and we will also

concentrate on it. Some consideration will also be given to the dividend valuation approach. Lately,

many academics in the accounting field have begun advocating earnings, or net profits, as the

relevant valuation measure. We do not share their enthusiasm. However, as there is a demand for

explicit net profit figures, we show how these can be derived from the same modelling framework as

we use to derive free cash flows and dividends. In section 3.2 we discuss the eanlings issue, and

explain why we are somewhat sceptical towards it.

5 The terminology is not standardised in the literature: "Company value" sometimes stands for the equity value,
other times it refers to the total value of the company, i.e. equity value plus debt value. In this report we will use
the terminology equity value and total company value where it is necessary to distinguish between the two.
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Since it is very difficult to make detailed forecasts for periods in the distant future, the valuation can

be divided into two periods: the explicit forecast period and a continuing value for the time after this

period.6 Thi~so-9aJled hQ!izon value is often calculated with!b.e Gor@n formula,~_butthere are a

number of interesting problems cOlmected with the horizon value, which will be dealt with in coming

chapters.

For a hypothetical company, the "McKay" company (adapted from a teaching note by L. Peter

Jennergren (1994) and similar to the Preston company in Copeland et al), historical income

statements and balance sheets are set up in order to calculate the historical values of a number of

financial ratios that are later used as forecast assumptions, e.g. revenue growth, operating

expenditures as a percentage of revenues, etc. An exanlple fronl 1986 and 1987 can be seen in Table

1, below (note that it is necessary to present more than one year since some of the financial ratios

involve figures from previous years). The whole model is in Appendix 1. For ease of understanding

some simplifications from the Copeland et al version have been nlade, which do not affect the issues

we are concerned with here. 8 The valuation is as of Jan. 1, 1993.

From the figures in Table 1 financial ratios are easily calculated, some examples are given in Table 2.

Most ratios are self-explanatory, but some are accompanied by comnlents. Items and ratios refer to

the current year unless they have a subscript that indicates otherwise (thus gross PPE means gross

property, plant and equipment for the year in question, whereas gross PPEt - 1 refers to the same item

the preceding year).

6 See Copeland et aI, p. 207.
7 The Gordon model is described in Brealey & Myers (1991), p. 34.
8 McKay has no capitalised leases or goodwill. The capital structure consists only of equity and debt.
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Income statement 1986 1987 Balance sheet 1986 1987

_Re'lenue_s _ 19'Zr6 -222.3 -- -Operating-cas1'1- 4~0 4-:4
- Operating expenses -175.4 -206.9 Excess marketable securities 10.9 3.0
- Depreciation expense -12.8 -9.3 Trade receivables 17.9 24.4

Other receivables 1.5 2.0
Operating income 9.4 6.1 Inventories 1.9 2.1
Interest income 0.0 0.0 Prepaid expenses 4.3 5.1
- Interest expense -0.1 -0.4

Current assets 40.5 41.0
Earnings before taxes 9.3 5.7

- Taxes -5.3 -2.4 Gross property, plant and

equipment 100.0 117.7
- Accumulated depreciation -37.7 -42.3

Net profit 4.0 3.3
Net property, plant and 62.3 75.4

equipment

Total assets 102.8 116.4

Short-term debt 0.3 0.8

Statement of retained Accounts payable 7.3 11.0
earnings 1986 1987 Other current liabilities 13.9 13.5

Beginning retained earnings 60.6 62.5 Total current liabilities 21.5 25.3
Net profit 4.0 3.3

- Common dividends -2.1 -2.1 Long-term debt 5.5 11.5
Deferred income taxes 8.7 11.0

Ending retained earnings 62.5 63.7
Common stock 4.6 4.9

Retained earnings 62.5 63.7

1986 1987 Total common equity 67.1 68.6

Invested capital 70.7 88.9 Total liabilities and equity 102.8 116.4

Table 1 - The McKay Company in 1986 and 1987
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1986 1987

Operations

-Revenue-growth-

Operating expo I revenues

Working capital I revenues

Operating cash I revenues

Trade receivables I rev.

Other receivables I rev.

Inventories I rev.

Prepaid expenses I rev.

Accounts payable I rev.

Other current liabilities I rev.

Gross PropertyI Plant and

Equipment (Gross PPE)

Gross PPE I revenues

Depreciation I gross PPEt_1
Retirements I gross PPEt-1

Taxes

Tax rate

Increase in deferred

taxes I gross PPE

88.8%

2.0%

9.1%

0.8%

1.0%

2.2%

3.7%

7.0%

50.6%

49.0%

12.5%

93.1%

2.0%

11.0%

0.9%

0.9%

2.3%

4.9%

6.1%

Note: Specification A (see section 1.2)

52.9%

9.3% Depr. as percentage of preceding year's gross PPE

4.7% Depr. as percentage of preceding year's gross PPE

49.0%

2.0%

Table 2 - Some financial ratios for the McKay Company in 1986 and 1987

The historical ratios should be calculated for several years before they are used as a base for the

estinlation of future ratios. The expected future values of the ratios then determine the (forecasted)

future performance of the company and thus the total company value. See the following tables for an

example ofhow this works, the example is for 1994. In this case, the forecast period starts in 1993, so

1994 is the second prediction year.9 Note the large number of items in the income statement and

balance sheet that are ratio driven, Le. that are decided by one of the financial ratios described in

Table 2 and Table 3.

9 The entire explicit forecast period can be found in the appendix.
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Forecast assumptions 1994

_Operations_

Real growth 12.0% Forecast

Inflation 3.0% Forecast

Revenue growth 15.4% [1 + Real growth] x [1 + Inflation] - 1

Operating expo , revenues 91.0% Forecasted ratio

Working capital' revenues

Operating cash' revenues 2.0% Forecasted ratio

Trade receivables' rev. 11.9% Forecasted ratio

Other receivables' rev. 1.4% Forecasted ratio

Inventories' rev. 2.5% Forecasted ratio

Prepaid expenses' rev. 0.9% Forecasted ratio

Accounts payable' rev. 3.9% Forecasted ratio

Other current liabilities' rev. 6.1% Forecasted ratio

Gross Property, Plant and Note: Specification A

Equipment (Gross PPE)

Gross PPE , revenues 54.6% Forecasted ratio

Depreciation I gross PPEt-1 9.7% Forecasted ratio

Retirements I gross PPEt_1 4.1% Forecasted ratio

Taxes

Tax rate 39.0% Forecast (or perhaps known)

Increase in deferred

taxes I gross PPE 0.8% Forecasted ratio

Other

Borrowing rate 9.0% Forecast

Current year short term debt'

prec. year's long term debt 20.0% Forecasted ratio

Table 3 - Forecast assumptionsfor the McKay Company in 1994
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Income statement

Revenues

- Operating expenses

- Depreciation expense

Operating income

Interest income

- Interest expense

Earnings before taxes

- Taxes

Net profit

Statement of retained

earnings

Beginning retained earnings

Net profit

- Common dividends

Ending retained earnings

1994

690.6 Revenues 1993 + revenue growth

-628.4 Ratio driven: 91 % of revenues.

-31.9 Ratio driven: 9.7% of gross PPE in 1993

30.2

0.0 Direct forecast

-12.2 Borrowing rate x Debt (at beginning of year, Le. Debtt_1)

18.0

-7.0 Tax rate x Earnings before taxes

11.0

1994

77.5 Preceding year's "Ending retained earnings"

11.0 From income statement

0.0 Direct forecast

88.5

Table 4 - Forecasted income statement and statement ofretained earningsfor the McKay Company in 1994
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Balance sheet

Operating cash

Excess marketable securities

Trade receivables

Other receivables

Inventories

Prepaid expenses

Current assets

Gross property, plant

and equipment (Gross PPE)

- Accumulated depreciation

Net propertyI plant

and equipment (Net PPE)

Total assets

Short-term debt

Accounts payable

Other current liabilities

Total current liabilities

Long-term debt

Deferred income taxes

Common stock

Retained earnings

Total common equity

Total liabilities and equity

1994

13.8 Ratio driven: 2.0% of revenues

0.0 Direct forecast

82.2 Ratio driven: 11.9% of revenues

9.7 Ratio driven: 1.4% of revenues

17.3 Ratio driven: 2.5% of revenues

6.2 Ratio driven: 0.9% of revenues

129.1

377.1 Ratio driven: '54.6% of revenues

-140.1 Ratio driven: Accumulated depreciation in 1993 +

+ This year's depr. expense - This year's retirements =
=Acc. depr. 1993 + Depr. expo 1994 - 4.1 % of gross PPE in 1993

237.0

366.2

23.0 Ratio driven: 20% of long-term debt in 1993

26.9 Ratio driven: 3.9% of revenues

42.1 Ratio driven: 6.1 % of revenues

92.1

136.0 Residual item: Total assets - Total current liabilities 

- Deferred income taxes - Total common equity

26.0 Ratio driven: Deferred taxes in 1993 +
+ 0.8% of this year's gross PPE

23.6 Same as preceding year (no changes foreseen)

88.5 Current year's "Ending retained earnings"

112.1

366.2

Table 5 - Forecasted balance sheet/or the McKay Company in 1994
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The free cash flow for 1994 can be derived from the forecasted income statement and balance sheet:

Revenues

- Operating expenses

- Depreciation expense

Adjusted EBIT

- Taxes on EBIT

Change in deferred taxes

NOPLAT

Depreciation expense

Gross cash flow

Change in working capital

Capital expenditures

Gross investment

Free cash flow

1994

690.6 From income statement

-628.4 From income statement

-31.9 From income statement

30.2 (EBIT = Earnings before interest and taxes)

-11.8 Tax rate x Adjusted EBIT

3.0 Current year's deferred taxes - Preceding year's deferred taxes

21.4 (NOPLAT = Net operating profit less adjusted taxes)

31.9 From income statement

53.4

8.0 (Between current and preceding year) 10

61.2 Current year's net PPE - Preceding year's net PPE +

+ Current year's depreciation expense

69.2

-15.9 Gross cash '1:low - Gross investment

Table 6 - Forecastedfree cashjlow for the McKay Company in 1994

The free cash flow should correspond to the financial cash flow:

Financial cash flow

Increase(+) I Decrease(-) in

excess marketable securities

After-tax interest income (-)

Increase(-} I Decrease(+} in debt

After-tax interest expense (+)

Common dividends (+)

Incr.(-) I Decr.(+) in common

stock

Financial cash flow

1994

0.0 Between current and preceding year

0.0 [1 - Tax rate] x Interest income (from income statement)

-23.3 Between current and preceding year

7.5 [1 - Tax rate] x Interest expense (from income statement)

0.0 From statement of retained earnings

oBetween current and preceding year

-15.9

Table 7 - Forecastedfinancial cashjlowfor the McKay Company in 1994

Since the model is completely specified by the parameters (the ratios) shown in Table 3, it is ofvital

importance to get these right. This problem consists of two separate issues. The obvious one is, of

10 Increase in operating cash, trade receivables, other receivables, inventories, and prepaid expenses; decrease
in accounts payable and other current liabilities.
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course, to have estimation routines that yield reasonable parameter values. Estimation procedures will

be discussed in detail in Chapter 4. Notwithstanding the importance of estimation (obviously, the

choice of1Jrofitmargin nas an enormouS -itnpacf)-we witlalso give consiaeraoleattei1tion-tOllie 6ther--

aspect, namely the analytical and empirical feasibility of the ratios as such. For forecasting purposes,

it is desirable to have ratios that are fairly stable over time (or at least predictable), since the whole

idea ofusing ratios as driving parameters builds on the notion that there exist a number of

relationships in a company that remain predictable over time and business cycles.

1.2 The specification of PPE

This section introduces different specifications of the property, plant and equipment related items.

These closely related items are the following: net and gross property, plant and equipment (net and

gross PPE), accumulated depreciation, capital expenditures (CapX), depreciation expense (DepX)

and retirements (Ret).

The specifications under consideration in this report are all presented by Copeland et al.:

Specification A in the first edition of their book, while the other two (Spec. B and C) are proposed in

the second edition. The McKay example earlier in this chapter utilises Specification A.

As mentioned in the previous section, the McKinsey model is driven by ratios. The main difference

between the specifications is which item is being driven by a ratio to revenues. The three different

revenue-related ratios are referred to as the main driving ratios. In Specification A the main driving

ratio is gross PPE / revenues, in Specification B the ratio is CapX/ revenues and in Specification C it

is net PPE / revenues. Both depreciation expense and retirements are on the other hand determined in

the same way in all three specifications. The specifications will be presented in full after some

matters of notation:

The PPE-items are denoted in the following way:

At = Accumulated depreciation at the end of year t

CapXt = Capital expenditures in year t

DepXt =Depreciation expense in year t

Gt = Gross PPE at the end ofyear t

Nt =Net PPE at the end ofyear t

Rett = Retirements in year t

Further, revenues in year t will be denoted Rt•
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Now it remains to define the input ratios. The ratios, common to all three specifications, are defined

as:

d, == [D;:Xt
]. = Depreciation expense as a percentage of preceding year's gross PPE.

'-I ,

r, == [~ett] = Retirements as a percentage of preceding year's gross PPE.
,-I t

The main driving ratios are defined as:

b, ::"[Gt
] = Gross PPE as a percentage of revenues. (Spec. A)

R, ,

e, :: [capx,] = Capital expenditures as a percentage of revenues. (Speco B)
Rt ,

n/ == [ ~: ], = Net PPE as a percentage of revenues. (Spec. C)

The entire specifications of the PPE-items can now be written in the following way:

Specification A:
Items directly determined by ratios:

G, = btoRt

DepX, = d, 0 G'_I

Ret, =r, o Gt - I

Items derived indirectly:

A, =At - I + DepX, -Ret,

N, =Gt -At

CapX, =N, -Nt - I + DepX, =Gt -Gt - I + Rett

Specification B:
Items directly determined by ratios:

CapXt =et ·R,

DepX, = d, . Gt - I

Rett = r, . G'_I

Items derived indirectly:

Gt = Gt - I + CapX, - Ret,

A, = At- I + DepXt - Ret,

Nt =Gt -At
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Specification C:
Items directly determined by ratios:

Nt = nt ·lJ.t
DepXt =d, ·G'-l

Ret, = r, .G'-l
Items derived indirectly:

CapX, = N, - N'_l + DepXt

At =A'_l + DepX, - Rett

Gt =Nt +A,

In Chapter 4, the different specifications are analysed, both empirically and theoretically. It turns out

that Specification C is very similar to Specification A and does not add any improvements.

Accordingly, the horizon value study in Chapter 2 has been concentrated on Specifications A and B.
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Appendix 1 - The McKay Company

Table A1:1 - Historical Income statement

Income statement 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992

Revenues 197.6 222.3 272.3 299.5 350.0 418.9 505.4

Operating expenses -175.4 -206.9 -249.6 -274.7 -327.5 -383.6 -467.4

Depreciation expense -12.8 -9.3 -11.2 -13.0 -15.0 -17.7 -26.4

Operating income 9.4 6.1 11.5 11.8 7.5 17.6 11.6

Interest income 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.9 0.7 0.6

Interest expense -0.1 -0.4 -0.8 -1.0 -3.4 -4.1 -10.1

Earnings before

taxes 9.3 5.7 10.7 10.8 5.0 14.2 2.1

Income taxes -5.3 -2.4 -5.8 -5.2 -1.0 -7.1 -0.7

Net profit 4.0 3.3 4.9 5.6 4.0 7.1 1.4

Statement of retained

earnings 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992

Beginning retained

earnings 60.6 62.5 63.7 65.8 68.6 69.8 74.0

Net profit 4.0 3.3 4.9 5.6 4.0 7.1 1.4

Common dividends -2.1 -2.1 -2.8 -2.8 -2.8 -2.9 -2.9

Ending retained

earnings 62.5 63.7 65.8 68.6 69.8 74.0 72.5
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Table A1:2 • Historical balance sheets

19B6 1987- 1988 1989 -1990 1991 -1992

Operating cash 4.0 4.4 5.4 6.0 6.0 8.4 10.1

Excess marketable

securities 10.9 3.0 20.5 10.3 0.0 5.8 3.2

Trade receivables 17.9 24.4 33.0 33.3 43.9 49.8 57.7

Other receivables 1.5 2.0 2.7 2.7 6.2 4.9 5.7

Inventories 1.9 2.1 2.8 2.5 9.0 10.9 11.9

Prepaid expenses 4.3 5.1 5.3 6.0 2.4 4.4 5.0

Current assets 40.5 41.0 69.7 60.8 67.5 84.2 93.6

Gross property.

plant and equipment 100.0 117.7 128.2 155.6 204.7 272.5 297.6

Accumulated depre-

ciation -37.7 -42.3 -48.7 -56.5 -71.9 -86.9 -103.4

Net property. plant

and equipment 62.3 75.4 79.5 99.1 132.8 185.6 194.2

Total assets 102.8 116.4 149.2 159.9 200.3 269.8 287.8

Short-term debt 0.3 0.8 0.9 1.5 11.5 12.5 20.7

Accounts payable 7.3 11.0 11.9 10.5 14.2 16.2 18.9

Other current lia-

bilities 13.9 13.5 18.2 18.5 21.4 27.8 28.8

Total current lia-

bilities 21.5 25.3 31.0 30.5 47.1 56.5 68.4

Long-term debt 5.5 11.5 16.2 21.7 40.2 90.6 103.0

Deferred income

taxes 8.7 11.0 12.6 15.5 19.6 25.1 20.3

Common stock 4.6 4.9 23.6 23.6 23.6 23.6 23.6

Retained earnings 62.5 63.7 65.8 68.6 69.8 74.0 72.5

Total common equity 67.1 68.6 89.4 92.2 93.4 97.6 96.1

Total liabilities

and equity 102.8 116.4 149.2 159.9 200.3 269.8 287.8

Invested capital 70.7 88.9 98.6 120.6 164.7 220.0 236.9

Debt/invested cap 8.2% 13.8% 17.3% 19.2% 31.4% 46.9% 52.2%

Debt+deferred taxesl

invested cap 20.5% 26.2% 30.1% 32.1% 43.3% 58.3% 60.8%

NOPLAT/invested cap 6.5% 7.0% 7.5% 5.7% 6.5% 0.8%
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Table A1:3 - Historical free cash flow

Free cash flow 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992

Revenues 222.3 272.3 299.5 350.0 418.9 505.4

Operating expenses -206.9 -249.6 -274.7 -327.5 -383.6 -467.4

Depreciation expense -9.3 -11.2 -13.0 -15.0 -17.7 -26.4

EBIT 6.1 11.5 11.8 7.5 17.6 11.6

Taxes on EBIT -2.6 -6.2 -5.7 -2.2 -8.8 -5.0

Change in deferred

taxes 2.3 1.6 2.9 4.1 5.5 -4.8

NOPLAT 5.8 6.9 9.0 9.4 14.3 1.8

Depreciation expense 9.3 11.2 13.0 15.0 17.7 26.4

Gross cash flow 15.1 18.1 22.0 24.4 32.0 28.2

Change in working

capital 5.1 5.6 2.4 10.4 2.5 8.3

Capital expendi-

tures 22.4 15.3 32.6 48.7 70.5 35.0

Gross investment 27.5 20.9 35.0 59.1 73.0 43.3

Free cash flow -12.4 -2.8 -13.0 -34.7 -41.0 -15.1

Financial cash flow 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992

Incr.{+)/Decr..{-) ex-

cess mkt. securities -7.9 17.5 -10.2 -10.3 5.8 -2.6

After-tax interest

income (-) 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.5 -0.4 -0.3

Incr.{-)/Decr..(+) in

short- and long-term

debt -6.5 -4.8 -6.1 -28.5 -51.4 -20.6

After-tax interest

expense (+) 0.2 0.4 0.5 1.7 2.1 5.6

Common dividends (+) 2.1 2.8 2.8 2.8 2.9 2.9

Incr.(-)/Decr.,(+) in

common stock -0.3 -18.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Financial cash flow -12.4 -2.8 -13.0 -34.7 -41.0 -15.1
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Table A1:4 - Historical ratios for forecast assumptions

1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992

Operations

Real growth

Inflation

Revenue growth 12.5% 22.5% 10.0% 16.9% 19.7% 20.6%

Operating exp.l

revenues 88.8% 93.1% 91.7% 91.7% 93.6% 91.6% 92.5%

Working cap/revenues

Operating cash 2.0% 2.0% 2.0% 2.0% 1.7% 2.0% 2.0%

Trade receiv. 9.1% 11.0% 12.1% 11.1% 12.5% 11.9% 11.4%

Other receiv. 0.8% 0.9% 1.0% 0.9% 1.8% 1.2% 1.1%

Inventories 1.0% 0.9% 1.0% 0.8% 2.6% 2.6% 2.4%

Prepaid expenses 2.2% 2.3% 1.9% 2.0% 0.7% 1.1% 1.0%

Accounts payable 3.7% 4.9% 4.4% 3.5% 4.1% 3.9% 3.7%

Other curro Hab's 7.0% 6.1% 6.7% 6.2% 6.1% 6.6% 5.7%

Property.Plant and

Equipment (PPE)

Gross PPElrev's 50.6% 52.9% 47.1% 52.0% 58.5% 65.1% 58.9%

Depr/gross PPE * 9.3% 9.5% 10.1% 9.6% 8.6% 9.7%

Retirements/

gross PPE· 4.7% 4.1% 4.1% -0.3% 1.3% 3.6%

Taxes

Tax rate 49.0% 49.0% 49.0% 49.0% 49.0% 49.0% 45.0%

Incr. in deferred

tax/gross PPE 2.0% 1.2% 1.9% 2.0% 2.0% -1.6%

* last year's gross PPE
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Table A1:5 • Forecasted income statement

Income statement 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004

Revenues 598.6 690.6 768.2 846.7 924.4 999.7 1070.9 1136.1 1193.6 1241.7 1279.0 1317.3

Operating expenses -550.8 -628.4 -699.1 -770.5 -841.2 -909.7 -974.5 -1033.9 -1086.2 -1130.0 -1163.8 -1198.8

Depreciation expense -28.9 -31.9 -36.6 -40.4 -44.2 -47.9 -51.4 -54.6 -57.5 -60.0 -61.9 -63.3

Operating income 19.0 30.2 32.6 35.8 39.0 42.1 45.0 47.6 49.9 51.8 53.2 55.3

Interest income * 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Interest expense -11.1 -12.2 -14.3 -15.5 -16.5 -17.3 -17.9 -18.2 -18.1 -17.6 -16.7 -17.4

Earnings before

taxes 8.2 18.0 18.2 20.4 22.6 24.8 27.1 29.5 31.8 34.1 36.5 37.9

Income taxes -3.2 -7.0 -7.1 -7.9 -8.8 -9.7 -10.6 -11.5 -12.4 -13.3 -14.2 -14.8

Net profit 5.0 11.0 11.1 12.4 13.8 15.1 16.5 18.0 19.4 20.8 22.2 23.1

Statement ofretained

earnings 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004

Beginning retained

earnings 72.5 77.5 88.5 99.6 112.0 125.8 140.9 157.5 175.4 194.8 215.7 215.9

Net profit 5.0 11.0 11.1 12.4 13.8 15.1 16.5 18.0 19.4 20.8 22.2 23.1

Common dividends - 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -22.0 -16.5

Ending retained

earnings 77.5 88.5 99.6 112.0 125.8 140.9 157.5 175.4 194.8 215.7 215.9 222.5

* direct forecast

- direct forecast until 2002. residual thereafter
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Table A1:6 • Forecasted balance sheet

1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004

Operating cash

Excess marketable

securities *

Trade receivables

Other receivables

Inventories

Prepaid expenses

Current assets

Gross property.

plant and equipm.

Accumulated depre

ciation

Net property. plant

and equipment

Total assets

Short-term debt

Accounts payable

Other current lia-

bilities

12.0

0.0

71.2

8.4

15.0

5.4

111.9

329.3

-121.6

207.7

319.6

20.6

23.3

36.5

13.8 15.4

0.0 0.0

82.2 91.4

9.7 10.8

17.3 19.2

6.2 6.9

129.1 143.7

377.1 416.4

-140.1 -159.4

237.0 256.9

366.2 400.6

23.0 27.2

26.9 30.0

42.1 46.9

16.9

0.0

100.8

11.9

21.2

7.6

158.3

455.5

-178.8

276.7

435.0

28.9

33.0

51.6

18.5

0.0

110.0

12.9

23.1

8.3

172.9

493.6

-197.9

295.7

468.6

30.8

36.1

56.4

20.0

0.0

119.0

14.0

25.0

9.0

186.9

529.9

-216.1

313.7

500.7

32.2

39.0

61.0

21.4

0.0

127.4

15.0

26.8

9.6

200.3

563.3

-233.2

330.1

530.3

33.2

41.8

65.3

22.7

0.0

135.2

15.9

28.4

10.2

212.5

593.1

-248.6

344.4

556.9

33.7

44.3

69.3

23.9

0.0

142.0

16.7

29.8

10.7

223.2

618.3

-262.0

356.2

579.4

33.5

46.6

72.8

24.8

0.0

147.8

17.4

31.0

11.2

232.2

638.2

-273.0

365.2

597.4

32.5

48.4

75.7

25.6

0.0

152.2

17.9

32.0

11.5

239.2

652.3

-281.3

370.9

610.1

30.7

49.9

78.0

26.3

0.0

156.8

18.4

32.9

11.9

246.3

671.8

-289.8

382.0

628.3

32.4

51.4

80.4

Total current lia

bilities

Long-term debt

Deferred income

taxes

Common stock

Retained earnings

Total common equity

80.5

115.2

22.9

23.6

77.5

101.1

92.1

136.0

26.0

23.6

88.5

112.1

104.0

144.5

28.9

23.6

99.6

123.2

113.6

154.0

31.8

23.6

112.0

135.6

123.2

161.2

34.8

23.6

125.8

149.4

132.2

166.2

37.7

23.6

140.9

164.5

140.3

168.4

40.5

23.6

157.5

181.1

147.3

167.3

43.2

23.6

175.4

199.0

152.8

162.5

45.7

23.6

194.8

218.4

156.7

153.6

47.9

23.6

215.7

239.3

158.6

162.2

49.9

23.6

215.9

239.5

164.2

166.2

51.9

23.6

222.5

246.1

Total liabilities

and equity

Invested capital

Debt/invested cap 

Debt+deferred taxesl

invested cap

NOPLATlinvested cap

* direct forecast

- assumption from 2003

319.6 366.2 400.6 435.0 468.6 500.7 530.3 556.9 579.4 597.4 610.1 628.3

259.8 297.1 323.8 350.3 376.2 400.7 423.3 443.3 460.1 473.2 482.2 496.6

52.3% 53.5% 53.0% 52.2% 51.0% 49.5% 47.6% 45.4% 42.6% 39.3% 40.0% 40.0%

61.1% 62.3% 61.9% 61.3% 60.3% 58.9% 57.2% 55.1% 52.5% 49.4% 50.3% 50.4%

5.5% 7.2% 7.0% 7.1% 7.1% 7.1% 7.1% 7.2% 7.2% 7.1% 7.1% 7.2%
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Table A1:7 - Forecasted free cash flow

Free cash flow 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004

Revenues

Operating expenses

Depreciation expense

598.6

-550.8

-28.9

690.6

-628.4

-31.9

768.2

-699.1

-36.6

846.7

-770.5

-40.4

924.4

-841.2

-44.2

999.7

-909.7

-47.9

1070.9 1136.1 1193.6 1241.7 1279.0 1317.3

-974.5 -1033.9 -1086.2 -1130.0 -1163.8 -1198.8

-51.4 -54.6 -57.5 -60.0 -61.9 -63.3

2.6 3.0

EBIT

Taxes on EBIT

Change in deferred

taxes

19.0

-7.4

30.2

-11.8

32.6

-12.7

2.9

35.8

-14.0

3.0

39.0

-15.2

3.0

42.1

-16.4

2.9

45.0

-17.5

2.8

47.6

-18.6

2.7

49.9

-19.5

2.5

51.8

-20.2

2.2

53.2

-20.7

2.0

55.3

-21.6

2.0

NOPLAT

Depreciation expense

Gross cash flow

Change in working

capital

Capital expendi

tures

Gross investment

Free cash flow

Financial cash flow

14.2 21.4

28.9 31.9

43.1 53.4

9.4 8.0

42.4 61.2

51.8 69.2

-8.6 -15.9

1993 1994

22.8

36.6

59.4

6.8

56.5

63.3

-3.9

1995

24.8

40.4

65.2

6.8

60.1

66.9

-1.7

1996

26.8

44.2

70.9

6.8

63.3

70.0

0.9

1997

28.6

47.9

76.5

6.6

65.8

72.4

4.1

1998

30.3

51.4

81.7

6.2

67.8

74.0

7.7

1999

31.7

54.6

86.4

5.7

69.0

74.6

11.7

2000

32.9

57.5

90.4

5.0

69.4

74.4

16.1

2001

33.8

60.0

93.8

4.2

68.9

73.1

20.7

2002

34.4

61.9

96.3

3.2

67.6

70.9

25.4

2003

35.7

63.3

99.0

3.3

74.4

77.7

21.3

2004

-23.3 -12.6

Incr.(+)/Decr..(-) ex

cess mkt. sec'ties

After-tax interest

income (-)

Incr.(-)/Decr..(+) in

short- and long-term

debt

After-tax interest

expense (+)

Common dividends (+)

Incr.(-)/Decr..(+) in

common stock

Financial cash flow
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-3.2

-0.2

-12.1

6.8

0.0

0.0

-8.6

0.0

0.0

7.5

0.0

0.0

-15.9

0.0

0.0

8.7

0.0

0.0

-3.9

0.0

0.0

-11.2

9.4

0.0

0.0

-1.7

0.0

0.0

-9.1

10.0

0.0

0.0

0.9

0.0

0.0

-6.5

10.5

0.0

0.0

4.1
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0.0

0.0

-3.2

10.9

0.0

0.0

7.7

0.0

0.0

0.6

11.1

0.0

0.0

11.7

0.0

0.0

5.0

11.0

0.0

0.0

16.1

0.0

0.0

9.9

10.8

0.0

0.0

20.7

0.0

0.0

-6.8

10.2

22.0

0.0

25.4

0.0

0.0

-5.8

10.6

16.5

0.0

21.3



Table A1:8 - Forecast assumptions

1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004

Operations

Real growth

Inflation

Revenue growth

Operating exp./

revenues

Working cap/revenues

Operating cash

Trade receiv.

Other receiv.

Inventories

Prepaid expenses

Accounts payable

Other curro Hab's

Property.Plant and

Equipment (PPE)

Gross PPE/rev's

Depr/gross PPE *

Retirements/

gross PPE *

15.0% 12.0% 8.0% 7.0% 6.0% 5.0% 4.0% 3.0% 2.0% 1.0% 0.0% 0.0%

3.0% 3.0% 3.0% 3.0% 3.0% 3.0% 3.0% 3.0% 3.0% 3.0% 3.0% 3.0%

18.5% 15.4% 11.2% 10.2% 9.2% 8.2% 7.1% 6.1% 5.1% 4.0% 3.0% 3.0%

92.0% 91.0% 91.0% 91.0% 91.0% 91.0% 91.0% 91.0% 91.0% 91.0% 91.0% 91.0%

2.0% 2.0% 2.0% 2.0% 2.0% 2.0% 2.0% 2.0% 2.0% 2.0% 2.0% 2.0%

11.9% 11.9% 11.9% 11.9% 11.9% 11.9% 11.9% 11.9% 11.9% 11.9% 11.9% 11.9%

1.4% 1.4% 1.4% 1.4% 1.4% 1.4% 1.4% 1.4% 1.4% 1.4% 1.4% 1.4%

2.5% 2.5% 2.5% 2.5% 2.5% 2.5% 2.5% 2.5% 2.5% 2.5% 2.5% 2.5%

0.9% 0.9% 0.9% 0.9% 0.9% 0.9% 0.9% 0.9% 0.9% 0.9% 0.9% 0.9%

3.9% 3.9% 3.9% 3.9% 3.9% 3.9% 3.9% 3.9% 3.9% 3.9% 3.9% 3.9%

6.1% 6.1% 6.1% 6.1% 6.1% 6.1% 6.1% 6.1% 6.1% 6.1% 6.1% 6.1%

55.0% 54.6% 54.2% 53.8% 53.4% 53.0% 52.6% 52.2% 51.8% 51.4% 51.0% 51.0%

9.7% 9.7% 9.7% 9.7% 9.7% 9.7% 9.7% 9.7% 9.7% 9.7% 9.7% 9.7%

3.6% 4.1% 4.6% 5.0% 5.5% 6.0% 6.5% 7.0% 7.4% 7.9% 8.4% 8.4%

Taxes

Tax rate

Incr. in deferred

tax/gross PPE 0.8% 0.8% 0.7% 0.7% 0.6% 0.6% 0.5% 0.5% 0.4% 0.4% 0.3% 0.3%

Other

Borrowing rate

This year short-term/

tast year long-term

debt

* last year's gross PPE

9.0% 9.0% 9.0% 9.0% 9.0% 9.0% 9.0% 9.0% 9.0% 9.0% 9.0% 9.0%

20.0% 20.0% 20.0% 20.0% 20.0% 20.0% 20.0% 20.0% 20.0% 20.0% 20.0% 20.0%
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2. The Value Beyond the Horizon - Development in Steady State

2.0 Introduction

When performing a valuation, one can either make the explicit forecast period infmitely long or make

explicit forecasts for a limited number ofyears only and account for the time after that with a horizon

value.

An infinitely long explicit forecast period is only a theoretical notion. In practice, one tries to forecast

free cash flows for perhaps 100 or 150 years ahead - until the present value of the cash flow from a

certain year no longer contributes anything (almost) to the company value. This is obviously quite

difficult to do: It is not an easy task to estimate how different input parameters will develop in, say,

the 2050s.

Instead, the second approach is often used,11 and the future is divided into two periods: the explicit

forecast period and the infinite future after that, accounted for by the horizon value. As mentioned

earlier, the horizon value can take up a very large part of the total company value, so it is obviously

very important that this part ofthe valuation is made carefully and with correct calculation

techniques. If the horizon value is calculated in an erroneous or sloppy way, it does not matter how

precise and sophisticated the estimation procedures for the explicit forecast period are. The issue

becomes even more problematic when taking into consideration that practitioners often ask for very

short explicit forecast periods - 2 to 5 years - and an incorrect horizon value of course makes the

whole valuation totally unreliable.

The use of a horizon value requires the assumption that the company has settled down to a steady

state by the beginning of the period after the explicit forecast period. The meaning of steady state

might seem somewhat unclear, but it will be explained in more detail below. Generally, the way

steady state is achieved is by setting the input parameters constant from the first year after the explicit

forecast period.12 As we will see later this may not be sufficient, however.

II Proposed in, e.g., Copeland et al.
12 This year will in this essay henceforth be called year O. Consequently, the last year in the explicit forecast
period will be denoted year (-1).
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In order to assess the reasonableness of a steady-state assumption one must know what it implies.

Although this type of assumption is often recommended in textbooks, the authors seldom give any

deeper answers to this valid-question. In tfiis chapter we tnererore analyse the concept of steady-state

thoroughly.

2.0.1 Definitions and problem identification

It is useful, for theoretical and technical reasons, to distinguish between different types of steady

states:

Definitions:

A parametric steady state (PSS) means that the parameters (of the model) that describe the

company's development are constant over the coming years.

This is the most intuitive steady state definition. It means that one assumes,
e.g., a constant revenue growth, a constant profit margin, etc. PSS is also the
weakestform ofsteady state. No restrictions are placed on the parameters other
than that they remain constant.

A FCF steady state (FSS) means that the company's predicted free cash flow grows at a constant

rate.

In other words, the free cash flow in any year t+1 will be described by FCFt+1 = (l+g) ·FCFt
where g is the constant growth rate. This is supposed to holdfor all future years.

A NP steady state (NSS) nleans that the company's predicted net profit grows at a constant rate.

NPt+l = (l+g)·NPt

A DIV steady state (DSS) means that the company's predicted dividends grow at a constant rate.

DIVt+l = (l+g) ·DIVt

A Textbook steady state (TSS) means that the following conditions are fulfilled (according to

Copeland et al): "The company earns constant margins, maintains a constant capital turnover, and,

therefore, earns a constant return on existing capital. The company grows at a constant rate and

invests the same proportion of its gross cash flow in its business each year. The company earns a

constant return on all new investments."13

13 Copeland et al p. 290
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Copeland et al claim that any continuing-value approach relies on the key assumptions stated above

under "Textbook steady state".14 Less is said about how one practically goes about to ensure TSS.

Tfiis win fherefore be one ofthe main tasks in thl8-c-hapter.

The Copeland et al conditions for TSS may need some clarifications to become operational:

Constant margins - this will hold if the company is in PSS, since operating expenditures will then be

a constant percentage of revenues.

Constant capital turnover - this will hold if invested capital grows at the same rate as revenues. IS By

PSS, revenues grow at a constant rate (the revenue growth rate is one of the parameters);

consequently invested capital will have to grow at the same rate. In all cases in our settings below,

invested capital will equal the balance sheet total,16 and the condition can be stated that the balance

sheet total must grow at the same rate as revenues.

Constant return on existing capital - this will hold as a consequence of constant margins and a

constant capital turnover, since the return on existing invested capital can be calculated as:

operating margin x capital turnover x [1 - tax rate]. 17

The company grows at a constant rate - this can be interpreted in different ways. The first possibility

is a constant revenue growth. That would follow immediately from PSS. The second possibility is that

the balance sheet total grows at a constant rate. The third and final possibility is that the free cash

flow generated by the company grows at a constant rate, I.e. FSS.

The company invests the same proportion ofits gross cash flow in its business each year - this will

hold if gross cash flow grows at the same rate as gross investments or, equivalently, if gross cash

flow grows at the same rate as FCF.18 IfFSS holds the free cash flow will be proportional to

preceding year's revenues (see FSS definition above and expression (7) below). In the setting of

Specification A, to be discussed later, the gross cash flow also turns out to be be proportional to

preceding year's revenues, i.e. gross cashflow = constant x preceding year's revenues. Thus a

sufficient condition for a constant relation between investments and cash flows is that FSS is

14 Copeland et al p. 290
IS Capital turnover is the ratio between revenues and invested capital. See Copeland et al p. 167.
16 In our setting, balance sheet total means the sum of net working capital and net PPE.
17 Copeland et al. p. 167
18 Follows from the fact that FCF equals gross cash flow minus gross investments. See Copeland et al p. 169.
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established. This will be shown to hold also for Specification B, since the condition for FSS in

Specification B reduces it to Specification A.

Constant return on all new investments - this will hold if the balance sheet total grows at the same

rate as revenues.

All ofthe,TSS conditions may seem economically intuitive features of a steady state. The rather long

list of conditions can be shortened considerably, however, since many of the requirements are only

different ways of saying the same thing, and the above conditions for TSS can hence be summarised:

1. The company is in PSS.

2. It exhibits FSS.

3. The balance sheet total grows at the sanle rate as revenues.

Are these three conditions reasonable then?

1. PSS

For obvious practical reasons, the concept of paranletric steady state will hereafter be treated as a

necessary condition: the reason for using a horizon value approach in the first place is to simplify the

valuation (this is indeed also what Copeland et al do). Without constant input parameters one would

be back in the first approach with a very long explicit forecast, and the whole point of introducing a

horizon is to avoid that.

2. FSS

To calculate a horizon value, a continuing value formula similar to the familiar Gordon-formulal9 is

often proposed.20 However, a fITst prerequisite for the use of the simple Gordon-formula is that the

company is in steady state with respect to the valuation measure. When using the free cash flow

approach, the fr~e cash flow must grow at a constant rate in all future years, Le. FSS. Otherwise one

cannot calculate the sum of discounted future free cash flows by using a sinlple geometric series

formula.

19 See, e.g., Brealey & Myers p. 34.
20 See, e.g., Copeland et al pp. 274-277.
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3. Balance sheet total growing at the same rate as revenues

This third condition may seem less self-evident than the former two, but it is not unrealistic. The

growth rate of the balance sheet total and the sales are empirically closely related. This is commented

upon by Johansson (1995).21

Some other questions are also of importance:

When is steady state established? The parameters are set to be constant from year 0, so PSS will by

definition hold from the beginning. But the other conditions? For instance FSS - is it established

already in year 0 (so one can use the free cash flow from year 0 in the continuing value calculation) or

later?

What if steady state (other than the assumed PSS) is not implied, not in year 0 nor in any future year?

One must then take the actual future behaviour of the valuation measure (FCF, DIY or NP) into

consideration when calculating the horizon value. Will there be a way to do this with a formula or

must one resort to the long explicit forecast, and set up financial statements for 100 years or more in

the spreadsheet program?

It is also of interest to find out how one can ensure that an intuitive development of the company will

be implied by the steady state assumption: what is required for the model to give intuitive results?

One example is that a more efficient use of property, plant and equipnlent should increase the

company value.22

21 Johansson (1995), p. 21
22 In order to answer questions like this, the approach in this report is superior to the "infmitely long" forecast
period approach. The latter numerical approach will of course give indications when something counter-intuitive
is going on, but it does not allow any explicit analysis on the parameter level regarding what intuitive conditions
are being violated.
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So far, the following problems have been identified:

• Under- whieh conditions on the-input parameters does parametric steady state imply the other types

of steady state (FSS, NSS, DSS, TSS)?

• Is it possible to perform a horizon value calculation if steady state, with respect to the valuation

measure, is not implied?

• Under which conditions on the input paranleters does one obtain intuitive results?

• If steady state is implied, when is it established?

2.0.2 Steady state models-- framework and assumptions

It is assumed that the conlpany has reached a point in time where the ratios driving the company's

balance sheets and income statements have settled to be constant over the years, i.e. the company

exhibits a parametric steady state. The company's balance sheet is defined to consist of the following

items:

IAssets II Debt and Equity I
(AI) (Net) Working Capital (Dl) Debt

(A2) Net Property, Plant & Equipment (D2) Deferred Taxes

= Gross PPE - Accumulated Depr. (D3) Ending equity

Two different Specifications ofthe PPE-related items are considered in this chapter. We define the

following parameters, denoting the forecasted values of the different items, which by the PSS

assumption are constant over all future years:23

23 To distinguish between the parameters in the PSS period and the corresponding ones in the explicit forecast
period, PSS parameters are henceforth denoted without any time-index.
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a net working capital in % of revenues (sales)

b gross PPE in % of revenues (sales) [Specification A only]

c chang-e inde-fetted taxes in-%-of-gross-PPE

d depreciation in % of preceding year's gross PPE

e capital expenditures in % of revenues (sales) [Specification B only]

g nominal growth rate,24 revenues (sales)

interest rate on debt

p operating expenses in % of revenues (sales)

r retirements in % of preceding year's gross PPE

7: tax rate

w debt in % of balance sheet total (book value)

All parameters except a and b are assumed to be greater than 0 but smaller than 1. The parameters a

and b are assumed only to be greater than O. The revenue growth rate, g, can never exceed the

discount rate in the perpetuity period since the equity value then would become infinite, which is

clearly absurd.

The use of a single paranleter to determine net working capital differs at a first glance from the way

Copeland et al deal with this. However, since we here consider a PSS period, we can without loss of

generality or information sunl all the different working capital to revenues ratios to a single

parameter. Of course, when performing the forecast ofthe explicit forecast period, this type of

aggregation may lead to information losses.

In order to determine the development of the debt and equity side of the balance sheet it is assumed

that the clean surplus relation (CSR) holds and that net book value of equity is the residual item of the

balance sheet. The clean surplus relation means that the change in net book value of equity equals

earnings minus dividends (see, e.g., Ohlson (1995)). It should be noted that CSR also holds in the

McKinsey model, but we use it for the purpose of establishing dividends as the residual item of the

mode1.25

24 This means that the revenues of all years in the PSS period can be calculated as (1+g) times the preceding
year's revenues.
25 This differs from Copeland et al who defme the debt as the residual item. Our approach implies that dividends
are the residual item in the whole systenl of equations. The reason is twofold: First, this is more intuitive when
the company is in steady state, since the excess capital will then be directly distributed to equity owners (it could
otherwise lead to negative debt if the conlpany is profitable). Secondly, it also allows us to explicitly derive an
expression for the dividend development which makes it possible to compare different valuation methods.
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The company debt is assumed to be on market terms, i.e. that the book value of debt is equal to the

market value of debt. It should also be noted that the excess marketable securities (EMS) equal zero

in the forecast p-eriod, which also holds-in the Eldoncasein-Chapter-S:-Any endirigexcess inarKetil1:ile

securities of the last historical year are added to the resulting equity value from the model.

Deferred taxes are "a quasi-equity account".26 For valuation purposes we will treat them as equity.

This is also the recommendation in Copeland et al (p. 163).

The first year in the parametric steady state period is denoted year o. When the case-specific

definitions are made in addition, the following state variables can be identified:

Specification A

Rt the revenues (sales) ofyear t,

At the accumulated depreciation at the end ofyear t,

Tt deferred taxes at the end of year t.

Specification B

Rt revenues (sales) of year t,

At accumulated depreciation at the end ofyear t,

Gt gross PPE at the end ofyear t,
Tt deferred taxes at the end ofyear t.

Utilising the fact that the balance sheet over the years is a set of difference equations, analytical

expressions for the state variables are calculated, and other important economic variables'

development over time is in tum derived from the state variables.

26 Copeland et aI, p. 162
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2.0.3 A numerical example company

In order to visualise the results an example company will be used throughout this chapter. The model

input items have been forecasted to be constants and the company is thus assumed to have entered

into a parametric steady state, PSS. The parameters take on the following values:

a=5%

b=40%

c=O.3%

d=6%

e=3.428%

g=5%

i=10%

p=90%

r=4%

'F30%

w=40%

The initial values of the state variables are the following:

Ro=500

Ao=125

Go=200

To=5.4

2.0.4 Outline of the chapter

Each of the two specifications is treated in a section of its own (sections 2.1-2.2). In each section the

case under consideration is analysed in order to find solutions to the problems identified above. Most

of the derivations and proofs of each section have been brought together in the appendix at the end of

the chapter. Still, a few illustrative proofs have been kept in the sections. Section A2.3 of the

appendix gives an example of how the general modelling approach considered in this report can be

extended to more complicated settings than the basic McKinsey model setting.
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2.1 Specification A - Constant gross PPE to revenues ratio

In this section we consider Specification A of the PPE items:

Gt = b·Rt

DepXt =d·Gt _ 1

Rett =r·Gt _ 1

By the PSS assumption the parameters are constant. Thus the items in the balance sheet can be

defined as follows:

AI: aRt

A2: bRt -At

where At = [(d - r )bRt_1+ At-1]

Dl: w(aRt +bRt -At)

D2: 1', =cbRt + 1',-1

D3: (l-wXaRf +bRf -At)-1',

Note that, for t=O, we haveAo = (d -r)b'R(_I) + A(_I) where b' may not equal b.

The following entities for t~1 can now be derived:

(1)

(2)

Free cash flow, FCF t :

(l-t)(Rt - pRf -dbRt_1)+dbRt_1 +T, -1;-1

-(aRt -aRt_1)-(bRt -bRt_1 +rbRt_l ) =

= Rt_l [a+(I-r)b+Tdb]+Rf [(I-T)(I- p)-a-b]

+1; - 1;-1

Net profit, NP t:

(1- T)[Rt - pRf - dbRt_1 - iw(aRt_1 + bRt_1 - At- 1)]
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Dividends (residual item: last year's ending equityplus netprofit minus this year's

ending equity), DIVt :

(1- w)(aRt_1 + bRt_1 - At-I) - 1',-1

(3) +(1- r)(Rt - pRt -dbRt_1 - iw(aRt_I +bRt_1 - At-I))

-[(1 - w)(aRt + bRt _. At) - 1; ]

Three state-variables Rt, At and Tt. can also be identified from the balance sheet since the balance

sheets over the years is a system of difference equations. The solution to this system is found to be

(for t21):27

(4) Rt = (1 + g)Rt - 1 = (1 +g)' Ro

(1 +g)' -1
(5) At = .(d -r)bRo+ Ao

g

(l+g)'-l
(6) 1', = .c(l+ g)bRo+ To =

g

[
(1 + g),+1 -1 ]

= g 1 cbRo+ To

These findings will now be used to analyse the parametric steady state behaviour of free cash flow,

net profit and dividends.

2. 1. 1 Free cash flow

Substituting expressions (4 - 6) into the equation for the free cash flow at each point in time (equation

1) yields the following for t 2 1:

(7) FC~ =(l+g)' Ro . (m+zFCF )

where

and

m is the constant after - tax margin (1- r)(l- p)

b(c+ rd -r)- g(b(l-c)+a) .
Z FCF = IS a constant.

l+g

27 Note again that derivations are provided in Appendix 2 at the end of this chapter.
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This is a very neat expression. The free cash flow of any year t in the parametric steady state period is

given by letting the constant term Ro(m + Z FCF ) grow with (1+g)t. The term (m + ZFCF ) shows that the

free cash flow will grow with the after-tax margin ofyear O's revenues plus a term involving the

ratios gross PPE / revenues (b), working capital/revenues (a), change in deferred taxes / gross PPE

(c), depreciation / preceding year's gross PPE (d) and retirements / preceding year's gross PPE (r)

multiplied by revenues.

Proposition 2. 1

A company in PSS exhibits FSS without any restrictions on the constant input ratios.

So, by just letting the ratios being constants, a FCF steady state is achieved in the free cash flow

development. The proposition follows directly from equation (7).

Properties of the FCF function

Now turning to the question whether the free cash flow develops intuitively, comparative statics can

be performed, the results from which make it possible to derive conditions for the intuitive behaviour

of the free cash flows. These conditions can be tested numerically when performing a valuation to

ensure that the assumptions do not contradict each other or basic economic intuition. The derivations

for FCF as well as for NP and DIV in Specification A are presented in the appendix. Since the overall

methodology, of deriving properties and suitable conditions, is apparent from the treatment here (i.e.

for Spec. A), the corresponding part for Specification B is left out.

In a model like this, comparative statics, i.e. changing one parameter while keeping all other constant,

can for some parameters be less realistic. This is especially the case for the depreciation and

retirements parameters (r and d), which are closely related provided one looks at depreciation as a

real economic variable and not only something used for tax accounting purposes. These two

parameters are therefore not considered here.
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• FCFt is decreasing in a, net working capital/revenues, without any conditions.

The result is intuitive: the more efficient the use of capital (i.e. the lower the a), the higher the free

cash flow. This interpretation is straightforward when considering decreases in items from the asset

side of the balance sheet, like, e.g., operating cash. Even if the lower a comes from an increase in one

of the debt itenls included in net working capital, however, it should be interpreted as increased

efficiency. For example, larger accounts payable means, all else equal, that the company has

negotiated better terms (longer time of payment) with its suppliers.

• FCFt is decreasing in b, gross PPE / revenues, if the following inequality is fulfilled:

(8) rd - r + (1 + g)c < g

This should intuitively hold, since a higher b-value means a less efficient use of the company's capital

and should therefore yield smaller cash flows. A first glance at the condition seems to indicate that

this does not have to be the case. However, when examining the terms of the left hand side for

reasonable parameter values, it can be seen that the condition will hold in almost all reasonable

situations. First, the difference Td - r will be negative in most reasonable cases or at least very small.28

Further, since the next term c (multiplied by [1+g]) will generally be small in magnitude, the left hand

side will be negative or at worst relatively small. The only critical companies are then companies with

very low growth. As noted, intuition dictates that the free cash flows be decreasing in b, however, and

hence the condition above can be used as a restriction on the parameter c.

• FCFt is increasing in c, change in deferred taxes / gross PPE.

The intuition is basic tax-evasion: the more that can be hidden from taxation (by increasing deferred

taxes), the better the free cash flow.

• FCFt is decreasing in g, the growth rate, in the beginning of the PSS period, but turns to be

increasing in g after a number of years.

The result can be attributed to two effects:

28 The relationship between d and r will be discussed in Chapter 4.
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1. an increase in g lowers the constant Z FCF' which thus lowers the constant term Ro(m + Z FCF )

(Le. the initial value of FCF)

2. but g is the growth rate, so an increase will eventually raise the free cash flow when t gets

large enough.

• FC~ is decreasing in pJ operating expenses I revenuesJwithout any conditions.

This is trivially intuitive: the higher the operating profit margin (l-p) the higher the free cash flow.

• FCFt is decreasing in t; the tax rate, as long as the operatingprofit after depreciation is positive.

Also this result is intuitive: the more paid out in taxes, the smaller the free cash flow for a profitable

company. The explicit parameter condition for a positive operating profit after depreciation is:

(9)
bd

p+--<l
l+g

2.1.2 Net profit

The net profit in year t is given by:

Rearranging and substituting expressions (4 - 6) into (2) yields:

with the following constants: m = (1- r)(1-p) , x = (l-r)iw,
(d -r)b

y=-
g

ZNP =

(d -r)b
(1- r)db +(1- r)iw(a +b) - --(1- r)iw

g

l+g
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The expression for each year's net profit is more complicated than the corresponding one for the free

cash flow, expression (7). The majo! difference is that in e~p~ession (10) the time-dependent growth

expression has to be reduced by a constant. This means that the net profit will not grow at a constant

rate, unless one or more of the following conditions are fulfilled:

1. All equity financing (or zero-interest rate)

2. gAo = (d -r)bRo

3. 100% tax-rate

Obviously, the third condition is totally unrealistic and can be ruled out. The remaining two are thus

conditions for a NP steady state (NSS), and one of them has to be fulfilled. In reality n10st companies

have at least some debt, and the interesting condition will be the second one.

Properties of the NP function

• N~ is decreasing in a, net working capital/revenues, without any restrictions.

This is intuitive forthe same reason as in the free cash flow case; the more efficient the use of capital

(Le. the lower the a), the higher the net profit.

• N~ is decreasing in b, gross PPE / revenues, if the sufficient, but not necessary, condition that

net PPE does not decrease year by year is fulfilled.

As in the free cash flow case, one would intuitively like to have N~ decreasing in b. This is actually

the case as long as net PPE does not decrease between years in the parametric steady state period.

This should be a reasonable (and in reality non-binding) restriction on the parameters. If this

restriction is not posed, net PPEcan at some point in the future become negative. The condition can

in terms of the input parameters be stated as:

(11) (d-r)~g

The condition is necessary to ensure an intuitive development of the PPE-items, and it can be used as

a test in a practical valuation.
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• N~ is independent ofc, change in deferred taxes / gross PPE.

The parameter c only affects the distribution of tax-payments (between now and the future) and not

the tax on the income statement.

• N~ is increasing in g, the revenue growth rate, for large t:s.

This case is more complicated than the corresponding one for free cash flows. Effects with bearing on

the sign of the derivative come from either the growth rate or from the constant ZNP

1. The effect from the growth rate is positive since g is the growth rate.

2. The sign of the effect from the constant term ZNP is not clear and will depend on the values of

other input parameters, since it in fact consists of two opposite effects: one in the numerator and

one in the denominator.

In the beginning of the parametric steady state period the case is not clear-cut: net profits can be

either increasing or decreasing depending on the values of the parameters included in ZNp. But as

t~CX) the growth effect will dominate the constant term effect, which will ensure that after a certain

point in time N~ will be increasing in g.

• N~ is decreasing in i, the interest rate on debt, for all relevant cases.

Intuitive and trivial.

• N~ is decreasing in p, operating expenses / revenues, without any conditions.

This is also trivially intuitive as it was in the free cash flow case.

• N~ is decreasing in 't, the tax rate, for all relevant cases.

As shown in the derivation in the appendix, the condition for this to hold is that the pre-tax net profit

is positive in the PSS period. Since we are in a steady state period the company under consideration

nlust always be profitable - an eternally loss-making company is hardly conceivable - and the
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alternative of zero tax for negative income will not have to be modelled explicitly. This implies that

one should check whether the pre-tax net profits implied by the parameter assumptions are positive.

2.1.3 Dividends

Now the dividend stream will be considered. Rearranging the clean surplus definition for dividends at

year t, expression (3), and substituting expressions (4 - 6) yields:

with the following constants:

m=(I-T)(I-p), X=(I-z)iw, r=_(d_-_r)_b
g

b[d-r + w(r -d + g) - r- g -(1- -r)iw] - a[g(l- w) +(1- -r)iw] + (d - r)b (1- -r)iw
g

ZDIV =cb + ---------------------------:=;.----
l+g

Equation (12), like expression (10) for net profit, is more complicated than the corresponding one for

the free cash flow, expression (7). The difference is that here (as in the net profit case), the time

dependent growth expression has to be reduced by a constant, which is the same, independent of time.

Properties of the DIV function

• DIVt is decreasing in a, net working capital/revenues, without any conditions.

The more efficient the use of capital (i.e. the lower the a), the higher the surplus that can be used for

dividends.

• DIVt is decreasing in b, gross PPE / revenues if and only if the following inequality is fulfilled:

(13)
X(d-r)

dT+c(l+g)+---r-w(d-r)- X< g(l-w)
g
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Also regarding b, the requirement for dividends to be decreasing is more complicated and harder to

interpret than in the free cash flow case. Looking at the expression, one can conclude that the negative

terms in realistic cases will be large in relation to the positive terms, thus securing that the desired

property will hold.

• DIVt is increasing in c, change in deferred taxes / gross PPE, without any conditions.

That the dividend payments are increasing in c follows from the modelling approach where the book

equity value is the residual itenl of the systenl and from the clean surplus assumption: Larger deferred

taxes reduce book equity. A lower book equity means that a larger part of the earnings has been paid

out as dividends. Thus, an increase in deferred taxes increases the dividends paid out since the ending

equity is lowered.29 The book equity should never be negative, and the following two boundary

conditions must hold in order to satisfy the non-negative book equity constraint:

(14)

(15)

(1- w)(a+b) >(!__b -J[(d -r)(I- w)+ c(1 +g)] + (1- w)Ao+ To
g g(l+ g) Ro(l+ g)

b(1- w)(a + b) > -[(d - r)(I- w) + c(1 + g)]
g

• DIVt is decreasing in i, the interest rate on debt, for all relevant cases.

The result is trivially intuitive: the more of the company's free cash flow that is paid out to debt

holders, the less can be paid out as dividends.

• D~ is decreasing in p, operating expenses / revenues, without any conditions.

Trivial.

• DIVt is decreasing in 't, the tax rate, for all relevant cases.

As in the net profit case, the condition for this to hold is that the pre-tax profits is positive. As argued

there, this should always be true in a steady state period.

29 Note that the TSS conditions do not necessarily imply a constant relation between book equity and deferred
taxes.
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2.1.4 The transition to steady state - calculational implications

It has so far been seen that FSS will be established from t ~ 1 if a parametric steady state is assumed

from year O. For the net profit and dividend cases, NSS and DSS are obtained only under certain

conditions. If steady state with respect to the measure used for valuation prevails and in addition the

discount rate is constant, a continuing value formula can be used to calculate the value from the future

years. Of course, one must then know what year to use as base year for the continuing value

calculation. The approach in Copeland et al suggests that the year we call year 0, the fIrst year in the

perpetuity period, should be used as base year for calculating the FCF continuing value.

Proposition 2.2

Ifat least one ofthe ratios gross PPE / revenues (b) and net working capital/revenues (a) is changed

between year (-1) andyear 0 (where year 0 is the first year in the period with constant input

parameters) year 0 will not be a FSS year: the first actual FSS will be year 1. Thus year 1 should be

used as base-year in the continuing value calculation in such cases.

This means that only if these ratios3Q remain constant between the last year of the explicit forecast

period and the first parametric steady state year (year 0), the continuing value can be calculated using

year 0 as basis. When using free cash flow valuation, the FCF formula then also applies to year o.
Whenever anyone of these ratios is changed, however, the continuing value calculation must be

moved one year ahead. The FCF equation (7) can then be used to determine the free cash flow of year

1, whereas a spreadsheet model must be used for calculating the free cash flow ofyear 0, which for

discounting purposes can be seen as belonging to the explicit forecast period.31 For simplicity, year 1

should always be used as base-year for calculating the continuing free cash flow value.

The way Copeland et al deal with this problem is in our opinion less transparent. They suggest one

should adjust the forecast of capital expenditures in year 0, which they use as base-year, to

"normalise" the free cash flow. In our approach this normalisation falls out automatically by just

30 The ratio net working capital/revenues used in steady state is of course equal to the sum ofthe different
working capital to revenues ratios used in the explicit forecast period.
31 Conceptually, the present value of the free cash flow ofyear 0 plus the present value of the continuing value
(for year 1 to infmity) give what is called the horizon value.
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adding another equivalent column (year) in the spread-sheet model and by using this equivalent year

(here: year 1) as base-year for the continuing value. Further, since this approach will give the same

value-even if th-e adding ofyeat 1 is unnecessary (and the adCling is a very simple operation in itself)

one never has to worry about whether adjustments should be made or not. Another advantage is that

one explicitly sees what is going on numerically.

The intuition behind Proposition 2.2 is that the free cash flow in year zero depends on the change in

working capital and gross PPE between year (-1) and year O. Since year (-1) does not belong to the

PSS period, the change in these items can be different from what would be the case had the company

already settled down to a steady state.

2. 1.5 Capital structure

In the beginning ofthis chapter an assumption was made about a constant book value debt ratio (in

the example company w=40%) in the PSS period. It is assumed that the company has found this to be

the optimal capital structure and wishes it to remain at that level. There may exist a number of

reasons for this, as is evident from the vast corporate finance literature on the subject. For a further

discussion regarding different motives we refer to the major corporate finance books.32 Here, we will

look at the difference between the book value debt ratio and the market value debt ratio. Any

differences between the two will be attributable to differences between the book asset value and the

market asset value, since, as stated earlier, the book value of debt equals the market value by

assumption. 33

The commitment of the example company to a debt ratio of 40% means that the debt will each year

constitute 40% ofthe balance sheet total. This by no means guarantees that the market value debt

ratio will remain constant, however, as is evident from Figure 1 and Table 8 below:

32 A more specific discussion on the subject can be found in, e.g., Arditti (1973).
33 The equality between book and nlarket value of debt is implied by assuming that the interest rate on debt, i, is
the market rate of debt for the risk class of conlpanies to which the company belongs.
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Market debt ratio

Year

Figure 1 - Market debt ratios in the steady state period using year-to-year WACC

Year Debt Year Debt Year Debt Year Debt Year Debt Year Debt
Ratio Ratio Ratio Ratio Ratio Ratio

(market) (market) (market) (market) (market) (market)

1 13,04% 26 16,85% 51 17,95% 76 18,27% 101 18,37% 126 18,39%
2 13,30% 27 16,92% 52 17,97% 77 18,28% 102 18,37% 127 18,39%
3 13,55% 28 17,00% 53 17,99% 78 18,28% 103 18,37% 128 18,39%
4 13,79% 29 17,06% 54 18,01% 79 18,29% 104 18,37% 129 18,40%

5 14,01% 30 17,13% 55 18,03% 80 18,29% 105 18,37% 130 18,40%

6 14,22% 31 17,19% 56 18,05% 81 18,30% 106 18,37% 131 18,40%

7 14,43% 32 17,25% 57 18,06% 82 18,30% 107 18,38% 132 18,40%

8 14,62% 33 17,30% 58 18,08% 83 18,31% 108 18,38% 133 18,40%

9 14,80% 34 17,36% 59 18,10% 84 18,31% 109 18,38% 134 18,40%

10 14,98% 35 17,41% 60 18,11% 85 18,32% 110 18,38% 135 18,40%
11 15,14% 36 17,45% 61 18,13% 86 18,32% 111 18,38% 136 18,40%

12 15,30% 37 17,50% 62 18,14% 87 18,33% 112 18,38% 137 18,40%
13 15,45% 38 17,54% 63 18,15% 88 18,33% 113 18,38% 138 18,40%
14 15,59% 39 17,58% 64 18,16% 89 18,33% 114 18,38% 139 18,40%
15 15,73% 40 17,62% 65 18,17% 90 18,34% 115 18,39% 140 18,40%
16 15,86% 41 17,66% 66 18,19% 91 18,34% 116 18,39% 141 18,40%
17 15,98% 42 17,70% 67 18,20% 92 18,34% 117 18,39% 142 18,40%
18 16,10% 43 17,73% 68 18,21% 93 18,35% 118 18,39% 143 18,40%
19 16,21% 44 17,76% 69 18,22% 94 18,35% 119 18,39% 144 18,40%
20 16,32% 45 17,79% 70 18,22% 95 18,35% 120 18,39% 145 18,40%
21 16,42% 46 17,82% 71 18,23% 96 18,35% 121 18,39% 146 18,40%
22 16,51% 47 17,85% 72 18,24% 97 18,36% 122 18,39% 147 18,40%
23 16,60% 48 17,88% 73 18,25% 98 18,36% 123 18,39% 148 18,40%
24 16,69% 49 17,90% 74 18,26% 99 18,36% 124 18,39% 149 18,40%
25 16,77% 50 17,93% 75 18,26% 100 18,36% 125 18,39% 150 18,40%

Table 8 - Market debt ratios zn the steady state perwd uszng year-to-year WACC
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The values in Table 8 are calculated using the balance sheet and income statement for each year 150

years ahead. A market value calculation is then performed each year, starting from the last year, using

the particular y~ar'~~~lallce sheet andincDnle_statemenLinformation-and-the-panieular year's

weighted average cost of capital as discount rate. From the final result in Table 8, it can be seen that it

takes quite a number ofyears for the market value debt ratio to converge towards the steady-state

level in the example company: 18.4 %.

The different behaviour of the debt ratio in book-value terms and in market-value terms is interesting

in itself, but it also has implications for the choice of discounting method. With a varying market debt

ratio the weighted average cost of capital will also be non-constant over time, since the market debt

ratio constitutes the weights in WACC formula:

where: kWACC• t is the weighted average cost of capitaP4

OJ 1-1 is the entering market debt ratio
't is the tax rate
i is the borrowing rate

k E is the cost ofequity capital

This presents the analyst with practical as well as conceptual problems. To deal with the latter first,

one should note that a varying discount rate is actually the rule rather than the exception. The basic

DCF mode135 for valuation of an asset has a time-dependent discount rate, ~:

(17)

A constant discount rate is only a special case - where all ~ are the same. That the discount rate

should be varying over time when valuing such a complex asset as a company is nothing to be

surprised at. The fact that in practice the discount rate is often assumed to be constant more reflects

the computational problems involved when working with time-dependent rates.

Returning to the practical problems, they can be overcome by starting the discounting process

sufficiently long into the future, at a time when the market value debt ratio has itself approached a

34 The defmtion in expression (16) means that the discount rate applied for a particular year is calculated using
entering values for the market debt ratio.
3S Used to determine the present value (PV) of an asset by discounting all future incremental cash flows, Ct ,

pertaining to the asset at the appropriate discount rate r(. See, e.g., Brealey & Myers (1991), p. 30.
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steady state. When this occurs depends on the parameter values; for normal values using about 100

years will make the approximation error negligible.

Table 8 is based upon an explicit modelling of the example cOll1pany's operations 150 years ahead,

where the revenues each year grow at the rate g. All other fmancial items are calculated via the

formulas in section 2.1 (all parameters are constants by the PSS assumption). This gives explicit

financial statements for each of the 150 years. The value of the operations at the end ofyear 149 is

then calculated using the normal FCF valuation formula (the one proposed in Copeland et al):

(18)
FCF150EV149 = D149

k WACC, 150 - g

(EV stands for equity value and D for debt value; the subindices mark the year.36) The equation is

solved iteratively, since the equity value affects the WACC which in tum affects the equity value and

so on. The actual market value debt ratio in Table 8, i.e. {l)149 , is calculated by rearranging expression

(16):

(19)
k E - k WACC, 150

OJ -------
149 - kE - (1- z')i

The equity value at the end ofyear 148 is then calculated as (also using an iterative procedure):

(20)

The market value debt ratio is subsequently calculated in the same way as in expression (19).

The equity value at the end of each year is then calculated as in expression (20) yielding the market

value debt ratios in Table 8 above. This may seem (and indeed is) quite complicated and time

consuming, and hence the practice of applying the WACC from year 0 as the discount rate throughout

is certainly understandable - but it is an approximation only, and in many cases an approximation

too crude for comfort. In Chapter 3, below, the problem is discussed further and a solution is

proposed. First, however, we will look into what actually causes the market value debt ratio to change

over time even though the book debt ratio (the parameter w) remains constant.

36 End ofyear to be precise.
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The discounting method described above is not in itself the cause ofthe non-constant capital

structure, as can be seen in Figure 2 below, where the market value debt ratio using a constant

disc-ount rate (i.e. the WACC from year zero) is plotted:

Market Debt Ratio

Year

Figure 2 - Market debt ratios in the steady state period using constant (year 0) WACC

In this case the market debt ratio converges towards 19.23%. Using a constant discount rate makes it

possible to analyse analytically what is happening: The market value debt ratio is defined as the

market value of the debt divided by the market value of the assets. The market value of debt is by

assumption equal to the book value and the market value of the assets is the sum ofthe discounted

free cash flows:

(21)

Dt w(aRt +bRt -At) w(aRt +bRt -At)(kwAcc -g)

Assetst = (l+g)Rt(m+zFcF ) = (l+g)Rt(m+zFcF )

kWACC -g

_ w(a+b)(kwACC -g) wAt(kwAcc -g) _

- (l+g)(m+zFcF ) (1+ g)Rt(m+zFCF ) -

(
d -r)b (d -r)b J

w -g-Rt--g-Ro+Ao (kWACC-g)
_ w(a+b)(kwACC -g)

- (1+ g)(m+zFCF ) (1+ g)Rt(m+zFCF )

{a+b-~)ckWACC -g) {Ao-~Ro)ckWACC -g)

(1 +g)(m+Z FCF ) (1 +g) t+l Ro(m +ZFCF )
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The first of the two terms in the last row of equation (21) is the steady-state debt ratio. The second

term goes to zero as t becomes very large. From equation (21) it is also possible to derive the general

condition that must hold if a constant book value debt ratio shall always imply a constant debt ratio

also in market value terms. The technical version of this initial condition is obviously:37

(22) gAo = (d -r)bRo.

This is perhaps more intuitively stated in Proposition 2.3:

Proposition 2.3

In orderfor the debt ratio to remain constant over time in book value terms as well as in market value

terms, the accumulated depreciation must grow at the same rate as the revenues.

ProofofProposition 2.3:

From equation (21) clearly gAo must equal (d - r)bRo if the debt ratio is to remain constant each

year, and hence:

(22) gAo =(d -r)bRo

The expression for the accumulated depreciation is:

(23)

Substituting equation (22) into equation (23) yields:

(24)
t (d - r)b t

At =(1+g) --Ro <::>At =(l+g) Ao
g

and since all parameters are constant by assumption, the growth rate is clearly g, the same as the

revenue growth rate. Q.E.D.

Proposition 2.3 also has some interesting implications:

37 Remember that g is always less than the discount rate.
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Corollary 2. 1

A constant market value deb-t ratio, attained by letting the initial condition gAo = (d - r )bRo hold,

also implies that:

i) the netproperty plant and equipment will grow at the rate g

ii) the balance sheet total will grow at the rate g

iii) the debt will grow at the rate g

iv) the netprofit will grow at the rate g

v) the dividends will grow at the rate g

Proof

i) Gross PPE is defined as a constant percentage of revenues (b) in Specification A. Since the

revenues grow at the rate g, so will the gross PPE. The accumulated depreciation will grow at

the rate g according to Proposition 2.3. The net PPE, finally, is defined as the difference

between gross PPE and accumulated depreciation and will thus also have the growth rate g.

ii) The balance sheet total is defined as aRt +bRt - At , and since both revenues and accumulated

depreciation grow at the rate g, so will the balance sheet total.

iii) The debt is defined as a constant percentage ofthe balance sheet total, so the proof for the

balance sheet total also holds for the debt.

iv) The expression for the net profit is:

Since gAo =(d - r )bRo by assumption, the second term in the net profit expression will equal

zero, and the net profits will also have the constant growth rate g.

v) The expression for the dividends is:
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Since gAo = (d -r)bRo by assumption, the second term in the dividend expression will equal

zero, and the dividends will also have the constant growth rate g. Q.E.D.

Fronl Proposition 2.3 and Corollary 2.1 it is clear that a constant capital structure (in market terms) is

a sufficient condition for attaining a steady state with respect to all different concepts under

consideration. In particular, Corollary 2.1 shows that the conditions for TSS38 are fulfilled. When

using the model for performing valuations, the constant capital structlue has the further advantage

that the weighted average cost of capital will remain the same each year (since the weights in the

WACC formula remain constant), and thus it is correct to use the year zero WACC as discount rate

throughout.

Another interesting implication for valuations is the general irrelevancy ofvaluation approach

implied by this "true steady state" - the constant market value debt ratio:

Proposition 2.4

A constant market value debt ratio, attained by letting the initial condition gAo = (d - r)bRo hold,

implies that the free cash flow valuation approach using a constant WACC as discount rate will yield

the same result as the dividend valuation approach.

Thus, when considering a steady-state valuation, with a constant market value debt ratio one can be

certain that the neo-classical way of determining market value, as the present value of dividends, will

be equal to the value obtained from a free cash flow valuation it. la Copeland et al. Accordingly, in the

setting under consideration here, Le. using the constant WACC from year 0, the constant capital

structure case is the only one that ensures the same value. This is also fully in line with the findings

by Chambers, Harris & Pringle (1982) for project valuation. They conclude that using a constant

WACC approach will give the same value as using the equity residual method (which is the project

valuation case's analogue to the dividend valuation approach considered in this report) if and only if

the "debt in every period equals a constant fraction of the value of the cash flows yet to be

received."39 These matters will be further discussed in Chapter 3.

38 The conditions for TSS are, as stated earlier: 1. The company is in PSS; 2. The company exhibits FSS; 3. The
balance sheet total grows at the same rate as revenues.
39 Chambers, Harris & Pringle (1982), p. 27.
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Proof

Denote the constant market-value debt ratio by 0).40 From expression (21) and the steady-state

condition, 0) in the free cash flow case is given by the debt value divided by the asset value at the end

ofyear zero:

(25)
w( )

w(a+b--{d_-r_)bJ{kWACC -g)
aRo +bRo- Ao g

(j) = = ----------
(1+ g)Ro{m+zFcF ) (1+ g)(m+zFCF )

kWACC -g

The weighted average cost of capital is given by:

Substituting (26) into (25) and rearranging yields:

(27)

w(a+b--(d~_r)bJ
(j) = -----------------

(1 +g)(m+zFCF )- w(a+b-~}(l- 'l-)i -kE )

k E -g

The constant ZFCP is equal to:

(28)
b{c+ 'fd -r)- g(b{1-c).+a)

ZpCF =
l+g

Thus, (27) can equivalently be stated as:

(29)

{a+b--{d_-;_)bJ
{j)=------------------------

(1 +g)m+ (1 +g)cb +brd -br - g{a +b) - w(a+b -~)((1- -r)i - kE)

k E -g

40 The subindex denoting time is dropped, since the market-value debt ratio is constant over time, i.e. the same
for all t.
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The constant ZDIV is given by:

(30)

b(dH w(r-d +g)-r- g-(l- r)iw)-a(g(l-w)+(l- r)iw) + (d -r)b (1- r)iw
ZDIV =cb+ g

l+g

Substituting (30) into (29), rearranging and multiplying numerator as well as denominator by Ro
yields:

(31)
w(aRo+bRo-Ao)

OJ =--------'------~---
( )

(1+ g)RO{m+zD1V )
w aRa+bRa - Ao +~----.,;.-~--~

kE -g

The denominator in (31) is the market value of debt41 plus the market value of all possible future

dividends.

Comparing equation (25) with equation (31), the following expression is obtained:

(32)

The left-hand-side is the equity value using the free-cash-flow approach and the right-hand-side is the

equity value using the dividend approach. Q.E.D.

It is now possible to summarise the findings about when the different concepts of steady state are

achieved and what this implies for the calculation of the horizon value:

Proposition 2.5

Ifand only if the initial condition gAo =(d - r )bRo is fulfilled a TSS will be established,

and consequently,

it is only with a constant capital structure in market terms that one can use a FCF continuing value

formula to calculate the horizon value without approximation errors.

41 By assumption equal to the book value.
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The intuition behind this is that a non-constant capital structure means that the weights in the

weighted average cost ofcapital (WACC) 42 formula will change over time. A further consequence is

that the different costs of capital for the company in question are not likely to remain constant if the

riskiness of the company changes over time due to the varying capital structure. These issues are

discussed further in Chapter 3. The more formal proof ofProposition 2.5 is given below.

One contribution in this report is the derivation of an analytical condition, in terms of forecasted

parameter values, to ensure that the underlying assumptions of the continuing value approach are

fulfilled. This is missing in Copeland et al; they ~ay verbally what conditions should be fulfilled but
I

they do not give the analyst much guidance as to how this is done in practice.

ProofofProposition 2.5

In section 2.0.1 it was concluded that TSS is established if

1. the company is in PSS,

2. it exhibits FSS and

3. the balance sheet total grows at the same rate as revenues.

The first condition holds trivially by the basic PSS assumption. The same is true for the FSS

condition by Proposition 2.1. Since the balance sheet total is the sum ofnet working capital and net

PPE, and since net working capital will be growing at the same rate, g, as revenues (by definition of

the model), the balance sheet total will grow at the same rate as revenues if and only if net PPE grows

at the rate g. But since net PPE is equal to gross PPE nlinus accumulated depreciation, and since gross

PPE by model definition grows at the same rate as revenues, the third condition is equivalent to the

condition that accumulated depreciation grow at the rate g: At == (1 + g)' Ao . From equation (24) in

the proof to Proposition 2.3 we know that this is true if and only if condition (22) holds. Thus, a TSS

is established if and only if condition (22), i.e. gAo == (d -r)bRo, holds. Q.E.D.

42 The discount rate proposed by Copeland et aI, p. 239.
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The constant capital structure is necessary also for the dividend valuation approach.

Corollary 2.2

It is only with a constant capital structure in market terms that one can use a DIVcontinuing value

formula to calculate the horizon value without approximation errors.

Proof

The equation for the dividends is:

In order to use a continuing value, the growth rate must be constant. This is the case only when the

constant term equals zero. There are four possibilities: 100% tax rate (,;=1), zero interest rate on debt

(i=O), all-equity financing (w=O), and finally when the condition gAo =(d -r)bRo holds. 100% tax

rate is absurd as is a zero interest rate. All-equity financing means that dividends will equal free cash

flow and the proof ofProposition 2.5 applies. Hence, we are left with the fourth possibility, namely

that gAo =(d -r)bRo. Q.E.D.

2.2 Specification B - Constant capital expenditures to revenues ratio

If the PPE-items are modelled differently, the system of difference equations also must be modified.

Here, it will be shown how the solution is affected when the gross PPEat the end of year t is derived

as the preceding year's gross PPE plus capital expenditures made during year t minus retirements.

The capital expenditures are forecasted as a percentage of revenues, the retirements as a percentage of

the preceding year's gross PPE. This is what is called Specification B (presented in section 1.2):

(33) Gf =Gt - l +CapXt -Rett

(34) CapXt =e·Rt

(35) Rett =r·Gt_ 1
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The balance sheet items are defined as follows:

AI: aR,

A2: Gt-1 +eRt -rG'_1 -At =eRt +(I-r)Gt_1 -At

where At =(d-r)Gt_1 +~t-l

Dl: w(aRt +Gt -At)

D2: 1', = cGt + 1',-1

The balance sheet now contains four time-dependent state-variables: revenues ( R, ), gross PPE ( Gt ),

accumulated depreciation ( A, ), and deferred taxes ( 1;). Once again utilising the fact that the

development of the balance sheet over the years is a system of difference equations, the expressions

for the state-variables are found to be:

, (36-39) A,

j,
Rt

Gt

1',

Ro(l+ g)t

l+g t ( l+ g ) te--Ro(l+g) + Go -e--Ro (l-r)
g+r g+r

Ao+ (1+ g)/ -1 (d -r)e 1+ g Ro + d -r (Go -e 1+ g Ro)(I-(I-r)t)
g g+r r g+r

'T' (l+g)' -1 (1 ) l+g R C(I-r)(G l+g R )(1 (1 )/).10+ C +ge-- 0+-- o-e-- 0 - -r
g g+r r g+r

Now defme the constant P= e 1+ g and substitute into the solution:
g+r

(40-43) At

Ro(l+ g)'

PRo(l+g)' +(Go -pRo)(I-r)t

(1 + g) t - 1( ) d - r ( )( t )Ao+ g d-rpRo+-
r

- Go-pRo 1-(I-r)

To + (1+~/ -1 c(l+g)PRo + C(1;r) (Go -PRo)(l-(1-r)/)

These expressions can now be compared with the ones obtained when using the previous specification

(Specification A) to describe the PPE-development:
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Revenues

Specification A:

Specification B:

Rt =(I+g)t Ro

Rt =(I+g)t Ro

Gross property, plant and equipment

Specification A:

Specification B:

Gt =bRo(l+g)t

Gt = fJRo(l+ g)t +(Go - pRo)(I-r)t

Accumulated depreciation

Specification A:

Specification B:

Deferred taxes

Specification A:

Specification B:

(1 +g)' -1 ( ) d - r (" )( ')A, =Ao+ g d-r PRo+-
r

- Go-pRo 1-(I-r)

T. - L + (1+ g)' -1 c(l+g)bR
1- 0 0

g

1; =To + (1 + ~' -1 c(1 + g)fJRo + C(1; r) (Go - PRo)(I- (1- r)l)

The expressions for the revenue development are the same in the two cases. The gross PPE differs by

the term (Go - PRo )(1- r) I , the conclusion being that only in the special case where P is specified

such that Go - PRo =0 are the two specifications the same,43 Le. they are equal when Go =PRo 

but this is exactly the definition of Specification A, when gross PPE was assumed to be a certain

percentage of revenues in each year, also in year zero.44 The same condition holds true also for

accumulated depreciation as well as for deferred taxes, and hence:

43 The two expressions for the gross PPE development are also the same when t~oc. This case is never of any
practical interest, however, since for large values of t, the discounted value is (almost) zero.
44 Remember that the constant p is short for e{l+g)/(r+g).
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Observation 1

The specification ofgross PPE in year t as a fixed percentage ofthe revenues the same year

(44) Gt =b·Rt ("SpecificationA'')

is only a special case ofthe more general modelling of Gt as the precedingyear's gross PPE plus

capital expenditures minus retirements

(45) Gt =Gt-1 +CapXt - Rett ('Specification B")

where capital expenditures are defined as a percentage ofrevenues and retirements as a percentage

ofthe precedingyear's gross PPE.

2.2.1 Free cash flow

The expression for the free cash flow in year tis:

(46) FCE; (1- r)(Rt - pRt -dGt _1)+dGt_1 + 1; -1;-1 -(aRt -aRt_1)-(Gt -Gt - 1 +rGt_1)

aRt_1 +(l-r)(l- p)-a)Rt +(1-r+rd)Gt_1 -Gt +1; -1;-1

Substituting the expressions for ~, Gt , and 1; into the free cash flow equation yields eventually the

following expression (see the appendix for a more detailed derivation):

(47) FC~ = (1+ g)1 Ro(m+ p(c+ rd -r)- g(P(l-c) +a)] +(c+ r~)(Go- pRo)(l-r)1
l+g 1-r
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The resulting expression for the free cash flow at year tis:

(48) FC~ =(l+g)t Ro(m+zFCF(2»)+¢(Go -pRo)(I-r)t

where: p=e ~:~, l6=(c+-r l:J, m=(l--r)(l-p)

p(c+ ,d -r)- g(P(l-c)+a)
ZFCF(2) =

l+g

This can be compared with the free cash flow expression using Specification A:

Specification A:

Specification B:

FC~ =(I+g)t RO(m+zFCF )

FC~ =(l+g)t RO(m+zFCF(2»)+¢(Go -PRo)(l-r)'

It is obvious that the expressions are equal only in the special case where Go =PRo ,45 which is in line

with Observation 1 above. This, however, also has implications for steady state. In Proposition 2.1 it

was claimed that a company in parametric steady state (PSS) exhibits FCF steady state (FSS) without

any restrictions on the constant input ratios. In the more general Specification B, this proposition

must be modified:

Proposition 2.6

A conlpany in parametric steady state exhibits FCF steady state with respect to the free cash flow

development ifand only ifthe initial condition

(49)
Go(g+r)

e=----
(1 + g)Ro

is fulfilled

If the initial condition in Proposition 2.6 is fulfilled Specification B reduces to Specification A, where

the ratio gross PPE / revenues is constant, as is seen from Observation 1. Thus the only instance in

this setting where steady state can be established, allowing for the use of a continuing value formula,

45 This can be restated as e = Go (g + r) .
(1+ g)Ro
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is when the parameter values are such that the specification exactly equals that of Specification A!

Hence, there exists no reason to use Specification B when specifying the PSS in order to yield a FSS;

the simpler Specification A does the-trick completely. However, as will be argued in section 4.1,

Specification B does have some intuitive features which makes it useful in the explicit forecast

period, but when the company is assumed to settle down to a steady state, it is easier to tum to

Specification A when determining the property, plant and equipment items.

As the only steady state in Specification B exists when the FCF function of Specification B equals the

one of Specification A, the analysis of the FCF function for Specification A is apparently valid also

here.

2.2.2 Net profit

The net profit in year t is given by:

(50) NPr =(I-r)(Rt -pRt -dGt - I -iw(aRt - I + Gt - I -At-I))

Substituting the expressions (40-43) into (50) and rearranging yields finally:

where: p=e 1
+

g ,
g+r

Z=(I-r)iw, m = (1- r)(I- p) ,

d-r (1- r)(d +iw)
rp=Z---+ ,

r(l-r) l-r
d-r

1]=Z--,
r

ZNP(2) =
l+g

The net profit will generally not grow at a constant rate. There is one correction term involving

accumulated depreciation and another involving. gross PPE. Also where net profit is concerned, a

comparison between Specification A and Specification B shows that Specification A is only a special

subcase of Specification B, and Observation 1 still holds:
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Consequently, if the initial condition (49) is fulfilled, then (52) reduces to (53), and the NP function

will be exactly the same as for Specification A.

2.2.3 Dividends

Now, the dividend stream will be analysed using Specification B. The expression for dividends in

year tis:

(54)

(1- w)(aRt_1 + Gt - 1 - At-I) -1;-1

+(1- ~)(1- p)Rt - dGt_1 - ili{aRt_1 + Gt-1 - At-I»)

-[(1- w)(aRt + Gt - At) -1;]

When substituting for revenues, gross PPE, accumulated depreciation and deferred taxes (expressions

40-43) the following expression is obtained:

p=e l+
g

, Z=(I-~)iw,
g+r

K =c+-!!..-(~-w_KJ '
l-r r

d-r
1]=%--,

r

m = (1- ~)(1- p) ,

P(dr+ w(r-d +g)-r-g-z)-a(g(l-w)+ Z)+ Z (d -r) fJ
g

ZDIV(2) =cp+-----------------~
l+g

This dividend expression is quite complicated. It is, however, equal to the Specification A expression

in the special case where Go =PRo, which is to be expected, given Observation 1.
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Appendix 2

A2. 1 Specification A

A2. 1.0 Solution to system ofdifference equations

(1 + g)R,-t

(d - r)bRt_t + At- t

In matrix notation:

where: (RtJ (l+ g 0)x - and A-
t - At - (d - r)b 1

The roots of the characteristic equation are A, t =1+g and A, 2 =1.

A is diagonalised by P

So

Substituting x t =Pu t and x t+1 = PUt+l yields the system Ut+l = p-1APu t ,the solution of which is:

Substituting back yields the solution to the original system:
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and since the initial values are Ro and Ao, the complete solution is:

In the same way, the solution for Tt is derived.

A2. 1. 1a Free cash flow derivation - equation (7)

(1 + g)'-l Ro[a + (1- r)b +Tdb] + (1 + gYRo[(1- T)(1- p) - a - b]+
(1 + )' 1 (1 + )'-1 1

+ g - (1 +g)cbRo +~ g - (1 +g)cbRo - To =
g g

( ), [ a+(1-r)b+Tdb] (1+ gY -1[ ]
1+g Ro (l-T)(l-p)-a-b+ (1+g) + g (1+g)cbRo-cbRo +cbRo=

(1 + gY Ro[(1 + g)(1- T)(1- p) -ag+b(Td -r - g)]+ (1 + g)' Rocb =
1+g

(1 + gY Ro[(1+ g)(l- T)(1- p) -ag+b(Td -r - g) +Cb] =
1+g

= (1 + g)'Ro[(1- T)(1- p) + _g(>....-b(_c-_1_)-_a,,--)+_b_(c_+'tl_"d_-_r)]
1+g

So, finally for t ~ 1:

where

and

m is the constant after - tax margin (1- T)(1- p)

b(c+ Td - r) - g(b(1-c) + a) .
ZFCP = IS a constant.

1+g
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A2. 1. 1b Derivations of the FCF function properties

• Net working capital/revenues (a)

Follows directly from equation (7)

• Gross PPE / revenues (b)

The constant b appears only in the term ZFCF of equation (7). The marginal effect ofa change in b on FCFt is thus equal to

the first derivative ofzFCF with respect to b. IfzFCF is decreasing in b, then FCFt is decreasing in b, since FCFt is

increasing in zFCF.

(jzFCF gc - g + c + t'd - r

i1J l+g

Then zFCF is decreasing in b, ifand only if a~F <0:

gc- g+c+ t'd -r <0
l+g

After rearranging:

t'd -r+(I+ g)c<g

• Change in deferred taxes / gross PPE (c)

Follows directly from equation (7).

• Growth rate (g)

Differentiating the free cash flow expression (7) with respect to g yields:

IJFCF, _ (1 )' t R ( ) (I )' D[(b(I-C)+a)+ZFCF]--- +g -- 0 m+zFCF - +g .("0
~ (l+g) l+g

There are two opposite effects: the left term strives towards a positive derivative, whereas the right term strives in the

opposite direction. For low t:s, the negative term tends to dominate the positive, but since the positive term increases faster

with respect to t, it will eventually dominate the negative.

In the original FCF formula, the positive term is attributed to the growth factor (1+g), whereas the negative term is comes

from g's lowering effect on the constant term ZFCF
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• Tax rate, -r

From equation (7) one can see that a change in the tax rate, 'f, will affect the after-tax margin, m, and also the constant ZFCF.

The effects of a change in't on m and zFCF go in the opposite direction, i.e. a raised 't decreases m and increases zFCF. To

compare these effects the partial derivatives ofm and ZFCF are taken with respect to (-'t) and ('t) respectively:

an
--=(1-p)
8(--r)

OzFCF = l!!!
Or l+g

For FCF; to be decreasing in -r, the following must hold:

bd
(l-p»

l+g

Rearranging then gives

bd
p+--<l

l+g

Multiplying both sides with Rt yields:

Rt - pRt - dbRt_1 > 0 <=> Operating income - operating expenses - depreciation > 0

Thus the condition can be phrased: the operating profit after depreciation should be positive
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A2.1.2a Derivation ofnet profit expression - equation (10)

NPr (1- r)(Rt - pRt -dbRt_1-iw(aRt-1 +bRt_1 - At-I)) =

(1- r)((I- p)Rt + Rt_1(-db-iw(a+b))+iwAt_1)=

Rt ((1- ..)(1- P)-'!'::'!'(db+iw{a+b))1 +(1- ..)iwAt-t =
l+g ~

[

(1-")db+(I- ")iw{a +b) _ (d - r)b (1- ..)iW]
(l+gYRo (l-r)(I-p) g-

l+g

._I(d-r)b )
-(l-r)z1.-g- Ro - Ao =

(1+ g)t RO(m+zNP)- x(r Ro - Ao}

l+g

(d-r)b
m = (1- r)(1- p), X = (1- r)iw , r =-

g

(d-r)b
(1- r)db + (1- r)iw(a + b) - --(1- r)iw

g
ZNP =

where:

A2.1.2b Derivations of the NP function properties

• Net working capital I revenues (a)

Follows directly from equation (10).

• Gross PPE I revenues (b)

Differentiating the net profit expression (10) with respect to b yields:

(i) ONp' ( t-l( ( (d -r) 1 (d -r)
-=Ro l+g) -l-r)d-z+--xJ-Ro--x
& g / g
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Intuitively, net profit should be decreasing in b, since a lower b-value means a more efficient use ofcompany capital. From

equation (i) it is clear that this is not necessarily the case. The critical case to examine is when t is very large. Then it must

hold that:

(ii)
(d-r)

-(l-T)d-%+--%<0
g

Then, a sufficient condition for (ii) to hold is that (d-r) is smaller than or equal to g:

(iii) (d -r)::;; g

Multiplying both sides by bRt_1 yields:

(iv) (d -r)bRt_1 5: gbRt _1

Using the definitions of the parameters, it can be seen that this is the same thing as:

Or, alternatively:

Hence, it is a sufficient condition that the netproperty plant and equipment will not be decreasing between years in the

parametric steady state period, which seems a reasonable restriction on the parameters.

• Change in deferred taxes / gross PPE (c)

The parameter c does not appear in the NP function.

Growth rate (g)

This partial derivative is very hard to interpret. However as t ~CX) it will definitely grow positive since the term m +zNP is

positive for all relevant cases in a steady state.

• Interest rate on debt (i)

See the same section under dividends.
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• Operating expenses / revenues (P)

Follows trivially from equation (10).

• Tax rate, -r

Differentiating equation (2):

This is simply the pre-tax income multiplied by minus one, and the somewhat trivial conclusion is that in a profit-making

company the net profit is decreasing in 't, Le. the net profit will be smaller the higher the tax rate.

A2.1.3a Derivation ofdividend expression - equation (12)

DIV, (1- w)(aR,_1 +bR,_1 - At- I )-1;-1 +
+(1- -r)(Rt - pRt -dbR,_1 -iw(aR,_1 +bRt_1- At_ I ))-

-[(1- w)(aR, +bR, - At )-1;]=

Rt_ I [(I- w)(a + b) - (1- r)(db + iw(a + b))] +
+R,[m- (1- w)(a+b)] +
+At_ I [(I- r)iw-(I- w)]+
+At (l- w)+
+1; -1;-1

DIV, (1+ gy-I Ro[(I- w)(a +b) -(1- -r)(db +iw(a + b))] +

+(1+ g)' Ro[m-(I- w)(a+b)]+

+ (I +gt
1

_
1

(d -r)bR,,[(I-T)iW- (1- w)]+ Ao[(I-T)iw-(I- w)]+
g

+ (1+ g)' -1 (d -r)bJlo(I- w) + Ao(I- w) +
g

+cbRo(1 + gY
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DIV, (1 +g)' Ro· [m+ cb] +(1 + g)'-l Ro[(d - r)b(l- w) - (a +b)(I- w)g- (1- ~)bd - (1- t')iw(a +b)]+
(l+g)'-l_1

+ Ro(I- ~)iw(d- r)b + Ao[(I- ~)iW]=
g

(1+ g)' Ro· [m+cb]+ (1+ g)'-lRo[~d~- w(d -r) -r]-(a +b)(I- w)g-(a +b)(I- ~)iW]+

(1 + g)'-l Ro(I- ~)iw(d- r)b D(1- ~)iw(d - r)b A[( ).]
+ "''0 +~ 1- ~ lW =

g g

( )
t [ 1d1'-w(d-r)-r]-(a+b)(I-w)g-(a+b)(I-~)iW (1-1')iw(d-r)b]

1+ g Ro· m+ cb + + ( ) -
l+g g l+g

-(1- r)i1No (d ~r)b - Ao]

and following expression is obtained for the dividends payed out during year t:

where:

m = (1-1')(1- p) (the after - tax profit margin)

b[d~+ w(r-d+ g)-r- g- x]-a[g(l- w)+ xl (d-r)bX
ZDIV =cb+ +---

1+ g g(l+ g)

X = (1- ~)iw

r = (d-r)b
g

A2.1.3b Derivations of the DIV function properties

• Net working capital/revenues (a)

8D~ =-(1 + g)t-l Ro[g(l- w) +(1- ~)iw]< 0
&

• Gross PPE / revenues (b)

ODIVt ( )t [ d~+w(r-d+g)-r-g-x (d-r)x] d-r
--= l+g Ro c+ +-- -ZRo-

8J l+g g(l+g) g

Then the dividend function is decreasing in b, ifand only if iJD::, < O. We have:

( )
t [ d~+w(r-d+g)-r-g-x (d-r)x] d-r 0

l+g Ro c+ +-- -XRo-<
l+g g(1+g) g
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After rearranging:

dt'+w(r-d+g)-r-g-z [1 1]
c+ <z(d-r) ------- ~

1+ g g(1+ g)' g(1+ g)

1 (1 + )'-1
c(l+g)+dt'+w(r-d+g)-r-g-Z<Z(d-r)(I+g) - g 1 ~

g(l+ g)

() w() Z(d - r)[1 ]c l+g +dt'+ r-d+g -r-g- Z<--- ---_--1 ~
g (1+ g)' 1

Z(d-r) [ 1]dt'+wg+c(1+g)+--- 1---- -w(d-r)-r- Z<g
g (1+ g)'-l

The most critical case will be for large t:s. Letting t~oo yields the final condition:

Z(d-r)
d'i+wg+c(1+ g)+----w(d-r)-r- Z<g

g

• Change in deferred taxes / gross PPE (c)

ODIV, ()'--=b Ro l+g >0
&

The book equity should always be non-negative:

Substituting in the solution to the system of difference equations:

1 [(I+ gY -l ] [(I+ g)'-1 ](l-w)(a+b)(l+g) Ro-(I-w) g bRo{d-r)+Ao - g bRoc(l+g)+1Q >0

Rearranging gives:

(
b b) [ ] (1-w) Ao+ To(l-w)(a+b» ---- (d-r)(l-w)+c(l+g) + 1
g g(1+ g)' Ro(1+ g)

On the right hand side there are two time-dependent effects with opposite directions. Taking time into consideration, the

following two boundary conditions are obtained, for t=1 and t~lX) respectively:

1. (1- w)(a+b) > (!?- -_b-J[(d - r)(1- w) +c(1+g)] +-'--(l-_w.....;....)A_o_+];_0
g g(l+ g) Ro(1+ g)
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2. (1- w)(a+b) > !!..[(d -r)(I- w)+c(l+ g)]
g

The interest rate on debt (i)

[

d-r]-(a + b)(1- -r)w+-b(l- -r)w
OD/Vt t g d -r 8!V~
--= Ro{l+ g) -Ro-b(1-T)w+(1-r)WAo(=--]

Of 1+ g g Of

Rearranging:

{ )
t-l [ d-r] d-rRo l+g (l-r)w -(a+b)+-gb -R0-gb(l-T)w+(l--r)wAo

Looking at the two boundary cases in order to find the expression for determining the sign:

(t = 1):

[
d-r] d-r(1-r)wRo -(a+b)+-gb -R0-gb(l-T)w+(l--r)wAo

which, in order to determine the sign, can be simplified to

-(a +b)Ro+ Ao =-[balance sheet total] < 0

(t ~oo):

Searching for the condition for a negative derivative:

(a +b) > (d - r )b <=>
g

(a + b)R
t

> (d - r)b R
t

<=>
g

k· . 1 G d-rnet wor mg capita t + t >--Gtg

Applying the condition for net PPEto be non - decreasing over time,

(d-r)~g:

net working capital t + {something non - negative} >0

Thus a sufficient condition for dividends to be decreasing in i is that a>O, Le. that the net working capital in parametric

steady state is positive. In the PSS period the balance sheet total must be positive. Hence, in addition to the non-decreasing

net PPE condition, one must assume that a, the net working capital to revenues ratio is larger than zero, and as a

consequence DIVt will always be decreasing in i.
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• The tax rate (r)

ODIVt (1 db+aiw+biw (d-r)b. J{l )t R ·i(d-r)b R A)--= - +p+ lW +g 0+ 1 --- 0- 0
Or 1+g g(l +g) g

This is exactly the same expression as for net profits with respect to 't. See that section above for the further proof.

A2. 1.4 Proof ofproposition 2.2

Expression (1) for the free cash flow in year 0 can be rewritten as:

FCFO (1- -r)(Ilo - pRo - db'~-1» + db'~-1) + To -1(-1) - (aRn - a'~_I» - (bIlo - b'~-1) + rb'~-1» =

(1- -r)(Ro - pRo - db'Rc.-l») +db'Rc.-l) + cbRo - (aRo - a'Rc.-l» - (bIlo -b'Rc.-l) + rb'Rc.-l»

where a and b are constants for t ~ 0 and a' and b' are the corresponding items for t =(-1).

Note that Ilo =(1 + g)Rc.-l)

It is easy to see that FCFO will generally not be the same as FCF]/(1+g). if a :I: a' and / or b:l: b'. 46 Thus FCFO is not the

free cash flow that will grow with growth rate g for the following years and year 0 therefore is not the first FCF steady state

year, but as equation (7) above shows, year 1 will be the frrst FCF steady state year. Q.E.D.

46 Unless for very specific parameter combinations
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A2.2 Specification B

A.2.2.0 Solution to system of difference equations

Revenues, gross PPE and taxes:

The definitions are given in the text and can be formalised as follows:

lRt (l+g)Rt-1
Gt Gt-1 +eRt -rGt_1
1', cGt + 1";-1

or equivalently:

In matrix notation:

A is diagonalised by P:

[

g+r

e(l+ g)
p= 1

c(l+ g)

g

and thus:

[

1+ g

P-1AP= ~

: :IJl-r
-c-

r

Substituting x t =P Yt and XH1 =P YHI yields the system Yt+I =p-I AP Yt , the solution to which is:
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Substituting back yields:

[

g+r

x, =Py, = e(l;g)
c(1+ g)

g

o

1
1-r

-c-
r

t g+r
k1(l+g) -(-)

e1+g

and since the initial values are Ro' Ci> and To, the constants kt , k2 and k3 are found to be:

e(l+g)
--Rog+r

e(l+ g)
Go---Rog+r

To - c(l+ g) e(1+ g) R
o
+ c(l-r) (Go _e{l+ g) RoJ

g g+r r g+r

The complete solution is:

Gt

Ro(1+ gr
e{l + g}Ro(1 + gY + (Go - e(l + g) RoJ{l- rY
g+r g+r

{l+gY -1 ( ) (l+g) c(1-r) ( e(1+g) J( ( )t)10+ c l+ge--Ro+-- Go---Ro 1- 1-r
g g+r r g+r

The expression for the accumulated depreciation can be derived in a similar way.

A2.2.1 Derivation of FCF expression - equation (48)

The definition of free cash flow in any year tis:

FCFt (l-T)(Rt -pRt -dGt_1)+dGt_t +1; -1;_I-(aRt -aRt_t)-(Gt -Gt- l +rGt_1) =

aRt_1 +«(l-T)(l- p)-a)Rt +(1-r+Td)Gt_1 -Gt +1; -1;-1

Substituting the solutions for the state-variables yields:
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FCF, a(1+g) I-I Ro +(1- T)(1- p) - a)(1+g) I Ro+

+(1- r + Td)[e 1+ g (1 + gy-l Ro + (Go - e 1+ g Ro)(I-rY-1]-
g+r g+r

(l+gY-l ( ) (l+g) c(l-r) ( e(l+ g))( ( )/)+ c l+ge--Ro+-- Go---Ro 1- l-r -
g g+r r g+r

[
(I+ gy-

1
_1 ( ) (l+g) C(I-r)( e(l+ g))( ( )/-1)]- cl+ge--Ro+-- Go---Ro 1- l-r

g g+r r g+r

Substituting p=e 1+g and m =(1- T)(1- p) , and rearranging gives:
g+r

FC~ ( )
1 ( ag J ( )I ( 1-r + Td )l+g Ro m-- +{Jl+g Ro' ----1 +

l+g l+g

+(1- rY-l(Go- PRo)· ((I-r + Td) - (1- r)) +(1+ gYRo' cP+

c(1-r)( ) [( )/-1 ( )/]+-r- Go-PRo· l-r - l-r

Simplifying further:

FCE; = (1 + g)' Ro(m- ag- p(1-r + Td) P+ cpl + Td(Go- pRo)(I-r)'-1 + (Go - PRo)' c· (1- r)'
l+g )

and finally:

(
p(c+ Td -r)- g(p(1-c)+a)) ( d J 1

FCF, =(l+g)1 Ro m+ + C+T- (Go -pRo)(l-r)
l+g l-r

This expression is equation (47) in section 2.2.1. The final expression (48) is obtained by introducing a couple of new

constants.
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A2.2.2 Derivation ofNP expression - equation (51)

The net profit in year t is given by:

Rearranging and introducing the constants m = (1- 1')(1- p) and Z = (1- 1')iw :

Substituting the expressions for revenues, gross PPE and accumulated depreciation, and letting P =e 1+g yields:
g+r

N~ (l+gY-
1
Ro·z·(-a)+(I+gYRo·m+

+[PRo(1 + gy-1
+ (Go - PRo)(I-rY-

I
j(I-1') .(-d -iw) +

[
(1 + )/-1 - 1 d - r ]

+ Ao+ gg (d-r)PRo+-
r
-(Go-PRo)(I-(1-r)/-l) 0%

Factoring out:

[ . ~-~ ]% 0 (-a) +(1- 1')(-d -zw)P+%--P
(l+g)' Ro m+ g +

l+g

. I-I (d -r)
+(I-1')(-d -zw}·(Go - PRo) (l-r) - z'--PRo + % Ao +

g

Rearranging finally gives:

N~
[

. (d-r) ]z·(-a}+(I-1')(-d -zw)p+Z--P
(l+g)' Ro m+ g -

l+g

[
(d-r) ] (d-r){ )

-Z -g-PRo-Ao -%'-r- PRo-Go +

[
(d - r) d + iW] ( ) ( )1+ %--+(1-1')-- . PRo-Go' l-r
r(1-r) l-r

Introducing three more constants yields equation (51).
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A2.2.3 Derivation ofDIV expression - equation (55)

The expression for dividends in year tis:

DI~ = 0- w)(a~_t+ Gt-t - At-t) -1;-t +
+(1- 1')(0- p)~ - dGt_t - iw(aRt- t + Gt-t - At- I ))-

-[0- w)(a~ + Gt - At )-1;]

Rearranging and recognising that 1; - 1;-t = cGt :

DI~ = ~((1- 1')(1- p) - a(l- w))+ ~_t(a((I- w) - (1- 1')iW)) +

+Gt(c -1+ w) +Gt_t(l- w-d(l- 1') - (1- r)iw) + ~(1- w) + At_t(w-l+ 0- 1')iw)

Substituting in the expressions for the state variables and simplifying:

D~ = RoO + g)t .((1- 1')(1- p) - a(l- w))+ RoO + g)t-t .(a((I- w) - (1- 1')iW))

-(PRoO+g)t +(Go-pRo)(1-r)t) (l-c-w)+

+(PRo(l + g)t-t + (Go - pRo)(1-r)t-t).(1 + w(r- d) - (1- 1')iw+ rd - w-r)+

+(Ao+(I+g~-l-I(d -r)pRo +d;r (Go - PRoXI- (l-rr)) .(1- r)iw

Collecting terms and using the constants m=(1- 1')(1- p) and Z =(1- 1')iw:

DI~ =
[

fJ{d1'+ w(r-d + g) -r-g- z)-a(g(l- w) + z)+ Z (d -r) p]
Ro(1+g)' m+cp+ g -

l+g

_~d;r PRo-Ao)-(Xd;r)(PRo-Go)

{c+ I:Jr-w-~))(PRo-GoXI-r)'

Introducing two more constants finally gives equation (55).
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A2.3 Specification A with capital-based reserve

A2.3.1 A more complex tax-system

In order to show the general usefulness of the modelling approach considered in this report, we will in this appendix apply

the methods to a very complicated and specific case.47 Thereby, we wish to visualise the fact that this modelling approach

can be extended and specialised to capture virtually any specific legal system and/or relations between parameters.

In the report, the specification of taxes has been rather rudimentary. The possibility of tax deferrals has been modelled as the

difference equation:

with: deferred taxes, year t

increase in deferred taxes in % of gross PPE

bRt gross PPE, year t (using Spec. A)

In a specific case, it is possible to explicitly model the company's tax operations in accordance with the tax system under

consideration. A modified system of difference equations is then obtained. An interesting example from Sweden is the

capital-based reserve (K-SVRV), which was proposed in a government committee report in 1989 and a variation of it has

also been in operation for a few years but is now being gradually abolished. The technical details are taken from the

government committee report SOU 1989:34.

The capital-based reserve is an untaxed reserve, which can maximally be 30% of the capital base, defined as the firm's

ending equity plus the capital-based reserve itself. Hence, the expression for the untaxed capital-based reserve, V t ,

becomes:48

Ut s[aRt- t + bRt - 1 - At - t+

+R, - pR, -dbR,_t-iw(aRt _ 1+bR,-I-At- I)

-w(aR, + bRt - At )-

--r(Rt - pR, -dbRt _1 -iw(aRt _t +bRI_t - AI_t)-(Ut - UI-t))]

where s denotes the (maximal) percentage of the capital base that may be considered an untaxed reserve (in Sweden 30%)

and UI is the untaxed reserve in year t.

47 All derivations are presented in section A2.3.6.
48 In words, the expression states the following:

UI = s· [entering assets

+ this yr's profits before taxes

- debts

- this yr's taxes]
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Solving the system of difference equations now yields the following result:

Rt Ro(1+ g)t

At Ao + (1 + g)t - 1(d - r)bRog

Vt 8Ro(1 + g)t +(Vo - ORo - ~)(-f//Y + ~

where ~ ~ and \II are constants:

s((a + b)(I- (I + (1- r)i}w - gw) - (1- r)db + (d - r)bw+ (I + g)(I- p)(I- r) - (1- (1 + (1- r) i)w) d- rb)
8 g

1+ g(l-s-r)

s-r
f//=-

l-s-r

The equation for the untaxed reserve may look quite complex, and there is indeed not much insight to be gained from trying

to interpret the new parameters 0, ~ and \II Instead, attention will be focused on the development over time of the untaxed

reserves-variable. The constant \II is different from zer049 so the untaxed reserves will actually exhibit an oscillating

behaviour over time. Since (the absolute value of) \II is also strictly smaller than one in all reasonable cases, the untaxed

reserves will eventually approach 0 Ro(1 + g)t + ~ . This will have implications for the free cash flow, the net profit and the

dividends.

A2.3.2 Free cash flow

The expression for the free cash flow in year tis:

FC~ Rt - pRt - -r(Rt - pRt -dbRt_1 -(Vt - Vt_I))-(aRt -aRt_t)-(bRt -bRt_t +rbRt_l ) =

Rt_t(a+(l-r)b+ -rdb)+Rt((1- -r)(I- p)-a-b)+ -r(Vt -Vt-I)

Substituting the expressions for Rt and Vt into the free cash flow equation yields the following equation:

where the constants are defined as before, but adding:

49 In the system under consideration s=0.3 and FO 3, and thus 'FO 0989
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b(-rd - r) - g(a+b- -r0)
ZFCF(UR) = 1+ g

The original free cash flow expression was:

(7) FCFt

b(c+ -rd -r)- g{b{l-c)+a)
where Z FCF =--------.;-------'

l+g

There is a slight difference in the two z-constants, but this is due to the different technical specifications of tax deferrals. The

other - and more interesting - difference is of a qualitative nature: The free cash flow in the capital-based reserve case will

have an oscillating trajectory around the straight line give~ by (1 + gYRo(m + Z FCF(UR))' whereas in the original case the

free cash flow grows at the constant rate g. The growth rate in the capital-based reserve case will, however, approach g as t

becomes larger; with reasonable parameters after only a few years. In the following table and graph the development of free

cash flow in the example company is shown (g is 5%):50

Year

6

10

FCF Growth rate

23,34011

22,46945 -3,7303%

23,79445 5,8969%

24,96424 4,9162%

26,21442 5,0079%

27,52495 4,9993%

28,90121 5,0001%

30,34627 5,0000%

31,86358 5,0000%

33,45676 5,0000%

Table A2 3: I - Free cashjlows and growth rates with
example company characteristics using untaxed capital-based reserve

so a=5%, b=40%, d=6%, r=4%, w=40%, g=5%, i=10%, r-=30%,p=90%, Ro=500, AO=125 as before and adding: s=30%, Uo=18
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Figure A2 3:1 - Free cashflow with untaxed capital-based reserve

With a tax system of this kind, there is thus a time lag between the parametric steady state and the free cashflow steady

state, Le. it takes a few years with constant parameters for the firm's cash flow development to settle down to a constant

growth (note that mathematically this is strictly true only when t~oo). In order to calculate the horizon value one must take

the discount rate into consideration. In this case the initial condition ofProposition 2.3 and Corollary 2.1 will not be

sufficient to ensure a constant capital structure over the PSS period, due to the oscillating behaviour.

In the final value calculation, which in this case only will be an approximation (since the WACC will not be constant), it is

necessary to calculate a correction term in addition to the Gordon formula:

The correction term is quite small for normal parameter values. This is due to the fact that the oscillating behaviour of the

free cash flow will be dampened and almost fade after only a few years.
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l+g

A2.3.3 Net profit

The net profit expression is:

Substituting the expressions for revenues, accumulated depreciation and untaxed reserves, equations and rearranging yields:

Np' = (1+gj' Ro(m+zNP(UR»)- Z(Ro (d -;jb -AO) -(1- ..jq(-If/)'

with: m=(l-r)(l-p) , Z=(l-r)iw, q=lf/+l(Uo-BRo-~)
If/

(1-"{db+g8+iia+b-~)J
zNP(UR) =-

The net profit will thus also exhibit an oscillating behaviour, albeit the oscillation quickly becomes negligible using

reasonable parameter values. Figure A2.3:2 below is obtained using the example company data:

~2

30

..., 28

e
26Q.

1)
z 24

22

Year

Figure A2 3:2 - Net profit with untaxed capital-based reserve

The oscillation in the net profit is somewhat more pronounced than in the free cash t1ow, since the tax rate is set at 30% and

the net profit oscillation therefore is multiplied by 0.7 whereas the free cash flow oscillation is multiplied by 0.3. The

presence of an oscillating term is, however, further obscured in the net profit case by the constant z(Ro(d - r)b / g - Ao) ,

which has to be deducted each year, thus causing the net profit not to grow constantly even if there were no untaxed

reserves.
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A2.3.4 Dividends

The dividend expression is similar to the original case (equation 12), but also here with an additional term causing an

oscillating behaviour:

with the following constants:

()
(d - r)b V/ + 1( )m=(l-T)(l-p), Z= I-Tiw, Y=--, q=-- Uo-f)Ro-~

g fJI

(d -r)b
b[dT+w(r-d +g)-r- g-(1- T)iw]-a[g(1-w) +(l-T)iw]+--(l-'Z')iw+ T~

g
zmV(UR) = 1+ g

Qualitatively the dividends exhibit the same behaviour as the free cash flow: an oscillating term, (-V/)t, multiplied by the

constant T' q . Using once again the example company to visualise:

28

27

26

25

24

23

2 3

Year

4 5 6

Figure A2 3:3 - Dividends with untaxed capital-based reserve

A2.3.5 Concluding remarks

When introducing capital-based reserves, there will not exist any FCP, DIY or NP steady state, at least not in the strict

mathematical sense. The reason for this is that the FCF, NP, and DIV sequences have an oscillating behaviour. Only as t~oo

will the functions grow exactly by a constant growth rate. Numerically, however, the different functions will tend towards a

steady state in a few years.
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A2.3.6 Derivations for A2.3.5

Solution to system ofdifference equations

The expression for the untaxed reserves is:

Vt s[aRr-t + bRt-1- At-1+

+ Rr - pRr-dbRr_l-iw(aRr_l +bRt-1-At-t)

- w(aRt +bRr - At)-

- t-{Rr - PRr -dbRr_l-iw(aRr_l +bRr-l- At-1)-(Vt - Vt-l))]

After rearranging:

Vt -1s [aRr-t +bRt-1-At-1+-s-r
+ Rr - pRr -dbRr-l-iw(aRr-t +bRr-l- At-1)-

- w(aRt +bRr - At)-

- -r(Rr - pRt -dbRr-t -iw(aRt- 1+bRt _1 - At-I) +Vt-t)]

Keeping in mind that At =(d - r)bRt_1 + At-I' V t can equivalently be written:

Vt -S-[aRt_1+bRr-t - At-1+
l-s-r

+ Rt - pRt - dbRr_l - iw(aRr_l +bRr-l - At-1)-

- w(aRt +bRr -(d -r)bRt_t - At-1)-

- -r(Rt - pRt -dbRr-l-iw(aRr-t +bRr-l-At-1)+Vt-1)]

Now define the following constants:

ql = a+ b-(I- -r)db-(I- -r)iw(a+b) + w(d -r)b+(I+ g)((I- -r)(I- p)- w(a +b))

q2 = 1-(1+{1- -r)i)W

The untaxed reserves will be:

The expression for At- 1 is known (from section A2.1):

(1+ g)t-l_l
At-1= (d -r)bRo+ Aog
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Define the following constants:

s ( (d-r)b)q3 = -1-- ql -q2 ---
-S'C g

s ((d -r)b )
q4 =--q2 ---Ro-Ao

l-s'C g

S'C
qs=-

l-s'C

The untaxed reserves can now be expressed as:

The following system of difference equations can now be solved:

(1 + g)Rt - 1

q3Rt-1 - qSUt- 1 + q4

In matrix notation:

where: x. =(i) (1+ gO) (0)A- and Q-
q3 -qs q4

The homogenous equation is:

The roots of the characteristic equation are it 1 = 1+ g and it 2 = -q5 .

A is diagonalised by P:

( 1 OJP= q3 1
qs +1+ g
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And:

P-IAP=(I+g 0)
o -qs

Substituting x t = P Yt and Xt+l =P Yt+I yields the system Yt+I = p-IAP Yt , the solution to which is:

Substituting back yields:

A particular solution to the system of equations has to be added. The steady state will serve as particular solution:

and since the initial values are Ro and [fo, the complete solution is:

(1+ g)t Ro

__q_3_ (I+g/Ro+(U0 - __q_3- Ro - --!!.LJ(-qsY+--!!.L
qs+l+g qs+l+g qs+1 qs+1
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Define the following constants:

{(a +b)(I- (1 +(1- ")i)W- gw)-(I- ..)dh + (d -r)bw+(1 + g)(I- p)(I-") -(1-(1+(1- ")i)W)~)
l+g(l-sr)

st"
If/=qs=-

l-sr

and the expression for the untaxed reserves will be:

Free cash flow

FCFt = Rt - pRt -r(Rt - pRt -dbRt_1-(Vt -Vt_1))-(aRt -aRt_1)-(bRt -bRt_1+rbRt_1) =

= Rt ((I- ..)(1- p)+ b(.-d-1::(a+b)] H(gORt-1 + lV;1(Uo-OR" -q)(-lV)') =

= Rt((l-r)(l-p)+ b(rd-r)-g(a+b-rlJ)]+r If/+l(Vo -lJRo-q)(-lf/Y
l+g If/
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Define the following constants:

m =(1-1')(1- p)

b(1'd-r)- g(a+b- 1'0)
ZFCF(UR) = 1+ g

and the free cash flow expression will be:

Net Profit

NPt = (1-1')(Rt -pRt -dbRt_I-i~aRt_I +bRt-I-At_I)-(Ut -Ut-I))=

(l-r{R, - pR, -dbRt-l -iw(aRt-l +bR,_t -A,-t)-L:: R, +(Uo-ORo -~) IV;1(-IV)')J=

( { (
(d-r)b ~J

(1-1') Rt-pRt-dbRt_I-i aRt-I+bRt_I - AO+-g-(Rt-l-Ro)j -

[

(1- l')db +(1- l')iw(a +b) - (1- l')iw (d - r)bj
R, (l-r)(l-p) l+g g-

.~(d-r)b J (gO ( )VI+l( t)-(1-1')1 --Ro-Ao -(1-1') -Rt + Uo-ORo-~ - -VI) =
g l+g VI

[

(1-1')db +(I-1')gO+(I- 1')iw(a+b)~(I-1')iw(d -r)bj

R, (l-r)(l-p) l+g g -
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Define the following constants:

m = (1- 1")(1- p)

(l-r{db+gB+i{a+b- (d;lb))
ZNP(UR) =

z ={1-T)iw

q = f/I +
1

(U0 - ORo - ~)
f/I

l+g

and the expression for the net profit will be:

Dividends

DIVt = (l-w)(aRt_1 +bRt-l-At-l)-Ut_l +

+(I-T)(Rt - pRt -dbRt_1 -iw(aRt-1 +bRt_l-At_l)-(Ut -Ut- 1))-

-({I-w)(aRt +bRt - At )-Ut)=

= (l-w)(aRt_1 +bRt-1 - At-1)+

+(I-T)(Rt - pRt -dbRt_1 -iw(aRt- 1 +bRt-1 - At-1))-

-({I-w)(aRt +bRt -At ))+

+T(Ut -Ut-1)=

= Rt_1((I- w)(a+b)-(l-1")(db+iw(a+b)))+

+Rt ((1-1")(1- p) -(1- w)(a +b))+

+At_1((I-T)iw-(I- w))+

+At(l-w)+

+T(Ut -Ut-1)=
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= (1 + gf-l Ro((I- w)(a +b)-(I- -r)(db+ iw(a + b))) +

+(1+ g)t Ro((I- -r)(I- p)-(I- w)(a+b))+

(1+ gy-I_l
+ (d -r)bRo((I- -r)iw-(1- w))+ Ao((1- -r)iw-(I- w))+

g

(1 + gY -I+ (d - r)bRo(1- w) + Ao(t - w) +
g

+-r(Ut -Ut-l)=

(I + g)t Ro(l- -r)(1- p) +

+(1 +g)t-l Ro(d -r)b(l- w) -(a +b)(1- w)g-(1- -r)bd -(1- -r)iw(a+b))+

(1+ gy-I_l
+ Ro(1- -r)iw(d- r)b +Ao(1- -r)iw+

g

+-r(~(I+ g)t Ro+(Uo-ORo _~) fJ/+ 1(-fJ/)tJ
1+g fJ/

Define the following constants:

(d -r)bb[d-r +w(r - d+g) - r- g- (1- -r)iW]- a[g(l- w) +(1- 'l")iW] +--(1- -r)iw+-rOg
zDIV(UR) = gl+g

m=(I--r)(I- p), (d -r)b
y=--,

g

and the dividend expression will be:
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3. Value Calculation Methods

3.1 Discoun'ting methods

What if the market value debt ratio is not constant according to the predictions and consequently there

exists no textbook steady state? Surely, this will very often be the case in practice. A constant capital

structure is even more unlikely in the explicit forecast period. As has already been indicated a non

constant market debt ratio has implications for the discounting procedure.

It was established in Proposition 2.5 that it is only with a constant capital structure in market terms

that one can use a continuing value formula to calculate the FCF horizon value without

approximation errors. Such approximation errors normally arise from two causes: 1) the weights in

the WACC formula changes over time when the capital structure changes, and 2) the costs of

different kinds of capital are likely to change when the capital structure changes, since capital

structure influences the risk. This will be formalised in the following way:

Definitions:

Type 1 approximation error is the error introduced into the valuation by neglecting that the

weights in the WACe fornlula change over time when the market debt ratio changes.

Type 2 approximation error is the error introduced into the valuation by neglecting that the risk

of the company may very well change over time as the market debt ratio changes. Hence, it is

often not correct to assume a constant cost of equity capital, ke (or for that matter a constant cost

of debt).

The task for the practically oriented analyst must then be to minimise such approximation errors. We

will here show how one can avoid type 1 errors completely. (In Chapter 5 we show how one can get

at least a rough estimate of the severity of type 2 approximation errors.)
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One way of removing type 1 errors for the FCF valuation approach was suggested in section 2.1.5: to

start from a year long into the future (when the market value debt ratio has converged towards its

steady-state level) and work oneself backwards, continuously updating the WACC. This is a rather

cumbersome procedure, however, and we have never seen it suggested in the literature.

One obvious way to avoid type 1 errors altogether is to use the dividend valuation approach, Le. to

discount the future dividends by the equity cost of capital, kE • Many fmancial economists prefer the

free cash flow approach, however, claiming that it is conceptually more valid since it explicitly values

the asset side operations ofthe company, Le. the actual value-creating process. This is also the view

taken by Copeland et a1. The discrepancy between practical usefulness and theoretical viability may

seem discouraging, but one should then remerrlber that the two valuation approaches shouldyield

exactly the same value. This equality has been commented upon by several economists, most notably

Miller and Modigliani,51 and it is also mentioned in Copeland et a1.52

Discussions regarding the equality ofvaluation approaches tend to be normative in nature and on a

rather high level of abstraction. Copeland et al write that the valuation approaches are equal "as long

as the discount rates are selected properly" 53 - but without stating what this "proper" method should

look like. The discounting method they employ54 certainly does not yield equivalence. Financial

economists often assume that the capital structure remains constant. This is a rather restrictive

assumption, as has been seen in Chapter 2, but if fulfilled the equality holds. The method we

suggested in section 2.1.5, to continuously update the WACC, turns out to yield the equivalence

without any restricting assumptions. This is formalised in Proposition 3.1, which can be viewed as a

fairly substantial extension ofProposition 2.4:

Proposition 3. 1

Valuation by discounting the free cashflows at a continuously updated weighted average cost of

capital ('year-to-year-WACC'J will yield the same value as valuation by discounting the future

dividends at the cost ofequity capital.

51 Miller and Modigliani (1961), p. 416 and p. 419. The Miller-Modigliani model is more stylised than the one
discussed in this chapter, but the general discussion concerning these issues is clearly of interest.
52 Copeland et ai, p. 132.
53 Copeland et aI, p. 132.
54 The weighted average cost of capital at the moment of valuation ("year 0") used throughout.
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Proof

The free cash flow is - in the general case - defined as follows: 55

(56) FCF, Net profit, N~

+ Net interestpayments after taxes, (1- -r)iDt_1

+ Increase in deferred taxes, (1', - 1',-1)

Increase in asset side (ASt - ASt _l )

where: 't is the tax rate
i is the interest rate
Dt _1 is the (net) debt at the end ofyear t-1 on which interest is paid

The dividends are by the clean surplus relationship defined as:S6

(57) DIV, Net profit, Np'
+ Increase in debt, (Dt - Dt _ l )

+ Increase in deferred taxes, (1', - 1',-1 )

Increase in asset side, (ASt - ASt _ l )

Assume there exists an equity value at time T, called EVT • This value is the same for both the FCF

and the DIVapproach and it is calculated after a possible dividend at time T. This means that the total

company value at time T, called TevT' will be EVr + DT (Le. equity value plus debt value).

Valuation by the FCF approach will then yield the following total company value at the end ofyear

T_1: s7

5S Using the McKinsey defmition in full: FCF =Net profit + Net interestpayments after taxes + Depreciation
expense + Increase in deferred taxes - Increase in working capital - Capital expenditures = Net profit + Net
interestpayments after taxes + Depreciation expense + Increase in deferred taxes - Increase in working capital
- (Current year's net PPE - Preceding year's net PPE + Depreciation expense) = Net profit + Net interest
payments after taxes + Increase in deferred taxes - Increase in working capital- Increase in net PPE = Net
profit + Net interest payments after taxes + Increase in deferred taxes - Increase in asset side. Note that excess
marketable securities are not present in the forecast period.
56 As in expression (3)
57 Note again that the WACC formula, expression (16), implies that the WACC used for discounting during year
t is based on the entering market values ofdebt and equity, Le. Dt-l and EVt-1 , and hence also the total
company value, TCVt-1 .
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(58)

NPT + (1- r)iDT_1 +(TT --TT-l)-(ASr -AST_1) + EVT +Dr
1+ kWACC , T

NPT + (1- r)iDT_1 + (TT - TT-I) - (AST - AST_1) + EVT + DT
TCVT_1 + (1- -r)iDT_1 + TCVr_1kE - DT-1kE

TCVT_1

Rearranging yields:

(59)

The equity value is then obtained by deducting the debt, Le. by deducting Dr-I:

(60)
NPT+(TT -TT_I)-(AST -AST_1)+EVT+DT+DT-lkE

1+kE

NPT+(TT -TT_I)-(ASr -AST_1)+EVT +(DT-DT-1)

1+kE

By inserting (57) into (60) one obtains:

(61)

which is exactly the valuation formula used when discounting the dividends by the equity cost of

capital. Having thus established that the value at T-I will be the same when enlploying the different

methods, one can go on to time T-2 and so on. Q.E.D.
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The proofhinges on the assumption that there exists an equity value at some future date (the same for

both the FCF and the DIV approach) from which the discounting process can start. In the example

company of Chapter 2 there is no TSS, and hence such a value does not exist. However, the

approximation error can be made arbitrarily small by choosing a starting point sufficiently long into

the fut"llre. Since the market value debt ratio strives towards its theoretical steady state value as t

increases (visualised in Figure 1 in section 2.1.5), the approximation will become better and better

with time, and the approximation error becomes zero as t~oo. Furthermore, since any approximation

error will occur at a date far into the future, the discounting process itself'will also make the impact of

an approximation error on the company value smaller and smaller as t increases.

Having thus established that the FCF approach, using the correct (updated) WACC discounting

method, is equivalent to the DIV approach (using kJi), one can use the dividend valuation as the

technical way of calculating the equity value, regardless ofapproach. If one for theoretical or other

reasons prefers the FCF approach, then the argument is that one actually uses this approach when

modelling (FCF statenlents are set up, etc.), but the actual computations are programmed in a way

that makes them equal to the dividend valuation approach. This simplifies the computational work

considerably: In the example company instead of performing 150 different iterative calculations one

can simply use the dividend valuation formula: 58

(62)
(1+ g)RO(m+zD1V )

EVo = .....:....-_~----:....._-.........;...

k E -g

The second term in (62) is a correction term to account for the fact that the company never reaches a

(textbook) steady state (see expression (12) for parameter explanations).

So far the discussion has been exemplified by a company in parametric steady state, Le. the part of the

valuation that concerns the horizon value. Proposition 3.1 is quite general, however, and is clearly

valid also for the explicit forecast period. For the calculations in the explicit forecast period, one does

not have to worry about any asymptotic proofs, since there clearly exists an equity value at time T 

the horizon value - and the existence of such a value guarantees that Proposition 3.1 holds. Another

suggestion often made in practically oriented textbooks is to limit the life of the company to, say, 100

58 Expression (62) is the simply the sum ofthe discounted dividend expression (12) taken from now to eternity.
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years and assume zero value thereafter. In this case Proposition 3.1 also holds, since there will exist

an exact value at some future date, namely the value zero in year 100.

To conclude this discussion: There is never any reason to resort to using a constant weighted average

cost ofcapital when the capital structure, and consequently the weights in the WACC formula,

changes over time. It would inevitably introduce type 1 approximation errors into the valuation. The

reason often given for using a constant WACC is that it simplifies the computational work

considerably, but as we have shown above, any practical problems can be overcome by calculating

the value by the dividend approach instead. Furthermore, it is often argued that the present value of

future dividends is the correct benchmark for any calculation of the equity value.59

There remains, however, the other approximation problem: that the cost of equity capital could

change when the capital structure (and hence the riskiness) changes. It should be noted that

Proposition 3.1 holds even if the cost of equity capital ( kE ) is allowed to vary over time. This is

easily seen by just adding the subindex t to the cost ofequity capital (i.e. kE,t) in the proof. If kE

varies, no easy summation formula can be used, but it is still easier to perform dividend discounting

than FCF discounting, since the latter involves tedious and time-consuming iterative calculations.

How to address these issues in practice is shown in Chapter 5.

3.2 Earnings capitalisation

During the last few years, a number of papers and articles have begun advocating earnings as

valuation measure. Such notions originate in the accounting field, and finance academics are on the

whole less enthusiastic about earnings. We also lean more towards free cash flows and dividends as

the relevant measures to be used in valuations, but the ardent support for earnings from some

accounting researchers has made us include net profit calculations in earlier chapters. The reader will

have noticed, however, that we have not used net profits for valuation purposes, and we will here give

some indications as to why we are somewhat more sceptical.

59 This is for example emphasized by Ohlson (1995), who starts out by the assumption that "value equals the
present value of expected dividends" (p. 1).
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In his article Return to Fundamentals60 Stephen Penman discusses the development ofthe theory

behind earnings as a valuation measure. He points out that the present value of expected dividends,

~ , is a "non-controversial description ofprice" (p. 23). Thus having argued that ~ is a relevant

bench-mark, he continues: "Ohlson has shown that

(where Xt+'t is earnings in period t+t) approaches ~ as T, the number ofperiods ahead, gets large."

[Vt T is the equity value using formula (63). ~ is the present value ofexpected dividends; p is I+k, Le.

I+ the discount rate; ~+r stands for dividends in period t+t; Zt is the information set at time t.]

Penman continues: "One might be thrown off by the inclusion of future dividends in [(63)]. Does this

mean one has to predict future dividends also? No. These appear because, if dividends are paid out in

the future, expected subsequent earnings are also reduced. The formula simply puts the dividends into

an earning escrow account. Indeed, their presence in the formula is because they are irrelevant for

value (but affect future earnings). Again, earnings-based valuation gets rid of the discretionary

dividends. One can legitimately forget them and consider expected future earnings as if all dividends

are reinvested in the firm."

We find such arguments somewhat hard to swallow. On intuitive grounds, one would suspect that

dividends do matter (in the sense that they cannot always be zero), and that the reason that ~T

approaches 1; is that the capitalised earnings sequence actually approaches zero as T gets large.

This supposition can be checked by separately assessing the earnings contribution to value, vxt:

60 Penman (1991), pp. 23-25
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The conditional expected earnings sequence has to be specified. In Corollary 2.1, it was shown that

with a constant capital structure, the earnings (Le. net profit) would grow by a constant each year. It

turned out that this constant was equal to the revenue growth rate, g. This is a very commonly used

assumption, and any valuation formula would have to be able to handle this case.

Hence, given the information set at time t (i.e. the conditioning Zt), where time t corresponds to year

zero in our Chapter 2 model, we would expect:

T T

=(1+ g)xo +(1+ g)2 xo+...+(l+ g)T Xo =Lxo(l+ g)r =XoL(l+ g)r
r=l r=l

where X o stands for the earnings (net profit) in year zero.

The test will now be to evaluate expression (64) as T -4> 00, using expression (65) as the expected

earnings sequence.

(66)

(k stands for the discount rate; in our earlier models this would be the cost of equity capital, kE .)

The magnitude of the revenue growth rate, g, is supposed to be less than the discount rate (see

Chapter 2). This is surely not a very restricting assumption: The discount rate (in Sweden) is typically
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somewhere around 13%, and a revenue growth rate as high as that in every year from now to eternity

is not realistic when inflation is assumed to be around 3%. This means that we can discard the

possibility that g 2 k .61 Miller & Modigliani (1961) also argue that the growth rate in a constant

growth scenario must be strictly smaller than the discount rate. 62

Thus the first possibility in the solution to expression (66) remains: that the growth rate is smaller

than the discount rate. This means, however, that the value ofthe earnings are zero, and hence the

entire value stems from the dividend stream. (This can be verified the other way around as well.

Specify, e.g., a continuous dividend growth, Le. D~+l = (1 +g)D~. and the limit of the "dividends

part" of formula (63) will be exactly equal to what we get from the Gordon formula, which is the

standard "finance" way of calculating the sum of discounted dividends. See Appendix 3.)

If the earnings sequence has no value, then the informational content ofthe aggregate earnings figure

in itselfshould also be zero. This does not mean that earnings are somehow unimportant. The

earnings, or net profit, figure is a necessary link between the income statement and the balance sheet,

and it is thus necessary to calculate earnings as a way of deriving the development over time of the

fmancial statements.

Two objections to our reasoning immediately present themselves:

Is it reasonable to use asymptotic proofs, thereby assuming an infinite life of the company?

Many practitioners seem to use the earnings figures when contemplating an investment, is

this not an indication that earnings valuation is reasonable?

The answer to the first objection is short and straightforward: When modelling a fmite life, there will

generally be a liquidating dividend and retained earnings will serve as one component in the

deternlination of the size of the liquidating dividend. This is, however, a dividend valuation approach,

albeit a very special case. The earnings figure serves as a link in determining the size of the dividend,

not as a valuation measure itself. Hence any finite life assumption implies a dividend valuation

approach.

61 A growth rate larger than the discount rate is never the case in reality. It might be in a single year, but not on
average in every year from now to infmity. Since there is a fmite value for every company, the market clearly
shares this view.
62 Miller and Modigliani (1961), p. 421. They consider what they call "the convenient case ofconstant growth
rates", i.e. the same case that we have investigated in expression (66).
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The second objection: Any observer of stock market reporting in the news media will notice the

prominence ofth~ earnings figure. The standard answer to this is that while earnings have no direct

value to the stock holder, it will give an indication as to future dividends and future capital gains.

Quite possibly the earnings figure works well enough as a proxy variable for value, and hence some

investors stop there. We do not disagree with this, we are merely pointing out that it is in reality

nothing but a proxy variable, giving guidance as to the level of future dividends. As was seen in

Chapter 2, the net profit figure combined with additional balance sheet information can be translated

into free cash flows or dividends. This should be nothing controversial. Accounting academics will

only phrase this somewhat differently: that the earnings figure combined with the book value of the

company provides value relevant information. And yet it is obviously controversial: Penman spends

four pages (pp. 28-31) telling us why the free cash flow approach is inferior, with special reference to

Copeland et al.

Ohlson (1995) claims that the dividend approach is equal to the earnings approach if one introduces

the concept of "abnormal earnings".63 We have shown earlier in this report that the dividend approach

is equal to the free cash flow approach provided the discounting is done properly. So it seems that one

has a choice: abnormal earnings, dividends, or free cash flows. Personally, we remain unconvinced

that "abnormal earnings" is a clearer concept than "free cash flows", and, as was demonstrated earlier

in this section, "earnings" as such do not work as a valuation measure.

63 Earnings in excess of the discount rate multiplied by the entering book value.
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Appendix 3 • Constant dividend growth

Assume a scenario with constant dividend growth, i.e.

(A3:1) DIVr =(1+ g)r DIVo

where g is the constant dividend growth. The value ofthe equity is the sum of the discounted future dividends. Assuming an

infinite life of the company:

(A3:2)

Evaluating the infinite sum and simplifying, the Gordon formula is obtained (provided g<kE ):

(A3:3)

This definition ofequity value is non-controversial.

We now want to show that the capitalised dividend sequence in expression (63) equals (A3:3) when using an infinite

horizon, i.e. we want to show that:

We denote dividends with DIV, Penman uses d. p is equal to (1 + kE) , so the left-hand-side of (A3:4) can equivalently be

written:

The scenario under consideration is constant dividend growth. This means that the conditional expectations are:

Hence, expression (A3:5) can be rewritten:
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(A3:7) illS = f~((l+kE)T -f±((l+kE)T-<-l)(l+grdo
1'=1

Rearranging and noting that the limit of a sum is equal to the sum of the limits:

(A3:8)

The two terms in (A3:8) can be evaluated separately. Define:

(A3:9)

Evaluating (A3:9):

I g < k E by assumption /
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Evaluating (A3:10):

And the entire LHS expression (A3:8) becomes:

/ since g < kE by assumption /

The LHS of expression (A3 :4) equals the RHS. QED.
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4. Model Implementation - Empirical a.nd Theoretical Analysis

In this chapter topics related to the practical implementation of the modelling approach will be

discussed. An analysis of the different input parameters is performed, both from an empirical and a

theoretical point ofview: we look at the parameters themselves and also at their interaction in

determining the financial statenlents from which valuation measures are derived.

In section 4.1 the different specifications of the property, plant and equipment (PPE) items presented

by Copeland et al are analysed. Section 4.2 contains the determination of an analytical expression for

the steady-state parameter r, retirements / preceding year's gross PPE, based on steady state

considerations. In section 4.3 a solution is derived for determining the parameter c, change in

deferred taxes / gross PPE, in steady state, by using assumptions about the effective tax rate. In

section 4.4 we look at the parameter p, operating expenses in % ofrevenues, before turning to the

working capital to revenues relation in section 4.5.

Some of the model's parameters are very company specific, and there is not much help to be drawn

from an analytical treatment or from empirical industry data. In those cases the company's own

historical figures together with (the often treacherous) intuition will have to suffice. For other

parameters, the company's parameter value may for some reason be correlated to an industry average

figure - one example being the profit margin of businesses operating in highly competitive markets.

In those cases, industry average figures may be of some guidance. Such figures are presented in tables

for the parameters a, e and p. They all originate from Statistics Sweden (SCB).64 Since, generally, the

information content of accounting data is rapidly decreasing with time we only include figures from

1988 and onwards (the latest available year is 1993). This still enables us to include both ends of the

business cycle (such as the top years at the end of the 1980's and the in many businesses almost

depression-like year 1992).

64 See the appendix at the end ofthe chapter for a brief discussion about the data quality.
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4.1 The determination of PPE

4. 1. 1 Introduction

This 'section contains a discussion about property, plant and equipment related items. These closely

related items are the following: net and gross property, plant and equipment (net and gross PPE),

accumulated depreciation (A), capital expenditures (CapX), depreciation expense (DepX) and

retirements (Ret). Copeland et al give only limited attention to the determination of them.

The three different specifications of these items (already presented in section 1.2) will be investigated

here in order to assess their usefulness as predictors of the future. This is done by examining the

behaviour over time of the different driving ratios (gross PPE / revenues, CapX/ revenues, and net

PPE / revenues) in three large Swedish companies: Astra, Volvo and MoDo. Although an

investigation of only three firms yields more an indication than substantive proof in the statistical

sense, we believe the study to be of interest. The companies have been chosen because they represent

different kinds of firms and businesses. The pharmaceutical company Astra has experienced

tremendous growth in recent years and it is interesting to see how this affects the percentages. Volvo,

the largest Swedish car manufacturer, has a much more fluctuating revenue development. MoDo is in

the pulp and paper business, which traditionally is a cyclical business. Also, the economic

interpretation of the ratios will be discussed.

4.1.2 The main driving ratios - empirical findings and interpretations

For forecasting purposes one would like to have input ratios with a fairly stable development over

time. Moreover, the ratio should ideally be some kind of "identity" with a development of its own, so

that the forecast of the ratio is unconditional of the revenue forecast. At the very least, it should be

easier to predict the ratio than to make a direct forecast of the item determined by the ratio.

Otherwise, the whole approach with revenue-related ratios would be meaningless.

In Figure 3 the three different ratios are plotted for Astra, MoDo and Volvo. Note that net and gross

PPE are denoted by NPPE and GPPE respectively in the table legends throughout this chapter.
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Gross PPEas a percentage ofrevenues, ht (Specification A)

In Specification A the main driving ratio is gross PPE / revenues. The thought behind this is that a

certain amount ofproperty, plant and equipment is required to generate a certain amount of

revenues.65 The assumption conflicts, one suspects, with reality since revenues often tend to be

fluctuating whereas gross PPE should be more stable·. Astra, Volvo and MoDo will provide an

indication on whether this is true or not:

GPPE/Revenues

180.0%

1600%

1400%

1200%
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200% 1ilII _
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Figure 4 - Ratio between gross PPE and revenues in Astra, MoDo and Volvo

As can be seen from Figure 4, the gross PPE to revenues ratio works well in Astra, the company with

continuous revenue growth. In Volvo and MoDo, the ratio fluctuates much more. This effect is

mainly attributable to the difference in revenue development as is obvious from Figure 5.

65 This means that a decrease in this percentage can be viewed as a more efficient use ofgross PPE; less gross
PPE being required to yield a certain amount of revenues. The reverse, of course, holds for an increase.
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In all three companies, gross PPE grows every year (with one exception). This is the case irrespective

of revenue development: the revenues are increasing in Astra, fluctuating in Volvo and cyclical in

MoDo.66 The historical behaviour ofgross PPE / revenues is thus very company specific. In Astra,

with a long history of growth, the ratio tends to lie within a specific range. In the other two

companies, more fluctuating revenue developments result in fluctuating ratios.

Fluctuating ratios in themselves are not necessarily bad. If the ratio really is an independent economic

entity, it could of course have its own fluctuating development, which could be used for forecasting

the future development of the ratio, unconditional on the forecast of the denominator. In the case of

the gross PPE to revenues ratio for MoDo and Volvo this ideal does not hold, however, mainly

because gross PPE tends to increase steadily with time, whereas revenues go up and down. This

inlplies that the ratio's development will be very much determined by the revenue development: the

ratio increases whenever revenues are decreasing or at a constant level, and vice versa. Therefore,

forecasts of the ratio must be made conditional on the forecast of the future revenue growth for Volvo

and MoDo. The choice, in such cases, stands between assuming a non-fluctuating revenue

development or adjusting the gross PPE to revenues ratio in order to compensate for the fluctuations

in revenues, so that the gross PPE obtains a stable development. To conclude: for this type of

companies, with fluctuating/cyclic revenue development, the main driving ratio of Specification A

clearly works poorly.

Turning to the economic interpretation of the ratio, a fIrst-hand interpretation is: a certain amount of

property, plant and equipment is required to generate a certain amount ofrevenues. This implies that

the ratio is a kind of efficiency measure. A problem is that the components (Le. machines, buildings,

etc.) ofgross PPE are valued at their purchase value, while the revenues are "inflated", i.e. the

revenues in each calculated ratio come from a specific year, whereas the components ofgross PPE

come from a wide dispersion ofyears, with different monetary value. If one uses inflation-adjusted

accounting the interpretation would indeed be what was suggested above: a certain amount of

property, plant and equipment required to generate a certain amount of revenues. When not using

inflation-adjusted accounting, the validity of this interpretation is not that clear anymore. This is due

to the fact that the denominator, gross PPE, is then not the actual amount of the property, plant and

equipment, but merely some kind ofweighted average ofPPE-values, with much larger weights on

recently bought property, plant and equipment. It is desirable to have a nleasure that takes into

account how many/much (in physical terms) PPE used, or alternatively a measure of how much

66 The peak in both curves in 1987 for MoDo, is attributed to the fact that two other companies were absorbed
by MoDo.
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money (at today's prices) that has been invested in PPE, neither ofwhich is the case with gross PPE.

Therefore the interpretation is somewhat unclear.

In conclusion, the main interpretation problem with inflation concerns gross PPE and how it develops

over time. In times of high inflation the PPE bought recently makes up a larger part of the total PPE,

than in times with low inflation. This nleans that if a company purchases a great deal of new

equipment during a high inflation period, gross PPE will increase at a faster rate than in years of low

inflation, even ifgross PPE in terms of plants, numbers ofmachines, etc., is the same.

Capital expenditures as a percentage ofrevenues, et (Specification B)

The parameter et, CapX/ revenues, is used as main driving input ratio in Specification B. The

interpretation is straightforward: a certain amount of the revenues is used for buying new property,

plant and equipment.

Specification B seems to be more intuitive than Specification A, mainly because the gross PPE

development is modelled in a much more stable way. The gross PPE is determined by adding this

year's capital expenditures (minus retirements) to the preceding year's gross PPE. This ensures that

gross PPE will have a smooth developnlent.

Empirically the ratio is very unstable for the pulp and paper company MoDo, as can be seen in Figure

6. This is not surprising taking into account the characteristics ofmachinery and plants in the pulp

and paper business, where new investments are large and occur at discrete, distant points in time. This

is also obvious from Figur~ 7.
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Figure 6 - Ratio between capital expenditures and revenues in Astra, MoDo and Volvo

On the other hand, it is obvious from Figure 7 that Astra is a company where the interpretation of the

CapX to revenues ratio is applicable; the capital expenditure development closely follows the revenue

development. The ratio itself is not exceptionally stable, but it tends to fluctuate around 8%. For

Volvo, the relation between capital expenditures and revenues are not as obvious as for Astra, but

working better than for MoDo.
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It is important to note that Specification B differs quite a lot from Specification A when it comes to

the determination ofgross PPE. In Specification B it is just the yearly change in gross PPE that is

determined through the ratio, and not the whole stock ofgross PPEas was the case with Specification

A. This means that Specification B provides a way of modelling property, plant and equipment that is

more consistent with the empirical finding that gross PPE is growing steadily over time.

It is reasonable to believe that the parameter et, the capital expenditures to revenues ratio, can differ

between industries. Table 9 shows that this in fact is the case: it is low in trade industries, whereas it

is quite high in heavy industries like mining and quarrying, electricity, gas and water and

manufacture ofpulp andpaper products. A discussion about the data in Tables 9, 10 and 11 can be

found in Appendix 4.

Iindustry median min max latest value I
~gricliiture, hunting, forestry and fishing 4,1% 3,5% 5,0% 3,7% (1992)

Mining and quarrying 10,8% 8,0% 14,3% 14,3%

Manufacture of food, beverages and tobacco 3,1% 1,8% 3,5% 3,3%

Textile, wearing apparel and leather industries 3,4% 2,9% 9,3% 2,9%

Manufacture of wood and wood products 4,8% 4,0% 6,2% 4,8% (1992)

Manufacture of pulp, paper products 6,9% 4,0% 9,0% 4,7%

Printing and publishing 4,4% -2,0% 6,1% 5,2%

Manufacture of chemicals, petroleum, coal 5,2% 3,5% 6,2% 5,4%
rubber and plastic products
Manufacture of non-metallic mineral products, 5,4% 1,7% 7,0% 1,7%
except products of petroleum and coal ~

Basic metal industries 3,6% 2,8% 4,4% 2,8%

Manufacture of fabricated metal products 4,7% 4,5% 5,4% 4,7% (1992)

Manufacture of fabricated machinery and 2,9% 1,8% 3,5% 1,8% (1992)
equipment
Manufacture of electromechanical products 2,9% 2,4% 3,9% 2,9% (1992)

Electricity, gas and water 11,6% 9,1% 15,3% 9,3%

Construction 2,5% 1,7% 2,8% 1,7%

Wholesale trade 1,2% 1,1% 1,8% 1,1%

Retail trade 1,7% 1,5% 2,3% 1,5% (1992)

Restaurants and hotels 4,2% 2,3% 5,6% 2,7%

Land transportation 8,4% 6,0% 12,8% 6,4%

Sea transportation 2,5% 0,2% 6,6% 5,4% (1992)

Air transportation 11,6% 8,0% 12,9% 8,0% (1992)

Consulting business 4,1% 3,0% 5,8% 3,0% (1992)

Social and personal services 4,7% 3,4% 5,8% 3,4% (1992)

Table 9 - capital expenditures in % ofrevenues (sales) in Swedish businesses 1988-1993

The observation made earlier that et is rather unstable over time is also obvious from these figures.
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Net PPEas a percentage ofrevenues, nt (Specification C)

Specification C is very much the same as Specification A. The difference is that instead of relating

gross PPE to revenues, one here relates net PPE to revenues. The analogous (to Specification A)

interpretation of the ratio net PPE / revenues is thus that a certain amount ofnet property, plant and

equipment (i.e. the book value of PPE) is required to generate a certain amount of revenues.

Empirically, it can be seen from Figure 3 that the ratio net PPE / revenues behaves in almost exactly

the same way as gross PPE / revenues. In fact, both net and gross PPE exhibit much more stable

developments than revenues. This means that there will be the same problems with Specification C as

was noticed for Specification A above, namely that forecasts of the ratio often must be made

conditional on the forecast of the future revenue growth, which makes the approach with revenue

related ratios not very practical. Further, since the ratio net PPE / revenues is not easier to interpret

than the corresponding ratio in Specification A, the modelling will not be enhanced by using

Specification C instead of Specification A.

Other revenue-related ratios

In the McKinsey nlodel, there are a lot of ratios that have revenues as denominator. Most of these

other ratios tend, theoretically, to be more natural than gross PPE / revenues, e.g. trade receivables /

revenues.67 But, they can also fluctuate quite a lot in some cases. The reason for this can be that the

items driven by these ratios are influenced by changes in the management policy concerning, for

example, cash or inventory levels. By assuming constant management policy, these items should be

closely tied to the revenue development in the future, however, and are therefore useful as forecasting

tools.

67 "Natural" meaning "more naturally related to the revenue development", Le. for items, the amount ofwhich
depend on the amount ofrevenues in a specific year.
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4.1.3 The retirements and depreciation ratios

Attention will now be turned to the two parameters that are the same in all three specifications:

retirements / preceding year's gross PPE and depreciation expense / precedingyear's gross PPE.

The problems with the denominator, gross PPE, have already been discussed, and the analysis here

will focus on the respective numerator.

The ratio retirements / preceding year's gross PPE is difficult to interpret since the item historical

retirements in the McKinsey model, in excess of "real" retirements may contain accounting

transactions, common in real world Swedish companies. If "retirements" were indeed real

retirements, then the interpretation would he "the fraction of preceding year's gross PPE retired the

next year." With the Copeland et al defmition of retirements, however, the interpretation will be

something like "the fraction of preceding year's gross PPE that will be the difference between the

next year's depreciation expense and the next year's actual68 change in accumulated depreciation."

This is due to the fact that the Copeland et al definition is based on a clean surplus relation (CSR),69

which empirically seems to be violated. Thus, when retirements are calculated according to Copeland

et ai's definition, a noise term stemming from the violation of the CSR may be included in the

retirement figure. Obviously, retirements as a percentage ofpreceding year's gross PPE is not a very

meaningful entity, and is even less meaningful if one also applies the interpretation of gross PPE

stated above.

68 After accounting transactions.
69 Restating the CSR defmition ofFeitham & Ohlson (1994) in the terminology used here, one obtains:

Nt+l = Nt + CapXt+1 - DepXt+l · Using the Copeland et al defmition ofRetirements, Rett+l =DepXt+1-(At+l-At) ,

to substitute for depreciation yields: ~t+l =Gt +CapXt+1- Relt+l . Since this expression intuitively is consistent
with clean surplus accounting, the same must be true for the Copeland et al defmition of retirements.
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Figure 8 - Depreciation expense and retirements as percentages ofpreceding year's gross PPE in Astra, MoDo & Volvo
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The real retirements should intuitively be correlated with the size ofthe gross PPE. However, when

the determination ofhistorical retirements is done according to a clean surplus relation that

historically will not hold, and consequently other things than pure retirements are being measured, the

correlation between "retirements" and gross PPE seems dubious at best. The empirical study of the

three companies supports this suspicion.

As can be seen from Figure 8 the retirements / precedingyear's gross PPE ratio, r, is not at all stable

in Volvo and MoDo, the two companies with fluctuating and cyclical revenue development. The ratio

is more stable in Astra, the growth company. This indicates that r might not be a robust predictor.

Thus there are three major weaknesses of the retirements to gross PPE ratio: that it is difficult to

interpret, that it indeed can be unstable over time, and that it is not a precise measure of true

retirements. Later in this report we point at ways to overcome the forecasting problems by using the

steady state concept to determine r.

The parameter dt , DepX / preceding year's gross PPE, is intuitively easy to interpret: a fraction of the

preceding year's gross PPE will be written off each year. In a normal going concern, this fraction

should be fairly constant over time. This is also the case for Astra, MoDo and Volvo as can be seen

from Figure 8. Empirically the ratio tends to remain at a specific level for each company, with

relatively small variations each year. This makes the ratio quite useful for forecasting.

4.1.4 Concluding remarks on PPE-determination

Specification A of the property, plant and equipment items has one major drawback: for companies

with fluctuating revenue development the main driving ratio gross PPE / revenues is not working

well for forecasting purposes. This problem does not appear when there is stable revenue growth, as

in the continuous growth frrm Astra. This means that Specification A will work well when modelling

a steady state development where revenues grow at a constant rate.

Specification B automatically gives a smoother, and thus more intuitive, development ofthe property,

plant and equipment. Unfortunately, it can be difficult to make forecasts of the main driving ratio

based on historical data, especially for companies where new investments in property, plant and

equipment take place with large portions at distant points in time. However, since the main driving

ratio of Specification B just determines the yearly change in gross PPE, and not the whole gross
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PPE-stock, the overall sensitivity of the gross PPE-determination, with regard to the forecasting

problem, will be smaller than for Specification A. In order to yield any steady state (other than PSS),

it was shown in Chapter 2 that the parameters have to fulfil a condition that actually reduces

Specification B to Specification A.

Specification C is very sinlilar to Specification A and does not add any improvements to Specification

A: the forecasting problems are the same. Accordingly, the analysis in previous chapters has been

concentrated on Specifications A and B.

A common problem for all three specifications is the determination of retirements. The ratio

retirements / preceding year's gross fPE empirically has a very unstable historical development,

which may make forecasts based on historical data impossible.

The determination ofdepreciation expense through the ratio DepX/ preceding year's gross PPE on

the other hand works well for forecasting purposes in all three companies in the study.

4.2 An analytical determination of the retirements to preceding year's gross

PPEratio

It was noted above that forecasts of the ratio retirements / preceding year's gross PPE are almost

impossible to infer from the data provided by annual reports, and we will here instead use the steady

state concept to determine the retirenlents by its relation to growth and depreciation.

If the company's new investments in PPE, its depreciation and its retirements each year together have

settled to a steady state,7° a constant fraction of the old PPE will be replaced by new PPE each year.

Using this relation, the following can be concluded:

70 The exact meaning of this is obvious from the proof below.
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Proposition 4. 1

Ifa company's new investments in PPE, retirements and depreciation together have settled to a

steady state, the gross PPE grows with growth rate g, and the economic life equals the depreciation

period, then the fraction, r, ofpreceding year's gross property, plant & equipment that is retired is

given by the following relation:

(67) [
Retirementst / ] =r = g

/Gt - l t (1 + g)l/d -1

where d is the fraction ofpreceding year's gross PPE that is depreciated

Proposition 4.1 may seem very convenient when determining the retirements / gross PPE ratio in the

steady state period. By the steady state assumption this ratio-value automatically falls out once the

depreciation rate d and the growth rate g have been determined. Since the company is in steady state

these two parameters are constants. The usefulness of Proposition 4.1 is somewhat limited, however,

because of the assumptions underlying it. The derivation rests on the assumption that the economic

life equals the depreciation period, and that this has been the case for quite some time. This is seldom

the case in real world companies. Hence, the r-figure from expression (67) will generally be only an

approximate bench-mark figure. In the Eldon valuation in Chapter 5 we use the r-value derived using

expression (67) only as a starting point for a more complicated procedure.

Proofofproposition 4.1

Consider a model in continuous time. The assumptions are the following: The company is in steady

state where the relations between the conlpany's new investments in PPE, depreciation and

retirements are constant. Furthermore, a constant fraction, d, of the gross p,PE one year ago is

depreciated. The gross PPE grows at the rate g. All this means that at each point in time, the PPE

bought lid years ago will be retired and replaced by the amount x . (1+g)(l/d) ofnew PPE. Let r

denote the constant fraction of the PPE one year ago that is retired. The gross PPEat each point in

time only consists of the PPE bought during the last lid years. All PPE bought earlier has been

retired.
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Now, suppose that gross PPE at time t + lid in steady state is Gt+(1ld} This can be written as (where

x denotes the amount spent on PPE at time t):

t+(lId)

Gt+(I1d) = x J (1 + gy-t tis = x· t 1 [(1 + gy+(l/d) - (1 + g)t] =
t (1 + g) In(l + g)

x. 1 [(1 + g)(l/d) -1]
In(I + g)

At time t + (lid) + 1 the depreciation will be:

d. Gt+(lId) = x d [(1 + g) lid -1]
In(l + g)

At time t + lid the PPE bought lid years ago cost the amountx. To stay in steady state, the amount x

of the PPE has to be retired. Also by the steady state assumption the amount retired will grow at the

rate g, simply because retirements are constantly related to gross PPE, which in turn grows at this rate

g. The retirements the cOffiing year will then be:

t+(lId)+l 1
x f (1 + g)s-(t+(lId» ds =x =[(1 + g)t+(lId)+l - (1 + g)t+(l/d)] =

(1+ g)t+(l/d) In(l + g)
t+(1ld)

=X 1 [(I+g)I-1]=x~g~
In(l + g) In(1 + g)

This is by definition equal to r . Gt+(lId} The relation between the retirement and depreciation ratios,

rand d, then becomes:

!-- g
d- d[(1 + g)I1d -1]

This relation between retirements and depreciation must hold in order for the company to be in steady

state with respect to its replacement and growth ofPPE. From this relation an explicit expression for r

can be found:

(67) [Rett~ ] = r = __g__
/ \..7t-l t (1 + g)l/d -1
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4.3 Determining the development of deferred taxes

The parameter c, the change in deferred taxes as a percentage ofgross PPE , is closely related to 't,

the corporate tax rate. The nominal corporate tax rate is notoriously unstable over time (during the

last ten years in Sweden it has been 52%, 40%, 30%, and 28%), and it is thus hazardous to assume

that the present tax rate will remain constant in the future. More stable is the effective tax rate, i.e. the

tax rate that firms actually face (i.e. pay) when taking all sorts of tax deferrals and tax exemptions

into consideration. It can be argued that the government wants to keep the effective tax rate relatively

constant, whereas the nominal tax rate is subject to all sorts ofpolitical considerations. This is one

possible starting-point for the determination of the steady-state value c. In the steady-state period this

would mean (using Specification A and denoting the effective tax rate by a):

(68)
'l"(Rt - pRt -dbRt_I -iw(aRt-1 +bRt_1 - At-I))-(J; - 1;-1)

a=---=----------------~-.....,.....---

(Rt - pRt - dbRt_1 - iw(aRt_1 + bRt_1 - At-I))

Sinlplifyillg and substituting for expressions (4 - 6) yields

(69)
cb

a=T- I-p-~-~(a+b-(d-r)bJ _ iw ((d-r)b Ro -AoJ
l+g l+g g (l+gYRo g

It should be noticed that a is time-dependent in the general case, but in the special case of a constant

capital structure, (d - r) .b / g. Ro equals Ao (see Proposition 2.3 and Corollary 2.1) and the time

dependent part of (69) disappears.

Manipulating (69) yields the expression for c:

(70) 'l"-a( db iw ( (d-r)bJ iw ((d-r)b JJc=-- 1-p------ a+b---- - ---Ro-Ao
b l+g l+g g (l+gYRo g

Ifa, the effective tax rate, is kept constant, c obviously becomes time-dependent except in the

constant capital structure case.
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4.4 The parameter p - operating expenses in % of revenues (sales)

This is the most important parameter in a valuation since it completely determines the profit margin

(l-p), which is the basic foundation for any corporate value. Effort should thus not be spared on the

estimation of the steady-state value for this parameter. Obviously, a thorough analysis of the industry

is of the essence. For example, the profit margin is higher (and consequently the value ofp lower) in

monopolistic industries with high barriers of entry than in industries where free competition prevails.

Notwithstanding the importance of this subject, we will refrain from pursuing it, as it is a science in

itself and lies far beyond the scope of this report. For an excellent introduction we refer to Porter

(1980). As a starting-point for an analysis, the averages for a number of Swedish industries are

presented in Table 10, below:

!Industry median min max latest value I
Agriculture, hunting, forestry and fishing 92,3% 92,1% 93,5% 92,1% (1992)

Mining and quarrying 87,7% 81,5% 90,3% 88,9%

Manufacture of food, beverages and tobacco 93,8% 92,3% 94,6% 92,3%

Textile, wearing apparel and leather industries 93,6% 91,9% 95,4% 91,9%

Manufacture of wood and wood products 92,0% 90,4% 95,0% 95,0% (1992)

Manufacture of pulp, paper products 88,5% 84,2% 92,9% 88,1%

Printing and publishing 93,5% 92,4% 94,7% 92,4%

Manufacture of chemicals, petroleum, coal 88,0% 83,6% 89,4% 83,6%
rubber and plastic products
Manufacture of non-metallic mineral products, 89,3% 86,7% 92,2% 90,8%
except products of petroleum and coal
Basic metal industries 93,5% 88,9% 98,5% 91,1%

Manufacture of fabricated metal products 92,0% 91,4% 93,7% 92,9% (1992)

Manufacture of fabricated machinery and 94,1% 93,6% 94,8% 94,6% (1992)
equipment
Manufacture of electromechanical products 94,5% 93,2% 96,9% 94,5% (1992)

Electricity, gas and water 75,6% 72,9% 77,5% 72,9%

Construction 94,9% 94,5% 95,1% 95,0%

Wholesale trade 97,0% 96,5% 97,7% 96,5%

Retail trade 96,6% 95,9% 96,8% 96,8% (1992)

Restaurants and hotels 94,4% 92,6% 95,5% 93,0%

Land transportation 89,6% 88,1% 95,3% 88,1%

Sea transportation 92,0% 89,7% 95,3% 94,6%

Air transportation 94,2% 90,3% 99,3% 99,3%

Consulting business 93,5% 92,8% 94,1% 94,1% (1992)

Social and personal services 91,5% 90,5% 92,7% 91,5% (1992)

Table 10 - Operating expenditures in % ofrevenues in Swedish businesses 1988-1993

The percentage is rather stable in most industries, a fact that may be taken as justification for the use

of industry averages as benchmarks.
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4.5 The parameter a - net working capital in %of revenues (sales)

The defmition is (Current assets-Current non-interest bearing liabilities)IRevenues. This is the

empirically most troublesonle parameter, since it varies a lot both over time and across businesses.

The management policy on different working capital items may be quite company specific, customs

regarding the length of payment periods may differ substantially over tinle, etc. The unstable nature

of the parameter is evident from Table 11, below, where industry averages vary substantially over

time.

It should be noted once again that in order not to lose valuable information, the aggregate measure

should not be used in the explicit forecast period. Instead the different balance sheet items of the

working capital should be related to revenues, one by one.

\Industry median min max latest value I
Agriculture, hunting, forestry and fishing 10,4% 9,7% 12,8% 12,8% (1992)

Mining and quarrying 40,6% 26,7% 45,2% 45,2%

Manufacture of food, beverages and tobacco 8,0% 4,8% 9,3% 5,1%

Textile, wearing apparel and leather industries 24,0% 19,3% 25,6% 19,3%

Manufacture of wood and wood products 15,5% 13,3% 16,3% 16,3% (1992)

Manufacture of pulp, paper products 11,6% -10,1% 21,5% 14,1%

Printing and publishing 6,7% 2,0% 12,1% 12,1%

Manufacture of chemicals, petroleum, coal 12,2% 4,0% 18,1% 15,7%
rubber and plastic products
Manufacture of non-metallic mineral products, 11,7% 4,1% 14,0% 13,0%
except products of petroleum and coal
Basic metal industries 14,0% 6,7% 25,9% 14,7%

Manufacture of fabricated metal products 15,6% 13,8% 20,2% 20,2% (1992)

Manufacture of fabricated machinery and 16,9% 14,1% 18,4% 17,8% (1992)
equipment
Manufacture of electromechanical products 20,9% 16,0% 22,5% 16,0% (1992)

Electricity, gas and water -1,4% -11,3% 10,7% 1,2%

Construction 7,5% 1,8% 11,3% 7,8%

Wholesale trade 9,5% 8,8% 10,1% 8,8%

Retail trade 9,0% 8,5% 10,0% 8,5% (1992)

Restaurants and hotels -1,5% -6,1% 0,3% -4,5% (1992)

Land transportation -1,2% -5,1% 0,9% 0,9%

Sea transportation 11,0% -7,2% 31,2% 4,6%

Air transportation 20,6% 15,7% 28,3% 28,3%

Consulting business 8,0% 5,9% 12,4% 8,4% (1992)

Social and personal services 7,9% 7,3% 9,1% 7,6% (1992)

Table 11 - Net working capital in % ofrevenues in Swedish businesses 1988-1993
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Appendix 4 - Empirical industry figures.

The industry average is a concept open for different interpretations. The Swedish empirical figures used in this chapter are

derived from treating the entire industry as one company, calculating the different financial ratios from its income statement

and balance sheet. Conceptually, this is the same as a weighted mean, where the weights are given by the size of the

companies. Another possibility would of course be an unweighted mean, a third would be the median.

There is an inherent difficulty in making empirical observations regarding the stability over time of financial ratios. On the

one hand one wants a long time period to be able to draw statistically valid conclusions, on the other hand the underlying

relationships may change over a long period of time and the principles of financial reporting may also change, causing

additional "definition bias". We do not go further back than 1988 in the tables since the informational content in earlier

figures is rather questionable.

The data in the empirical tables are taken from the industry-specific income statements and balance sheets in OffiCial

Statistics ofSweden, Statistics Sweden: Enterprises 1987, Enterprises 1988, ..., Enterprises 1993. The official industry

classification (SNI) has changed from 1993. In some cases this makes the figures up until 1992 incompatible with the 1993

figures, so sometimes the 1993 figure has had to be left out. This is marked in the tables.

The many problems and reservations connected with the subject of average industry data means they should be used with

caution. We present them merely as a possibility for situations where one can find no other guidance as to reasonable

parameter values.
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5. Eldon AB

In this chapter it will be shown how one in practice can implement a model of the Copeland et al type

on a Swedish company using the results from previous chapters. The idea is to highlight many ofthe

practical problems that arise in a valuation of this type and to suggest ways of dealing with them. The

Swedish company Eldon AB will be used as example. In many cases it makes more sense to value the

(consolidated) company group rather than the parent company; this is also what will be done here:

what we refer to as Eldon is henceforth the consolidated group.

The actual procedure will be dealt with step by step:

5.1 Setting up historicalfinancial statements

5.2 Calculating historicalfinancial ratios, i. e. historicalparameter values

5.3 Forecastingfuture parameter values

5.4 Setting up future (forecasted) financial statements

5.5 Calculatingfuture (forecasted) free cashflows

5.6 Calculating the equity value

It should be noted that the aim here is to construct a working model that is internally consistent and

that the numbers plugged into it are for demonstration only. We have chosen to use as a sort of base

case a rather gloomy picture ofthe company's future with virtually no real growth. This is in no way

meant to be a realistic view of this specific company - in reality there are growth opportunities

(indicated by the fact that the market value is considerably higher than our "base-case value").

Questions of future growth, operating margin, etc., are more for the corporate analyst, however, and

we will concentrate on the actual model building.

5.1 Historical financial statements

The first step in the valuation procedure is to insert historical accounting data into a spreadsheet in

order to calculate the historical values of the parameters.

5. 1. 1 Looking for changes in the structure of financial statements

A natural starting point is to look at the structure of the financial statements (balance sheets and

income statements) over the time period of interest in order to find out whether there have been any
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major structural changes in the comp~y's financial statements and/or accounting principles. In the

Eldon case, one important change has occurred: in 1990 the group accounting changed from untaxed

reserves accounting to deferred-taxes accounting. This will have as a consequence that some of the

accounting figures from 1989 and 1990 will not be consistent with later years, and hence figures from

1989 and 1990 should be used with caution.

5.1.2 Creating a spreadsheet model for the historical financial statements

Let the first column be reserved for text description of the items and the following columns be

reserved for each one of the historical years. Then add the different items of the income statement

and the balance sheet in a row each, in column 1. The summarising items (like operating income) are

indicated in the tables below by a straight line above them. Other figures that are calculated (and not

directly inserted) are indicated by italics.

The next step is then to insert the figures of the historical fmancial statements. All summarising items

can be calculated in the spreadsheet instead of inserting them directly from the annual report. They

can then be used as checkpoints against the corresponding items in the annual reports in order to

ensure that all inserted figures are correct. The historical income statements are presented in Table 12:

INCOME STATEMENT:

1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994

Revenues 1,136.6 1,169.4 1,289.4 1,271.8 1,407.2 1,663.9

Operating expenses -1,027.7 -1,057.9 -1,205.9 -1,182.1 -1,277.0 -1,478.4

Depreciation expense -35.5 -35.4 -41.6 -44.9 -47.3 -46.5

Operating income 73.4 76.1 41.9 44.8 82.9 139.0

Net financial income -21.1 -17.8 -29.2 -26.8 -37.4 -26.3

Extraordinary items 0.0 25.8 -10.1 -40.4 10.4 12.6

Earnings before

taxes 52.3 84.1 2.6 -22.4 55.9 125.3

Appropriations 32.4 32.1

Taxes -32.6 -52.6 -8.1 -6.6 -19.0 -56.6

Net profit 52.0 63.5 -5.5 -29.0 36.9 68.7

Table 12 - Historical income statements, Eldon

The insertion of the balance sheet figures requires sonle extra considerations, especially when it

comes to the property, plant and equipment itenls, since these are generally presented as net values in

Swedish annual reports, whereas most of the models in the Copeland et al book and in this report
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require that the net PPE is explicitly calculated as gross PPE minus accumulated depreciation. We

also need a nleasure of retirements.

Practically, the insel1ion of the respective PPE figures is done in the following way: gross PPE in the

balance sheet is calculated as the sum of the gross property, gross plant, gross equipment and

installations in progress from the PPE calculations table (Table 13); accumulated depreciation and net

PPE are calculated in the same manner.71 The figures in Table 13 conle from the depreciation expense

note of the balance sheet with the exception for retirements, which are derived by calculating the

difference between the depreciation expense (from Table 12) and the change in accumulated

depreciation.

CALCULATION OF PROPERTY,

PLANT & EQUIPMENT ITEMS:

Installation in progress

Property:

Gross

Acc. depr

Appreciation

Net Property

Equipment:

Gross

Acc. depr

Net Equipment

Plant:

Gross

Acc. depr

Net Plant

1989

0.0

172.6

-42.0

4.6

135.2

352.3

-187.1

165.2

18.9

-2.1

16.8

1990

4.3

197.8

-37.8

4.4

164.4

360.9

-178.2

182.8

29.7

-2.0

27.6

1991

0.3

220.5

-47.1

4.0

177.4

420.3

-207.6

212.7

31.4

-2.3

29.1

1992

12.4

248.1

-53.9

3.8

198.0

413.7

-215.8

197.9

36.4

-2.4

34.0

1993

0.1

257.8

-58.2

3.0

202.6

439.0

-236.3

202.7

38.1

-2.4

35.7

1994

5.0

257.4

-64.6

3.0

195.8

459.3

-260.7

198.6

38.0

-2.6

35.4

p!p~e~~i~n 3~:~ 3~.~ ~~ ~4.;.9 ~~~ 4~.5

Property 4.5 4.0 4.8 5.8 6.6 6.8

Plant 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2

Equipment 30.8 31.3 36.6 38.9 40.5 39.5

Retirements nla 48.5 2.2 29.6 21.7 15.5----------------------------------------------------Property 8.0 -4.9 -1.2 1.5 0.4

Plant 0.2 -0.1 0.1 0.2 0.0

Equipment 40.2 7.2 30.7 20.0 15.1

Table 13 - Calculation oIPPE, depreciation and retirements, historically, Eldon

With the additional information from Table 13, the balance sheets from the annual reports can be

inserted as in Table 14:

71 Appreciation will be netted against accumulated depreciation in the balance sheet (Table 14).
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BALANCE SHEET:

1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994

ASSET SIDE

Operating cash 38.4 78.8 82.5 95.9 122.1 99.7

Trade receivables 166.9 190.0 175.7 175.2 200.8 262.2

Prepaid expenses 10.3 9.3 12.4 14.9 17.3 17.5

Other receivables 15.6 25.0 35.8 47.0 21.5 14.6
Inventories 331.2 344.6 350.1 320.9 336.8 349.0

Current assets 562.5 647.8 656.5 653.9 698.5 743.0

Excess marketable securities 8.8 7.5 7.5 7.8 7.7 0.9

Investment fund 47.4 39.3 9.6 1.2

Gross property,

plant and equipm 543.8 592.6 672.5 710.6 735.0 759.7

Accumulated depre-

ciation -226.6 -213.6 -253.0 -268.3 -293.9 -324.9

Net propertyI plant

and equipment 317.2 379.1 419.5 442.3 441.1 434.8

Total assets 935.9 1,073.6 1,093.1 1,105.2 1,147.3 1,178.7

Net Total Assets· 739.1 797.6 850.5 874.3 888.6 863.7

• Total assets - Working capital liabilities

1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994

DEBT & EQUITY SIDE

Short-term debt 83.1 116.6 104.0 163.4 139.7 91.7

Accounts payable 82.4 130.8 103.9 92.2 118.3 140.0

Accrued expenses 75.7 75.7 89.5 98.8 78.1 91.3

Taxes Payable 17.3 19.9 7.0 3.4 33.0 47.2

Other current liabilities 21.3 49.7 42.2 36.5 29.3 36.5

Total current liabilities 279.8 392.6 346.6 394.3 398.4 406.7

Long-term debt 80.8 92.0 170.0 158.3 172.1 152.6

Used check-credit 30.8 38.6 60.5 66.9 73.3 56.3

Pension funds 51.6 53.2 59.5 61.8 62.4 63.5

Deferred taxes 8.2 5.4 92.6 90.0 65.0 70.5

Totallongterm liabilities 171.4 189.3 382.6 3n.0 372.8 342.9

Untaxed Reserves 300.3 268.6

Common stock 43.3 51.9 51.9 51.9 51.9 51.9

Restricted reserves 19.6 13.9 194.8 160.0 151.6 139.6

Non-restr. equity 121.5 157.3 117.2 122.0 172.6 237.6

Total common equity 184.4 223.1 363.9 333.9 376.1 429.1

Total liabilities and equity 935.9 1,073.6 1,093.1 1,105.2 1,147.3 1,178.7

Table 14 - Historical balance sheets, Eldon

In Eldon, equity consists of three categories: common stock, restricted reserves (which together make

up restricted equity) and non-restricted equity (basically retained earnings). When deferred-taxes

accounting was introduced at Eldon (from 1991) it meant that the restricted reserves were raised

dramatically. The untaxed reserves were then divided between deferred taxes and restricted reserves.
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5.2 Calculating historical financial ratios (parameters)

We are now ready to calculate the historical performance measures, Le. the historical values of the

model parameters. We also insert the historical inflation in order to make it possible to calculate the

real growth in revenues.72

Operations:

Operations:

1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994

Real growth 1.3% -6.8% 0.8% -3.6% 5.7% 15.7%

Inflation 6.4% 10.4% 9.4% 2.3% 4.7% 2.2%

Revenue growth (g) 7.8% 2.9% 10.3% -1.4% 10.6% 18.2%

Operating exp/revenues (p) 90.4% 90.5% 93.5% 92.9% 90.7% 88.9%

Table 15 - Historical parameter values, operations

Working capital:

Working cap./revenues:

1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994

+Operating cash/rev's 3.4% 6.7% 6.4% 7.5% 8.7% 6.0%

+Trade receivables/rev's 14.7% 16.3% 13.6% 13.8% 14.3% 15.8%

+Other receivables/rev's 1.4% 2.1% 2.8% 3.7% 1.5% 0.9%

+Inventories/rev's 29.1% 29.5% 27.2% 25.2% 23.9% 21.0%

+Prepaid expenses/rev's 0.9% 0.8% 1.0% 1.2% 1.2% 1.1%

-Accounts payable/rev's 7.2% 11.2% 8.1% 7.2% 8.4% 8.4%

-Other curr Iiab's/rev's 1.9% 4.2% 3.3% 2.9% 2.1% 2.2%

-Accrued expenses/rev's 6.7% 6.5% 6.9% 7.8% 5.6% 5.5%

-Taxes payable/rev's 1.5% 1.7% 0.5% 0.3% 2.3% 2.8%

Net working cap.lrevenues (a) 32.2% 31.8% 32.1% 33.3% 31.3% 25.7%

Table 16 - Historical parameter values, working capital

72 Real growth = ((1 + revenue growth) / (1 + inflation» - 1
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Property, plant and equipment:

Property,Plant and

Equipment (PPE): 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994

CapXlrev's (e) 8.3% 6.7% 5.3% 3.3% 2.4%

Gross PPE/rev's (b) 47.8% 50.7% 52.2% 55.9% 52.2% 45.7%

DepXlprec. year's gross PPE (d) 6.5% 7.0% 6.7% 6.7% 6.3%

Ret/prec. year's gross PPE (r) 8.9% 0.4% 4.4% 3.1% 2.1%

Table 17 - Historical parameter values, PPE

Deferred taxes and debt:

Deferred taxes and debt:

1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994

Incr in def. taxes/gross PPE (c) -0.5% 0.9% -0.4% -3.4% 0.7%

g:'~~~:'~.!?~.~!..~~~:'!~ i~t .." __ ".._._ ~~;,~.~'_'._'_"'.""'~!.':'!~' __'_"'._"""'~~':~~"'M""'_' __'__~~'~~~" _",_.~~:~~_"_ _",,,,, _~~:.~~,
Short-term/net total assets 11.2% 14.6% 12.2% 18.7% 15.7% 10.6%

Long-term/net total assets 10.9% 11.5% 20.0% 18.1% 19.4% 17.7%

Used check-cr.lnettotal asset 4.2% 4.8% 7.1% 7.7% 8.2% 6.5%

Pension funds/net total asset 7.0% 6.7% 7.0% 7.1% 7.0% 7.4%

Table 18 - Historical parameter values, deferred taxes and debt

The figure for increase in deferred taxes / gross PPE in 1991 is calculated using the adjusted figure

for deferred taxes in 1990, given in the annual report of 1991 (adjusted for change in accounting

principles).73

5.3 Forecasting future parameter values

The next step in the valuation process is to predict the parameter values for future years, Le. to specify

the forecast assunlptions. The future has been divided into a ten-year explicit forecast period and the

time after that has been set as a steady state, where all input parameters remain constant and, as will

be seen further on, we will also have achieved the different steady states discussed in earlier chapters.

The frrst year in the constant parameter period is 2005. This is year zero in the parametric steady state

period, as discussed previously. This year is marked by italics in the tables below. Year 1 in the

73 As mentioned earlier, the Eldon group accounting changed from untaxed-reserves accounting to deferred
taxes accounting in 1991.
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perpetuity period is thus 2006, and in accordance with earlier results 2006 will be the base year for

any continuing value calculations.

The revenue growth and the operating margin related parameters are without doubt the most

important ones and no effort should be spared in trying to make the forecasts as accurate as possible.

As was indicated in previous chapters, this is more a problem for the corporate analyst, however, and

our treatment here will be a simple base-case scenario, which of course can be altered to incorporate

any features deemed reasonable by the analyst.

5.3.1 Operations

Operations:

1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000

Real growth 7.0% 5.0% 3.0% 1.5% 0.6% 0.0%

Inflation 3.0% 3.0% 3.0% 3.0% 3.0% 3.0%

Revenue growth (g) 10.2% 8.2% 6.1% 4.5% 3.6% 3.0%

Operating exp/revenues (p) 90.0% 90.0% 90.0% 90.0% 90.0% 90.0%

Operations:

2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006

(perpetuity)

Real growth 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Inflation 3.0% 3.0% 3.0% 3.0% 3.0% 3.0%

Revenue growth (g) 3.0% 3.0% 3.0% 3.0% 3.0% 3.0%

Operating exp/revenues (p) 90.0% 90.0% 90.0% 90.0% 90.0% 90.0%

Table 19 - Forecasted parameter values, operations

The growth was exceptionally high in 1994, due to the very large depreciation of the Swedish

currency in 1993 and 1994. This effect may fade in the coming years and we have set a zero real

growth from the year 2000. The official inflation goal, set by the Swedish central bank, is 2 ±1%, and

since the upper limit tends to be the rule rather than the exception in these matters, our forecast is 3%

throughout.74 The operating expenditures to revenues ratio has revolved around 90% in the historical

period, hence the 90%-figure also in the forecast period.

74 Revenue growth (g) = «1 + real growth) x (1 + inflation)) - 1
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5.3.2 Working capital

The different working capital figures are set so as to achieve a (parametric) steady state from 2005

and onwards. Other than that we make no attempt to justify the figures in Table 20, except that they

are reasonable from a historical perspective.

Working cap./revenues:

1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000

+Operating cash/rev's 6.0% 5.9% 5.7% 5.6% 5.5% 5.4%

+Trade receivables/rev's 15.5% 15.4% 15.3% 15.3% 15.2% 15.2%

+Other receivables/rev's 1.0% 1.2% 1.3% 1.4% 1.5% 1.6%

+Inventories/rev's 21.5% 22.0% 22.5% 23.0% 23.5% 24.0%

+Prepaid expenses/rev's 1.0% 1.0% 1.0% 1.0% 1.0% 1.0%

-Accounts payable/rev's 8.4% 8.4% 8.4% 8.4% 8.4% 8.4%

-Other curr Iiab's/rev's 2.3% 2.3% 2.4% 2.4% 2.4% 2.4%

-Accrued expenses/rev's 5.4% 5.6% 5.8% 5.9% 6.0% 6.1%

-Taxes payable/rev's 2.5% 2.4% 2.3% 2.3% 2.2% 2.2%

Net working cap.lrevenues (a) 26.4% 26.8% 26.9% 27.3% 27.7% 28.1%

Working cap.lrevenues:

2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006

(perpetuity)

+Operating cash/rev's 5.3% 5.2% 5.1% 5.0% 5.0% 5.0%

+Trade receivables/rev's 15.1% 15.1% 15.0% 15.0% 15.0% 15.0%

+Other receivables/rev's 1.7% 1.8% 1.9% 2.0% 2.0% 2.0%

+Inventories/rev's 24.5% 24.7% 24.9% 25.0% 25.0% 25.0%

+Prepaid expenses/rev's 1.0% 1.0% 1.0% 1.0% 1.0% 1.0%

-Accounts payable/rev's 8.4% 8.4% 8.4% 8.4% 8.4% 8.4%

-Other curr Iiab's/rev's 2.5% 2.5% 2.5% 2.5% 2.5% 2.5%

-Accrued expenses/rev's 6.2% 6.3% 6.4% 6.5% 6.5% 6.5%

-Taxes payable/rev's 2.2% 2.1% 2.0% 2.0% 2.0% 2.0%

Net working cap.lrevenues (a) 28.3% 28.5% 28.6% 28.6% 28.6% 28.6%

Table 20 - Forecasted parameter values, working capital
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5.3.3 Taxes and debt ratio

The forecasts look as follows:

Taxes and debt:

1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000

Tax rate (tau) 30.0% 30.0% 30.0% 30.0% 30.0% 30.0%

Effective Tax rate

Incr in def. taxes/gross PPE (c) 0.3% 0.3% 0.3% 0.3% 0.3% 0.3%

Borrowing rate (I) 11.0% 11.0% 11.0% 11.0% 11.0% 11.0%

~:~"~~!~~~~~~~"~!~.J!L _..__.__._"~.~:~~. _~.!:.~ .."_._" "..~~~ .".~.~E~_ _~~~~_ .._ :!~~~
Short-termlnettotal assets 10.6% 10.5% 10.5% 10.4% 10.4% 10.3%

Long-termlnettotal assets 17.4% 17.2% 17.1% 17.0% 17.0% 16.9%

Used check-cr.lnet total assets 6.2% 5.9% 5.6% 5.4% 5.1% 4.9%

Pension funds/net total assets 7.6% 7.8% 8.0% 8.2% 8.3% 8.5%

Taxes and debt:

2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006

(perpetuity)

Tax rate (tau) 30.0% 30.0% 30.0% 30.0% 30.0% 30.0%

Effective Tax rate 27.5% 27.5%

Incr in def. taxes/gross PPE (c) 0.3% 0.3% 0.3% 0.3% 0.318%. 0.318%

Borrowing rate (I) 11.0% 11.0% 11.0% 11.0% 11.0% 11.0%

..!?:Ey'~"~~"!~!~!."~~.!!~j!) __ _._..""." _."~..~~_ "_~~.:~~ _~~:~ _ ~.:~~ "."..__..~~:g~ _ _ ~~:..<?!~
Short-term/net total assets 10.3% 10.3% 10.2% 10.2% 10.2% 10.2%

Long-term/net total assets 16.9% 16.8% 16.8% 16.7% 16.7% 16.7%

Used check-cr.lnet total assets 4.6% 4.4% 4.3% 4.2% 4.2% 4.2%

Pension funds/net total assets 8.6% 8.7% 8.8% 8.9% 8.9% 8.9%

Table 21 - Forecasted parameter values, taxes and debt

Corporate tax rate, effective tax rate and increase in deferred taxes

The corporate tax rate is assumed to be 30%. The increase in deferred taxes is not easy to predict by

itself, but in section 4.3 it was shown how the parameter c, the increase in deferred taxes, should be

specified in steady state, once the effective tax rate had been set - and the effective tax rate is much

easier to have an opinion about. In this example we have set it at 27.5% (in the steady state period

from 2005 and onwards) which yields an increase in deferred taxes of 0.318% when applying

expression (70). It should be stressed once again that this modelling approach is insensitive to the

beliefs about the nominal corporate tax rate. Should one believe that the government will tax at 28%

instead, the value ofc will be adjusted accordingly.
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Book value debt ratio (w)

The debt / net assets ratio, i.e. the parameter w, is set at 40% in the steady state period, assuming that

this is the optimal capital structure as the management sees it. It should be noted that this is the book

debt ratio and not the market debt ratio. The ratio is also decomposed in four different debt item ratios

(which are later used for calculating the different debt items of the balance sheet).

5.3.4 Properly, plant and equipment (PPE)

In accordance with the findings in Chapter 4, the specification ofPPE will be best made using

Specification B, i.e.:

Specification B:
Items directly determined by ratios:

CapXt =et ·Rt

DepXt = d t •Gt - 1

Ret( =rt • Gt- 1

Items derived indirectly:

Gt =Gt - 1 +CapXt -Rett

At = At - l + DepXt -Rett

Nt =Gt -At

CapX =Capital expenditures

DepX =Depreciation expense

R =Revenues
Ret =Retirements

G = Gross property, plant and equipment

A = Accumulated depreciation
N =Net property, plant and equipment
e =Capital expenditures as a percentage ofrevenues

d =Depreciation expo as a percentage ofpreceding year's gross PPE

r = Retirements as a percentage ofpreceding year's gross PPE
t = time-index denoting year

The forecasted parameter values are presented in Table 22. Note that the parameter b (gross PPE as a

percentage of revenues) is not meaningful when working with Specification B in the explicit forecast

period (until 2004). In the steady state period (from 2005), there are values of b presented in Table 22.

The rationale for this will be discussed below.

Property,Plant and

Equipment (PPE): 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000

CapXlrev's (e) 2.9% 2.9% 3.0% 3.0% 3.0% 3.0%

Gross PPE/rev's (b) nlm nlm nlm nlm n/m nlm
DepXlprec. year's gross PPE (d) 6.5% 6.5% 6.5% 6.5% 6.5% 6.5%

Retlprec. year's gross PPE (r) 3.2% 3.4% 3.6% 3.7% 3.9% 4.1%

Property,Plant and

Equipment (PPE) 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006

(perpetuity)

CapXlrev's (e) 3.1% 3.1% 3.1% 3.2% 3.195% 3.195%

Gross PPElrev's (b) nlm n/m n/m n/m 41.162% 41.162%

DepXlprec. year's gross PPE (d) 6.5% 6.5% 6.5% 6.5% 6.5% 6.5%

Retlprec. year's gross PPE (r) 4.3% 4.5% 4.6% 4.8% 4.995% 4.995%

Table 22 - Forecasted parameter values, PPE
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Depreciation I preceding year's gross PPE (d)

The parameter d generally tends to lie on a company specific level as was indicated in section 4.1.4.

In Eldon it has historically been around 6.5%. There is no reason to believe that this will change in

the future.

Capital expenditures / revenues (e) and retirements / precedingyear's gross PPE (r)

The two remaining PPE-related paranleters e and r are important for the fulfilment of the initial

conditions necessary to ensure TSS:

(22)

(49)

gAo =(d-r)bRo

Go(g+r)
e=----

(1 +'g)Ro

Condition (22) is derived using Specification A. However, it was shown in section 2.2 that if

expression (49) holds, Specification B reduces to Specification A, where the ratio gross PPE /

revenues (b) is constant. This means that in the perpetuity period, Le. from 2005 and onwards, the

only alternative is to use Specification A in order to be able to use a continuing value. One can of

course work with the terminology of Specification B as long as e is determined by expression (49).

The "translation" between Specification A and Specification B will then be:

(71)
e(l+ g)

b=j3=-
(g+r)

and condition (22) can, using Specification B terminology, be stated as:

(72) gAo =(d - r)e (1 + g) Ro(g+r)

Expression (72) can be rearranged as:

(73)
de(l + g)Ro - g2 Ao

r=------~

e(l + g)Ro + gAo
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As seen in Chapter 4, the historical parameter values ofe and r give little guidance in forecasting,

hence other procedures have to be employed. As before, the forecast will be divided into two parts:

the explicit forecast period and the perpetuity period.

We will make a direct forecast for 1995, the first year in the explicit forecast period. For 2005 the e

and r-values will be given by the initial value conditions (49) and (73) to guarantee textbook steady

state in the perpetuity period. The parameter values between 1995 and 2005 are then determined by a

linear interpolation.

A problem is that in order to determine the e- and r-values in 2005, we need Ao and Go. This is

obvious from the initial conditions (49) and (73). Ao and Go will be given from the spreadsheet model

only after all parameters up to 2005 have been specified, including the e- and r-values. Thus, a more

complex and partly iterative procedure is needed:

1. Make direct forecasts of the e- and r-values in 1995.

2. Set trial values for e and r in 2005.

3. Model values for the years in-between by way of linear interpolation.

4. This yields complete financial statements for the years in question including values in 2005 for

accumulated depreciation and gross PPE, Le. Ao and Go. The initial value conditions (49) and (73)

will generally not hold for these values ofAo and Go.

5. Calculate r in 2005 according to condition (73). Since the 2005 value ofr is changed, the linearly

interpolated r-values of earlier years will also be changed. This will give new financial statements

and new, updated values ofAo and Go.

6. Use the updated Go to calculate e in 2005 according to condition (49). Since the e-value of 2005 is

changed, the linearly interpolated e-values of earlier years will also be changed. This will give new

financial statements and new, updated values ofAo and Go.

7. Repeat procedures 5 and 6 until there is convergence.

The direct forecasts of e and r for 1995 are apparent from Table 22. The first trial values for 2005

were e=2.9% and r=5.2%.75 Using these figures the program converged very quickly.

75 The fIrst trial value ofr in 2005 is given by expression (67) in Proposition 4.1. This formula is valid under the
assumption that the economic life equals the depreciation period, and although these ideal conditions do not
quite hold here, the r-value arrived at with this method should be a reasonable fIrst guess. The first trial value of
e in 2005 is simply set equal to the 1995 value.
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5.3.5 Checks for the steady state period

Having specified all parameter values, their reasonableness should be checked. By inspecting the

resulting balance sheets and income statements, it can be verified that the development of the

company in the explicit forecast period is reasonable (Tables 23, 24 and 25, below). For the steady

state period, the checks derived in section 2.1 can be used, since we are back in Specification A.76

These checks were the following:

• A higher gross PPE / revenues ratio should lead to lower FCF and vice versa,

• FCF decreasing in the tax rate,

• Net PPE non-decreasing over time,

• Positive pre-tax profits,

• Dividends decreasing in the gross PPE / revenues ratio,

• Non-negative book equity.

1. A higher gross PPE / revenues ratio should lead to lower FCF and vice versa:

The condition to check is the following:

(8) rd - r + (1 + g)c < g

Inserting the predicted values: 003·0.065 - 0.05 + (1.03)' 0.003 ~ -2.7% < g =3%

Obviously, the condition is fulfilled by a wide nlargin.

2. FCF decreasing in the tax rate:

The condition for this property is the following:

(9)
bd

p+--<l
l+g

Inserting the parameter values yields:

76 Expression (71) should be applied whenever the parameter b is appearing: b=fJ=e(l+g)/(g+r).
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0.90+ 0.416·0.065 ~ 92.6% < 1
1.03

Also this condition holds without any problems.

3. NetPPE non-decreasing over time:

This condition, which is sufficient for NP to be decreasing in the ratio gross PPE / revenues, is:

(11) (d-r)~g

Inserting the parameter values:

(0.065-0.05) < 0.03

and consequently, the condition is fulfilled.

4. Positive pre-tax profits:

From the forecasted income statement ofyear 2006 one can see directly that this holds.

5. Dividends decreasing in the gross PPE / revenues ratio:

The parameter condition to check here is:

(13)
z(d-r)

d-r+wg+c(l+ g)+----w(d-r)-r- Z< g
g

Inserting the predicted parameter values for 2005 and onwards yields a LHS value of -3.7%, which is

clearly less than +0.03.
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6. Non-negative book equity:

The following two boundary conditions must be fulfilled:

(14)

(15)

(l-w)(a+b) > (~__b-)[(d -r)(l-w)+c(l+ g)] + (l-w)Ao+ To
g g(l+ g) Ro(l+ g)

b(1- w)(a + b) > -[(d - r)(l- w) + c(l + g)]
g

The left hand side takes on the value 41.9%. The right hand side (RRS) of condition (14) is equal to

16.2% and for condition (15) the RHS equals 16.9%, so the conditions hold.

5.4 The forecasted financial statements

The forecasted financial statements, finally, are presented below. Most items follow directly from the

forecast assumptions (Le. the parameter values) described in the previous sections. Some additional

comments will be made, however.
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5.4. 1 Income statements

The setting up of income statements is straightforward:

FORECASTED INCOME STATEMENT:

1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000

Revenues 1,833.8 1,983.2 2,104.0 2,199.6 2,279.2 2,347.6

Operating expenses -1,650.4 -1,784.9 -1,893.6 -1,979.7 -2,051.3 -2,112.8

Depreciation expense -49.4 -51.3 -53.3 -55.5 -57.7 -59.9

Operating income 134.0 147.1 157.1 164.5 170.3 174.9

Net financial income -40.1 -42.4 -44.5 -46.2 -48.0 -49.7

Extraordinary items 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Earnings before taxes 93.9 104.6 112.6 118.3 122.2 125.2

Taxes -28.2 -31.4 -33.8 -35.5 -36.7 -37.6

Net profit 65.8 73.2 78.8 82.8 85.6 87.6

FORECASTED INCOME STATEMENT:

2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006

Revenues 2,418.0 2,490.6 2,565.3 2,642.2 2,721.5 2,803.2

Operating expenses -2,176.2 -2,241.5 -2,308.8 -2,378.0 -2,449.4 -2,522.8

Depreciation expense -62.1 -64.2 -66.4 -68.6 -70.7 -72.8

Operating income 179.7 184.8 190.1 195.7 201.5 207.5

Net financial income -51.2 -52.6 -54.1 -55.6 -57.1 -58.8

Extraordinary items 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Earnings before taxes 128.5 132.2 136.0 140.1 144.4 148.7

Taxes -38.6 -39.7 -40.8 -42.0 -43.3 -44.6

Net profit 90.0 92.5 95.2 98.0 101.0 104.1

Table 23 - Forecasted income statements
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5.4.2 Balance sheets

Now consider the balance sheets:

FORECASTED BALANCE SHEET:

1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000

ASSET SIDE

Operating cash 110.0 117.0 119.9 123.2 125.4 126.8

Trade receivables 284.2 305.4 321.9 336.5 346.4 356.8

Prepaid expenses 18.3 19.8 21.0 22.0 22.8 23.5

Other receivables 18.3 23.8 27.4 30.8 34.2 37.6

Inventories 394.3 436.3 473.4 505.9 535.6 563.4

Current assets 825.2 902.4 963.6 1,018.4 1,064.4 1,108.1

Excess marketable securities 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Investment fund 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Gross property,plant and equip 788.6 820.0 853.1 886.9 921.0 954.8

Accumulated depreciation -350.0 -374.6 -398.7 -422.3 -445.2 -467.3

Net property, plant

and equipment 438.6 445.4 454.4 464.7 475.8 487.5

Total assets 1,263.8 1,347.8 1,418.0 1,483.1 1,540.2 1,595.6

Net Total Assets· 922.7 976.9 1,020.4 1,065.2 1,107.2 1,147.2

• Total assets - Working capital liabilities

FORECASTED BALANCE SHEET:

2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006

ASSETSIQE

Operating cash 128.2 129.5 130.8 132.1 136;1 140.2

Trade receivables 365.1 376.1 384.8 396.3 408.2 420.5

Prepaid expenses 24.2 24.9 25.7 26.4 27.2 28.0

Other receivables 41.1 44.8 48.7 52.8 54.4 56.1

Inventories 592.4 615.2 638.8 660.6 680.4 700.8

Current assets 1,151.0 1,190.5 1,228.8 1,268.3 1,306.3 1,345.5

Excess marketable securities 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Investment fund 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Gross property,plant and equip 988.3 1021.7 1054.8 1087.6 1120.2 1153.8

Accumulated depreciation -488.5 -508.7 -527.7 -545.5 -561.9 -578.7

Net property, plant

and equipment 499.9 513.0 527.0 542.1 558.4 575.1

Total assets 1,650.8 1,703.5 1,755.8 1,810.4 1,864.7 1,920.6

Net Total Assets· 1,184.2 1,222.8 1,260.7 1,297.8 1,336.7 1,376.8

• Total assets - Working capital liabilities

Table 24 - Forecasted balance sheets, asset side
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1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000

DEBT &EQUITY SIDE

Short-term debt 97.8 102.6 107.1 110.8 115.1 118.2

Accounts payable 154.0 166.6 176.7 184.8 191.5 197.2

Accrued expenses 99.0 111.1 122.0 129.8 136.8 143.2

Taxes Payable 45.8 47.6 48.4 50.6 50.1 51.6

Other current liabilities 42.2 45.6 50.5 52.8 54.7 56.3

Total current liabilities 438.9 473.4 504.8 528.7 548.2 566.6

Long-term debt 160.6 168.0 174.5 181.1 188.2 193.9

Used check-credit 57.2 57.6 57.1 57.5 56.5 56.2

Pension funds 70.1 76.2 81.6 87.3 91.9 97.5

Deferred taxes 72.9 75.3 77.9 80.5 83.3 86.2

Totallongterm liabilities 360.8 377.2 391.1 406.5 419.9 433.8

Common stock 51.9 51.9 51.9 51.9 51.9 51.9

Other equity 412.3 445.3 470.2 496.0 520.2 543.4

Total common equity 464.2 497.2 522.1 547.9 572.1 595.3

Total liabilities and equity 1,263.8 1,347.8 1,418.0 1,483.1 1,540.2 1,595.6

2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006

DEBT &EQUITY SIDE

Short-term debt 122.0 125.9 128.6 132.4 136.3 140.4

Accounts payable 203.1 209.2 215.5 221.9 228.6 235.5

Accrued expenses 149.9 156.9 164.2 171.7 176.9 182.2

Taxes Payable 53.2 52.3 51.3 52.8 54.4 56.1

Other current liabilities 60.5 62.3 64.1 66.1 68.0 70.1

Total current liabilities 588.6 606.6 623.7 645.0 664.3 684.3

Long-term debt 200.1 205.4 211.8 216.7 223.2 229.9

Used check-credit 54.5 53.8 54.2 54.5 56.1 57.8

Pension funds 101.8 106.4 110.9 115.5 119.0 122.5

Deferred taxes 89.1 92.2 95.4 98.6 102.2 105.9

Totallongterrn liabilities 445.6 457.8 472.3 485.4 500.5 516.2

Common stock 51.9 51.9 51.9 51.9 51.9 51.9

Other equity 564.7 587.1 607.9 628.1 647.9 668.3

Total common equity 616.6 639.0 659.8 680.0 699.8 720.2

Total liabilities and equity 1,650.8 1,703.5 1,755.8 1,810.4 1,864.7 1,920.6

Table 25 - Forecasted balance sheets, debt and equity side
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Excess marketable securities

Excess marketable securities are assumed to be zero. They were very low during the last historical

year (1994). The cash required to run the operations is modelled as operating cash. Any excess capital

generated by the conlpany will be distributed to the shareholders as dividends (same assumption as in

earlier chapters) unless it is needed for investments or for maintaining the desired capital structure.

Equity

No stock issues are foreseen. Hence the common stock remains unchanged. The item other equity

corresponds to retained earnings plus other non-restricted and restricted reserves. Other equity is the

residual item of the balance sheet (i.e. decided so as to make the asset side equal to the debt and

equity side).

5.4.3 Statements ofequity

The statement of equity is used to forecast the dividends.

STATEMENT OF EQUITY:

1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000

COMMON STOCK:

Beginning common stock 51.9 51.9 51.9 51.9 51.9 51.9

Issues/Repurchases 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Ending common stock 51.9 51.9 51.9 51.9 51.9 51.9

OTHER eQUITY:

Beginning other equity 376.3 412.3 445.3 470.2 496.0 520.2

Net profit 65.8 73.2 78.8 82.8 85.6 87.6

Common dividends -29.8 -40.2 -53.9 -57.0 -61.3 -64.5

Ending other equity 412.3 445.3 470.2 496.0 520.2 543.4

STATEMENT OF EQUITY:

2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006

COMMON STOCK:

Beginning common stock 51.9 51.9 51.9 51.9 51.9 51.9

IssueslRepurchases 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Ending common stock 51.9 51.9 51.9 51.9 51.9 51.9

OTHER EQUITY:

Beginning other equity 543.4 564.7 587.1 607.9 628.1 647.9

Net profit 90.0 92.5 95.2 98.0 101.0 104.1

Common dividends -68.6 -70.1 -74.5 -77.8 -81.3 -83.7

Ending other equity 564.7 587.1 607.9 628.1 647.9 668.3

Table 26 - Forecasted statements ofequity
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Beginning other equity is the same as ending other equity from the preceding year. Net profit con1es

from the income statement. Ending other equity is taken directly fron1 the balance sheet. To balance

the entire system, this leaves us with common dividends as the residual item. This follows

immediately from the clean surplus relationship (the change in net book value of equity equals net

profit minus dividends).

The equity/dividend forecasting may seem technically con1plicated, but conceptually it can be

summarised in a very simple rule, namely that the forecasted excess capital not required for internal

company use (after rebalancing the debt) is distributed to the share-holders as dividends.

We have not touched on the subject of restricted vs. non-restricted reserves. The subject is somewhat

peripheral in this context and is addressed in Appendix 5.

5.5 Free cash flow

All items in the free cash flow calculations can be derived directly from the earlier tables:

FORECASTED FREE CASH FLOW:

1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000

Revenues 1833.8 1983.2 2104.0 2199.6 2279.2 2347.6

Operating expenses -1650.4 -1784.9 -1893.6 -1979.7 -2051.3 -2112.8

Depreciation expense -49.4 -51.3 -53.3 -55.5 -57.7 -59.9

Adjusted EBIT 134.0 147.1 157.1 164.5 170.3 174.9

Taxes on EBIT -40.2 -44.1 -47.1 -49.4 -51.1 -52.5

Change in deferred taxes 2.4 2.5 2.6 2.7 2.8 2.9

NOPLAT 96.2 105.4 112.5 117.8 122.0 125.3

Depreciation expense 49.4 51.3 53.3 55.5 57.7 59.9

Gross cash flow 145.5 156.7 165.8 173.3 179.6 185.2

Change in working capital 56.1 47.4 34.5 34.5 30.8 28.3

Capital expenditures 53.2 58.1 62.3 65.7 68.8 71.5

Gross investment (-) 109.3 105.5 96.7 100.3 99.6 99.9

Operating FCF 36.2 51.2 69.1 73.0 80.0 85.3

Non-operating cash flow 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Total FCF 36.2 51.2 69.1 73.0 80.0 85.3

Table 27a - Forecasted statements offree cashjlow 1995 - 2000
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FORECASTED FREE CASH FLOW:

2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006

Revenues 2418.0 2490.6 2565.3 2642.2 2721.5 2803.2

Operating expenses -2176.2 -2241.5 -2308.8 -2378.0 -2449.4 -2522.8

Depreciation expense -62.1 -64.2 -66.4 -68.6 -70.7 -72.8

Adjusted EBIT 179.7 184.8 190.1 195.7 201.5 207.5

Taxes on EBIT -53.9 -55.4 -57.0 -58.7 -60.4 -62.3

Change in deferred taxes 3.0 3.1 3.2 3.3 3.6 3.7

NOPLAT 128.8 132.4 136.2 140.2 144.6 148.9

Depreciation expense 62.1 64.2 66.4 68.6 70.7 72.8
Gross cash flow 190.8 196.7 202.7 208.8 215.3 221.7

Change in working capital 24.6 25.5 23.9 22.0 22.7 23.4

Capital expenditures 74.4 77.4 80.5 83.6 87.0 89.6

Gross investment (-) 99.0 102.9 104.3 105.7 109.6 112.9

Operating FCF 91.8 93.8 98.3 103.1 105.7 108.8

Non-operating cash flow 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Total FCF 91.8 93.8 98.3 103.1 105.7 108.8

Table 27b - Forecasted statements offree cashjlow 2001 - 2006

The free cash flow should correspond to the financial cash flow:

FORECASTED FINANCIAL CASH FLOW:

1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000

Incr(+)/Decr(-) exc. mkt sec'ties 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Incr(-)/Decr(+) debt, check-cr. -15.0 -12.7 -10.5 -10.6 -10.4 -8.4

Incr(-)/Decr(+) in pension funds -6.6 -6.1 -5.4 -5.7 -4.5 -5.6

After-tax net interest expo (+) 28.0 29.7 31.1 32.4 33.6 34.8

Common dividends (+) 29.8 40.2 53.9 57.0 61.3 64.5

Incr(-)/Decr(+) in common stock 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Financial cash flow 36.2 51.2 69.1 73.0 80.0 85.3

FORECASTED FINANCIAL CASH FLOW:

2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006

Incr(+)/Decr(-) exc. mkt sec'ties 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Incr(-)/Decr(+) debt, check-cr. -8.3 -8.6 -9.4 -9.0 -12.1 -12.5

Incr(-)/Decr(+) in pension funds -4.3 -4.5 -4.6 -4.6 -3.5 -3.6

After-tax net interest expo (+) 35.9 36.8 37.9 38.9 40.0 41.2

Common dividends (+) 68.6 70.1 74.5 17.8 81.3 83.7

Incr(-)/Decr(+) in common stock 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Financial cash flow 91.8 93.8 98.3 103.1 105.7 108.8

Table 28 - Forecasted statements offinancial cashjlow
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5.6 Value calculation

We now have access to forecasts -of free cash flows and dividends and can hence proceed to the actual

equity value calculation. Three different ways have been discussed earlier in this report:

1. Discounting the free cash flows at a constant WACC. Calculating the equity value as the sum of

the discounted free cash flows minus the debt value.

2. Discounting the free cash flows at a year-to-year updated WACC. Calculating the equity value

as the sum ofthe discounted free cash flows minus the debt value.

3. Discounting the dividends at the equity cost of capital. Calculating the equity value as the sum

of the discounted dividends.

As discussed earlier, methods 2 and 3 yield the same value. For completeness we will present all three

valuations.

Cost ofequity capital

First, the cost of equity capi~l must be estimated. This is necessary for all three valuation methods.

As suggested by Copeland et aI, the capital asset pricing modeF7 is used for determining the cost of

equity capital, kE:

where: rf is the riskfree rate

p is the beta value

E(rm) - rf is the market risk premium

77 The capital asset pricing model (CAPM) by Sharpe (1964) has been very popular as a way of detemlining the
cost of capital. The discount rate is determined by adding a risk premium to the risk-free interest rate. The risk
premium is calculated by multiplying the asset's sensitivity to general market movements (its beta) by the
market risk premium. A useful practical article on the subject is Dimson & Marsh (1982). However, the
empirical validity of CAPM is a matter of debate. Proposed alternatives to the single-factor CAPM include
different multi-factor approaches based on Ross' arbitrage pricing model (Ross (1977)). Fama & French (1993)
identifies five common risk factors in returns on stocks and bonds that can be used for estimating the cost of
capital.
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For Eldon, the beta value has been estimated to be 1.08,78 the market risk premium has been estimated

to be 5.7% in Sweden,79 and consequently the following cost ofequity capital is estimated for Eldon:

kE = rf +p[E(rm)-rf ] = 7.0% +1.08·5.7% = 13.156%

As was mentioned in Chapter 3, a constant cost of equity capital nlay not be theoretically viable if the

capital structure is not constant (referred to as "type 2 approximation error"). In the Eldon case the

capital structure is rather stable, as can be seen from Figure 9, and hence there are no substantial

indications that the risk level, and with it kE, should change.8o
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Figure 9 - Forecasted market debt ratio in Eldon

Thus, we in this example use a constant kE. Note, however, that it is perfectly possible to use a time

varying cost of equity capital whenever the analyst may find this reasonable (if using either method 2

or nlethod 3).

5.6.1 FGF valuation with constant WAGG

This is the model proposed in Copeland et al. As has been shown in Chapter 3, it will suffer from

approximation errors if the market debt ratio varies over time.

78 Ohmans Borsguide 1995.
79 Nyman & Smith (1994).
80 The market value debt ratio turns out to be very close to the book value debt ratio in the steady state period.
As was seen in Chapter 2, this is not always the case.
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The state of the company at 1 January 1995, is the basis for the calculation ofthe WACC. The

formula looks as follows:

(75) kWACC =_D__.(I-t)i+(l--
D--).kED+EV D+EV

D is the market debt value (Jan 1, 1995), EVis the market equity value (Jan 1, 1995). The market

interest rate on debt, i, is predicted to be 11%. The outstanding debt is assumed to be on market

terms.81 Since kWACC depends on the market value of equity, which in tum depends on kWACC' the

value calculation and the calculation ofkWACC have to be made simultaneously. This requires a

recursive procedure:

a) Use a trial input WACC.

b) Calculate the equity value.

c) Calculate the WACC implied by the equity value from b) by using formula (75). If this resulting

WACC value differs from a), the trial input WACC in a) has to be adjusted. The procedure has

to be redone until the resulting WACC value (c) equals the trial input value (a). (The procedure

can be automated in ~ modem spreadsheet program.)

The final value calculation from the spreadsheet is presented in Table 29:

Value Calculation:

FCF with constant WACC

Trial Input WACC 10.943%

Resulting WACC 10.943%

1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000

Forecasted Free Cash Flow 36.2 51.2 69.1 73.0 80.0 85.3

Present Value as of Jan. 1, 1995 32.7 41.6 50.6 48.2 47.6 45.7

Perpetuity

2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006

Forecasted Free Cash Flow 91.8 93.8 98.3 103.1 105.7 108.8

Present Value as of Jan. 1, 1995 44.4 40.9 38.6 36.5 33.7 437.2

Present Value of Forecasted FCF 897.6

Excess Marketable Securities 0.9

-Debt Value -364.1

Final Equity Value 534.4

Table 29 - Value calculation 1 using a constant WACC

81 That means that the market interest rate on debt equals the borrowing rate.
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The value of the perpetuity period is calculated using the Gordon formula. The market value capital

structure is non-constant in the explicit forecast period (evident from Figure 9) and hence using a

constant WACC will yield a small approximation error of type 1.

5.6.2 FCF valuation with updated WAGG

As argued in Chapter 3, this is in fact the correct discounting method to use when discounting free

cash flows since it explicitly incorporates possible variations in the capital structure. The procedure

was described in detail in section 2.1.5. The market interest rate on debt, i, is predicted to be 11%.

The outstanding debt is assumed to be on market terms:

Value Calculation:

FCF with updated WACC

1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000

Forecasted Free Cash Flow 36.2 51.2 69.1 73.0 80.0 85.3

Present Value of Forecasted FCF

at beginning of each year 892.1 953.4 1006.6 1047.8 1089.8 1129.3

WACC 10.929% 10.949% 10.964% 10.967% 10.969% 10.974%

PerpetUity

2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006

Forecasted Free Cash Flow 91.8 93.8 98.3 103.1 105.7 108.8

Present Value of Forecasted FCF

at beginning of each year 1168.0 1204.4 1243.0 1281.3 1319.2 1358.7

WACC 10.980% 10.989% 10.998% 11.003% 11.009% 11.009%

Present Value of Forecasted FCF 892.1

Excess Marketable Securities 0.9

-Debt Value -364.1

Final EqUity Value 528.9

Table 30 - Value calculation 2 using updated WACC

The equity value arrived at by using the updated WACC approach does not differ very much from the

value given by the constant WACC approach (529 million instead of 534 million). Thus the

approximation error introduced by wrongly assuming a constant capital structure is only 1%. The size

of the error will depend on how much the capital structure (debt vs. value of future operations)

changes over the forecast period. Eldon is an exceptionally stable company, but for many other

companies the magnitude of the approximation error would be much larger.
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5.6.3 Dividend valuation

Now we can calculate the equity value by discounting the estimated future dividends at the cost of

equity capital. As was argued in Chapter 3, this should yield exactly the same value as the updated

WACC approach - a proposition that can now be checked:

Value Calculation:

Dividend Valuation

1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000

Forecasted Dividends 29.8 40.2 53.9 57.0 61.3 64.5

Present Value as of Jan. 1, 1995 26.3 31.4 37.2 34.7 33.1 30.7

Perpetuity

2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006

Forecasted Dividends 68.6 70.1 74.5 77.8 81.3 83.7

Present Value as of Jan. 1, 1995 28.9 26.1 24.5 22.6 20.9 211.6

Excess Marketable Securities 0.9

Final Equity Value 528.9

Table 31 - Value calculation 3 using dividends

As can be seen the dividend approach yields the same value as the FCF approach using updated

WACC.

5.7 Concluding remarks on Eldon

The base-case scenario, with no real growth after year 2000, yields an equity value of SEK 529

million (using method 2 or 3). This is, as predicted, lower than the observed market value of SEK 722

million. There are clearly growth opportunities, which we have not included here. Neither have we

made any thorough analysis of future profit margins, which of course are crucial to any value

calculation. The purpose of this chapter has instead been to show how some practical problems can be

overcome, also how some of the results derived in earlier chapters can be incorporated into a "real

world" company valuation. We hope also to have conveyed a sense ofhow flexible these kinds of

valuation approaches are. Some items have been modelled/forecasted very carefully whereas others

have been treated more sketchily. This shows that one can basically be as explicit and thorough as one

deems reasonable when setting up a valuation model of this kind.
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Appendix 5 - Restricted reserves

Swedish companies generally have restricted reserves as part of their equity, as well as non-restricted reserves. We have not

modelled this explicitly in the Eldon case. However, one has to remember that only non-restricted reserves can be used for

paying dividends. Thus, it may be a good idea to check that the dividend forecasts are not violating this requirement, i.e. that

dividends only are paid out of non-restricted equity. We suggest the following model:

1. Retrieve the item other equity from the balance sheet (i.e. book equity other than common stock).

2. Calculate the restricted reserves.

3. Calculate the non-restricted equity as the difference between other equity and restricted reserves.

4. Check that non-restricted equity is not negative. Since non-restricted equity is after dividends, a negative value would

indicate unrealistically large dividends.

We will go through the procedure, and use the year 2005 to visualise:

Other equity

Other equity is 647.9 in 2005.

2. Restricted reserves

We propose the following model for calculating the restricted reserves:

(A5:1) Restricted reserves =0.20 x common stock + 1- tax rate x deferred taxes
tax rate

Firms are required by law to keep restricted reserves at least as high as 20% of the common stock82 (unless losses make this

impossible), hence the first term in the right-hand-side of expression (A5:1).

The second term has to do with untaxed reserves Although deferred-taxes accounting is used in the group accounting, the

deferred taxes are derived from the untaxed reserves of the different companies that belong to the group. This is a

complicated issue, and it is by no means clear how one should address it when valuing the consolidated group. Our

suggestion here builds on the following facts:

82 Swedish: "reservfond"
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Untaxed reserves can be divided into deferred taxes and equity.

Parent company and subsidiaries have untaxed reserves (which cannot be used for dividends).

The group is basically a sort of"sum" ofthe parent company and its subsidiaries.

The group accounting is done using deferred taxes accounting.

When adding the untaxed reserves ofthe different group companies, part of it will be counted as deferred taxes, part of

it will be counted as equity.

The equity part will in reality be part ofthe untaxed reserves ofthe different companies belonging to the group, hence it

should by definition be labelled restricted equity since it cannot be used for paying dividends.

This "split-up" of the untaxed reserves is done according to the following formula:83

To deferred taxes: tax rate x untaxed reserves

To restricted reserves: (1 - tax rate) x untaxed reserves

Since the deferred taxes are known (modelled via the parameter c as described in section 5.3.4), it is possible to calculate

also the "restricted reserves part" of the untaxed reserves, i e. the second term in (A5:1). In the year 2005:

Common stock 51.9
Deferred taxes 102.2

Restricted reserves = 0.20 x 51.9 + 1- 0.30 x 102.2 ~ 2488
0.30

This is obviously a rather heuristic way of estimating the restricted reserves.

3 Calculation ofnon-restricted equity

In year 2005:

Other equity
-Restricted reserves

Non-restricted equity

647.9
-248.8
399.1

83 It can be noted (see Table 14) that the Eldon group changed from untaxed reserves to deferred taxes accounting in 1990-91, and the
split-up of untaxed reserves seems to have been made according to this division formula. This was also the recommended accounting
standard (see FAR (1991) pp. 286).
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4. Non-restricted equity greater than zero

The non-restricted equity is positive in year 2005. Remember that non-restricted equity (as well as the other equity items) is

calculated after dividends. Since the remaining non-restricted equity is positive, the forecasted dividends in 2005 have been

fully paid out ofnon-restricted reserves. Had the non-restricted equity item been negative, the forecasted dividends would

have been unrealistically high.
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6. Concluding Remarks

We have in Chapter 5 shown how a McKinsey-style valuation of Eldon works in practice. We have,

however, also made use of some of the improvements derived in earlier chapters of this report. The

purpose has not been to show a "recommended" model, rather we have shown the consequences

implied when using different versions of the valuation model.

Some more normative remarks may be warranted. Eldon turned out to be quite a stable company in

all respects, and approximation errors are of fairly limited magnitude. In more unstable circumstances

the problems with approximation errors would be much larger. Small or large - the point is that it is

unnecessary to introduce approximation errors when there is absolutely nothing to be gained from the

approximation in the first place:

In Eldon (and indeed in almost any real-world company), using the original Copeland et al model84

would introduce approximation errors into the valuation. Both type 1 errors85 and type 2 errors86

would be present. Type 1 errors can be avoided by updating the weighted average cost of capital, thus

taking into consideration the impact of the changing weights in the WACC formula, implied by the

actual forecast. This is a rather cumbersome procedure. There exists a computationally simpler

alternative that yields exactly the same result: to discount the forecasted dividends at the equity cost

of capital. This in no way alters the approach (free cas~ flow valuation), it should merely be thought

of as a calculational tool.

Type 2 errors may be present, even if the actual value calculation is done by discounting the

dividends. The importance of such errors is a qualitative question. A useful diagnostic tool is a graph

of the development of the capital structure over time (Figure 9 in Chapter 5). In the Eldon case, the

capital structure remained fairly constant over time, and the conclusion was that any type 2 errors are

small in magnitude.

Continuing value calculations are popular among practitioners because of their computational

simplicity. What is typically done with revenue-driven models, such as the McKinsey model, is to

assume a constant revenue growth after, say, ten years. Continuing value calculations do, however,

require assumptions much stronger than "continuous revenue growth" in order to yield correct results

- assumptions rarely fulfilled in practice, one would suspect. The McKinsey model requires a

84 Discounting the free cash flows at a constant WACC.
85 The calculational errors stemming from the use of a constant weighted average cost of capital although the
weights are not constant over time.
86 The errors stemming from ignoring that the risk of the company probably changes when the capital structure
changes which should have effects on the cost of equity capital.
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"Textbook steady state," which means that the company earns constant margins, grows at a constant

rate, invest a constant proportion of its gross cash flow each year, and that it earns a constant return

on existing capital as well as on all new investments. The detailed analysis in Chapter 2 showed that

this boils down to a one or two (depending on specification) initial value conditions: For

Specification A it is concluded that a "true" or textbook steady state (TSS) is implied by the general

assumption that the model's parameters are constants (PSS) and the initial parameter condition (22)

that ensures a constant capital structure. For Specification B, the only possibility to establish a steady

state is where the parameters fulfil condition (49) that reduces the more general Specification B

setting to the more specific Specification A.

Trying to fulfil these conditions will almost inevitably lead the analyst to assign values to the

parameters that are dictated by his spreadsheet model rather than by his expert analysis and

knowledge of the company and the industry. Thus, even if the calculations are formally correct, there

might be errors of a more qualitative nature stenlming from the analyst's wish to make the input

numbers fit the modelling requirements. This is evident in the Eldon valuation - many degrees of

freedom are lost because ofthe TSS requirenlent. Is TSS really necessary then?

TSS is necessary only ifone requires that there be no approximation errors whatsoever. But it is

generally sufficient that the approximation errors are small in magnitude and that there are no

counter-intuitive effects in the valuation. To achieve this, much less stringent assumptions are

needed, making the valuation more realistic.

A valuation schedule might, with this in mind, look something like this:

1. Set up the historical financial statements.

2. Calculate the historical financial ratios.

3. Forecast the fmancial ratios (the parameters) year by year for, say, the next ten years (Le. the

explicit forecast period).

4. Calculate the explicit forecast period's income statements, statements of equity, balance sheets

and FCF statements, implied by the forecasted parameter values. Check that everything looks

reasonable, otherwise correct the parameter values.

5. Set the parameter values in the perpetuity period. These must be set such that no counter

intuitive effects occur. Such paranleter restrictions were derived in Chapter 2. For example, the

condition (d-r) ~ g guarantees that the net PPE will be non-decreasing over time. The

restrictions derived in Chapter 2 are appropriate for this model. With other models, other

restrictions may apply, but the methodology used in Chapter 2 can be applied to any model.

Nate that these conditions are in the form of inequalities and hence are much less restrictive

than many of the TSS conditions, which completely specify the values of some parameters.
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6. Calculate year zero and year one in the perpetuity period (income statement, balance sheet,

equity statement and FCF statement).

7. Calculate the horizon value, using the dividends from year one as valuation measure:

Equivalently, the horizon value can be calculated using a long (100-150 years) explicitly

modelled forecast, which is really only a copy-routine in the spreadsheet program since the

parameter values are constant. The latter approach makes the valuation more flexible (see step 9

below).

8. Discount the horizon value and the forecasted dividends from the years modelled explicitly. The

best way to do this is to start with the last value and "discount backwards" one period at a time.

This way ofmodelling makes it possible to change the discount rate, should the riskiness of the

company change (see step 9 below).

9. Check for type 2 approximation errors by constructing a graph ofthe capital structure over

time.87 If the graph shows substantial deviations from today's capital structure, the analyst may

consider changing the equity cost ofcapital over time to make the discount rate better reflect the

changing risk of the company, and then go back to the previous step in ~e schedule. If one does

not want to go that far and make actual adjustments, a look at the capital structure over time

will still give the analyst an indication as to whether the valuation is biased upwards or

downwards. An increasing debt ratio may indicate an increasing risk which would tell the

analyst that the estimated equity value is probably a bit too high.

Using this approach there will be no type 1 approximation errors, possible type 2 approximation

errors are explicitly searched for, and there will be a large amount of freedom in specifying parameter

values and still no counter-intuitive implicit effects.

This report has in part been very detailed. We will end it on a more general note. The value of an

asset is in its most general sense equal to the present value of all future cash flows pertaining to the

asset. Both the free cashflow approach and the dividend approach utilise this basic valuation

concept. In the free cash flow approach the "asset" is the company's operations. In the dividend

approach the asset is the shares. Intuitively, two valuation approaches stemming from the same basic

concept should result in the same value. We have established a procedure that ensures that the

87 The graph ofthe perpetuity period will be much easier to construct if this period is modelled explicitly, as
suggested in step 7.
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equivalence ofapproaches holds under quite general conditions, even if the capital structure is non

constant. This has also been shown to hold in a real-world case.

What we originally set out to do was to value the equity of a company, i.e. to derive a price for its

shares. Subscribing to the wide-held view that the value ofa share equals the present value of

expected dividends, it is reassuring that the FCF valuation approach can be applied in such a way that

the value derived equals the value from the dividend approach.
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1. Introduction

One of the most popular company valuation techniques is discounted free cash flow valuation. The

free cash flows of the unlevered fmn (i.e., independent of fmancing) are calculated and discounted at

the weighted average cost of capital. The McKinsey book Valuation: Measuring and Managing the

Value ofCompanies (Copeland et al. (1994)) has substantially added to the popularity of such models

- indeed, the valuation technique itself is often referred to as "the McKinsey model". The latter fact

tends to anger some academics, who recognise that free cash flow valuation is not an invention of

McKinsey and Company. While this is certainly true, the point highlights the fact that much of the

importance in business related academia lies in the applications and in the possibility of implementing

results. In this respect the McKinsey book is an important addition to the literature.

There are, however, some issues left uncommented on in Copeland et al. For example, a number of

financial ratios are chosen as parameters in their forecasting model, but the rationale for these choices

is not always obvious. Another issue on which the book is silent is the interdependence between the

costs of capital and the development of the company. We discuss these problems in Essay 2. The

particular aspects pursued further here have to do with the latter issue - the relations between the

cost(s) of capital and the forecasted development ofthe company.

The common use of a constant weighted average cost of capital (WACC) as discount rate assumes a

constant capital structure (in market value terms). If the projected capital structure varies, then the use

of a constant WACC is inappropriate. This "conventional wisdom" seems to have different

implications for different people. The prudent university lecturer is quick to point out that with a

varying capital structure one should choose a valuation technique that can accommodate such

variation. The adjusted present value (APV) method suggests itself as the prime candidate for this

role. l Another approach is to ignore that the assumption of constant capital structure is being violated,

and still use a constant WACC. Copeland et al. (1994) follow the latter path. It makes the exposition

clear, but comes at a price, namely approximation errors that mayor may not be serious.

Essay 2 shows that it is perfectly possible to use the popular and intuitively appealing WACe

approach, but continuously adjust the weighted average cost of capital for anticipated changes in

capital structure, thereby alleviating the approximation error problenls, in particular those stemming

1 See, e.g., Brealey & Myers (1991), p. 458.
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from changing weights in the WACC formula.2 This essay extends the analysis by showing how the

equity cost ofcapital and the weighted average cost of capital can be simultaneously adjusted to

reflect a varying capital structure. The cost of debt is still assumed to be constant (as discussed

further in the next section).

1.1 The modelling framework

The company's forecasted future financial statements can be expressed as:

IAssets II Debt and Equity I
(Net) Working Capital, NWCt Debt, D t

Net Property, Plant & Equipment, Nt Deferred Taxes, Tt

= Gross Property, Plant & Equipnlent, Gt Book Equity, BVt

- Accumulated Depr., At

Forecasted balance sheetfor period t

+Revenues, Rt

-Operating Expenses, 0pXt

-Depreciation Expense, DepXt

-Interest Expense, IXt = i . Dt

-Taxes, ITt

=Net profit, NPt

Forecasted income statementfor period t

Free cash flow equals the gross cash flow minus the gross investments. Using the notation from the

financial statements above:

FC~ = (1- l' )(Rt - 0pXt - DepXt ) +~ - ~-1)+ DepXt

- (NWCt - NWCt_1) - (Nt - N t- 1 + DepXt )

2 Specifically, the equity cost of capital and the cost of debt are assumed to be constant.
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Invested capital, lCt, is defmed as net working capital plus net property, plant and equipment:

lCt =NWCt + Nt

An alternative way of calculating free cash flow is to start from net profit:

FCE', = NI', + (1- T )rrt + (~ - ~-l) - (ICt - ICt_l )

Further, the clean surplus relation is supposed to hold (Le., the change in book equity equals net profit

minus dividends):3

BY, - BV,-l = NI', - D~

The company's debt is assumed to be on market terms, Le., the book value of debt is equal to the

market value; equivalently, the coupon rate on debt, is assumed to equal the (market) cost of debt for

all future periods. Moreover, the coupon rate (and thus the cost of debt) is assumed to be constant

over time, and both (equal) rates are denoted by i. These simplifying assumptions are made to avoid

cumbersome modelling of the detailed debt structure at each future period. The reader will note that

we explicitly abstract from all non-quantifiable costs of debt, since the extreme cases where they may

be important are not the primary concern of this essay. For example, expected costs of financial

distress and agency costs are not addressed here. Also, we disregard the issue ofpersonal taxes and

consider only taxes on the corporate level. Our framework is thus similar to Modigliani & Miller

(1963), and consequently, an increase in leverage leads to a lower cost of capital, because of tax

consequences. This is obviously a valid approximation only within a limited range of debt ratios. At

extreme debt ratios, fmancial distress and agency costs cannot be disregarded. The reader is referred

to the vast corporate finance literature on the subject.

There are no excess marketable securities in the forecast period. Deferred taxes are treated as a quasi

equity account.4 Conceptually, deferred taxes are really neither assets nor liabilities - they are linked

to the firm's operations and one may even think about them as a negative item on the asset side. For

valuation purposes they are "important only to the extent that we need them to calculate income tax

3 Dividends, DIVt, are defmed net of capital contributions/withdrawals.
4 See Copeland et al. (1994), p. 162.
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payments."S That means that the net flow to/from the deferred taxes account each period is included

in the FCF calculation as an adjustment to the income statement item Taxes.

2. A General Discounting Procedure

2.1 The basic discounting procedure

In many ways, this essay can be viewed as an extension ofEssay 2. The particular result of interest

here is Proposition 3.1:

Valuation by discounting the free cashflows at a continuously updated weighted average cost of

capital will yield the same value as valuation by discounting the future dividends at the cost ofequity

capital.

The key point is that Proposition 3.1 makes no statement about the cost of equity capital (hereinafter

denoted kE,t) being constant- indeed, the proposition will hold regardless of how kE,t is defined.6

We use the t-subscript to highlight the fact that the cost of equity capital may vary over time.

The basic idea behind the valuation procedure is the following: Starting at a future point in time

where the equity value is either zero (a company with finite life) or can be expressed as a terminal

value, one then goes backwards, one period at a time, and calculates the equity value at the beginning

of each period. One should use an 'updated' discount rate that reflects the anticipated capital

structure at each point. This is repeated until the valuation date is reached. Traditionally, the period

length in this type of company valuation models is one year. We will adhere to this convention and

refer to periods as years. Note, however, that it is perfectly possible to use any period length in the

modelling framework developed in this essay.

S Holthausen & Zmijewski (1996), Chapter 5B, p. 6.
6 See Appendix 2 for a proof.
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The discounting procedure is based on the following difference equation (1):

(1) EV - FC~+1 + E~+1 + Dt+l D
t - 1+ k

WACC
t+l t

where EVt is the market equity value at the end ofyear t,
FCFt is the free cash flow in year t,
Dt is the debt at the end ofyear t,
kWACC,t is the weighted average cost of capital during year t, defined as

kWACC,t

where i is the market rate on debt,
kE,t is the cost of equity capital during year t
(computed at beginning ofyear t)
7: is the (company) tax rate.

Formula (1) thus expresses the equity value at the end ofyear t-l as the present value of the next

year's free cash flow and the (ex-dividend) total company value at the end ofyear t minus the value

of the debt at t-l.

In practice, one can start the valuation procedure either at the horizon H, and use some terminal value

technique to calculate the equity value at that point in time, EVJI, or, if the company has finite life, at

the end of its lifetime. One then goes back one year in time, and uses (1) to calculate the equity value

at H-l, and then H-2, and so on, until the valuation date is reached.

2.2 Upda'ting the cost of equity

Arguably, the best known way of updating the cost of equity with respect to changes in the capital

structure starts from the approach formulated in Modigliani & Miller (1963)7 and is discussed in

popular corporate finance textbooks. The approach is quite straight-forward to implement.s It has an

important drawback, however, in that it is limited to the following special case:

1) the debt is a fixed dollar amount, i.e., constant for all future years

2) the company is expected to generate the same amount of cash flow in perpetuity

7 Modigliani & Miller (1963) will henceforth be referred to as MM.
8 See, e.g., Copeland & Weston (1988), p. 451.
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These underlying assumptions make the MM approach less useful in many real world applications,9

and a more general approach is often needed. Holthausen & Zmijewski (1996) develop a more

general analysis for the relations between different cost of capital items. The MM approach arises as

a special case in this framework.

In a case where the company at the beginning ofyear t is financed with debt and equity only, the

general relation between the cost of equity, kE,t, the cost of equity for the unlevered firm, ku, and the

cost of debt, i, is (Holthausen & Zmijewski, Chapter 2, pp. 12-14):10

(2)
(n -PVTS .)k =k + (k - i) . I-I 1-1,1

E,I U U E~_1

where Dt-l
PVTSt-l,i =

EVt-l

market value of debt at the beginning ofyear t

present value at the beginning of year t ofthe part of the interest tax shields that is
discounted at i during year t

market value of equity at the beginning ofyear t

The unlevered cost of equity, ku, depends on the company's operations only and is assumed to be

constant over time; kE,t is the cost of equity adjusted for current financing. Note that interest tax

shields are either discounted by i or ku. The present value of all tax shields, PVTSt,all, can thus be

expressed as PVTSt,i + PVTSt,ku ' where the second index refers to the discount rate (i or ku).

Formula (2) is quite general with respect to assumptions about the valuation of interest tax shields: it

holds for any case where the tax shields are discounted at ku or i, and for any case where some part of

the tax shields is discounted at one of the rates and the rest is discounted at the other. This also means

that one must make an explicit assumption about how interest tax shields should be valued. This

assumption may depend on the specifics ofthe company under consideration and is closely tied to

how the company determines its capital structure, since the riskiness of the tax shields (and thus their

value) depends on how the company carries out its financing.

If the company has decided its financing plan once and for all, independent of the value ofthe

company, then it is reasonable to regard the interest tax shields as being just as risky as the debt, since

the size of the tax shields is completely determined by the pre-specified debt schedule. The proper

discount rate for the interest tax shields in this case is the cost of debt, i. Given such passive debt

management it is straight-forward to use the general formula (2) directly if one has a forecast of the

9 Basically, since the original MM setting implies a non-changing fmancial structure, there is no need to update
any costs of capital, once the fmancial structure has been set.
10 See Appendix 4 for a derivation.
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debt development from year to year. Note, however, that we explicitly have to forecast the value of

tax shields at the end of each future year.

This passive debt management view also corresponds to the MM article. However, MM further

assume that debt is a fixed dollar amount (determined once and for all). Their assumptions result in

the following well-known cost of equity formula for the MM case:

(3)

It is sometimes argued that an assunlption about passive debt management is unrealistic in many

cases, since borrowing decisions may very well be made to approach a target capital structure.11

Pursuing this line of reasoning, a different picture of the valuation of interest tax shields emerges.

With pelfect active debt management, Le., if the size of the company's debt is continuously adjusted

in order to maintain a constant market debt-to-value ratio, the size of the interest tax shields will be

directly related to the development of the company's operations. Consequently, the proper discount

rate for the interest tax shields in this case would be the unlevered cost of equity, ku. This seems to

be the underlying assumption in the so-called compressedAPVtechnique (Kaplan & Ruback (1995»

and results in the following formula for the calculation ofthe cost ofequity: 12

(4)

In practice, it will be quite problematic to continuously adjust the borrowing to maintain a constant

capital structure. A common way ofhandling this problem, introduced by Miles & Ezzell (1980), is

that the debt amount is determined at the end of each year and then kept constant until the end ofnext

year. Thus, at the end of each year the conlpany's capital structure equals its target capital structure.

This means that the interest tax shield for the coming year is as risky as the outstanding debt, whereas

the interest tax shields from all subsequent years will be as risky as the unlevered equity. The tax

shield valuation at the beginning of each year will be performed using the cost of debt as discount rate

for the interest tax shield from the immediately following year, whereas the unlevered cost of equity

is used as discount rate for the interest tax shield from the years thereafter.

II See Fama & French (1997) for empirical evidence on this.
12 See Appendix 4 for the derivation.
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Inserting this valuation principle in the general equation (2) gives the Miles & Ezzell (1980) formula

for the cost of equity (Holthausen & Zmijewski (1996), Chapter 2, pp. 15-16):13

(5) k k (k .) Dt- 1 (1 r.i)E,t = u+ u- I ·_- ---.
E~_l 1+1

This formula is even more general than it may appear at first sight. Assume that the yearly debt

adjustment is contingent on the company's market value, but only approximately (the target debt ratio

is not reached exactly). The debt is held constant for one year until the next debt adjustment at the

end of the following year. The debt being contingent on the company's market value nlakes it

appropriate to assume that subsequent (Le., beyond the next year) interest tax shields be discounted at

ku The tax shield from the first year should be discounted at the cost of debt, i, since debt is assumed

to be kept constant for one year at a tinle. Consequently, the crucial assumption for (5) to be the

appropriate formula is not that the debt adjustment is made to reach the exact target debt ratio at the

end of each year, but that interest tax shields beyond the end of the following year are assumed to

have the same risk as the firm's operations and hence should be discounted at ku.

Finally, the underlying assumptions about debt policy have an impact not only on the perceived

riskiness of tax shields but also on the actual forecasts:

No debt adjustment (Le., passive debt management) implies that:

• interest tax shields are discounted at the cost of debt:

t;fJ r·i·D 1
PVTSt,oll =PVTSt,i =L ( y':;

li'=t+l 1+ 1

in the MM case this reduces to:

PVTSt,all =PVTSt,i =r . Dt

• the debt schedule is predetermined, Le., fixed once and for all.

13 A derivation is provided in Appendix 4.
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Yearly adjusted debt (i.e., active debt management) implies that:

• interest tax shields are valued using the Miles & Ezzell (1980) procedure:

PVTS . = 'C·i·Dt
t,1 1+ i

PVTSt,all = PVTSt,i + PVTSt,ku and PVTS
PVTS = t+l,all

t,ku 1+ ku

• the debt schedule is contingent on the expected development of the company value.

Continuously adjusted debt (i.e., perfect active debt management) implies that:

• interest tax shields are discounted at the unlevered cost of equity, kv:

PVTS =PVTS =~ 'C·i·Ds_1
t,all t,ku L...J (1 k )S-t

s=l+l + U

• the debt schedule is contingent on the expected development of the company value.

In the passive debt management case the debt schedule is fixed. In the two active cases, the debt

amount in each period is variable, it is tied to the expected company value through the target capital

structure. The passive and active methods will generally not yield the same forecasted debt schedule.

2.3 Simultaneous updating of the WACC and the cost of equity

Before turning to the issue of how to combine the cost of equity updating with the basic discounting

procedure, some problems of a technical nature must be addressed.

The situation is the following: the equity value at the end of (the horizon) year H, EVH, has been

computed and forecasts ofFCFH, DH, and DH-I have been obtained. Equation (1) can in principle be

used to calculate EVH-I , the equity value at the end of year H-l.
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In order to compute EVH-l, however, one nlust know WACC during year H, but to calculate WACC

both EVH-l and the cost of equity, kE,H, must be known (and the latter is itself a function ofEVH-l).

An iterative numerical procedure must be used, one that eventually will make EVH- J, kE,H, and

kWACC,H converge to their mutually consistent values.

The simultaneity problem is solved in part by inserting the general formula (2) for the cost of equity

updating into the standard WACC definition, and the general WACC formula (6) is obtained:14

(6) _ .( _ PVTSt-1,i) .. (PVTSt-1,i -"C.DI _1)
k WACC t - k u 1 + I

, Dt- 1 + E~_I Dt_1 + E~_I

Formula (6) can be simplified in some of the cases discussed above:

i) for the MM case:

(7) k -k .(1- "C. Dt_1 )
WACC,t - U D +EV

t-I t-I

ii) for the active debt management case (with yearly debt adjustnlents, including the Miles &

Ezzell (1980) approach):

(8) k -k -"C.i. Dt- 1 .(1+kuJ
WACC,t - U D +EV 1+i

t-l I-I

iii) for the perfect active debt management case (with continuously adjusted debt):

(9)
. Dt- 1

kWACCt =ku -"C·l·----
, Dt_1 +E~_I

Thus, the yearly iterative procedure will only have to consider the interdependence between the

equity value and the weighted average cost of capital, since the appropriate WACC formula already

includes the correct specification of the updated cost of equity. To complete the valuation the

iterative procedure must be carried out for years H, H-1, B-2, etc., until the valuation date is reached.

14 The derivation of equations (6), (8) and (9) is in Appendix 4. Equation (6) is taken from Holthausen &
Zmijewski (1996, Ch. 2, p. 20). Equation (8) is from Holthausen & Zmijewski (1996, Ch. 2, p. 21).
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The general WACC formula (6) as well as the three special cases «7), (8) and (9)) also contain the

unlevered cost of equity kv, which is a measure of the riskiness of the company's operations. We

assume that this parameter is constant through time. A problem is that kv may be unobservable.

Intuitively, the value of kv may be regarded as an industry specific number - firms in a certain

industry can be assumed to have equally risky operations. If this assumption is made, then kv can be

inferred from industry data using some quantitative method. IS Once an estimate ofkv has been

obtained the yearly iterative procedure, Procedure ~ is uncomplicated:

Procedure Y

YI Assign a trial value to the WACC, kWACC,t+ 1.

Y2 Calculate the equity value at t through equation (1) (or by using a terminal value

formula if at the horizon, H).

Y3 Compute the implied resulting WACC by inserting the equity value from Y2 into the

appropriate WACC fomlula «6), (7), (8) or (9)).

Y4 Compare the implied resulting kWACC,t+ 1 with the trial value. If equal, the equity

value is correct, and one can go on to the preceding year. If the resulting WACC

differs from the trial value, go to Yl again, where the resulting WACC from Y3 can

be used as a new trial value.

One starts at the forecast horizon (year H) with Procedure ~ The procedure is then repeated every

forecasted year until the valuation date is reached. More detailed implementation issues will be

discussed in the next section.

3. Implementing the General Discounting Procedure

To visualise the implementation of the general discounting procedure we will use the stylised

(fictitious) conlpany XMPL as illustration. XMPL is the same company that was referred to as the

example company in Chapter 2 of Essay 2. Only the years in the parametric steady state (PSS) - the

period after the explicit forecast period when all parameters are assumed constant - were considered

15 See, e.g., Jennergren & Naslund (1996) pp. 68-69 for an implementation of a CAPM related approach.
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there, however. Here, we make a full-scale valuation including nine explicitly forecasted years. This

will further highlight the problems introduced by a non-constant capital structure.

The XMPL company follows a pre-set financing plan in the explicit forecast period, i.e., in the first

nine years. This will exemplify the passive debt management case discussed in section 2.2. The

company will enter into a parametric steady state in year 10. The expected market debt ratio will

remain non-constant, however, until it asymptotically approaches its steady state value. The PPE

items are forecasted as in the first edition of Copeland et al. (1990) and Specification A in Essay 2.

It may well be argued that following MM and viewing the debt level as pre-determined is unrealistic,

especially over longer time periods. Indeed, Modigliani (1988) acknowledges this point: "It seems

much more reasonable to suppose that the leverage policy of the representative firm can be described

as aiming at maintaining the debt in a stable relation to the scale of the firm as seen at any given date"

(Modigliani (1988), p. 152). Even so, the influence ofMM on mainstream corporate finance makes it

interesting to see what is involved when making the passive debt management assumption operational

in a full-scale company valuation.

In the period after the explicit forecast period we assume that the debt management will be related to

the development of the company. In particular, the (assumed) debt policy is to keep debt as a constant

fraction of the balance sheet. So whereas the first nine years exemplify passive debt management, the

period after that will visualise active debt management.

Interest tax shields in the explicit forecast period will be discounted at the cost of debt, i. As argued in

section 2.2, this is appropriate when the debt levels are pre-set and unrelated to the company's

development. In this case the debt is not a fixed dollar amount, however, so we cannot use the MM

formulas. Instead the cost of equity can be updated using formula (2) and the WACC can be updated

using formula (6). In the steady state period, the debt level is explicitly tied to the company's

operations in that it is forecasted as a percentage of the balance sheet, and the cost of equity will be

updated using formula (5) and the weighted average cost of capital using formula (8). The unlevered

cost of equity, ku, is assumed to be 12%. Year 0 will denote the last historical year, years 1 to 9 are

the explicitly forecasted years, and the parametric steady state period starts in year 10. Parametric

steady state (PSS) means that the parameters in the forecasting model are expected to be constant. In

our framework, PSS also means that the forecasted accounting items for any year can be derived

directly through the fomlulas in Essay 2, Chapter 2. For a description ofhow the corresponding

accounting data can be computed for any year in the PSS period, see Appendix 1.
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XMPL, Forecasted Balance Sheets, Years 1-10

Year 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
ASSET SIDE:

+Net Working Capital 15.51 15.36 15.72 16.39 17.77 19.41 20.57 21.60 22.68 23.81 25.00

+Gross PPE 111.30 124.60 134.92 142.14 149.24 156.71 164.54 172.77 181.41 190.48 200.00

-Ace. Depr. 94.44 96.66 99.16 101.85 104.70 107.68 110.82 114.11 117.56 121.19 125.00

+Net PPE 16.86 27.94 35.76 40.28 44.55 49.02 53.72 58.66 63.84 69.29 75.00

Total Assets 32.37 43.30 51.48 56.67 62.31 68.43 74.29 80.26 86.52 93.10 100.00

DEBT & EQUITY SIDE:

+Debt 12.95 22.50 24.50 27.00 27.00 27.37 29.72 32.10 34.61 37.24 40.00

+Deferred Taxes 0.55 0.92 1.33 1.75 2.20 2.67 3.17 3.68 4.23 4.80 5.40

+Book Equity 18.87 19.88 25.65 27.92 33.11 38.39 41.41 44.47 47.68 51.06 54.60

Total Debt & Equity 32.37 43.30 51.48 56.67 62.31 68.43 74.29 80.26 86.52 93.10 100.00

Note: Year 0 =Last historical year

Year 10 =First year forecasted to be in Parametric Steady State

Table 1 -XMPLforecasted balance sheets, years 0 -10.

XMPL, Forecasted Income Statements, Years 1-10

Year 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
+Revenues 310.11 307.26 314.30 327.80 355.34 388.22 411.35 431.92 453.51 476.19 500.00

-Operating expo -279.10 -286.44 -282.87 -301.23 -322.66 -352.23 -368.32 -390.22 -410.00 -428.57 -450.00

-Depr. expo -7.00 -6.68 -7.48 -8.10 -8.53 -8.95 -9.40 -9.87 -10.37 -10.88 -11.43

+Operating income 24.01 14.14 23.95 18.47 24.15 27.04 33.63 31.83 33.15 36.73 38.57

-Interest expo -1.00 -1.29 -2.25 -2.45 -2.70 -2.70 -2.74 -2.97 -3.21 -3.46 -3.72

+Earnings bef. taxes 23.01 12.85 21.70 16.02 21.45 24.34 30.89 28.85 29.94 33.27 34.85

-Taxes -6.90 -3.85 -6.51 -4.81 -6.44 -7.30 -9.27 -8.66 -8.98 -9.98 -10.45

Net profit 16.11 8.99 15.19 11.22 15.02 17.03 21.62 20.20 20.96 23.29 24.39

Note: Year 0 = Last historical year

Year 10 = First year forecasted to be in Parametric Steady State

Table 2 -XMPLforecasted Income statements, years 0 _10. 16

From the forecasted balance sheets and income statements (Tables 1 and 2) one can then obtain

XMPL's forecasted free cash flow (Table 3). The forecasted statements of equity are presented in

Table 4.

XMPL, Forecasted Free Cash Flow Calculation, Years 1-10

Year 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
+Net profit 8.99 15.19 11.22 15.02 17.03 21.62 20.20 20.96 23.29 24.39

+Interest expo aft. taxes 0.91 1.58 1.72 1.89 1.89 1.92 2.08 2.25 2.42 2.61

+Inc. deferred taxes 0.37 0.40 0.43 0.45 0.47 0.49 0.52 0.54 0.57 0.60

-Increase in invested capital -10.93 -8.18 -5.19 -5.64 -6.12 -5.86 -5.96 -6.26 -6.58 -6.90

Free cash flow -0.66 8.99 8.17 11.71 13.27 18.18 16.83 17.49 19.71 20.70

Note: Year 10 =First year forecasted to be in Parametric Steady State

Table 3 - XMPL forecastedfree cash flow calculations, year 1-10

16 Note that the printed tables do not necessarily sum correctly at the last decimal because of rounding.
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XMPL, Forecasted Statements of Equity, Years 1-10

Year 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Beginning Book Equity 18,87 19,88 25,65 27,92 33,11 38,39 41,41 44,47 47,68 51,06
+Net profit 8,99 15,19 11,22 15,02 17,03 21,62 20,20 20,96 23,29 24,39
-Dividends -7,99 -9,42 -8,95 -9,82 -11,76 -18,60 -17,14 -17,74 -19,92 -20,85
=Ending Book Equity 19,88 25,65 27,92 33,11 38,39 41,41 44,47 47,68 51,06 54,60

Note: Year 10 = First year forecasted to be in Parametric Steady State

Table 4 - XMPL forecasted statements ofequity, year 1-10

In the parametric steady state period FCF will grow at a constant annual rate of 5%. The initial

condition for the capital structure in market terms to remain constant in the PSS period is not fulfilled

in the XMPL case.17 Hence, one cannot use a simple continuing value formula at the end of the

explicit forecast period to get a correct horizon value. The market debt ratio will, however, approach a

steady state value as t gets large,18 and this means that one can use a continuing value at some point in

the distant future where the market debt ratio is close enough to the steady state value, as a very good

approximation of the company value at that moment. If this continuing value calculation is done

sufficiently long into the future, the approximation error will have no impact on the company value at

valuation date. To find a reasonable cut-off-year where we can compute the company value with a

continuing value, we simply calculate the implied market debt ratio at a number of points of time in

the distant future (Table 5). 19

H 25 100 150 200 500 1000 10000
Implied market debt ratio 16.337% 18.870% 18.931% 18.936% 18.936% 18.936% 18.936%

Table 5 - XMPL market debt ratios implied by continuing value formula at different horizon years (H)

Thus, after about 200 years we arrive at the steady state market debt ratio level. We choose year 210

as this 'final horizon', and start the discounting procedure here by computing the company value via

the FCF continuing value formula.

17 Basically, this condition states that the depreciation and retirements parameters in the parametric steady state
period must be decided such that accumulated depreciation grows at the revenue growth rate, g, or - in other
words - the depreciation related flows must be such that the stock grows by g.
18 See Essay 2, Section 2.1.5.

19 Implied market debt ratio = DI( FCF;+1 J
t (kWACC,t+l - g)
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In the explicit forecast period with passive debt management we use the general case formula (6) to

calculate WACC. Accordingly, we have to forecast the present value of interest tax shields

discounted at i at the beginning of each year in the explicit forecast period, i.e., PVTSt,i for t = 9 to o.
The interest tax shield in any year t is simply 1:. i· Dt- 1, but since all tax shields here are discounted at

i, we must also take the present value of all tax shields at the end ofyear 10 into consideration. The

calculation ofPVTS9,i will thus represent a link between the two periods with different debt

management policies, and thus, different tax shields valuation principles:

(10)
1: • i .D g + PVTSlO all

PVTSg . = I

II 1+ i

However, we must first calculate PVTSIO,all, the value (at the end ofyear 10) of all tax shields fronl

the years after the explicit forecast period, which is obtained using the Miles & Ezzell (1980)

backward going procedure:20

(11)

PVTS . = T· i· DI
1,1 1+ i

PVTS
PVTS = I+l,all (t = 209 to 10).

t,ku 1+ k
u

PVTSI,all = PVTSt,i + PVTSt,ku

Then, we can use equation (10) to calculate PVTSg,i. Finally, a similar calculation is repeated for t =

8, for t = 7 and so on, until the valuation date (t = 0) is reached:

(12)
1: . i . Dt + PVTSt+l i ( )

PVTSI,i = 1+ i ., =PVTSI,all (t= 8 to 0).

This altogether produces a forecasted sequence ofPVTSt,i for the relevant years (0 to 9). We can

then go to the actual valuation by using procedure Yand start at the horizon:

20 We start at the horizon by using the Miles & Ezzell continuing value formula provided by Holthausen &

Zrnijevski (1996), Chapter 2, p. 17: PVTS210,all ='(. i· D210 [(1(+ k~))] where gD is the debt growth rate (which
ku -gD 1+1

has asymptotically approached 5% in year 210).
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Yl We guess that the WACC at the horizon is 11.5%.

Y2 The 'first guess' equity value at the horizon is computed using the continuing value

formula:

D210 where g is 5%.

The result is 4778091.10.

Y3 The appropriate WACC formula in this setting for the years in the PSS period is

formula (8):

k = k - 'l' . i . Dt- 1 • (
1+ ku )

WACC,t U D
t
-

1
+ EV,-l 1+ i .

Inserting the 'first guess' equity value from step Y2 and the D210 value implies a WACC of

11.470%.

End ofyear 210

FeF211

EV210

Trial kWACC,211~oo

Resulting kWACC,211~co

kWACC,211~oo difference

375767.78

4778091.10

11.50000%

11.470070/0

0.02993%

Y4 This is clearly not identical to the trial value of 11.5%, and the procedure must be

restarted from Yl using 11.470% as a new guess of WACC. After a number of loops

we arrive at the following:21

End ofyear 210

FeF2 I1

EV210

Trial kWACC,211~oo

Resulting kWACC,21l~oo

kWACC,211~oo difference

375767.78

4802811.12

11.47232%

11.47232%

0.00000%

21 In practice, this is 'done through the goal-seek function ofExcel, where the 'WACC difference' (Trial WACC
minus Resulting WACC) should be set to 0 (zero) by changing the Trial WACC cell in the spreadsheet model.
See appendix 3 for exact programming.
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Procedure Y is then repeated for all preceding years, using equation (1) instead ofthe

continuing value formula in step Y2, and using equation (6) instead of (8) in step Y3 for the

years in the explicit forecast period. When we reach the valuation date we get:

End ofyear 0
FCFt

EVo

Trial kWACC,l

Resulting k WACC ,1

kWACC,l difference

-0.66

164.78

11.63796%

11.63796%

0.00000%

This whole procedure (i.e., procedure Y for all years) took 24 seconds on a PC with 90 MHz Pentium

processor. The macro program (for use in Excel) for the whole procedure is in Appendix 3. The

market debt ratio of the company is shown in Figure 1.

XMA.., Market debt ratio

20%

18%

16%

12%

10%

8%

1 __ Market debt ratio I

Figure 1 -XMPL market debt ratio, with updated WACC and simultaneously updated cost ofequity capital. 22

Our valuation of XMPL with both non-constant WACC and non-constant cost of equity capital results

in an equity value of 164.8. As a comparison, a more naive approach using a constant WACC of

11.63% (calculated at the valuation date through equation (6)) gives an equity value of 162.4.

Copeland, Koller & Murrin recommends that one should use some target capital structure as basis for

the (constant) WACC calculation. As can be seen from Figure 1, the market debt ratio will eventually

22 The kink at the end of the explicit forecast period reflects the adjustment that takes place when the parameters
are set to their steady state values.
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approach a steady state level slightly above 17%. If this is used as a 'target' when calculating a

constant WACC (=11.47%), the resulting equity value would be 167.3. If instead the projected

capital structure at the end of the explicit forecast period is used to calculate a constant WACC

(=11.52%), the equity value will be 165.8. The constant WACC approaches tend to be somewhat'ad

hoc' , and as a consequence drive the valuation procedure towards guessing and approximations. The

methodology developed in this essay, as a contrast, results in a equity value that is exactly correct

given the assumptions made. However, as our example indicates, the differences in estimated equity

value do not seem to be overly severe.

4. Concluding Remarks

The aim of this essay is to point out procedures and relations that are useful in applications of

company valuation methods using discounted free cash flow valuation models, first and foremost the

so-called McKinsey model.

One of the main problems with such models is the discount rate. This is often assumed to be constant,

although when one looks at the company's forecasted future capital structure, this almost always

varies over time. Hence, the use of a constant average weighted cost of capital is inappropriate. In

Essay 2, we developed procedures for continuously adjusting the weights to reflect a changing capital

structure. In this essay, the focus has been on the cost of equity capital and how one simultaneously

can adjust both the WACC weights and the cost of equity capital that also are parts of the WACC

formula. One might conceivably go on and consider adjustments of the cost of debt capital, using

some quantitative model. An interesting extension would be to include the term structure of interest

rates. Also, other opinions about the riskiness of tax shields will lead to models other than the ones

described and used here (but similar) for determining the equity cost of capital. Such additions or

alterations do not change the operational principles, however, and those are our prime interest in this

essay.

One sometimes hears comments to the effect that it is not worth the extra effort to use correct and

precise calculation techniques when valuing companies, since there is so much uncertainty anyhow in

the data that must ultimately be fed into the model. We object to such statements on two accounts:

First, it is not really much of an extra effort. The Excel model can be constructed once, and then used

for different companies. Second, uncertainty is additive. The fact that there is a lot ofuncertainty in
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the data should really spur the analyst even more to do what he or she can to reduce the over-all

uncertainty. One way of doing this is obviously to use calculation techniques that do not by

themselves introduce approximation errors. At the same time it must be noted that the consequences

of basing the discount rate calculation on an assumed target capital structure are often not that severe.

In our example the approximation error in estimated equity value was within a few percent. The

balance between computational complexity and exactness is in the end a matter ofjudgement.
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Appendix 1 - Parametric Steady State Formulas

The parameters in the Copeland et al. type of forecasting model are (Essay 2, p. 73):23

a net working capital in % of revenues (sales)
b gross PPE in % of revenues (sales)
c change in deferred taxes in % of gross PPE
d depreciation in % ofpreceding year's gross PPE
g nonlinal growth rate, revenues (sales) 24

interest rate on debt
p operating expenses in % of revenues (sales)
r retirements in % of preceding year's gross PPE

"( tax rate
w debt in % of balance sheet (book value)

The first year in the parametric steady state period for XMPL is year 10. This means that the

paranleters defined above are constant from this point in time. The following state variables are also

identified:

Rt revenues (sales) ofyear t,

At accumulated depreciation at the end ofyear t,

Tt deferred taxes at the end ofyear t.

The state-variables in the parametric steady state period (for t211) are given through the following set

of equations (Essay 2, p. 77):

Rt =(1 + g)Rt - 1 =(1 + gY-lO
RIO

(l+gY-lO
-1

At = . (d - r)bRlO + AlO
g

(1 + gy-lO -1
1; = .c(l + g)bRlO + 1;0 =

g

[

(1 + g)t+l-IO -1 ]
= g - 1 cbRlO + 1;0

where RIO, AIO and TIO are the initial values of the state-variables in the PSS period (see tables 1

and 2).

23 In the XMPL case in the parametric steady state period: a=5%; b=40%; c=O.3%; d=6%; g=5%; i=10%;
p=90%; r=4%; v=30%; w=40%.
24 This means that the revenues of all years in the PSS period can be calculated as (1+g) times the preceding
year's revenues.
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The forecasting model defines the balance sheet items as follows (for (t~1.1)):

Net working capital:

NetPPE

Debt:

Deferred taxes:

Book equity:

aRt

bRt -At

where At = [(d - r)bRt-1 + At-I]

w{aRt +bRt - At)

1; =cbRt + 1;-1

(l-wXaRt +bRt -At)-r,

The income statement is also defmed (for (t~II)):

Revenues:

Operating expenses:

Depreciation expense:

Interest expense:

Taxes:

Net profit:

16 Joakim Levin

Rt = (1 + g)t-l0 RIO

pRt

dGt_1 =dbRt_1

iW(aRt_1 + bRt _1 - At - 1)

1"((1 - P}Rt - dbRt_1 - iw{aRt _1 + bRt_1 - At-I))

(1- 1"X(1- p )Rt - dbRt_1 - iw{aRt_1 + bRt _1 - At - 1))
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Appendix 2 - Modified Proof of Proposition 3.1 in Essay 2

The free cash flow can be written as follows:

(A2:1) FCF;

+

+

Netprofit, Np,

Net interestpayments after taxes, (1- -r)iDt_1

Increase in deferred taxes, (1; - 1;-1)
Increase in invested capital (ICt - IC'_I)

where: t is the tax rate
i is the interest rate
Dt- 1 is the (net) debt at the end ofyear t-1 on which interest is

paid

The dividends are by the clean surplus relationship calculated as:

(A2:2) DI"V,
+

+

Net profit, Np'

Increase in debt, (Dt - Dt - 1)

Increase in deferred taxes, (1; -1;-1)
Increase in invested capital (ICt - ICt - I )

Assume there exists an equity value at some future time T, called EVr , which is calculated after a

possible dividend at time T. This means that the total company value at time T, called TCVT , will be

EVT + DT (Le. equity value plus debt value). Valuation by the FCF approach will then yield the

following total company value at the end ofyear T-1 :25

FCFT + EVT + DT(A2:3) TCVT_1=
1+ kWACC, T-l

which can be rearranged:

2S Note that the WACC formula implies that the WACC used for discounting during year T is based on the
entering market values of debt and equity, Le. Dr-l and EVr-l ,and hence also the total company value, TCVT-l.
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NPT + (1- T )iDT_I + (TT - TT-I) - (ICT - ICT-I)+ EVT + Dr
(A2:4) TCVT_I=

1+ kWACC,T-I

NPr + (1- -r)iDT_I + (TT - Tr-l ) - (ICT - ICr_I) + EVT + Dr

TCVT_I + (1- -r)iDr_1 + TCVT_1kE,T - DT-IkE,T
TCVr_1

Dividing through by TCVT-l and rearranging further yields:

NPr +(TT - Tr_I)-(ICr -ICT_I)+EVT +DT + Dr-1kE,T
(A2:5) TCVr_I=

1+ kE,T

The equity value is then obtained by deducting the debt, i.e. by deducting DT- 1:

(A2:6) EVr_I

NPT + (Tr - Tr-l ) - (ICT - ICr_l) + EVT+ DT + Dr-1kE,r

1+ kE,r

NPr + (TT - Tr-I) - (ICT - ler_I) + EVT + (Dr - Dr-I)

1+ kE,r

By inserting (A2:2) into (A2:6) one obtains:

(A2:7) EVT- 1

which is exactly the valuation formula used when discounting the dividends by the equity cost of

capital. Having thus established that the value at T-l will be the same when employing the different

methods, one can go on to time T-2 and so on.
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Appendix 3 - Macro Programming

Here is an example ofhow Procedure Y can be implemented in Excel 5.0 using Visual Basic macro

programming. Notation terms in brackets, e.g., [example], refer to physical cells in the spreadsheet

model. For example, [kU difference] means the spreadsheet cell in which the difference between the

Trial ku and Implied ku is computed. Moreover, year H denotes the horizon, which in XMPL was at

the end ofyear 210, and year 0 denotes the valuation date (Le., the valuation date is at the end ofyear

0).

Procedure Y(for one particular year t):

1) Manually set [Trial kWACC,t] to the initial trial value of kWACC,t

2) Run the following macro program:

Sub procedure_YO.

Range("[WACC difference year t]").GoaISeek Goal:=O, ChangingCell:=Range("[Trial WACe year t]")

End Sub

Procedure Y(for all years from year H down to the valuation date, 0):

1) Manually set all [Trial kWACC,t] cells (t=1, ..., H+1) to their initial trial values.

2) Run the following macro program:

Sub procedure_Y_alljlearsO

Range("[WACC difference year H+1]").GoaISeek Goal:=O, ChangingCell:=Range("[Trial

WACC year H+1]JI)

Range(JI[WACC difference year H]JI).GoaISeek Goal:=O, ChangingCell:=Range("[Trial WACC year

H]")

Range("[WACC difference year H-1]").GoaISeek Goal:=O, ChangingCell:=Range("[Trial

WACe year H-1]JI)

Range("[WACC difference year 2]JI).GoaISeek Goal:=O, ChangingCell:=Range(JI[Trial WACC year

2]JI)

Range("[WACC difference year 1]").GoaISeek Goal:=O, ChangingCell:=Range("[Trial WACC year

1]JI)

End Sub
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Appendix 4 - Derivations

Equation (2)

As derived by Holthausen & Zmijewski, Chapter 2, pp. 12.. 14:

Since the required rate of return on the economic assets ofthe firm must equal the required ofreturn

on the securities fmancing the same assets we have:26

(E~_1 + Dt-1-PVTSt-1,i -PVTSt-1,ku )·ku +PVTSt-I,; ·i+PVTSt-I,ku ·ku =Dt-I ·i+E~_I ·kE,t

Solving for kE,t:

(E~_I + Dt-1 - PVTSt_I,; - PVTSt-I,ku ) PVTSt-I,;. PVTSt-I,ku Dt-I .
kEt = ·ku + '1+ ·ku ---'1

, EV,-I E~_I E~-l EV,-l

Simplifying now yields:

k '" k + 0/-1 -PITS/_I,; ) . k _ (D/_I - PVTSt-I,i) . i
E,t U EV,-1 U EV,-I

Rearranging finally yields equation (2):

(D -PVTS .)
k - k (k _ .). t-l t-I,IEt - U + U I, E~~

26 Note that the fIrst parenthesis equals the unlevered value of the company.
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Equation (4)

In the same way as for equation (2), the required rate ofretum on the economic assets and on the

financing securities are equal. All tax-shields are discounted at ku, however. Thus:

(EJ!;-I + Dt-I - PVTSt-I,all)' ku + PVTS,_I,aJl .ku =Dt-I . i + EJ!;-I . kE,t

Solving for kE,t and simplifying yields equation (4):

(E~_I + Dt_ l ) k Dt-I • _ k + Ik .) Dt - I
....:.........~----.;;..;... U ---'l - U ~ U -l 0_-

E~~ E~~ E~~

Equation (5)

In the general case, the cost of equity function is given by equation (2):

(D -PVTS .)
k - k + (k .) t-I 1-1,1

E,I - U U - 1 • EV.
I-I

In the Miles & Ezzell (1980) setting, at any valuation date 1-1 only the interest tax shield from year t

is to be discounted at i, the cost of debt. The tax shields from years beyond I is at time t-l discounted

atkuo Thus:

PVTS . =taxshieldl

1-1,1 1+ i

PVTSPVTS = t,all
I-I,ku 1+ k

u

Now inserting the expression for PVTSt-l,i into the general cost of equity formula yields equation (5):

(
~oioD IJD _ t-

(
.) t-1 1+ i (0) Dt- 1 ( 'f • i JkE,t =ku + ku -l . =ku + ku -l ._- 1--.

E~~ E~~ 1+1
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Equation (6)

The standard WACC defmition is:

k D,_I (1-)" EV,_I k
WACC,t = 1'1+ Et

~~+EV,~ ~~+EV,~'

The cost ofequity is in the general case given by equation (2):

(D -PVTS .)k =k +(1 -i). 1-1 t-I,I
E,t U U EV,-l

Inserting the cost ofequity equation into the viACC definition yields:

kWACC,t

Rearranging gives:

kWACC,t

Finally, equation (6) is obtained:
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Equation (8)

The standard WACC defmition can be written kWACC,t =(l}D,t-I(1- -r)i + (l-{j)D,t-l)kE,t ,

where (l}D t-I = Dt_1 (the debt to value ratio).
, D

t
_1+EJl;_1

The cost ofequity is given by kE,t =ku + (ku - i). Dt-I ·(1- -r. io] .
EV,-I 1+ 1

Substituting into the WAce definition

kWACC t = {j)D t-I (1- Z')i + (1- (l}D t-I )(ku + (ku - i). Dt_1 (1-~JJ
" , E~_I 1+ i

Recognising that Dt-I / EV,_I = (l} D,t-I / (1 - (l}D,t-l) yields

kT7'A.CC t =(l}D t-I (1- Z')i + (1 - (l}Dt-I )ku + (ku - i}tvDt-I (1 - ~J""" , , 1+ i

Simplifying:

kmACCt =ku -(l}Dt-l oZ'.i-(ku -i}tvDt-1~",. " , 1+i

Rearranging further:

o( ku -iJkT7'A.cCt =ku -(l}Dt-1 °'C'l 1+-- =
rr, , , 1+ i

k o( (1 + i) + ku - iJ
= u - (l}D,t-1 . 'C 0 1 1+ i

This yields equation (8):

0(1 + ku JkWACCt =ku -(l}Dt-1 °-r°l --.- =, , 1+ 1

=ku --roi. Dt-1 (l+kU J
Dt- l + EV,-l 1+ i
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Equation (9)

The standard WACC defmition is:

k Dt-l (1)0 E~-l k= -1'1+----
WACC.t D

t
-

1
+ E~_l D

t
-

1
+ E~_l E.t

The cost of equity is given by:

Substituting into the WACC definition:

Dt- 1 ° E~_l ( ( 0) Dt- 1 J
k WACC t = (1 - t)l + . k u + \ku - I 0--

, D t - 1 + E~-l Dt - 1 + E~-l E~_l

Rearranging:

k
- Dt - 1 (1 _ ). E~-l ° k u + (ku - i)Dt_1

WACC t - 1: 1+---------
, Dt- 1 + E~_l Dt- 1 + EVt_1

k _ D t - 1 ° i - D t - l ° l' . i + E~-l . k u + (ku - i)Dt_1

WACC,t - D
t
-

l
+ E~_l

k - (Dt - l + E~_l )ku - D t - 1 • 1: • i
WACC,t - D

t
-

1
+ EV

t
_

1

And equation (9) is obtained:
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1. Introduction

Several different discounting based models have been suggested as the way to proceed when

performing a company valua~ion."11u; mpst prominent examples are perhaps

• the dividend (DN) m9del1
, where equity value is calculated as the present value of all future

dividends,

• the free cash flow (FCF) model, where total company value (Le., debt plus equity) is calculated as

the present value of all future free cash flows,

• the economic value added (EVA) model2
, where total company value is calculated as the present

value of all future economic value added plus the existing capital,

1 This model is often referred to as the present value offuture expected dividends (PVED) model. For simplicity

we will use the term the DIV model throughout the essay. Note also that in the framework used in this essay, the

DIV model is equivalent to theflow to equity (FTE) model (also referred to as the FCF to common equity

model). This depends on the assumption that there are only non-fmancial assets in the future. That is, all

generated cash flows not used for investments and debt servicing will be paid out as dividends. The FTE for a

given year would exceed the dividends paid out if instead some of the cash flow was retained in the company as

(excess) cash and/or securities. But since these retained resources 1) by defmition are not investments, and 2)

can not be expected to earn the cost of equity (if they do, this means that we have a "bank", i.e., the (excess)

cash and securities can be regarded as being part ofthe company's normal operations and they should thus be

treated as investments, and not something excess, and the FTE and DN would once again be equal), allowing

for a difference between FTE and DIY in $e tax regime considered in this essay would be to explicitly model a

breakdown ofthe dividend policy irrelevance. The issue of dividend policy irrelevance should instead be viewed

as the trade-off between dividends and investments. That is, dividend irrelevance implies that if dividends are

reduced in favour of investments then the additional investments should return the cost of equity (i.e., increase

subsequent earnings by a sufficient amount), and vice versa. See, e.g., the discussion in Penman & Sougiannis

(1997a) about the "dividend displacement property" that links dividends to subsequent years' earnings (net

profits), or Feltham & Ohlson (1994), section V.

2 The economic value added (EVA) concept (a trademark in USA owned by Stem & Stewart) is also known

under the name economic profit. Economic profit is the term used by Copeland, Koller & Murrin (1994).

Further, Frankel & Lee (1996) refer to this concept as the economic value added to long-term investors. In this

essay, to avoid any confusion, this concept will exclusively be referred to as EVA, economic value added.
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• the abnormal earnings (AE) model3
, where equity value is calculated as the present value of all

future abnomlal earnings plus the book value of equity, and

• the adjustedpresent value (APV) model,4 where total company value is calculated as the

(unlevered) value of the company's operations plus the value of financing (interest tax shields in

particular).

One problem is that when these models are implemented for company valuation under guidance of

textbooks in the area (e.g., Copeland, Koller & Murrin (1994), Stewart (1991), and Copeland &

Weston (1988)), the different models may give different results, even though they are theoretically

equivalent. An implication of the findings in Essay 2 is that a valuation using the Copeland, Koller &

Murrin (1994) (CKM)S version ofthe FCF model will not generally be equal to a valuation using the

DIV model (in a world with corporate taxes). But Essay 2 shows that the equivalence can be achieved

if the changing capital structure in market terms is taken into consideration by the discounting

procedure. This result is further elaborated upon in Essay 3 where it is shown how the discounting

procedure can also handle a non-constant cost of equity capital with respect to varying leverage over

time in accordance with several different cost ofcapital models, e.g., the Miles & Ezzell (1980)

model.

The main purpose of this essay is to analyse the factual relations between the different valuation

concepts and models, and to provide an implementable company valuation framework (with corporate

taxes) where the valuation result is independent ofthe choice ofvaluation model. Further, the essay

will discuss the link between the expected future characteristics ofthe company and different cost of

capital concepts, and show how this link can be incorporated in the valuation models through the

discounting procedure.

3 The abnormal earnings concept is also referred to as residual earnings and residual income, and economic

value added to equityholders (Frankel & Lee (1996)). In this essay the term abnormal earnings (AE) will be

used.

4 For company valuation purposes, APV may be regarded more as an alternative calculation technique than an

independent valuation model (see further section 2.2.5). It should also be noted that the APV model differs from

the other models in one main aspect: APV usually involves more than one discount rate function since the

operating cash flows are explicitly separated from fmancing effects.

5 Copeland, Koller & Murrin (1994) will henceforth be referred to as CKM.
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This essay is developed in a discounting framework where all risk- and time-preferences are reflected

in the discount rate function. This approach is supported by, e.g., CKM for FCF valuation and by

Stewart (1991) for EVA valuation. Alternative approaches are capitalisation (as opposed to

discounting) techniques,6 approaches using an assumption of risk neutrality, or approaches where

risk-adjustm~ntsare carried out in the numerator (as opposed to risk-adjusted discount rates), i.e.,

where the expected values are risk-adjusted following Rubinstein (1976).7 The approach following

Rubinstein is theoretically very interesting, since the valuation expressions are of an appealing,

transparent form. However, the risk-adjustment ofthe valuation attribute tends to be a very complex

issue in practice, involving complicated contingent probability measures,s and this makes this

approach hard to implement.

It should be recognised that equivalence results have been established by other authors, but in

different settings. Feltham & Ohlson (1995) show that the DN, FCF, EVA and AE models are

equivalent in infinite valuations of going concerns. In their framework there is no taxes and investors

are risk-neutral, which together means that all discounting operations are carried out at the risk-free

rate. Their model can be extended to the (more general) approach with risk-adjusted expectations

following Rubinstein (1976), but as mentioned above this approach may be complicated to

implement. Penman (1997) shows that the AE, FCF and EVA models (in a finite valuation context)9

can be "recast" as the DIV model, given appropriate terminal value calculations. But the Penman

(1997) analysis is explicitly demarcated from the specifications of costs of capital: The cost of equity

is assumed to be non-stochastic and flat. 1o The free cash flows are discounted at the weighted average

cost ofcapital such that the value for operations "consistent with [Modigliani & Miller] (1958) is

6 For an overview see, e.g., the Penman (1997) paper, which derives both discounting and capitalisation based

versions of company valuation models.

7 For example, Feltham & Ohlson (1995) assume risk-neutrality and apply the risk-free rate as discount rate for

dividends and abnormal earnings. Ohlson (1990) and Feltham & Ohlson (1994) specify how risk-adjusted

expectations along with risk-free discount factors can be used in order to deal with systematic risk and risk

averse investors.

8 See, e.g., section IV ofFeltham & Ohlson (1994).

9 See section 2.4 below for a discussion ofthe term "fmite valuation".

to As in Feltham & Ohlson (1995), it is claimed that it is possible to extend the results to the Rubinstein (1976)

setting with risk-adjusted expectations of cash flows and earnings along with (varying) stochastic discount rates.

But again, ifwe are considering implementations, this is not a very useful approach.
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independent of the level of financial assets (or debt)"(p. 10).11 But this implies that the cost of equity

is a function of leverage, and for the cost ofequity to be flat the leverage ratio must be (expected to

be) constant over time.

An important contribution of this essay is to translate the equivalence results ofFeltham & Ohlson

(1995) and Penman (1997) into an implementable context 1) where all risk-adjustments are done

through the discount rates (i.e., the appropriate costs of capital), 2) where corporate taxation

(including tax deferrals) can be handled, 3) where the specifications ofthe costs of capital are

explicitly considered and linked to the anticipated future development ofthe company (i.e., cost of

equity, cost ofdebt, and weighted average cost of capital allowed to be non-flat), and 4) where the

valuation concepts are defined in terms of explicitly forecasted fmancial statements ofthe same type

as in annual reports. The equivalence is also extended to the APV model. Moreover, the equivalence

is shown to hold on a year-to-year basis (and not only when considering infinite valuations or finite

valuations over specific horizons), thus revealing that the models can be combined in any way.

Further, advantages and disadvantages of the models as well as implementation related issues are

discussed. The implementations of the different valuation models are visualised through valuations of

the Swedish fmn Eldon AB.

The basic foundation ofthe framework in this essay is that explicit forecasts of future fmancial

statements are made, as proposed by CKM. The question ofhow these forecasts can be made is

discussed in CKM and Essay 2. Here, only the structure of the forecasted financial statements and the

relations between the items in these statements are modelled. The whole approach is suited for

implementation in a spreadsheet model where one typically assigns a column to each year and a row

for each accounting item. An implementation is exemplified by the Eldon AB case (see Appendix 4

for the forecasted financial statements). The usefulness ofexplicitly forecasting the future

development of the company's balance sheets and income statements is that it makes it possible to

undertake explicit account analyses ofmany different types.12

11 This implies that the weighted average of cost capital is constant and equal to the unlevered cost of equity,

which is the case only if there are no taxes or taxes are irrelevant.

12 If the result is based on an explicit forecast ofbalance sheets and income statements, it is possible to translate

the forecasted development of the company into well-known economic concepts as return on owner's equity,

profit margin, asset turnover, consolidation ratio, etc. See further the discussion in Essay 1, section 2.1.
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1.1 Organisation of the essay

The essay has the following organisation: In section 2 the modelling framework of the essay is

presented, the underlying assumptions are stated, and the different valuation co~cepts and models

defined (see Appendix 1 for a summary ofthe nptation used). In section 3 the analysis of the different

concepts and nlodels is carried out and the results are presented. Mor~over, the five different

valuation models are implemented using the Eldon AB case as example (see further Appendices 4 and

5 for details). In section 4, the differences between the models are discussed. Finally, in section 5, the

results of the essay are summarised and further discussed.

2. A framework for Company Valuation

In section 2.1 the notation and the basic accounting assumptions are presented, before section 2.2

defmes the different valuation concepts in terms of the accounting items, and how the valuation

concepts are related to the equity value of the company according to the five models considered in

this essay. Section 2.3 introduces different discounting procedures, and section 2.4 discusses the

horizon value concept. Finally, section 2.5 considers valuation of companies with finite lives.

2.1 Notation and accounting related assumptions

The valuation framework in this essay is based on forecasts of future financial accounting statements

of the type that is officially published in annual reports. Consider a company whose forecasted future

balance sheets can be expressed as: 13

13 See Appendix 1 for a summary ofused notation, relations and defmitions.
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IAssets II Debt and Equity
I

Working Capital Assets, WAt Working Capital Liabilities, WLt

Net Property, Plant & Equipment, Nt Debt,Dt

= Gross Property, Plant & Equipment, Gt Deferred Taxes, Tt

- Accunlulated Depr., At Book Equity, BVt

Forecasted balance sheet (year t)

The invested capital, ICt, is defined according to the following balance sheet relation:

(BSR1)

Equivalently, the following must hold: 14

(BSR2)

However, one can view the relation between invested capital and deferred taxes differently. It is thus

useful to define an alternative specification of invested capital, Ie; :15

(Ie)

14 The inclusion of deferred taxes in invested capital in relation (BSR2) follows the standard exposition in

valuation textbooks as CKM and Stewart (1991). The argument behind this is that "investors expect the

company to continue to earn a return on the capital saved as a result of tax deferrals" (CKM, p. 159). Deferred

taxes are however non-interest bearing, and arise as a consequence of temporary differences between the tax and

the financial records of the company's assets and liabilities (see, e.g., Holthausen & Zmijevski (1996), Chapter

5B). Note that deferred taxes in fmancial accounting may be divided into long- and short-term deferred taxes. Tt

is here regarded as the sum ofthese two categories.

15 The general notation for invested capital (i.e., for IC, or IC; ) will be Capt.
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The company's projected income statement for any future year is defined as:

+Revenues, Rt

-Operating Expenses, Op}4

-Depreciation Expense, DepXt

=Operating Profit, OPt

-Interest Expense, lXt = irDt-l

-Taxes, IT t = 'tt (O~ - IX"t)

=Net profit, NPt

Forecasted income statement (year t)I6

In addition to operating profit (before taxes), OPt, and net profit, NPt , it may be useful to define a

few other profit concepts. First, operating profit after taxes, OPATt, is defined as:

(OP)

(N1)

(N2)

There is another important profit concept often considered in valuation textbooks: net operatingprofit

less adjusted taxes, NOPLATt . In terms of the used notation it is defmed in the following way: 17,IS

NOPLAT, == O~ - (IT, - (T, - T,-I)+ 'tt . IX"t)

=OPAT, + (T, - T,-I)

=N~ + (1 - 'l"t )IX"t + (T, - T,-1 )

The reverse relation between NPt , OPt ,and NOPLATt is consequently:

Np, =(l-'l"tXO~ -IX"t)

= NOPLAT, - (1- 'l"t )IX"t - (T, - T,-I)
<

Further, let us denote the yearly growth in deferred taxes as:

(DT) (T, - T,-1 )
gT,t == T.

1-1

16 The tax rate, 'rt, is the expected corporate tax rate that detennines the income statement item Taxes, ITt.

17 This concept can be thought ofas the net profit if 1) the company is financed with equity only~ and 2) if only

cash operating taxes are considered. See further, e.g., CKM, pp. 155-159, or Stewart (1991), p. 742.

1S The general notation for (after-tax) operating profit (i.e., NOPLATt or OPATt) will be IIt.
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In order to link the development of the debt and equity side of the balance sheet with the income

statement, it is assumed that the clean surplus relation (CSR) holds. The clean surplus relation means

that the change in net book value of equity equals net profit minus net dividends19 (see, e.g., Ohlson

(1995)):

(CSR) Bl7r = B~-l + N~ - D~

Similarly, the property, plant and equipment (PPE) items are assumed to develop according to the

following relations:

At =At-1 + DepXt - Rett(PPE)
Gt = Gt- 1 + CapXt - Rett

where Rett and CapXt respectively denote the retirements20 and capital expenditures21 in year t.

The company debt is assumed to be on market terms, Le., the book value of debt is equal to the

market value of debt. Thus, the (effective) coupon rate in year t, it, is assumed to equal the (market)

cost of debt for the same year (thus, it will denote both the coupon rate and the cost of debt).22 It is

assumed that the company has only operating assets, which means that there are no excess marketable

securities (EMS) in the forecast period.23

19 That is, net of capital contributions.

20 The retirements are measured in gross book value of the retired assets. If an asset is retired before it has been

fully depreciated, the remaining (Le., non-depreciated) net book value is depreciated. Consider an exanlple: a

machine was initially purchased for SEK 1000. It is written off linearly in 5 years:

Gt DepXt At Nt

t = 1: 1000 200 200 800

t =2: 1000 200 400 600

Retiring the machine in year 3 means that for this particular machine: Ret3=1000 and DepX3=600, so thatA3 =

G3 =N3 = o.
21 The capital expenditures can thus be expressed as: CapXt =Gt - Gt- 1 + Rett =Nt - N t- 1 + DepXt •

22 In practical applications the cost of debt is typically assumed to be constant. The subscript t is used here in

order to emphasise that it (fronl a modelling point ofview) is fully possible to use a non-flat cost of debt, as long

as the cost of debt for each year can be assumed to be equal to the effective borrowing rate in the same year.

23 See Appendix 7 for a discussion about how excess marketable securities existing at the valuation date'can be

treated.
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Further, there is no preferred stock: book equity consists of common stock and retained earnings.

Deferred taxes are treated as "a quasi-equity account".24 For valuation purposes they are not really

assets or liabilities; the deferred taxes "are important only to the extent that we need them to calculate

income tax payments."25 That means that the net flow to/from the deferred taxes account (i.e., the net

savings on taxes to be paid) each year is included in the FCF calculation to adjust the income

statement item Taxes to a cash basis.26 Only corporate taxes are considered.

Dividends are assumed to be paid out at the end of each year. However, in Sweden the actual

dividend payout is delayed a few months. It is recognised that the equity value obtained from the

models can be parallel shifted to reflect the 'delay'.27

Note that time index t on balance sheet or other stock items means "at the end ofyear f', or

equivalently, "the beginning ofyear t+ 1". That is, ifwe are valuing the equity of a company as of

January 1, 1996, this will be denoted as EV199S. Further, T(without index) denotes the expected end

of life of the company. Typically, T=OCJ for going concerns, but can in specific cases be a fmite year.28

Note that T has nothing to do with the concept ofvaluation horizons. Instead, H will denote a

valuation horizon, at which the future beyond the horizon is accounted for by some horizon value

(terminal or continuing value) calculation, if such a calculation is appropriate (see further section 2.4

below). The period up to the horizon, H, will be referred to as the explicitforecast period under which

the valuation attributes are forecasted year by year (from projected fmancial statements).

The present value operator is applied in the following way:

PV;x [X] = the present value at time t ofX where kx is the appropriate discount rate function

for X

24 CKM, p. 162.

25 Holthausen & Zmijewski (1996), Chapter 5B, p. 6.

26 That is, the tax cost is adjusted for changes in deferred taxes. Note also that actual tax payments ofthe tax

pertaining to year s often occur in year s+1, and that this amount is thus included in working capital liabilities

(at the end of year s).

27 For example, if dividends are paid out at, say, Apri130 in all future years, the equity value obtained from the

* EVa
models, EVO, can be parallel shifted a third ofa year, such that EVo =( )1/3 (where kE is the cost of

l+kE

equity capital).

28 For example, think ofa Swedish nuclear plant which clearly will have a finite life.
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Note also that the expectations operator is suppressed for all forecasted items. For example, R2000

denotes the expected value of revenues in year 2000 given the information at the valuation date t, It,

and not the realisation. That is, Et(R2000 IIt) is here for simplicity denoted R2000.

Finally, the market values of the company's assets and liabilities are denoted in the following way:

Assets (market values) Debt and Equity (market values)

Operating Assets, OAt Debt,Dt

Present Value of Interest Tax Shields, PVTSt,all Equity,EVt

=Company Value, revt =Company Value, revt

Forecasted balance sheet in market terms at the end ofperiod t

In this formulation, OAt is the unlevered market value of operating assets (i.e., independent of

financing). Since the company is assumed to have only operating assets (i.e., does not have any

financial assets), the term company value, TCVt, thus refers to the levered market value of operating

assets, which is dependent on (the tax shields, PVTSt,all, from) financing.

2.2 Valuation models

Here, different valuation models that have been proposed for valuing companies will be introduced.

Each model relates an accounting concept (valuation attribute) to the market value of equity, EVt.

Here, the relations between the different valuation attributes and the equity value are defined. Further,

the valuation attributes are defmed in terms of the accounting variables defmed in the previous

section.

Note again that T denotes the end oflife ofthe company which may be a finite year or infinity (i.e.,

T=oo). This r should not be confused with the horizon concept (denoted H, and discussed in section

2.4 below). In most real-world cases, T=oo, and in the valuation formulas in this essay, T can thus

(almost always) be replaced by 00, except for those specific cases where the company is expected to

have a finite life. How the fmal year T for a company with finite life should be treated for valuation

purposes is discussed in section 2.5.
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Also, note that the FCF and EVA models involve a two-step procedure: first TCVt is calculated, then

Dt is subtracted to arrive at EVt. In other words, the valuation attributes FCF and EVA are directly

related to the total market value ofthe company, which means that the present value calculations

should be carried out with a discount rate that takes the company's entire financing and risk structure

into account. This is traditionally done using the weighted average cost ofcapital (WACC). In

contrast, the DIV and AE valuation attributes are directly related to the equity ofthe company.

Consequently, these attributes are to be discounted at the cost of equity capital.

2.2.1 The dividend model

In the DIV model, the market value of equity, EVt , is simply equal to the present value ofall future

netpayments (dividends) to the equity owners:

(EV:DIV)
T

E~ (DIV) == L PVtkE [DI~.]
s=/+1

This is the method often used as the correct benchmark in company valuation.29 As a theoretic starting

point this is non-controversial, although it may be less useful in practice, since the dividend pay-out

sequence can be regarded as a policy question, and as a such may be 'irrelevant' for the valuation

result (Le., the timing of the dividend pay-outs may be irrelevant for value).30 A fact that sometimes is

overlooked in the literature, but recognised by, e.g., Penman (1997), is that any valuation approach

that satisfies CSR accounting gives an implicit forecasted dividend sequence.

The expected dividends for a palticular year t in the forecast period are calculated using (CSR):

(Dl) DJV, =BV,-1 + N~ - BV,

A useful equivalent statement (I utilise (BSR2)) is:

(D2) DJV, = N~ + (1; - 1;-1)+ (Dt - Dt- 1) - (JCt - ICt_1)

(D2) is the dividend analogue to the FCF formula (F2) below, and describes the relation between the

anticipated financing, dividend, and investment decisions of the company. The dividend relations

29 For example by Ohlson (1995), Skogsvik (1994), and Felthanl & Ohlson (1995).

30 See, e.g., section V ofFeItham & Ohlson (1994).
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(Dl) and (D2) should be treated consistently with the accounting rule that DlVt reduce BVt but leaves

NPt unaffected.31 Equation (D2) demonstrates that the (cash-tax adjusted) net profit can be used for

paying dividends, for investments, and for reducing debt. It follows that dividends, 1) reduce the

investments dollar for dollar (given a specific financing decision), and 2) reduce book equity dollar

for dollar (independently of financing). See further Essay 1, section 2.3, for a discussion about how

these issues relate to the topic of dividend irrelevance.

2.2.2 The free cash flow model

The FCF model suggests that the total company value, TCVt , is equal to the present value of all future

free cash flows generated by the company. To arrive at the equity value, EVt , the debt value at the

valuation date has to be subtracted from TCVt:

(EY:FCF)
T

EV (FCF) = ~ PykwACC [FCF ] - Dt - L.J t !;,

8=1+1

(Gross FCF)

(-Gross investment)

Essay 2 as well as CKM describe the free cash flow concept and I refer to them for more detailed

discussions. Following CKM, the free cash flow in year t, FCFt" is defined in the following way:

FCE', ==

=NOPLAT, + DepXt

-«WAt -WL1 )-(WAt_1 -WLt_I))-CapX,

(Ft)

This definition can be reformulated by first using (PPE) and (BSRl), and then applying (Nt) and

(IC):

(F2)

FCE', =
= NOPLAT, + DepXt

-«wAt -WLt )-(WAt_1 -WLt_I))-(Nt -Nt - I + DepXt )=
=NOPLAT, -(ICt -ICt_I)=
=OPAT, - (IC; - IC;_I)

Equation (F2) tells us that the FCF concept measures what is left (for distribution to the investors)

from the (after-tax) operating profit after investments have been done. Note that FCF is independent

31 The importance of this rule in (CSR)-based accounting models was recognised by Ohlson (1995).
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of financing and that it sometimes is referred to as th~ free cash flow ofthe unleveredfirm. Note also

that the FCF concept is used both in the FCF model and in the APV model.

2.2.3 The economic value added model

The third valuation approach here is the concept of economic value added (EVA). EVA is most

strongly advocated by Stewart (1991). Stewart favours EVA before free cash flow on the basis of its

usefulness as a managerial tool. He claims that the FCF method "fails to provide any meaningful

measures to assess progress in creating value or useful benchmarks to judge performance",32 but that

the EVA concept is good for these tasks.

What is EVA then? - EVA, the economic value added, is a measure of how much value the

operations/management of the company in a particular period has added to the existing invested

capital. Let us first make a general definition (i.e., without direct linkage to the previously defined

accounting concepts):

(EVA) EVAt sIT, -kWACC,t .CaPt_l

where ITt is an (after-tax) operating profit concept, and

Capt-l is year t's beginning (invested) capital.

To arrive at the EVA one thus deducts a capital charge for the capital in use from the after-tax profit

from operations. The EVA model defines equity value as:

(EV:EVA)
T

E~(EVA)=Capt + LPVtkwAcc[EVAy]-Dt
s=t+l

Thus, the total company value is obtained by adding the present value of all future years' expected

EVA to the existing capital, and then the market value of debt is deducted to arrive at the equity

value. The present value of all future years' EVA is commonly referred to as the market value added

(MVA).

The purpose for introducing the (general) notation ITt and Capt-I is that it may be useful to analyse

two alternative Goint) specifications of the after-tax net operating profit and the invested capital: As

EVA is defmed by Stewart (1991), IIt =NOPLATt, and Capt-I =let-I. This definition ofEVA thus

uses operating profit after cash taxes and includes deferred taxes in the invested capital. From an

32 Stewart (1991), p. 350
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accounting point ofview, it may however be more straight-forward to consider accounted taxes when

calculating the (after-tax) operating profit, and to treat deferred taxes as a negative item on the asset

side. In this alternative way of defming EVA, Ilt = OPATt, and Capt-l = IC;_l.

In the numerical example of Eldon AB, EVA will be exemplified by the Stewart definition. However,

in the theoretical analysis both specifications will be explicitly considered.

2.2.4 The abnormal earnings model

The AE method calculates (market) equity value as the book value of equity plus a premium (often

called goodwill) which is calculated as the present value of all future years' abnormal earnings:

(EV:AE)
T

EV, (AE) = BY, + LPV;E[AEs ]

s=t+l

Abnormal earnings simply mean earnings above (or below) the 'normal' level of earnings.33 This

concept is advocated by, e.g., Feltham & Ohlson (1994) and Ohlson (1995). Brief& Lawson (1992)

and Skogsvik (1994, 1997) use a modified version, where the abnormal earnings are measured as the

above cost of capital return on book equity.34 AE is, in fact, very similar to the EVA concept, but is

more directly related to the equity of the company, since the capital charge here is calculated using

book equity (instead of invested capital as in EVA) and the required rate is the cost of equity capital:

(AE)

Note that some authors (e.g., Frankel & Lee (1996)) refer to the abnormal earnings concept as EVA to

equityholders. EVA as defined in this essay is by Frankel & Lee referred to as EVA to long-term

investors. As we will see in Proposition 2 these two concepts are not the same.

33 'Normal' here means earnings on a level such that the return on book equity equals the cost of equity capital.

34 AEt =B~_l .(rt - kE,I) where 1j =:: is the expected book return on owners' equity (Skogsvik
1-1

(1997».
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(EV:APV)

2.2.5 The adjusted present value model

The APV model, originally derived by Myers (1974) as a general approach for project valuation,

calculates the value of a project by adjusting "the direct contribution" of the project to company value

for "side effects" that "occur because of the project's effects on debt capacity and sources uses

constraints" (p. 4). By direct contribution is meant the project's contribution to company value under

the assumption of all equity financing, and is calculated by discounting the expected net after-tax cash

flows from each future period at the unlevered cost of (equity) capital. Considering a company as the

sum of the company's projects (which of course is uncontroversial in the APV context since APV

measures each project's contribution to company value) simply means that sumnling the direct

contributions of the company's projects yields the (unlevered) market value of the company's

operations, to which the present value of future tax shields is added to yield the total company value.

Note also that aggregating the expected net after-tax cash flows from all projects in a particular year

yields the FCF in that year. Hence, FCF is the appropriate valuation attribute when considering the

(original) APV model for company valuation purposes.

The APV model for company valuation35 is thus similar to the FCF model in that it also uses the

future free cash flows as valuation attribute. However, the present value of the forecasted FCF is in

the APV model computed as if the company were all-equity financed. To this unlevered present value

(of the company's operating assets) the value of financing, PVTSt,all,36 is added to yield the total

company value:

EV,(APV)=OAt +PVTSt,all -Dt =
T

= LPV;u[FCFs]+PVTSt,all -Dt
s=l+l

T

where PVTSt,all = LPV;7S [rss ] and
s=l+l

35 The APV model has been used for company valuation by, e.g., Jennergren & Naslund (1996). A modified

version is used by Kaplan & Ruback (1995).

36 PVTSt,all is the present value at the beginning ofyear t+1 of all future tax shields from fmancing. This present

value, PVTSt,all, may be obtained using more than one discount rate (the discount rate function is denoted by

kTS). In the case of two discount rates (say, it and kU) for the tax shields, we have: PVTSt,all

= PVTSt,i + PVTSt,kuwhere PVTSt,i is the part of the tax shield value that, during year t+l, has been

discounted at the cost of debt, it+1, and PVTSt,ku is the part of the tax shield value that, during year t+1, has

been discounted at the unlevered cost of equity, kU.
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The basic implication of the APV model is the separation of the value of operations from the value of

financing. This idea does not necessarily imply that FCF has to be used as valuation attribute; Indeed,

the APV model can be implemented using valuation attributes that are independent of fmancing. For

example, as the reader can verify, it is fully possible to implement the separation idea on the EVA

model. Thus, APV may be viewed more as a calculation technique (that targets unlevered flows and

financing flows at (possibly) different discount rates) than an independent valuation model. But as

originally defined by Myers (1974) the intention was clearly to provide a new (and more general)

model for evaluating investment opportunities, and APV is in light of this referred to as a model in

this essay.

Since the APV model is similar to the FCF model it is directly related to the total company value.

However, it involves at least two different discounting operations: the free cash .flows are discounted

at the unlevered cost ofequity, kv, while the tax shields are discounted at some appropriate rate(s),

often the cost of debt or the unlevered cost of equity (or a combination of the two). One advantage of

APV is that ku generally is considered as being constant, making the FCF discounting operation easy

to perform. The simplicity of the tax shield discounting operation depends, however, on the

assumptions nlade about the valuation ofthe tax shields. If one constant rate (e.g., the unlevered cost

equity, kv) is the appropriate discount rate, the TS discounting operation is easy to perform. However,

given other assumptions, e.g., the Miles & Ezzell (1980) framework, the TS discounting operation

will be more complicated.

As discussed in Essay 3 there are three main cases of TS valuation: the tax shields are discounted 1)

at the cost of debt, it, 2) at the unlevered cost of equity, ku, or 3) by a combination of it and kv. In the

fIrst case, the underlying assumption is that the company follows a pre-specified borrowing plan, so

that the debt (as well as the tax shield) is known at each future date. Thus, in this passive debt

management context, the interest tax shields are regarded as being as risky as the debt, and

consequently, the appropriate discount rate is the cost of debt. The cost of capital model derived by

Modigliani & Miller (1963) is a special case of this principle.37 Secondly, as suggested by Myers

(1974), the debt can be adjusted to maintain a constant leverage (Le., active debt management)

implying that kv is the appropriate discount rate, since the debt outstanding will be "a random

variable perfectly correlated with APV and thus has the same risk characteristics" (p. 22). The higher

discount rate can also be motivated by another argument: Since there exist a possibility that the

37 Even though the cost of debt in their original setting equals the risk-free rate.
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company may not be in tax paying position in all future years, all tax shields may not be exploited,

and thus the tax shields bear a higher risk than the debt.38

Based on the assumption of a periodically adjusted debt to maintain a target capital structure, the

Miles & Ezzell (1980) analysis makes one distinction from the Myers proposal: Using a backward

valuation procedure, they assume that the appropriate rate at any (future) valuation date s for the tax

shield fron1 the interest payment in year s+1 is the cost of debt, whereas the appropriate rate for

discounting the (already calculated) value of future tax shields at date s+1 (i.e., PVTSs+l,aU) is the

unlevered cost of equity. The argument behind this valuation scheme is that (at any valuation date)

the interest tax shield from the interest payment the immediately following year is as risky as the

debt, while the rest of the tax shields at that particular moment is as risky as the operations of the

company. In light of this, using the unlevered cost of equity as the one and only discount rate for

interest tax shields, as proposed by Myers (1974) and Harris & Pringle (1985), can be interpreted as

"perfect" active debt management, implying that the tax shields always are as risky as the operations

of the company, which could be the consequence of continuously adjusting the leverage to a specific

target. See further Essay 3 (section 2) for a discussion ofhow these different tax shield valuation

principles relate to the calculation of the (levered) cost of equity and the WACC.

2.3. Discounting procedures

The next issue to consider is how to perform the present value calculations, Le., what discounting

procedure to use. The use of a constant WACC is what has been proposed in the literature (e.g., by

CKM and Copeland & Weston, 1988) for the FCF model, and (by Stewart (1991)) for EVA. Using a

constant WACC in FCF valuation in the tax regime considered here will not give the same valuation

result as the traditional benchmark, the DIY method, unless the forecasted capital structure is constant

in market terms, as has been shown in Essay 2. The constant WACC will be denoted by kWACC •

38 See, e.g., Harris & Pringle (1985), section IV.
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(PV DIY) ~PVkE[D'TV.]= ~ DIV8

const: £...J 1 ~ L- ( )
s=l+l s s=l+l 1+ kE s-1

(PVconst:FCF)
T T FCF

"'PVkWACC [FCF.] = '" 8
LJ 1 S £...J ( - )8-1

8=1+1 8=1+1 1+ kWACC

(PVconst:AE)

(PV:OA/APV) ~PVkU [FCF l= ~ FCFs

LJ 1 8 LJ ( k )S-I
8=1+1 s=l+l 1+ u

Table 1 - Present value calculations with constant discount rates

Analogously, the constant cost of equity will be denoted by kE and the constant cost of debt as i .

The constant WACC, kWACC is defined as:

(WACCconst) - D, ( -)':' ( D, Jk-kWACC =-- l--r 1+ 1--- E
rc~ rcv,

where t typically refers to the valuation date (or to a normalised year, where some target capital

structure is reached), and f denotes the (constant) corporate tax rate.

The present value calculations, using the concept of constant discount rates, are presented in Table 1.

Next, the discounting procedure developed in Essays 2 and 3 will be considered.39 The procedure's

main difference from the previous one is that the discount rate is allowed to vary over time according

to the anticipated capital structure. The backward discounting procedure works in the following way:

One starts at a future point in time where the equity value either is 0 (zero)40 or can be expressed as a

horizon value.41 One then goes backwards, one year at a time, and computes the equity value at the

beginning of each year, according to a yearly dynamics equation (see below), using a yearly adjusted

discount rate that reflects the anticipated capital structure at each point, until one finally reaches the

39 This procedure will henceforth be referred to as the backward discounting procedure.

40 Typically at the end of the life of a company with projected fmite life, Le., at the end ofyear T.

41 The use ofhorizon values is commented upon in the next section.
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valuation date. For a detailed description ofhow the procedure is implemented for the FCF case: see

Essay 3.42 There, it is also shown how this procedure is implemented in a spreadsheet progranl like

Microsoft Excel.

The cost of equity capital for year 1 is denoted by kE,t. Assume that kE,t is some function that defmes

the cost ofequity capital in terms of the state ofnature at the begilming ofyear 1.43 Consequently, the

weighted average cost of capital can be defmed as:

(WACC) k Dt-l (1 ). (1 Dt- 1 JkWACCt ==--- -"t 't + ---- Et
, TCVt_1 TC~_l '

In order to use the backward discounting procedure we must establish the yearly dynamics ofthe

equity value in terms of the different valuation models. The yearly dynamics equations explain how

the equity value can be written as functions of the valuation attributes and the equity value one year

ahead. The yearly dynamics44 for the four valuation models considered here are presented in Table 2.

To see how the yearly dynamics equations have been derived, let us look at the most complicated

case, the EVA concept. According to the EVA model, market value ofthe company at time I, TCVt,

can be written:

42 When using the backward discounting procedure for the other valuation models one can follow the description

in Essay 3 with the following adjustments:

• EVA model: Note that EVA itself depends on the WACC. The 'trial' WACC should thus be used as basis for

the EVA calculations.

• DIV model: Since the discount rate in the DIV model is the cost of equity capital, one uses a 'trial' and

'resulting' kE,t instead ofWACC.

• AE model: As in the DIV model one uses a 'trial' and 'resulting' kE,t. Moreover, the 'trial' kE,t should be

used in the calculations of the yearly AE.

43 This function could, e.g., be the formula initially provided by Modigliani & Miller (1963):

k E,t == k u + (1- "t Xku - it) D t
-

1 where kU is the cost of equity for an unlevered company. See Essay 3 for
E~_l

a discussion about different cost of capital settings, and the implications of different cost of capital formulas.

Typically, the cost of equity is a function ofthe company's leverage.

44 The DIY and FCF dynamics were provided in Essay 2 (Chapter 3).
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(EVdyn :DIV) EV = D~ +E~
t-l l+k

E,t

ET7 _ FC~ +E~ +Dt(EVdyn :FCF) Y I 1 - Dt - 1- 1+ kWACC, I

(EVdyn:AE) EV =BV + AEt +E~ -B~
1-1 1-1 1+ k

E
I

Table 2 - The yearly equity value dynamics for the models with one discount rate function

T

(TCV:EVA) TC~ =Cap, + LPV:",ACC[EVAr]
r=t+l

(TCV:EVA) can be rewritten as:

(2.3:1)

T

L PV/~lACC [EVAr]
'T'''''V - C EVAt+l + r=I+2
.L~ 1- apt+----

1+ kWACC,t+l 1+ kWACC,t+l

Analogously, the value at time t+ 1 can be written:

(2.3:2)
T

TC~+1 =CaPt+1 + LPVt~lAcc[EVAr]
r=t+2

Rearranging (2.3 :2):

(2.3:3)
T

LPVt~Acc[EVAr]=TC~+l -CaPt+1
r=t+2

(2.3:4)

Substituting (2.3:3) into (2.3: 1) yields:

'T'''''V _ C EVAt+l TC~+1 - Capt+1
.LL- t- apt+ +-----..;;...

1+ kWACC,t+l 1+ kWACC,t+l
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Shifting the time index finally yields:

(2 3 5) rrrrv = Ca + EVAI +TC~ - CaPI
• : .L L- 1-1 rpI-1

1k+ WACC,I

By deducting the value of debt at the valuation date t-l, and using the TCV definition, we arrive at the

equity value:

(BV .EVA) EV =Ca + EVAI +E~ +Dt -CaPt -D
dyn . t-l rpl-l 1 k 1-1

+ WACC,I

The three other nlodels' yearly dynamics are derived through the same line of reasoning.

One starting point of the backward discounting procedure is that the unlevered cost of equity (i.e., the

cost of equity for the company given all-equity financing), ku, has been estimated. However, in some

cases, it may be more practical to start out with an estimate of the first year cost of equity capital, kE, t

(see ful1her the discussion in section 3 below). However, this has implications for the valuation

procedure: Specifically, an additional iterative procedure will be needed at the valuation date to find

the unlevered cost of equity that is implied by the known cost of equity capital, kE,t, and the resulting

market capital structure at the valuation date t-l. In short, this means that the backward discounting

procedure is repeated a number of times, using trial values on ku, until the true ku is found (i.e., the

kuthat is consistent with the known kE,t and the resulting market capital structure). For more detailed

descriptions of the proceedings in this case, see Appendix 3 as well as the Eldon AB implementation

in Appendix 5.
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2.4 Horizon values

When performing a valuation, one often makes explicit forecasts for a limited number ofyears only

and accounts for the time after that with a horizon value.45 The future is thus divided into two periods:

the explicitforecast period and the infinite future after that, accounted for by the horizon value, and

here called the perpetuityperiod. This section will discuss some ofthe most commonly used

techniques for horizon value calculations.

The horizon value concept can be thought of in different ways. The typical textbook approach links

the horizon value to the expected perfomlance ofthe firm in perpetuity, and recommends the use of

continuing valueformulas. Alternatively, the horizon value can be based on the measurement error in

the accounting, Le., how stocks ofvalue are recognised and measured by the accounting system in the

valuation model (penman (1997), p. 11). In this approach the explicit forecast period can be regarded

as a finite valuation, while the horizon value can be thought of as terminal value correction.

The use of continuing value formulas to calculate the horizon value requires that the company is

expected to have settled down to a steady state by the beginning of the period after the explicit

forecast period, so that the valuation attribute(s) can be expected to grow at a constant rate. The

steady state requirements involve, e.g., that the company is foreseen to grow at a constant rate, to earn

constant margins, to maintain a constant capital turnover, and, therefore, is projected to earn a

constant return on existing invested capital as well as on new investments.46 Essay 2 shows that these

requirements taken together imply that the forecasted debt ratio in market terms is constant in the

steady state period.

Continuing value formulas thus involve very strong requirements about the company's forecasted

performance, and the suggestion is that before using a continuing value in an actual valuation, one

should thoroughly examine if these requirements are reasonable in the case in question. Ifnot, a

continuing value should not be used (at least not at that point in time). In this section it is assumed

that the steady state requirements are fulfilled from the horizon H, which also is the case in the Eldon

AB valuation (H=2005 in Eldon). When these requirements are not met, other means have to be used,

45 The term terminal value is sometimes used instead of horizon value in the literature.

46 See CKM p. 290 for the complete listing of required assumptions for use of continuing values, or Essay 2,

Chapter 2, for an analysis of these requirements.
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e.g., making a long explicit forecast of the necessary accounting items. For an example, see the

abnormal earnings valuation ofEldon AB in Appendix 5, section A5.1. Another situation in which

horizon values are inappropriate is for companies with fmite lives, where explicit forecasts should be

done over the lifetime of each company (see section 2.5 below).

The alternative approach specified in Penman (1997) makes use ofthe characteristics of the

accounting system behind the particular valuation model, Le., how the accounting in each model

measures flows and book value of (the relevant) stock. Let us denote the expected values of 1) the

flow item (in year s) by Fs and 2) the book value of the stock item (at the end ofyear s) by Es. The

DIV model is in this respect a pure flow model, Le., the flow item is the dividends themselves, and

there is no stock item. In the AE model the flow item is netprofit, and the stock item is simply book

equity. Considering the accounting system behind the FCF model, as specified by Penman, the

relevant flow item is not free cash flow,butfree cashjlow minus (after-tax) interest expense, and the

stock item is financial assets, which in this essay is represented by (negative) debt. Moreover, for the

EVA model, the relevant flow item is the (after-tax) operatingprofit minus (after-tax) interest

expense, and the stock item is (net) operating assets plus financial assets, which in this essay is

represented by invested capital minus debt." The horizon H is in the Penman approach chosen such

that for S periods subsequent to H,

(2.4:1) EV~~s -B~~s = Ks(EVH -BH ),

where CS denotes expected values cum-dividend from H to H+S, and Ks can be interpreted as the

expected growth48 (over S years) ofthe measurement error in the accounting (for book value). Then

the generalised representation of the equity value at the horizon is (Penman (1997), equation (9)):

(2.4:2)

s
LF~~s -(Ks -I).EH

E~ = -"'-s=.....;;;I---:-__:--- _

H (I+kffY -Ks

47 In-formal notation:

• fortheFCFmodel [Fs;Bs]=[{FCFs -(I-Ts)IXs);{-Ds)]'

• for the EVA model [Fs;Bs]=[{l1s -(I--z-s)IXs);{Caps -Ds)],

• fortheAEmodel [Fs;Bs]=[NPs;BVs]' and

• for -the DIV model [Fs ; Bs ] = [DIVf;O] .

48 That is, one plus the growth rate over S years.
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In practice, the difficulty lies in calculating Ks. As is recognised by Penman (pp.16-17), a constant Ks

between any subsequent set ofS years (beyond 11) is typically required, but this requirement implies

that the (S-year) forecasted abnormal earnings must grow at a constant rate fully determined by Ks.

Consequently, Ks can be inferred from the projected growth rate of abnormal earnings beyond the

horizon.49 Thus, the finite valuation approach with a terminal value calculation is finite only to the

extent that one explicitly forecasts the valuation attributes for a fmite number ofyears: The terminal

value calculation inevitably introduces (implicit) assumptions regarding the future development of the

company (into infinity). In particular, the constant growth of the measurement error of the accounting

inlplies specific conditions on the projected performance of the company beyond the horizon, just in

the same way as a simple continuing value calculation does. The important thing in applying terminal

values is thus to analyse what the specific conditions required for a particular terminal value

calculation really mean in terms of the forecasted operations of the company and specifically if the

fulfilment of the conditions can be justified (in each particular case). (See, e.g., Essay 2, for a

methodology of deriving conditions for horizon value calculations - parameter conditions are supplied

for the DIY and FCF models in terms of the underlying forecasting model of accounting data.)

Generally, the simplest continuing value formulas are of the same type as Gordon's growth formula;

the common factor is that the valuation attribute in each case is forecasted to grow at a constant rate,

while the discount rate is constant and larger than the growth rate. Let us denote the attribute by Xt ,

the growth rate by gx, the appropriate discount rate for attribute X after the horizon by kff (here

either the cost of equity capital or the weighted average cost of capital, in the perpetuity period

denoted by fff and f~cc respectively),50 and the continuing value at the horizon by CVH. Further,

consider the following sequence ofthe valuation attribute:

X~+1 = X H+1,XH +1(1 + gx ),XH +1(1 + gX)2 ,XH+1 (1 + gX)3 ,...

The continuing value for the attribute is then given by:

00 X (1 )8-(H+1)
CV [xoo ]=PVkff [xoo ]= ~ 8+1 + gx

H H+1 H H+1 L.." (-H )S-H
:;=H+1 l+kx

49 Equivalently, it is also possible to derive KS from how the difference capitalised net profit (over S years) minus

the book value of equity (at the beginning of each S-year period) is projected to grow. (See further Penman, p.

17.)

50 k~cc is determined according to (WACCconst) with H as date t.
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Note that the general formulation (2.4:2) provided by Penman (1997) specifies the horizon value as

the equity value at the horizon. This differs from the formulations below where the continuing value

formulas do not necessarily represent the equity value (e.g., the EVA continuing value is the market

value added at the horizon, Le., the present value at the horizon of all economic value added beyond

the horizon). However, all the formulas below are special cases ofPenman's formula (2.4:2), for S =

1 and Kl = (1 + gx) (except when the measurement error is zero as in (2.4:8)). For a discussion

regarding the implementation of the Penman terminal value approach for cases where S > 1 the reader

is referred to, e.g., Sougiannis & Yaekura (1997).

2.4.1 Dividends

In the dividend case, the continuing value is very straightforward. It is calculated through the Gordon

formula:

(CV:DIV) cv rDIVoo ]= DIVH+1
Hl H+l k H

E - gDIV

In order to use this continuing value, the forecasted dividends must be expected to grow at a constant

rate and the cost of equity capital must be constant. But as noted earlier, this may not be

unproblematic in terms of the forecasting model used for forecasting the necessary accounting items.

The valuation equation (EV:DIV) can with a continuing value approach thus be rewritten as:

(2.4:3) EYr(DIV)= fpV/kE [DIVs ]+ PV/kE [CVH [DIV;+I]
8=1+1

2~4·.2 Free cash flow

The free cash flow continuing value formula is analogously:

(CV:.FCF) C~ [FCFoo ] = FCFH+1
H H+l k H

WACC - gFCF

Consequently, the valuation equation (EV:FCF) for the continuing value approach can be rewritten:

(2.4:4) EV(FCF)= ~PVkWACC[FCF]+PVkWACCrCV rFCFoo ]-D
t - L..J t :i I ~ H l H+l t

8=1+1
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2.4.3 Economic value added

The continuing value expression for economic value added is:

(CV:EVA) C~ [EVAoo
]- EVAH+1

H H+l - k~cc - gEVA

which can be inserted in the valuation formula (EV:EVA) to yield the continuing value version:

(2.4:5) EV. (EVA) =Can + ~ PVkWACC [EVA ]+ PVkWACC rev rEVA co ] - D
1 '1:'1 LJ t ~ 1 ~ H l H+l 1

s=l+l

CKM have provided another continuing value formula for the EVA model which is equivalent to

(CV:EVA) but more complicated and hard to interpret. See Appendix 6 for an analysis of the CKM

continuing value.

Moreover, Stewart (1991) suggests another approach: Find the horizon, H*, from where on the

expected EVA will be zero ( EVA~*+1= 0, 0, 0, ..., 0, ... = 0), and consequently

PV:pACC [EVA~*+1 ] =0 . If such a horizon H* can be found, the valuation has only to consider the time

uptoH*:

(2.4:6)
H*

E~ =Capt + LPVtkWACC[EVAs]-Dt
s=t+l

Given that H* can be found, this approach is certainly very appealing. See further section 3 for

conditions for the existence ofH*.

2.4.4 Abnormal earnings

Provided that the forecasted abnormal earnings in the perpetuity period is growing at a constant rate,SI

and that the cost of equity capital is projected to be constant, we can as in the previous cases use a

51 This is not the case however in the Eldon AB valuation. Even though all the economic requirements for using

a continuing value are fulfilled, the abnormal earnings will not grow at a constant rate in the perpetuity period!

Thus (CV:AE) cannot be used in the Eldon case. Instead ofusing a continuing value formula, a long explicit

forecast is done. The forecasted AE do not grow at a constant rate since the book equity does not. See further

Appendix 5, section A5.I.
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continuing value ofthis form:

(CV:AE) CV [AEoo ]= AEH+1
H H+l k H

E -gAE

which can be inserted in the valuation formula in the following way:

(2.4:7)
H

EfT, (AE) =BfT, + LPV:E[AEs]+PV:E[CVH[AE~+l]
s=t+l

Note that the AE concept is similar to the EVA concept in that it measures the value added to some

capital stock (book equity and invested capital, respectively) by the company's expected future

performance. Thus, it may be useful to search for a horizon H** such that the future expected AE

from that point will equal zero (implying that EVH= BVlf, i.e., that the measurement error of the

accounting is zero, or equivalently, that the expected goodwill beyond H is zero), and resulting in the

following valuation expression: s2

(2.4:8)
H**

EfT, =BV, + LPVt[AEs]
s=f+l

2.4.5 The adjusted present value model

In the APV model, the usual constant growth rate assumptions yield a simple continuing value

formula for the unlevered free cash flow part of the horizon value, while the continuing value formula

for the tax shield part will be different for different assumptions about the valuation of tax. shields.

52 Skogsvik (1997) extends this horizon application of the abnormal earnings model by recognising that goodwill

can be specified as the sum of the business goodwill and the cost matching bias (in the accounting of owners'

equity). Even if the business goodwill is expected to be zero at the horizon, there still may be a measurement

error in the accounting from the cost matching bias that must be considered, and (2.4:8) will not be applicable.

Inserting Skogsvik's equation (13) into (CV:AE) yields: CVH [AE~+l]= ~EH+1
kE - gAE

r{-H (-H )~ -H)
BV L\k +q ·VcE -g ~-k

H E C~ AE E BVH • qCM where qCM is the ratio [cost matching bias ofowners'
kE - gAE

equity] / [(book) owners' equity]. The continuing value in this case will thus equal the cost matching bias of

owners' equity at the horizon (in absolute terms), but can easily be extended to include expected business

goodwill, so that the continuing value equals the expected (total) measurement error of the accounting at the

horizon (in absolute terms).
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However, in general we have:

(CV:APV)

The basic valuation expression can here be reformulated as:

EV, ==

(2.4:9) '" 'tpv/cu [FCF.]+"tPV,1crs [TS.]+ PV,ku [CVH [FCF;+\D+ PV,Icrs [CVATS;;.+\D- D,
8=1+1 s=I+1

In the most important cases, introduced and discussed in section 2.2.5, we get the following

continuing value formulas for the interest tax shields:

• Interest tax shields discounted at the (constant) cost of debt, I :

CVH [TS;;'+\]= ~TSH+\ =f; I .DH where grs, the growth rate of interest tax shields, equals gj),
l-gTS l-gD

the growth rate of debt.

• Interest tax shields discounted at the unlevered cost of equity, kv:

cv fTsoo] TSH+1

H l H +1 ku - g18

f·l·D
___H_ where grs= gD.
ku -gD

procedure:

• Interest tax shields valued by a conlbination of I and ku, according to the Miles & Ezzell (1980)

cv fTsoo] TSH+l [(1 + ku )] _ f·l· DH [(1 + ku )] h _
H l H+l (k

u
_ gTS)· ll+if - (k

u
_ gD)· ll+if were grs -

gD (Holthausen & Zmijewski (1996), Chapter 2, p. 17).

See Appendix 8 for further discussion about the intuition behind the Miles & Ezzell tax shield

valuation procedure.

2.5 Companies with finite lives

As noted above, some companies may be expected to have finite lives. If that is the case, the

following is to be expected in the fmal year:

1) at the end ofyear T, the company's assets are realised (i.e., simply sold off),

2) the proceeds are distributed among the investors (debt- and equity-holders), and

3) at the very end ofyear T the debt and equity values (as well as all balance sheet items) will be zero

(Le., EVr= BVr= Dr= Tr= Nr= WAr= WLr= 0).
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The debt-holders' fmal claim equals the outstanding debt at the beginning of the year plus interest,

i.e., DT-l + iTDr-I. Since interest payments are tax-deductible, the net debt payment from the

company's standpoint is DT-l + (1 - tt)-ir-Dr-l. The net (after-tax) proceeds from the 'disinvestment'

of assets plus the cash generated from operations in year T, will together equal the company's (final)

cash flow, CF1'- CFT is expected to be positive and at least as large as the final claim of the debt

holders (otherwise the expected life of the company should be shorter). As residual claimants, the

equity-holders will receive a final dividend, DIVT= CFr- (DT-l + (1 - TT)·iT·DT-I). The question is

then - how is the final cash flow calculated?

Two different cases will emerge: First, let us assume that the disinvestment of assets will generate

exactly their (beginning of year 1) net value minus the deferred taxes, lCT-l - TT-l, i.e., that they can

be sold for exactly their beginning book value. But this just means that the standard FCF calculations

«Fl) or (F2» apply and CFT= FCFr- Since the accounting system in this case correctly links the

change in stock (from lCT-l - TT-h to lCT- TT= 0) to the generated flows all formulas will apply as

usual: dividends, abnormal earnings, free cash flow and economic value added can as be calculated

precisely as for all other years. For example, consider the standard dividend relation (Dl):

(Dl) DIVr = BVr_1 +NPr -BVr

Using (N2) and (BSR2) and the fact that all balance sheet items at T equals zero, this can be rewritten

as:

(2.5:2)

DlVr = BVr_1 + NOPLATr -(l-1"r)L¥r +Tr-1 =

lCr_1 -Dr-1 -Tr-1 + NOPLATr -(I-Tr )L¥r + Tr-1 =

lCr_1 + NOPLATr - Dr-1 - (1- Tr )irDr-1

Now, since lCT= 0, the free cash flow equation (F2) gives:

(2.5:3) DIVr = FCFr - (Dr-1 + (1 - 1"r )irDr-1 )

The standard dividend calculation thus gives the residual claim of the conlpany's final cash flow.

However, if the (after-tax) proceeds from the realisation of assets are expected to differ from the net

book value (lCT-l - TT-l), then the T-year calculations nlust be different from the standard ones. Let

RPT denote the total realised (after-tax) proceeds from the liquidation of assets. Then defme the (non

accounted) expected premium, Premr, as Premr = RPr - (lCT-I - TT-I). Consequently, PremT shows

how much the liquidation of assets is expected to generate above (or under) the assets' net book
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value. Since this value will not be evident from the accounting system it must be estimated

independently, and then added to the valuation attributes (derived from the accounting system in the

standard way). In this case the final cash flow, CFy; will equal FCFT + Premr. The correctly adjusted

valuation attributes (denoted with superscript *) can be calculated as:

DIV; =DIVT + PremT = BVT-1 + NPT + PremT

FCF; =FCFT +PremT =OPATT + (ICT_1 -TT_l)+PremT

EVA; =EVAT + PremT =lIT + PremT - kWACC,TCaPT-l

AE; =AET +PremT =NPT +PremT -kE,TBVT-l

3. Analysis and Results

The first part of the analysis considers the continuing value formulas and the alternative horizon value

techniques defined in the previous section, before the complete valuation models are analysed. All

proofs are given in Appendix 2.

Let us first, by following the CKM requirement for continuing values that the company should grow

at a constant rate, consider the case where the annual growth rates in the perpetuity period (Le., from

the horizon H) for the free cash flow, the dividends and the economic value added are all equal:s3

(OR) g =gDIV = gFCF = gEVA =gAE

where g equals the growth rate in perpetuity (from the horizon H) for debt, book equity and invested

capital.

53 One of the results of the steady state analysis in Essay 2 (Chapter 2) is that the necessary conditions (for use of

continuing values in a CKM framework) imply that both FCF, NP, and DIV (as well as Revenues, NOPLAT,

debt, and invested capital) grow at the same rate. This is not implied for the book value of equity as was noted

above. So, the (GR) assumption is non-controversial for DIV, FCF and EVA when we have clean surplus

accounting along with the CKM requirements for continuing values, but may not generally hold in this setting

for AE due to the fact that book equity may not constantly grow with the same rate as the other items in the

perpetuity period. This is, in tI1.e Eldon case, because the CKM-type forecasting model models the development

of the deferred taxes in such a way that a constant growth may not be feasible and the fact that book equity is the

residual item ofthe balance sheet.
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Then:

Proposition 1

Given condition (GR) the equity value at the horizon H is equal to:

(PI)

o

EVH =

=CV [nIVco ] = DWH+l
H H+l k- H

E -g

=CV [FCFco ] - D = FCFH+1 D
H H+l H k H H

WACC -g

[ 00] EVAH+1=ICH +CVH EVA H+1 -DH =ICH+-H-~-kWACC - g

[
co] AEH+1=BVH +CVH AEH+1 =BVH+~

kE -g

Proposition 1 implies that if one of the valuation attributes grows at a constant rate from H, then if

any ofthe other attributes grows at a constant rate, the growth rate must be the same. More

implications ofProposition 1 (in combination with Proposition 3) will be discussed below.

Let us next consider the horizon approach suggested by, e.g., Stewart (1991), which is directed at

finding a horizon at which the EVA and/or AE horizon values will be zero. For the EVA case we have

that: the economic value added equals zero (EVAt = 0) ifand only ifthe expected return on invested

II
capital equals the weighted average cost oJcapital, i.e., __I - = kWACC t. For the "Stewart"

Capt_l '

specification this means simply that NOPLATt should equal the required after-tax return on capital

(i.e., the WACC) times the beginning invested capital, ICt-t. Similarly, for the "alternative" EVA

specification, OPATt should equal the required after-tax return on capital (i.e., the WACC) times the

beginning invested capital (excluding deferred taxes), ICt-t-Tt-t.

This means that ifwe can fmd a horizon H* where this will hold (in expectation) for all future years,

the valuation can be cut off at this horizon since the company is just expected to earn its required

return on invested capital.
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Similarly, for the AE case we have that the abnormal earnings are zero (AEt = 0) ifand only ifthe

expected return on book equity equals the cost ofequity capital, i. e., N~ = kEt. The
B~_l '

straightforward implication of this is that the net profit, NPt, should equal the required rate ofreturn

on equity (i.e., the cost ofequity, kE,J times the beginning book value ofequity. Analogous to the

EVA case, if this condition is expected to hold for all future years beyond a horizon H**we can cut

off the valuation calculations at H* *. One may think that H* and H** should be the same point in

tinle. This may not be the case in general, however (see Proposition 2, below).

Next issue to be considered is the relation between the EVA and AE concepts. There appears to exist

some conflicting interpretations of the AE and EVA attributes,S4 and given their similarities one may

easily believe that they are the same. Remember also that we have specified two different versions of

the EVA attribute (which in general notation is defined as EVAt == lIt - kWACC,t .CaPt_l ):

1) the Stewart (1991) specification, where IIt =NOPLA~ and CaPt_l =ICt_1

2) the alternative specification, where II t =OPA~ andCaPt_l =IC;_l =ICt_1 - ~-l •

The relation between the AE concept and the EVA specifications can be described in the following

terms:

Proposition 2

(aJ For the "Stewart" EVA specification:

(P2a) (gT,t -kwACC,t~-l = (kE,t -kWACC,tXE~-l -B~_l)<;::>AEt = EVAt

(bJ For the "alternative" EVA specification:

(P2b) (l+kE,tXE~-l -B~-l)=(I+kwACC,tXE~-l-B~_l)¢;)AEt = EVAt

o

As can be seen from Proposition 2 the EVA and AE attributes (regardless ofEVA specification) are

not generally equivalent: For a particular year, the valuation attribute AE will in general not take the

S4 See, e.g., Frankel & Lee (1996), pp. 5-7. They use the notation EVAt for both the EVA to long-term investors

(what here is referred to as BVA) and the BVA to equityholders (what here is referred to as AE).
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same numeric value as the EVA attribute unless a specific condition is fulfilled. Note that this does

not mean that an AE valuation will give a result different from an EVA valuation. It only means that

the attributes' values in a particular year t, AEt and EVAt , are different. Now, let us consider some

interesting cases where in fact the attributes will be the same for a particular year: from (P2b) it is

evident that if the expected measurement error of the book equity accounting (EVt-l - BVt-l) is zero in

the beginning of a particular year t, then the "alternative" EVAt will equal AEt, but this is not a

sufficient condition for the "Stewart" EVAt to equal (the same) AEt. So, if the measurement error of

the book equity accounting is zero at some point in time, then this point in time is H* (for the

"alternative" EVA specification) and H**.55 From (P2b) it is also clear that ifWACC equals the cost

of equity (Le., that the company is all-equity fmanced) the "alternative" EVA is equivalent to AE (but

again, this is not a sufficient condition for the "Stewart" EVA to be equivalent to AE). For the

"Stewart" EVA to be equal to AE (and to "alternative" EVA) some additional condition regarding the

deferred taxes must be fulfilled. The conclusion is that the AE attribute and the "alternative" EVA

attribute are more similar than the two EVA specifications, and that it is hardly ever the case that H*

for "Stewart" EVA could be equal to H**, unless there are no deferred taxes (which means that the

two EVA specifications would be equivalent).

Now, let us finally consider complete valuations, from the valuation date to the end of the life of the

company (possibly assumed to be infinite). In the infmite case, some type of horizon value as

discussed previously could possibly be used, if the underlying assunlptions are appropriate.

The case ofEldon AB, described in Essay 2 (Chapter 5), will be used as an example. The valuation

date is December 31, 1994. This example provides a forecast of all necessary accounting items for the

valuation concepts discussed in this essay. The forecasted financial statements can be found in

Appendix 4. 56 This forecast of the future performance ofEldon is here taken as the'given set of

fundamental data'. The borrowing rate (equal to the cost of debt) is 11% and assumed to be constant.

In addition to the assumptions stated in Essay 2 the following are here made:

55 By defmition (EVH- BVH) = 0 typically implies thatAEH+l = 0, but then (P2b) implies that "alternative"

EVAH+l =0.

56 The Property, Plant and Equipment (PPE) items for Eldon AB are forecasted using Specification B in Essay 2.

This is taken from the second edition of Copeland et al. (1994). As discussed in Essay 2, p. 137, this

specification reduces to Specification A in the post-horizon period, if a steady state is to be achieved. See

Appendix 4 for a description ofhow the accounting items can be computed for any year in the post-horizon

period.
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1) The existing excess marketable securities (EMS) at the end of 1994 (0.9 MSEK) are

assumed to be immediately 'netted' against the outstanding long-term debt, so that the

market value of debt at the valuation date is 363.2 MSEK.57

2) The cost of equity is allowed to be non-constant.

3) The yearly debt adjustment is assumed to be contingent on the company's nlarket value.

However, the debt is not expected to be exactly adjusted to a target market debt ratio

during the fIrst 10 years. The foreseen adjustments will make the book debt ratio to

(gradually) approach a steady state level of40% (the last historical observation in 1994 is

42.2%).

The fIrst 10 years of the forecast constitute a phase where Eldon AB is expected to 'adjust' its

operations and financing decisions so that the company, in expectation, enters into a steady state from

year 2005 (among other things, it will then have a constant market debt ratio). Moreover, all steady

state conditions for a simple continuing value formula are fulfilled at the end ofyear 2005.58

One of the first questions when considering different valuation models is:

Given the same forecast offundamental data, do the different models give the same valuation result?

Intuitively this is of course what we would like them to do. However, this nlay not be the case: as

already mentioned, we know that the DIY and FCF models in the traditional setting with constant

discount rates are generally not equivalent. The valuation concepts ofEVA and AE as well as the

APV model will be taken into consideration. It will be shown how all these concepts relate to each

other (see further the proofs in Appendix 2), and if it is possible to establish a general equivalence of

company valuation methods.

Let us start out by considering the traditional textbook approach with constant discount rates in the

DIV, FCF, EVA and AE models.59 The equity values for Eldon AB according to the different models60

57 This is slightly different from how the EMS were treated in Essay 2. There it was implicitly assumed that the

EMS were sold off at the valuation date as an immediate (i.e., pre-forecast period) 0.9 MSEK 'dividend' to the

equity owners, and that this dividend did not influence the capital structure at the valuation date. See Appendix

7 for more on excess marketable securities.

58 See Chapter 5 ofEssay 2 for the details regarding Eldon .AB, and section 2.1.5 for a general analysis

(especially Proposition 2.5).

59 Note, again, that Eldon AB is not foreseen to maintain a constant market debt ratio in the fIrst years.
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Table 3 - ValuatIons ofEldon AB wIth constant inItIal discount rates

Model: Equity value, EV1994: Discount rate:

The DIV Model 528.88 MSEK kE =13.156%

The FCF Model 533.91 MSEK kWACC =10.947% (kE =13.156%)

The EVA Model 533.91 MSEK kWACC =10.947% (kE =13.156%)

TheAE Model 528.88 MSEK kE =13.156%

..

with constant initial discount rates (Le., computed at the valuation date)61 are presented in Table 3.

The DIY and AE valuations yield an estimated market equity value of 528.88 MSEK while the FCF

and EVA model results in a slightly higher value, 533.91 MSEK.62

Observation 1

At time t, E~ [DIY] =E~ [AE] == EVI t and E~ [FCF] =E~ [EVA] == EV2 t but EVI t is generally

not equal to EVlt when traditional (i.e., constant discount rate) present value calculations are used.

o

The equivalence between the DIY and the AE methods, as well as the equivalence between the FCF

and EVA methods, can be formally proved (see Appendix 2). These equivalencies are also of a

general form since they apply to both constant and non-constant discount rate cases.

But the WACe-oriented FCF and EVA approaches do not give the same value as the cost of equity

related DIV and AE approaches. The exception is when the fundamental data underlying the valuation

implies that the forecasted capital structure in market terms is constant over time (of course

suggesting that a constant discount rate is non-controversial). But:

60 That is, as described in the valuation formulas (EV:DIV, EV:FCF, EV:EVA, EV:AE). The value calculations

for each case are provided in Appendix 5.

61 This is for the FCF and EVA cases done by an iterative procedure that simultaneously solves for the equity

value and the WACC, so that the WACC weights at the valuation date are mutually consistent with the

calculated equity value and the observed debt value at the valuation date.

62 The latter result differs from the FCF valuation with constant discount rate in Essay 2: 534.4 MSEK. The

difference can be fully attributed to the different treatment ofEMS in the two' cases.
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Observation 2

The forecasted capital structure in market terms is constant over time (and a general equivalence

between the constant discount rate versions ofthe models exists) only

1) under some assumption ofactive debt management which by specification requires the company to

maintain a constant market leverage ratio in expectation, 63

or

2) in some constant growth case where the expected total market value ofthe company, TCVt" will

grow at the same rate as the expected debt. 64

o

Note, however, that different assumptions regarding debt management in practice may have an impact

on the actual forecast,65 which in tum may influence the usefulness of the different valuation models.

For instance, ifwe assume active debt management the debt forecast should be contingent on the

forecasted development of the company value, and thus the debt forecast and the value calculation

will be interrelated in the overall valuation proceedings. However, this will require a different

forecasting approach than the one suggested by CKM (and followed in the Eldon AB valuation in this

essay), since one will need the company value at the end of each year in order to compute the

expected debt at the same moment. This modified forecasting approach implies, as we will see, that

valuation attributes that are independent of financing are easier to use, Le., FCF or EVA. First, one

must obtain forecasts ofthe accounting items necessary for calculating the development ofFCF or

EVA, specifically the items that add up to the invested capital and NOPLAT,66 and ofwhat the

company's expected (constant) market debt ratio should be in order to calculate the (constant)

discount rate. At this stage we cannot obtain forecasts of the valuation attributes AE and DIV, since

63 Note that active debt management here is referred to as meaning that the company adjusts its debt periodically

to maintain a constant leverage in market terms. Alternatively, one could by active debt management of course

mean that the company adjusts its borrowing to maintain a constant book debt ratio. This case is not treated in

this essay. Consequently, active debt management will henceforth mean that the company is assumed to

maintain a constant market debt ratio in expectation.

64 See, e.g., Essay 2, Proposition 2.3 (p. 51).

65 See further Essay 3, section 2.2.

66 The invested capital is calculated through (BSRl): ICt = (WA t - WLt ) + N, and NOPLAT through (Nl):

NOPLA~ =(l-1"t)o~ + (~ -1',-1) = (l-1"t )(R, - 0pXt - DepXt )+ (~ -~-1). All items needed,

including the deferred taxes, are asset related.
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the calculation of these items depends on the interest expense which in tum depends on the

outstanding debt amount at the beginning of each year (which by the active debt management

assumption cannot be found until we have computed the total company value at each corresponding

point in time).67 Then the FCF or EVA model can be used to calculate the equity value (at the

valuation date). Moreover, to get complete forecasts of the fmancial statements one must calculate the

total company value at the end of each explicitly forecasted future year before we can calculate the

debt outstanding at the corresponding points in time. Only after that, one can compute the debt and

equity items in the forecasted balance sheets, the remaining income statement items interest expense

and net profit, and finally, the dividends and abnormal earnings.

So, we have seen that the traditional valuation approach fails in achieving a general equivalence

among all four valuation models, which is not very surprising since it neglects to take anticipated

future changes in the company's capital structure into consideration. Now the question is: Is it

possible to establish a general equivalence even ifthe capital structure is non-constant? - Yes. As

indicated in Essay 3, the equivalence of the FCF and DIV models can be established by updating

discount rates to reflect the changing capital structure (and thus risk) over time. Thus, let us consider

the backward discounting procedure, which in combination with the framework derived in section 2,

gives the following result (if T is finite then the adjusted valuation attributes as specified in section

2.5 should be used for year 1):

Proposition 3

Valuation by discounting the free cashjlows at a periodically adjusted weighted average cost of

capital and subtracting the debt value will yield the same equity value as

(1) valuation by discounting the economic value added at a periodically adjusted weighted

average cost ofcapital, adding the invested capital, and subtracting the debt value

(2) valuation by discounting the abnormal earnings at the cost ofequity capital (allowed to be

non-constant), and adding the book value ofequity

(3) valuation by discounting the future dividends at the cost ofequity capital (allowed to be

non-constant):

67 Thus, to calculate the valuation attributes abnormal earnings and dividends, as well as the tax shields in the

APV model, an iterative procedure would be needed in the constant (market) leverage case. If the constant

leverage assumption is introduced in order to avoid iterative valuation procedures, then the AE, DIV and APV

models should not be used in this case.
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(P3)

o

EY, ""±k FCF,+k -D, =
k=l IT(1 + kWACC,t+j)

j=l

- T.C ~ EVAt+k -D -
- 1. t + L.J k t -

k=l IT (1 + kWACC,t+ j )

j=l

""BY, +±k AE'+k

k=l IT(1 + kE,t+j)

j=l

""±k DIV,+k

k=l IT(1 + kE,t+j)

j=l

where EVt =Market value of equity value at the valuation date t
FCFs =Forecasted free cash flow in year s
Dt = Debt at the valuation date t
EVAs = Forecasted economic value added in year s
lCt = Invested capital at the valuation date t
AEs = Forecasted abnormal earnings in year s
BVt = Book value of equity at the valuation date t
DlVs = Forecasted dividends in year s
T = end of life of the company (T may be finite or infinite, Le. T=oo)
kE,s = cost of equity capital in year s
kWACC,s = weighted average cost ofcapita168 in year s

It is thus possible to not just update the weights in the WACC formula (as in Essay 2), but also to

update the cost of equity capital according to the changing capital structure (as in Essay 3) and to a

(possibly) changing cost of debt. Thus, the modelling framework proposed in this essay is consistent

with the general formulation (GEN) (see below) provided by Holthausen & Zmijewski (1996), in

which the well-known cost of capital models developed by Modigliani & Miller (1963), Miles and

Ezzell (1980), and Harris & Pringle (1985) arise as special cases.69 However, it should be recognised

that the equivalence of the four methods in Proposition 3 is achieved by the updating of the weights in

the WACC formula; thus, the equivalence is preserved independently of how, or if, the cost of equity

capital is updated. The importantpoint is that the backward discounting procedure in fact always

ensures that the different valuation models are perfectly equivalent. An important inlplication (that is

evident from the proof) is that the models are not equivalent just in infmite valuations, but they are

68 Calculated according to the WACC defmition: kWACC,s = D s
-

1 (1- T s )is +(1- D s
-

1
]kE,s

TCVs_1 TCV.v-l

69 See further the discussion in Essay 3.
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also equivalent year by year. Hence, it is fully possible to combine the different models in any way:

For example, one can use FCF for the first three years, then AE for one year, then use EVA for a

number ofyears, and so on.

Further, considering Propositions 1 and 3 together gives more implications for the use ofhorizon

values:

1) It is fully possible to combine any ofthe horizon values in Proposition 1, with any of the models in

the explicit forecast period. That is, we can, e.g., forecast FCF (or any combination of the models) in

the explicit forecast period and use the most suitable model for the horizon value calculation.

2) If one of the attributes in expectation starts to grow at a constant rate from year H, and the others

do not,70 one can correctly use the simple continuing value formula for the attribute that grows at the

constant rate to obtain the horizon value (which will be equivalent to one obtained from a long

explicit forecast beyond the horizon for each of the other attributes). That is, the horizon value

problem boils down to finding the attribute that validly can be expected to grow at a constant rate (or

be zero) from a specific point in time.

The analysis is now taken one step further, by the introduction of the APV model into the analysis,

and the explicit inclusion of cost(s) of capital specifications. Let us first assume that interest tax

shields are valued at the cost of debt and/or the unlevered cost of equity capital, so that:

(PVTS) PVTSt,all =PVTSt,i + PVTSt,ku for all t (from the valuation date and forward)

where PVTSt,i is the part of the interest tax shields that is discounted at

the cost of debt during year t+1, and

is the part of the interest tax shields that is discounted at

the unlevered cost of equity during year t+1

70 If there is a steady state such that one ofthe attributes grow at a constant rate, and the others do not, then the

yearly growth ofthe other attributes will asymptotically approach the steady state growth rate (which will equal

the growth rate of revenues). See, e.g., the steady state analysis in Essay 2.
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Following Holthausen & Zmijewski (1996), the general71 relation between a company's cost of equity,

cost of debt and unlevered cost of equity is now (see Essay 3, Appendix 4 for a derivation):

(GEN)
(D -PVTS .)k =k + (k - i ). 1-1 1-1,1

E,I U U I E~_I

Then (again, if T is finite then the adjusted valuation attributes as specified in section 2.5 should be

used for year 1):

Proposition 4

Given (PVTS) and (GEN), valuation by using the adjustedpresent value model and subtracting the

debt value will yield the same equity value as

(1) valuation by discounting the free cashflows at a periodically adjusted weighted average cost

ofcapital, and subtracting the debt value

(2) valuation by discounting the economic value added at a periodically adjusted weighted

average cost ofcapital, adding the invested capital, and subtracting the debt value

(3) valuation by discounting the abnormal earnings at the cost ofequity capital (allowed to be

non-constant), and adding the book value ofequity

(4) valuation by discounting the future dividends at the cost ofequity capital capital

(allowed to be non-constant):

71 General in the sense 'independent oftax shield valuation assumptions' given (PVTS). By adding assumptions

about the valuation of tax shields and/or the development ofthe valuation relevant characteristics of the

company the relation can be specialised for certain cases.
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(P4)

o

= ±k FCF;+k D, =

k=l IT (1 + kWACC,t+ j )

j=l

T EVAt+k
=lei + L k - DI =

k=l IT (1 + kWACC,t+ i)
j=l

=BV, +±k AE'+k

k=l IT (1 + kE,t+j)
i=l

= ±k DIV,+k

k=l IT(1 + kE,I+j)
i=l

where EVt = Market value of equity value at the valuation date t
FCFs = Forecasted free cash flow in year s
PVTSt,all = Value of all future interest tax shields at the valuation date t
Dt = Debt at the valuation date t
EVAs = Forecasted economic value added in year s
ICt = Invested capital at the valuation date t
AEs = Forecasted abnormal earnings in year s
BVt = Book value of equity at the valuation date t
DIVs = Forecasted dividends in year s
T = end of life of the company (Tmay be finite or infinite, i.e. T=oo)
kU = the unlevered cost of equity capital
kE,s = cost of equity capital in year s
kWACC,s = weighted average cost of capital in year s

This effectively means that the modelling framework set up in this essay ensures a general

equivalence between prominent company valuation models: the adjusted present value model, the free

cash flow model, the economic value added model, the abnormal eanlings nlodel and the dividend

model. Thus, if the definitions and procedures proposed in this essay are followed, the choice of

valuation model has no impact whatsoever on the final valuation result. It should also be noted that

Proposition 4 also holds if the unlevered cost of equity is allowed to be non-constant.72

( ) (Dt - 1 - PVTSt_1i)
72 That is, equation (GEN) can be generalised to (GEN*)kE I = ku I + \ku t - it . ' . In most

, " E~-l

cases, ku't as well as it are assumed to be constant. However, the generalised formulation allows for including

projected changes in operating risk ofthe company into the valuation, and/or for the inclusion of the term

structure of interest rates. For example, if two ofthe required rates of return can be modelled as a function of the
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In order to implement the framework we need to define the assumptions regarding the valuation of

tax shields. These assumptions are partly related to the financial management procedures ofthe

particular company in question and I here refer to Essay 3 for a detailed discussion of this topic. Even

if the original setting in Miles & Ezzell (ME) does not hold for the Eldon AB case, Essay 3 (section

2.2) finds that the resulting ME formula is applicable under more general conditions. The bottom line

is that the ME formula may be used provided that the debt forecast is based on an assumption that the

management's debt decisions are related to company value (even if the result is a non-constant debt

ratio). Consequently, the ME formula for adjusting the cost of equity is appropriate for Eldon AB (see

Essay 3, Appendix 4, for a derivation):

(3: la)

which is consistent with the following valuation scheme of the tax shields (see further Appendix 8):

(3:1b)

PVTS . = 'Z"t+1 • i t+1 • Dt

t,1 1+ i1+1

PVTSPVTS = t+1,0//
t,ku 1+ k

u

for all t (from the valuation date and forward)

This basically means that Eldon AB is assumed to aim for a specific market debt ratio target, but that

the company is not foreseen to be able to maintain an exactly constant market debt ratio until Eldon

AB is projected to enter into a steady state from year 2006. This finally results in an equity value for

Eldon AB of 530.76 MSEK (the value calculations for all the different models are shown in Appendix

5). 73 This will henceforth be referred to as the base-case valuation of Eldon AB. <I>

(periodical) risk-free rate (derived from a term structure model), the third will follow from (GEN*). In this

essay, the unlevered cost of equity is treated as a constant.

73 This differs from the result obtained in Essay 2: 528.9 MSEK. The difference is due to the facts that 1) the

existing EMS are treated slightly different, and that 2) the cost of equity capital is here updated according to the

ME formula (in Essay 2 the cost of equity capital was assumed to be constant, 13.156%). The fITst fact is the one

with least effect on the result. If the EMS had been treated as in Essay 2, the result with ME updating of the cost

of equity would have been 531.0 MSEK due to the preservation of a larger tax shield (see further Appendix 7).
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However, it may be of interest to study how much the value will deviate if different assumptions are

made about the value of the tax shields.74 Two alternative cases are thus also considered: all interest

tax shields are valued at the cost ofdebt (which is related to an assumption about passive debt

management), and all interest tax shields are valued at the unlevered cost ofequity (which is related

to an assumption about continuously adjusted debt). In the first case the cost of equity updating is

carried out via equation (GEN), which requires that the tax shields explicitly have to be discounted in

order to provide the value ofPVTSt,i for all years up to the horizon.75 In the second case the cost of

equity adjustment is done through the following formula (see Essay 3, Appendix 4 for a derivation):

(3:2)

Moreover, there are two alternative starting points for the valuation procedure (see further Appendix

3): Either the unlevered cost of equity is estimated (and the cost of equity at the valuation date is

inferred from (GEN) 76), or the cost of equity at the valuation date is estimated (and the unlevered cost

of equity is inferred fronl (GEN)77 after the use of an iterative procedure). In the base-case valuation

of Eldon AB the starting point was an estimated cost of equity capital of 13.156% (which resulted in

an unlevered cost of equity of 12.296%).

As is seen from the sensitivity analysis78 (Tables 4 - 9), the valuation results, given an estimated cost

of equity, do not differ substantially between different assumptions about the valuation of interest tax

shields (the maximum difference between equity values in each table of Tables 4 - 6 is 0.38%). Note,

however, that the valuation results in Tables 4 - 6 are counter-intuitive in the following sense: in each

table the valuation method with highest discount rate for interest tax shields give the highest equity

value. This is due to the fact that a given cost of equity will produce quite different unlevered costs of

equity for the differel!t methods. That is, the effect from a lower discount rate for tax shields will,

74 That is, given the estimated debt schedule in Appendix 4. Note, again, that different assumptions regarding

debt management, and thus also regarding the valuation of interest tax shields, in practice may have an impact

on the actual forecast.

75 See the XMPL case in Essay 3, Chapter 3, for a more detailed description of the procedure.

76 Or from the special cases (3:1a) or (3:2) if the corresponding assumptions are fulfilled.

77 Or, again, from the special cases (3:1a) or (3:2) if the corresponding assumptions are fulfilled.

78 To explicitly study the sensitivity of the valuation result 13.156% ± 0.2% have been used as cost of equity

starting points, and 12.3% ±0.2% as unlevered cost of equity starting points, for three different cases of

assumptions about valuation of tax shields.
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Tax shield Equity value, Cost of equity, Unlevered cost of WACC,
valuation EV1994 kE,1995 equity, ku kWACC,1995

MSEK
All at cost of debt, 528.96 13.156% 12.554% 10.935%
i
Miles-Ezzell 530.76 13.156% 12.296% 10.939%
(i and ku)

All at unlevered 530.79 13.156% 12.281% 10.939%
cost of equity, ku

Table 4 - Eldon AB valuations, given kE,1995 = 13.156%

(The Miles-Ezzell case here is the base-case valuation)

Tax shield Equity value, Cost of equity, Unlevered cost of WACC,
valuation EV1994 kE,1995 equity, ku kWACC,1995

MSEK
All at cost of debt, 540.56 12.956% 12.419% 10.844%
i

Miles-Ezzell 542.22 12.956% 12.186% 10.848%
(i and ku)

All at unlevered 542.26 12.956% 12.171% 10.848%
cost of equity, ku

Table 5 - EldonAB valuations, given kE,1995 = 12.956%

Tax shield Equity value, Cost of equity, Unlevered cost of WACC,
valuation EV1994 kE,1995 equity, ku kWACC,1995

MSEK
All at cost of debt, 517.82 13.356% 12.688% 11.024%
i

Miles-Ezzell 519.75 13.356% 12.404% 11.029%
(i and ku)

All at unlevered 519.78 13.356% 12.387% 11.030%
cost of equity, ku

Table 6 - Eldon AB valuations, given kE,1995 = 13 356%

given a specific cost of equity, be counteracted by a higher discount rate for operations. That is, ifwe

start out by an estimate of the cost of equity, the choice of interest tax shield valuation method will

not only affect the valuation of tax shields, but also the valuation of the unlevered operating assets (in

opposite direction). Consequently, the stableness of the valuation result in this case depends on two

counteracting effects.

However, for a given unlevered cost of equity capital, the different assumptions have larger impact on

the valuation result (the maximum difference between equity values in each table ofTables 7 - 9 is
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Tax shield Equity value, Cost of equity, Unlevered cost of WACC,
valuation EV1994 kE,1995 equity, ku kWACC,1995

MSEK
All at cost of debt, 550.99 12.783% 12.3% 10.764%
i
Miles-Ezzell 530.31 13.164% 12.3% 10.943%
(i and ku)

All at unlevered 528.72 13.193% 12.3% 10.956%
cost of equity, ku

Table 7 - Eldon AB valuations, given kU = 12.3%

Tax shield Equity value, Cost of equity, Unlevered cost of WACC,
valuation EV1994 kE,1995 equity, ku kWACC,1995

MSEK
All at cost of debt, 569.20 12.496% 12.1% 10.764%
i

Miles-Ezzell 551.32 12.803% 12.10/0 10.943%
(iand ku)

All at unlevered 549.94 12.826% 12.1°.10 10.956%
cost of equity, ku

Table 8 - Eldon AB valuations, given ku = 12.1%

Tax shield Equity value, Cost of equity, Unlevered cost of WACC,
valuation EV1994 kE,1995 equity, ku kWACC,1995

MSEK
All at cost of debt, 533.56 13.076% 12.50/0 10.898%
i

Miles-Ezzell 510.21 13.536% 12.5% 11.109%
(i and ku)

All at unlevered 508.40 13.572% 12.5% 11.125%
cost of equity, ku

Table 9 - Eldon AB valuations, given ku = 12.5%

4.95%). This may, at a first glance, suggest that it may be wise to concentrate on direct estimation of

the cost of equity capital at the valuation date, rather than estimating the unlevered cost of equity. A

drawback is that the discounting procedure will require additional iterations, but this problem can be

overcome through the procedure provided in Appendix 3. More important is that the unlevered cost of

equity implied by an estimated cost of equity will depend on the chosen method for valuing interest

tax shields.

This implies that it may be hazardous to estimate the unlevered cost of equity from just one

observation. The unlevered cost of equity could be viewed as being the same within an industry and
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could thus be estimated using industry data. If this is the case, it may be better to start out with an

estimated unlevered cost of equity even though this makes the valuation more sensitive to the

assumptions made about the valuation of tax shields. On the other hand, if the unlevered cost of

equity is believed to be company specific,79 and one has a good idea about the riskiness of this

particular company's interest tax shields, it may be easier to start out with an estimate of the cost of

equity capital. In either situation, it is definitely inlportant to carefully consider which set of

assumptions is reasonable and appropriate for a particular company.

4. A Comparison of Equity Valuation Models

As have been demonstrated, correctly implemented the five different valuation models are equivalent.

So, which one is the best?

Figure 1 visualises how the different valuation attributes80 considered in this essay develop over tinle

in the Eldon case. Figure 1 indicates that the EVA concept says more about the qualitative

development of the company than the other items. During the first years, which are forecasted to be

good performance years with high revenue growth, the forecasted EVA is high, while it later on

settles down to a lower steady state level. Looking at the FCF or DIV for these years we can see that

the growth rate is slightly higher than in later years, but the graph is not as illustrative as the one for

EVA. The AE develops in the same pattern as EVA, but not with the same indicative nlagnitude. This

(single case) indicates that the Stewart (1991) proposal about EVA's superiority as a managerial tool,

Le., how it supports managerial decision making (by focusing on what creates value for shareholders)

at least can not be rejected. However, it may very well prove that the similar AE concept may be as

useful. Anyway, this feature is fairly unimportant for an outside analyst.

79 That is, different companies in an industry may have different operating risk characteristics, due to, e.g.,

different marketing strategies.

80 Note that by valuation attributes are meant the accounting concepts defmed in section 2.2, i.e., free cash flow

(FCF), economic value added (EVA), abnormal earnings (AE), and dividends (DIV). Note also that in the Eldon

AB case EVA is calculated using the Stewart (1991) specification.
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Forecasted Development of Valuation Measures in Eldon AB
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Figure 1 - Development over time ofthe forecasted valuation attributes for Eldon AB,

Index: 100%=1995

A conceptual advantage of the AE and DIV approaches in equity valuation is that by definition they

are more directly related to the market value of equity than FCF and EVA. Even if it is the (possible)

dividends that ultimately define the equity value, these dividends cannot be projected without

estimating the operating performance of the company. Thus, company valuation is very much about

projecting the operating performance, and as measures ofthis FCF and EVA are superior. In

particular, the FCF (and to some extent, EVA81) attribute is independent offinancing, whereas either

the AE or the DIV attribute cannot be calculated without explicitly projecting the company's

financing policy. In general, a FCF valuation can be performed by first estimating the operating

performance of the company (given the investments), and then separately bring the financing issues

into consideration through the discount rate. Also, the (FCF based) APV model has the explicit

advantage of separating the total company value into the value of the company's operations and the

value of financing. With the AE and DIY models both operating and financing issues must Gointly)

be considered in the fIrst stage (Le., when estimating the valuation attribute).

Moreover, the present value of the forecasted EVA a particular year is the value added to the

estimated market value of the total company, stemming from that particular year's performance. In

the same way, the present value of the forecasted abnormal earnings a particular year is the value

added to the estimated market value of equity, stemming from that particular year's performance.

81 Note that EVA calculation includes a capital charge based on WACC, which mayor may not be independent

of fmancing (e.g., in a Modigliani & Miller (1958) setting, EVA clearly is independent of fmancing).
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Thus EVA is perhaps favoured to FCF (and the APV model) in this 'additive' sense, while AE might

be favoured to DIV.

Regarding computational ease, the FCF, EVA, AE, and DIV models are similar in the framework of

this essay, requiring the use of a backward discounting procedure (unless the company is expected to

maintain a constant leverage in market terms, when FCF and EVA are much easier to implement).

The APV model is perhaps the winner in this sense: The FCF part ofthe valuation is very easy since

it (in most applications) uses a constant discount rate, the unlevered cost of equio/; The fmancing/tax

shield part may be more complicated, e.g., in the Miles & Ezzell setting, but may under other

assumptions as well involve valuation with a single constant discount rate.

Another important aspect is of course the possibility of getting good forecasts of the valuation

relevant attributes and parameters. In a framework where complete financial statements are forecasted

the different attributes are equally easy to calculate. However, the models differ in one inlportant

aspect: They employ different discount rates. FCF and EVA use the WACC, AE and DIY the cost of

equity capital, and APV the unlevered cost of equity capital and in many cases (in some way) also the

cost of debt for the interest tax shields. If one of the rates is better for predictability reasons this will

of course favour the model(s) using this discount rate. This is apparently an important question for

future research.

Now, if we discard the case where complete financial statements are projected, the possibility of

getting good forecasts of the valuation relevant attributes is certainly a matter to consider. Moreover,

it is important to also consider how large part of the value from each model that is subject to forecasts

(and possible forecast errors), and how large part that is (more or less) directly observable at the

valuation date. Consider the Eldon AB case as an example: In the DIV model the forecast attribute is

future dividends, amounting to an estimated present value of 530.8 MSEK. In the FCF model the

forecast attribute is future free cash flows, amounting to an estimated present value of 894.0 MSEK.

In the AE model the target is the future abnormal e~ings, which amount to an estimated present

value of 101.7 MSEK. Finally, in the EVA model the forecast target is the future economic value

added each year, amounting to an estimated present value of31.2 MSEK. Thus, it stands pretty clear

that the EVA and AE models are more insensitive to forecast errors than the flow oriented DIV and

FCF models.
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However, despite this, Kaplan & Ruback (1995) find that discounted cash flow analysis is reliable.82

Penman & Sougiannis (1997b) (PS) as well as Francis, Olsson & Oswald (1997) (FOO) find that the

AE model performs relatively well, and outperforms both dividend and free cash flow valuations. In

contrary to Kaplan & Ruback (1995), PS find that free cash flow valuations perform devastatingly

bad, which however not is the case in FOO (even ifFCF is not as good as AE).83 DIY valuations have

not been found to perform particularly well in any of the recent studies. An implication of both PS

and FOG, as well as ofSougiannis & Yaekura (1997) (which tests different horizon value calculations

for the AE model) th~t the horizon value calculation is a very important task. To conclude, the AE

model seems to he a robust and reliable valuation tool. The characteristic that the AE valuation starts

out by (the "known") book value and then targets an attribute that only should explain the value

added (goodwill) to this book value is certainly appealing.84 The EVA model is in this respect very

similar and could thus be expected to perform as well as the AE model: This is an interesting question

for future empirical research.

Taking all these issues in consideration there is no clear winner in the company valuation model

contest, but the AE or EVA models are the first hand candidates. Given the general equivalence of the

models when forecasts are produced consistently, the bottom line is that one should use the model one

finds most conlfortable in each specific valuation situation.

5. Summary and Concluding Remarks

The traditional textbook approach to company valuation with constant discount rates fails to achieve

equivalence between the different valuation models. On the one hand, we have the models whose

valuation attributes relate to total company value: the free cash flow and economic value added

models. These two models are always equivalent to each other, but in the constant discount rate case

they are not generally equivalent to the dividend and abnormal earnings models. The latter two

82 Kaplan & Ruback (1995) do not exactly use free cash flow forecasts according to the defmition in this essay.

Instead they consider "capital cash flows", i.e., they explicitly include the interest tax shields in the valuation

attribute, and discount this at the unlevered cost of equity, which can be seen as a "compressed APV" technique.

83 The main difference between the PS and the FOO studies is that PS use realisations, while FOO use analysts'

forecasts.

84 The FCF valuation targets an attribute that should explain total company value (and not just the value added to

a known book value), and thus a relatively small forecasting error can have a large impact on the valuation.
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models, whose valuation attributes relate more directly to the equity value, are also equivalent to each

other.

Further, in a world with corporate taxes, the traditional approach is theoretically valid only when the

company is expected to maintain a constant market debt ratio. The only case where this will be

appropriate is under an assumption of active debt management such that the company periodically

adjusts its borrowing to keep a constant market debt ratio. 85 But this leads to estimation problems for

the abnormal earnings and dividend models: One cannot calculate the abnormal earnings or the

dividends until one has estimated the future debt. But one cannot estimate the future debt until one

has estimated the expected company value at each future debt restructuring date, which in turn cannot

be calculated until we have computed the abnormal earnings or dividends. Thus, an iterative

procedure is required to estimate the valuation attributes abnormal earnings and dividends if the AE

and DIV nl0dels are used. In this case, in practice, it is more straightforward to use a valuation model

where the valuation attribute is independent of financing: either the free cash flow or the economic

value added model.

This essay has developed a valuation framework that ensures equivalence between all the different

valuation models even if the projected capital structure in market terms changes over time. By using

the backward discounting procedure suggested in Essays 2 and 3, together with the modelling

framework presented here (including the possibility ofusing a non-constant corporate tax rate and a

non-constant cost of debt), the general equivalence of these four valuation models is achieved.

Moreover, when the cost of capital setting is specified, including assumptions about the valuation of

interest tax shields, the equivalence is further extended to include the adjusted present value model.

Thus, the framework developed in this essay ensures the equivalence among the five leading

discounting-based company valuation models. The equivalence holds for both finite and infinite

valuations, as well as year by year.

The main theme of this essay is that, given projected financial statements, the different company

valuation models give the same result. There exist other methods that more directly forecast valuation

85 As commented earlier, a constant market debt ratio can under certain conditions also be achieved in constant

growth cases. Practically, this is however only valid after somefuture horizon where the company is expected to

enter a steady state, and is thus not applicable to a full scale valuation (i.e., from the valuation date until the end

of the life of the company).
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attributes, e.g., through time-series analysis.86 If such direct forecasts of the different valuation

attributes are (independently) used rather than the financial statements approach used in this essay we

may very well observe different values from the models. Then, the abnornlal earnings or the

economic value added model may be the best choice, given their relative insensitivity to forecast

errors. However, the important lesson to be learnt from this essay is that differences in valuations are

due to inconsistencies between forecasts ofvaluation attributes and/or estimated discount rates, and

not to fundamental differences between the valuation models. If the forecasts are internally

consistent, then each of the five models considered here will give the same answer.
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Appendix 1 - Notation

The notation used in this paper is as follows: (Note that the statement "the end ofyear f' should be

regarded as being equivalent to "the beginning ofyear t+ 1".)

Items directly related to valuation:

EVt = Equity value, end ofyear t (ex-dividend year t

Dt = Debt value, end ofyear t (ex-interest year t

TCVt = (Total) Company value, end ofyear t (Le., EVt plus Dt)

AEt =Abnormal earnings, year t

DIVt = (Net) Dividends, year t

EVAt = Economic value added, year t

FCFt = Free cash flow, year t

TSt = Interest tax. shield, year t

PVTSt,arg = Present value at the end ofyear t of

[arg = all]: all future tax. shields

[arg =k]: the part of future tax shields that is discounted at rate k

(in this essay i (time-index suppressed) or ku) during year t+1

= Horizon (at which some horizon value technique is used)

= Information available, end ofyear t

= Growth factor of the nleasurement error in the accounting (of a particular

model) over S years

= The expected end of the company's life (a finite year or 00)

gitem = (constant) annual growth rate after horizon ofvaluation item,

where item can be AE (abnormal earnings), D (debt), EVA (economic value added),

FCF (free cash flow), or TS (interest tax shields)

Cost of capital items:

kWACC,t = Weighted average cost of capital,87 year t

kE,t = Cost of equity capital, year t

ku =The unlevered cost of equity (constant)

it = Cost of debt = (Effective) Borrowing rate, year t

87 k - Dt- 1 (1 ). (1 Dt- 1 Jk--- -1: Z + ---
WACC,t - TCV t t TCV E,t

t~ t~
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i

f

k~cc

kff

=Corporate tax rate, year t

= Constant weighted average cost of capital

= Constant cost of equity capital

= Constant cost of debt

= Constant corporate tax rate

= Constant weighted average cost of capital from horizon H (to infmity)

= Constant cost of equity capital from horizon H (to infinity)

Accounting items:

At = Accumulated depreciation, end ofyear t

Bt =Book value of stock item (general notation), end ofyear t

BVt = Book value of (owners') equity, end ofyear t (ex-dividend year t)

Capt = (Invested) Capital, end ofyear t (general notation for two alternative

specifications, ICt and IC;)

Cap}4 = Capital expenditures, year t

DepXt = Depreciation expense, year t

Ft = Flow variable (general notation), year t

Gt = Gross property, plant and equipment, end ofyear t

let =Invested capital, end ofyear t

ICt* =Invested capital, end ofyear t (alternative specification)

ITt = (Income) Taxes, year t

IXt = Interest expense, year t (equals ifDt-l )

Nt =Net property, plant and equipment, end ofyear t

NOPLATt = Net operating profit less adjusted taxes, year t

NPt =Net profit, year t

OAt = Market value of operating assets, end ofyear t

OPt = Operating profit (before taxes), year t

OPATt = Operating profit after taxes, year t

0pXt = Operating expenses, year t

Rt = Revenues, in year t

Rett = Retirements, year t

Tt = Deferred taxes, end ofyear t

WAt = Working capital assets, end ofyear t

WLt = Working capital liabilities, end ofyear t
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gT,t = annual growth (or decline) rate during year t of deferred taxes

qCM = relative cost matching bias of owners' equity

rt = expected book return on owners' equity, year t

IIt =general notation for after-tax operating profit (either NOPLATt or OPATt)

Accounting relations and definitions:

Balance sheet relation, asset side (defmition of invested capital, let):

(BSRl) ICt ==(WAI -WL,)+NI

Balance sheet relation, debt and equity side:

(BSR2)

Clean surplus relation:

(CSR) B~ =B~-I +N~ -DI~

Defmition of growth in deferred taxes:

(DT) (~ - ~-I)
gT,1 == T

I-I

Alternative specification of invested capital, IC; :

(IC)

(Nl)

(N2)

Definition of net operating profit less adjusted taxes:

NOPLA~ ==O~ -(l~ -(~ -~-1)+ 7:t olX"t)

= OPAT, + (T, - T,-I )

=N~ +(l-7:t )lX"t +(~ -~-I)

Reverse relation between profit concepts:

N~ =(l-7:tXO~ -lX"t)

=NOPLAT, - (1- 7:t )IXt - (T, - T,-I)

Defmition of operating profit after taxes:

(OP)

(PPE)

Property, plant and equipment relations:

At = At-I + DepXt - Rett

Gt =Gt - 1 + CapXt - Rett

Valuation related definitions and relations:

Definition ofabnormal earnings:

(AE)

Dividend relation:
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(Dl) DWr =BVt_I + N~ - B~

Alternative (equivalent) dividend formula:

(D2) DI~ =N~ +(Dt -Dt-I)+{~ -1;-I)-(ICt -ICt_I)

Definition of economic value added:

(EVA)

Definition of free cash flow:

(Fl)

FCF, ==

==NOPLA~ + DepXt
-«WAt -WLt)-(WAt_I -WLt_I))-CapXt

(Gross FCF)

(-Gross investment)

(F2)

Alternative (equivalent) free cash flow fornlula:

FC~=

=NOPLA~ + DepXt
-«WAt -WL,)-(wAt_I -WLt_1))-(Nt -Nt-I + DepXt )

=NOPLA~ -(IC, -ICt_I)=OPAT, -(IC(* -IC'*_I)

General relation between cost of equity, cost of debt and unlevered cost of equity:

(GEN)
D -PVTS .

k =k + (k - i) (-1 (-1,1
E,' U U ( E~_l

Definition of interest tax shields:

Valuation model defmitions:

Equity value according to the AE model:

(EV:AE)
T

E~(AE)==B~ + LPV;E[AEs]
s=1+1

Equity value according to the APV model:

E~(APV)==OAt +PVTS"all -D, =

(EV:APV) T

= LPV,ku [FCFs]+PVTSt,all -Dt

s='+l

Equity value according to the DIV model:

(EV:DIV)
T

E~(DIV)== LPV,kE[DIV~]
8=1+1

Equity value according to the EVA model:

(EV:EVA)
T

EV(EVA)=Can + "'PVkJr~cc[EVA ]-D
, - '1:" ~, 8'

s=t+l

Equity value according to the FCF model:
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(EV:FCF)
T

E~(FCF)= LPVlkWACC[FCF:y]-D,
y=1+1

(EVdyn :AE)

(BVdyn :FCF)

Yearly equity value dynamics according to the AE model:

EV =BV + AEt +E~ -B~
t-l t-l 1 k+ E,1

Yearly equity value dynanlics according to the APV model (see Proof ofProposition 4 in Appendix

2):

FC~ + EV, + Dt - PVTSt,all
(EVdyn :APV) EV,-1 = PVTSt- 1,all + 1+ k Dt-1

U

Yearly equity value dynamics according to the DIV model:

(Bv :DN) EV = D~ + E"V,dyn I-1
1k+ E,t

Yearly equity value dynamics according to the EVA model:

(EV4Jm:EVA) E~_I =CaPt_1 + EVAt +l
Ei +Dt -CaPt Dt-I
+ WACC,t

Yearly equity value dynamics according to the FCF model:

EV = FC~ + E"V, + D t _ D
I-1

1k
1-1

+ WACC, I

Continuing value formulas:

AE continuing value formula:

(CV:AE)

APV continuing value formula:

(CV:APV) [ 00] [ soo] FCFH+l [00 ]CVHlunlevered FCFH+1 +CVH T H+l = _ +CVH TS H+1
ku gpcp

DIV continuing value formula:

(CV:DN) CV [nIVoo ] = DIVH+l
H H+l k H

E - gDIV

EVA continuing value formula:

(CV:EVA) C~ [EVAoo ]= EVAH+1

H H+l k~cc - gEVA

FCF continuing value formula:

(CV:FCF) CV [FCFoo ] _ FCFH+1

H H+l - k~cc - gpcp
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Appendix 2 - Proofs

Proof ofProposition 1

The equity value at time H obtained from the DIY model is, by (EV:DIV), (CV:DIV) and (GR) given

by:

(A2:1)

Analogously, the equity value at time Hfrom the AE model is, by (EV:AE), (CV:AE) and (GR),

given by:

(A2:2)

(A2:3)

(A2:4)

(A2:5)

As the AE model is derived from the DIV model by applying (CSR),88 it should not come as a surprise

that the AE and DIV continuing value approaches are equivalent. Using the definition (AE) and

setting the RHS terms in (A2:2) on a comnlon denominator yields:

(-H) -H
EV =BVH\kE -g +NPH+1-kE ·BVH

H k H
E -g

This can be simplified to:

EV = NPH+1 -BVH · g
H k H

E -g

Note that, by (GR), BVH . g is just another way ofwriting BVH+1 - BVH . By this fact and (CSR) or

(Dl), expression (A2:4) can be reformulated as:

EV = DIVH+1
H -H

k E -g

But this is just the equity value at time H from the DIV model. The DIV and AE continuing value

approaches are equivalent.

88 See, e.g., Ohlson (1995).
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Now, consider the FCF model. By (EV:FCF), (CV:FCF) and (GR) we have:

(A2:6)

(A2:9)

(A2:10)

(A2: 11)

This can by using the FCF definition (F2) be rearranged into the following equation:

(A2:7) EV
H

+DV
H
=NOPLATH+~ -(ICH+! -ICH )

kWACC - g

Substituting (Nt) and simplifying yields:

EV D
- NPH+l + {l-f)lDH + (TH+1 -TH)-{lCH+1 -lCH)(A2:8) H + H - -~-":"'----"';""--=~"';;"H"';;";;"';';~~~~~--=';:"';"

kWACC - g

By definition fH =~{l-f)l+ EVH fH =~{l-f)l+(l-~JfH where
WACC TCVH TCVH E TCVH TCVH E

Inserting this into (A2:8) yields:

TCV
H

= NPH+! + (l-1')iDH + (TH+! - TH )- (IcH+! - ICH )

~{I-f)l+(l-~Jf: -g
TCVH TCVH

Rearranging the right hand side (RHS) denominator yields:

NPH+1 + {l-f)lDH + (TH+1 -TH)-{lCH+1 -lCH)

DH{I-f)l-DH ·k: + TCVH(k: -g)
TCVH

Multiplying both sides with the RHS denominator gives:

( )- -H (-H)DH I-fi-DH ·kE +TCVHVcE -g =
=NPH+l + (l-f)lDH + (TH+1 -TH)-{lCH+1 -lCH)

Rearranging yields:

(A2:12)
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The equity value is then obtained by deducting the debt, i.e., by deducting DH from both sides of

(A2:12):

(A2:13)

(A2:14)

(A2:15)

(A2:16)

(A2:18)

The RHS can be rearranged:

EV = NPH+! + {TH+! -TH)-{ICH+! -ICH)+DH .k: -DH .(k: -g)
H k H

E -g

NPH+l + (TH+1 -TH)-(ICH+I-ICH)+DH .g

k% -g

By (GR) and substitution of (BSR2) we get the following new equation:

EV
H

= NPH+1 - BVH . g

k% -g

But this is the same as (A2:4) which is equivalent to the equity value obtained from the AE and DIV

models. Thus we have proved that the continuing value approaches of the FCF, AE and DIV models

are equivalent, subject to (GR).

Remains to prove that this also holds for EVA. The equity value at tinle H obtained from the EVA

model is, by (EV:EVA), (CV:EVA) and (GR) given by:

r. ex>] EVAH+1EVH =CVHtEVAH+l =CaPH +-H---
k WACC - g

Using the defmition (EVA) and rearranging yields:

-H (-H)
EVH

__ IIH+l -kWACC .CaPHH
+CapH ·\kWACC-g

(A2:17)
k WACC - g

This can be simplified to:

EV
H

== llH+IH-CaPH . g D
H

k WACC - g
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(A2:19)

Note that, by (GR), CapH·g is just another way of writing CapH+l -CapH. By this fact and the FCF

(F2) formula, expression (A2: 18) can (for both specifications of EVA)89 be reformulated as:

EV
H

= ~CFH+l D
HkWACC - g

But this is just the equity value at time H from the FCF model. Since we already have proved that the

FCF model's continuing value is equivalent to those of the AE and DIV models, the same holds for

EVA.

Q.E.D.

Proof of Proposition 2

The proposition will be proved by using the ~early equity dynamics ofthe AE and EVA models:

(EVdyn :AE) EV =BV + AEt +E~ -B~
1-1 t-l 1+ k

E
t

(EV :EVA) EV =Ca + EVAt +E~ + Dt - CaPt
dyn t-l rpt-l 1 k

+ WACC,t

First, assume that the dynamics are equivalent (which they are, see Proof of Proposition 3, below),

such that equity value is transferred between years in exactly the same way in both models. Now,

solve for AEt and EVAt, respetively:

(A2:21)

(A2:22)

AEt =(I+kE,tXE~-1 -B~_I)-(E~ -B~)

EV4 =(l+kwACC,tXE~-l + Dt- 1 -Capt_l)-(EV; +Dt -Capt)

Assume that AEt and EVAt are equal. Thus:

89 Recall that we consider two different specifications:

1) "Stewart" specification: lIt =NOPLA~;CaPt =lCt for all t

2) "alternative" specification: lIt = OPA~;Capt =ICt* for all t
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(A2:23)
(l+kE,tXE~-l -B~_l)-(E~ -B~)=

= (1 + kWACC,t XE~-l + Dt-1 - Capt-I) - (E~ + Dt - Capt)

(A2:24)

(A2:27)

Remember that there exist two specifications of EVA. First, consider the "Stewart" specification,

where Capt = lCt. This fact and the lCt relation (BSR2) yields:

(l+kE,tXE~-l -B~_l)-(E~ -B~)=

= (1 + kWACC,t XE~-l + Dt-1 - (B~_l + Dt-1 +1";-1)) - (E~ + Dt - (B~ + Dt +1";))

Simplifying gives:

(A2:25) (l+kE,tXE~-1 -B~-l)=(l+kwACC,tXE~-l-B~_l -1";-1)+1";

Rearranging and using the (GT) notation for growth in deferred taxes finally yields:

(A2:26) (gr,t -kWACC,t)I;-l =(kE,t -kWACC,tXE~-l -B~_I)<=>AEt =EVAt

Next, consider the "alternative" EVA specification, where Capt =IC; . This fact and relation (Ie)

yields from (A2:23):

(l+kE,tXE~-l -B~_I)-(E~ -B~)=

= (1 + kWACC,t XE~-l + Dt-1- (BV,-1 + Dt-1)) - (EV, + Dt - (B~ + Dt))

Now, simplifying yields:

(A2:28) V+ kE,t XEV,-l - BV,-l)= (1 + kWACC,t XEV,-l - B~-l)<=> AEt = EVAt

Q.E.D.

Proof ofProposition 3

Proposition 3 will be proved by first considering an arbitrary year in the forecast peri~d. We will

show that the yearly dynamics90 of the different valuation models with the proposed backward

discounting procedure are equivalent for an arbitrary year. Then this must hold for any and all years

in the forecast period, since the models and the discounting procedure are applied in the same way for

any year. By this argument Proposition 3 is finally proved.

90 That is, the way the market value of equity value at the beginning ofone year is related to the market value of

equity at the end of the year through the valuation attribute in question.
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The yearly dynamics for the different models are (as described in section 2.4):

(EVdrlJn :DIV) EV =D~ +E~
'J t-l l+k

E,t

EV
- FCF, +E~ +Dt(EVelyn :FCF) t 1 - ----.,;..,..----.,;..,..-....;-.

- l+kwACC,t

(EVdrlJn :EVA) EV = IC + EVAt + EV, + D( - ICt - D
'J 1-1 I-1

1k
I-I

+ WACC,t

(EVelyn :AE) EV =BV + AEt +EV, -BV,
1-1 (-1

1k+ E,I

We start out with FCF and consider year s. The valuation date is Decenlber 31 in year s-l. By (EVdyn

:FCF) and (F2) we have:

(A2:29)
NOPLA~ -(ICs -ICs- 1)+EV.s' +DsEV.s·-1 + Ds- 1 =-------..,;,.....-------:.....----

1+ kWACC,s

(A2:30)

Substituting (Nl) and simplifying yields:

EV + D = NPs +(1- 1"s)isDs- 1 + (Ts -rY-l)- (ICs - ICs_1)+ EVs + Ds
s-1 s-1 1 k

+ WACC,s

By the definition of the backward discounting procedure we have:

k Ds-l (1 )- EV...-l k - Ds- 1 (1 )' (1 Ds- 1 JkWAces =--- -1"s Is +--- Es ---- -1".. ls + ---- Es
, TCV.._1 TCVs_1 ' TCV.._1 TCV.._1 '

TC~'_1 =E~-1 + D"-1 •

where

Substituting this into (A2:30) yields:

(A2:31) TCV = NP. + (1- T.,)i.Ds-1+ (T. - T._1)-(IC. - IC._1)+ EV. + D•

.,-1 1+ Ds_1 (1- T. )i
s

+ (1- Ds- 1 JkE,s

TCVs_1 TCV.Y_l

The right hand side (RRS) denominator can be rearranged, which yields:
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(A2:32) TCV,Y_l
Np'y + (1- r s )i.~.Ds-1 + (Ts - r:'-I) - (ICs - ICS-I) + EV,y + Ds

Ds-1(I - 'Z"s)is - Ds- 1kE,s + TCVs_1(1 + kE,.~.)

TCV,y_l

(A2:33)

(A2:34)

(A2:35)

(A2:36)

(A2:37)

(A2:38)

Now, we multiply both sides with the RHS denominator:

D'~'-l (1- 'Z"s )is - Ds-1kE,s + TCV.y_l (1 + kE,s)=

=NPs + (1- 'Z"s)isDY_1 + (Ts - T,Y-l)- (ICs - ICs_1)+ EV,~. + Ds

Rearranging yields:

TCV = NPs +(J: -I:'-I)-(ICs -ICs_1)+EVs +Ds + Ds-1k E ,s
s-l ( 1+ k E,s )

Then we can obtain the equity value by deducting the debt, D~'_I' from both sides of (A2:34):

NPs + (J: - ~~-1) - (ICs - ICS _ 1) + EV".v + Ds + Ds- 1kE ,s

EVs-1 = () - Ds-1
1+ kE,s

The RHS can be rearranged in the following way:

NP'.. + (J: - Z:'-I) - (IC.~. - ICS- 1) + EVs + Ds + Ds-1kE,s - Ds-1(1 + kE,s)

(1 + kE,s)

Np,y + (I:y - I:Y-l) - (IC,'; - ICs_1) + EV,.. + (D.~. - Ds-1)

(1 + kE,s)

By (BSR2) we now get the following equation:

NPs - (BVs - BVs_1) + EVs
EVs_ 1 = ( )

1+ kE,s

Now, we add kE,yBV,~'-l - kE,sBVs-1 to the RHS numerator:

EV = NPs - (BV.v - BVs_1) + kE,sBV.~-1 - k E,sBVs-1+ EV.\.

s-1 (1 + kE,s)

Then rearranging yields:

(A2:39) EV =NFs +BVS_l(l+kE,s)-kE,sBVs_l +EVs -BVs
s-1 ~ +kE,s)
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(A2:41)

Simplifying and using the (AE) definition yields:

(A2:40) EV = BV + AEs + EVs - BVs
s-1 s-1 1 k

+ E,s

But (A2:40) is just the yearly dynamics according to the AE model. Thus we have now proved that

the yearly dynamics of the FCF models equal the dynanlics of the AE model. Now, since the

dynamics apply to any year in the forecast period, the FCF and AE models are equivalent when the

proposed backward discounting procedure is used.

Now, the next step will be to show that the FCF model equals the EVA model. Consider the EVA

model. (EVdyn :EVA) and the (EVA) definition yields

ITs -kWACC.sCaps-l +EVv +Ds -Caps
EVv-l =Caps_l + - Ds-I

1+ kWACC,s'

(A2:42)

Rearranging yields:

EVs_I =

ITs - kWACC,sCaPs-l + CaPs_I (1 + kWACC,s)+ EVv + Ds - Caps

1+ kWACC.s

Simplifying now yields:

(A2:43) EV
s
_

1
= IIs - (Caps - Caps_I) + EVs + Ds - Ds-1

1+ kWACC s

D,s'-I

Since II" - (Caps-CapS_I)= NOPLAT,,, ~ (ICs - ICs-1) =OPAJ:. - (IC; - IC.:_1), we by (F2) finally

get:

(A2:44) EV = FCFs +EVs +Ds D
')-1 s-I
. 1+ kWACC,s

(A2:44) equals the yearly dynamics of the FCF model. By the same argument as above the EVA

equalling-FCF part ofProposition 3 is finally proved. Note that the equivalence between the FCF and

EVA models holds without any restrictions on how WACC is calculated (except that the WACC each

year must be the same when applied to the two models). Thus the FCF and EVA equivalence is

preserved with the initial constant WACC approach.91

91 This equivalence is well known. See, e.g., Stewart (1991) or CKM.
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Finally, it remains to show the equivalence between the AE and DIY models. This is very

straightforward since, as mentioned above, the AE model in the literature is directly derived from the

DIY model, but commonly only with a constant discount rate and/or risk-adjustments in the

numerator.92

Consider the DIV model. At January 1, year S, the equity value can according to (EVdyn :DIY) be

expressed as:

(A2:45) EV = DIVs + EVs
s-1 1+ k

E,s

By using the dividend defmition (D1) we get:

(A2:46) EV. I =NPa - (EVa - EVa_I) + EV,
s- (1 + kE,s)

But (A2:46) is exactly equal to equation (A2:37) above, which through equations (A2:38-40) was

proved to be the AE model's yearly dynamics. Thus, by the fact that the dynamics apply to any year,

the DIV model and the AE model are as could be expected fully equivalent. The DIY and AE models

are obviously also equivalent with a constant cost ofequity as discount rate.

Q.E.D.

Proof ofProposition 4

I will follow the same line ofargumentation as in the proofofProposition 3 and show that, under

(PVTS) and (GEN), the yearly dynamics of the APV and FCF models are equivalent. The equivalence

with the rest ofthe models follows then from Proposition 3, since Proposition 3 holds independently

ofhow the cost of equity is specified.

First, note that (PVTS) implies the following yearly dynamics for the present value of all future tax

shields:93

92 See, e.g, Ohlson (1995), Feltham & Ohlson (1994), and Skogsvik (1994).

93 The following are the [11;t ; 8~] values in the three cases discussed in this paper:
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_ [Ai
t (1 - ~t )] [0: (1 - 0: )] _PVTSt,all - PVTSt+1,all· --.- +--- + TSt+l --.- +--- -

1+ It+l 1+ ku 1+ It+1 1+ ku

(TSdyn ) [ . .] [ ( . \n (.k, ]= !'1t PVTSt+l,a~ + 0:TSI+I + 1- !'1t Jl'VTSI+1,011 + 1-0: p '81+1

1+ It+1 1+ ku

where Ai
t = the fraction ofPVTSt+l,all that is discounted at the cost of debt

o~ = the fraction of TSt+1 that is discounted at the cost of debt

Moreover, by (TSdyn ) and (PVTS) we also have:

[
Ai PVTS +OiTS ]

(TS :i)PVTS. = t 1+1,01l t t+l
dyn t,1 1 .

+ It+l

[
(1- A

i
t )PVTSt+l,all + (1- o~ )TSt+1]

(TSdyn :ku) PVTSt k =
'U l+ku

Let us now derive the yearly dynamics ofthe APV model. We start out by rearranging (EV:APV):

(TCV:APV)
T

TC~ = LPV;u[FCFs]+PVTSt,all
s=1+1

This can be rewritten:

(A2:47)

T

L PVt7t [FCFs]
TCV = FC~+1 + s=t+2 + PVTS

t l+ku l+ku t,all

Analogously, the value at time t+ 1 can be written:

(A2:48)
T

TC~+1 = LPV;:i[FCFs]+PVTSt+l,all
s=t+2

Rearranging (A2:48):

(A2:49)
T

L PVt7t [FCFs]= TC~+1 - PVTSI+1,all
s=1+2

• [1; 1] in the case where all interest tax shields are discounted at i

• [0; 1] in the ME case

• [0; 0] in the case where all interest tax shields are discounted at kU
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Substituting (A2:49) into (A2:47) yields:

(A2:50)
FC~+l TCV,+l - PVTSf+l all

TCV, =---+ ' + PVTS,all
l+ku l+ku '

Shifting the time index finally yields:

(A2:51)
FCE', + TC~ - PVTSt,all

TCV,_l =PVTSt-1,all + 1+ k
u

By deducting the value of debt at the valuation date t-1, and using the TCV definition, we arrive at the

equity value and have thus derived the yearly equity value dynamics of the APV model:

FCFt + EV, +Dt - PVTS, all
(EVdyn :APV) EV,-l =PVTS,_l all + ' D'-l

, l+ku

The proof is completed by showing that (EVdyn :APV) is equal to (EVdyn :FCF). Rearranging

(EVdyn:APV) gives:

(A2:52)
FCF, + EV, + D, + (1 +ku )PVTS'_I,all - PVTS"all

TCVt _1 = ----------------
l+ku

By (TSdyn ) we have:

(A2:53)
l+ku

PVTSt,all
l+ku

Rearranging now yields:

(A2:54)

21 Joakim Levin

TC~_1 =

( ) ~t-lPVTSt all + 8:_1TSt {, i t... {, i h.,
= FCF; + EV; + Dt + 1+ ku 1~ it + \1- ~t-lF VTSt,al1 + \1- 8t_1}L 'St

l+ku
_ PVTSt,all

l+ku
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This can be simplified to:

(A2:55)

TC~_I =

~ PVTS +8i TSFCR +E~ +D +(l+k ) 1-1 I,all 1-1 I
I I I U l+i,

l+kU

Further, (A2:55) can be rewritten as:

(A2:56)

TC~_I =
~ PVTS +8i TSFCR + E~ + D + (1 + k ) I-I t,all 1-1 I

I t I U l+i,

l+kU

Simplifying (A2:56) yields:

(A2:57)

~i PVTS +8; TS
FCR +EV +D +(k -i) I-I 1,all 1-1 t +TS

1 t t U fl' I

TCV = +It
f-I 1+ k

u

(A2:60)

(A2:61)

By (TSdyn :i) (A2:57) can be written as:

FC~ + E~ + Df + (ku - if )PVTSf_l,i + TSt(A2:58) TCV, I =-------------
- l+ku

Now multiplying both sides with (1 + ku ) and using the TCV definition gives:

(A2:59) TCV,_I + (E~-I + Df-I )ku =FC~ +E~ + Df + (ku - it )PVTSt-l,i + TSt

Moving terms and adding itDf-1 - itD t - 1 to the LHS now gives:

TCVI_1+E~_lku + [(ku -iIXDI_1-PVTSI_l,i)]+iIDI_l -TS, =
= FCF, +EV, +D,

By using the definition of interest tax shields (TS), equation (A2:60) transforms into

TCVI_1+ EVI_1.ku+[(ku - i , )(DI_1- PVTSt-1,i )]+ DI-1(1- 'r l )i, =

= FCF, +EVt +D,

Now using the TCV definition and rearranging yields:

TCV [1 + TC~_1 - DI_1(k + (k - i ) (Dt- 1 - PVTSH,i )J + D1- 1 (1- 'r )i ] =
(A2:62) 1-1 TC~_I u U 1 EV,_I TCV,_1 t 1

=FC~ +E~ +DI
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Dividing both sides of (A2:62) with the term

[ (
D 1 J( ( )(Dt-l -PVTSI - 1i )J D 1 ( )]1+ 1- _t_-- ku + ,ku - it . ' + _1_-- 1- 't it and rearranging gives:

TC~_l E~-1 TC~_1

TC~_1 =

(A2:63) 1+ Dt- 1 (1-,)i + (1 -~J[k + (k _i ) {Df _
1 - PVTSt-J,i J]

TCV
I
_1 1 t TC~_l U U I E~_l

Using (GEN) and rearranging gives:

(A2:64) E~-l FCF, +EV

t
+Df J -Dt-J

1+~(1-, )i + 1- DI
-
1 k

TCV
1
_

I
t 1 TC~_1 E,I

(A2:65)

Finally, substituting the (WACC) definition into (A2:64) gives:

EY. = FC~ +EYr +Dt -D
I-1

1k
t-I

+ WACC,I

(A2:65) is the equity value dynamics ofthe FCF model (BVdyn :FCF).

Q.E.D.
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Appendix 3 - Valuation Procedures and Macro Programming

A starting point of the backward discounting procedure in Essay 3 is that an estimate of the unlevered

cost of equity, ku, has been obtained. This can, e.g., be done using industry data.94 However, as been

discussed previously, this is not the only possible starting point: In some cases, it may be more

practical to start out with an estimate ofthe cost of equity in the fIrst year (i.e., computed at the

valuation date t-1), kE,t. An additional simultaneity problem then arises: To calculate ku one needs

the equity value at t-1, but this equity value is a function ofthe discount rate, which in tum depends

on ku. Thus, an initial iteration at the valuation date, procedure I, is necessary to determine the

unlevered cost of equity (given the determined cost of equity, kE,t), in addition to the backward

discounting procedure developed in Essay 3. The backward discounting procedure is carried out by

repeating the yearly iterative procedure, procedure Y, for all years from the horizon, H, to the

valuation date (see Essay 3, section 2.3, for a description ofprocedure V).

The initial iterative procedure at the valuation date, procedure 1, is carried out as follows (the

valuation date is t-1):

Procedure I

10. The procedure is initialised by determining the cost of equity capital for the first period,

kE,t·

II. Assign a trial value to ku.

12. Perform the backward discounting procedure: The yearly iterative procedure, procedure ~

is carried out for all years, from the horizon H until the valuation date is reached, using the

trial ku as input for the discount rate (Le., WACe or cost of equity) computations. (This will

yield a first guess equity value at the valuation date as well as sequences of WACC and/or

cost of equity estimates for all years, given the trial ku and the estimated cost of debt

sequence)

94 See, e.g., Jennergren & Naslund (1996) for a practical implementation of such an approach.
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13. To test if the trial kuis correct, compute the inlplied ku by inserting the equity value from

step 12 and the already determined fIrst year cost of equity, kE,t, into the appropriate ku

formula (see Essay 3, section 2.2, for a discussion of the different cases. The first three

equations are taken from Holthausen & Zmijewski, Chapter 2, pp. 24-25):

i) for the passive debt management case:

(A3:1) k
u

=k
Et

E~_l +i
t

Dt- 1 -PVTSt_1,;

E~_l + Dt- 1 - PVTSt_1; E~_l + Dt- 1 - PVTSt- 1,;

ii) for the Modigliani & Miller case:

(A3 '2) k -k E~_l . Dt-l(l-~t)
• U - E,t () + It ()

E~_l + Dt-1 1-1:t E~_l + Dt-1 l-1:t

iii) for the Miles & Ezzell case:

D (l-~Jt-l
E~-l . l+it

(A3 :3) ku =kE t ( J+ It (J' ~.~ ~.~
E~_l + Dt- 1 1---. E~-l + Dt - 1 1---.

1+~ 1+~

iv) for the perfect active debt management (Harris & Pringle) case:95

(A3:4) ku =k
Et

E~_l +i
t

Dt- 1

, EVt-1 + Dt-1 E~_l + Dt-1

14. Compare the implied ku with the trial value. If equal, the equity value is correct, as are ku

as well as the kWAcc,r and/or kE,t -sequences.96 Ifnot equal, go back to step 11, where the

implied ku from step 13 can be used as a new trial value.

The procedure has been tested on numerous cases and has been found to converge in each case. The

approach may seem cumbersome. Spreadsheet programs like Excel, however, have powerful features

that make the procedures easy to implement (e.g., Macro programming and the goal-seek function).

Below is an example of how procedure I and procedure Yjointly can be implemented in Excel 5.0

using Visual Basic macro programming. See further the implementation in the Eldon AB case in

Appendix 5.

95 See Harris & Pringle (1985), Table 1, p. 241.

96 This now holds for any year in the forecast period. This is because the kU (that has been found to be correct at

the valuation date) is the same as the (trial) kUthat already has been used for calculating the discount rates for

each and every year in step 12 in the last iteration.
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Notation terms in brackets, e.g., [example], refer to physical cells in the spreadsheet model. For

example, [kU difference] means the spreadsheet cell in which the difference between the Trial kvand

Implied kv is computed. Moreover, year H denotes the horizon, which in Eldon AB was at the end of

year 2005, and year t-l denotes the valuation date (corresponding to the end ofyear 1994 in Eldon

AB).

Procedure Y (for one particular year s) (Essay 3, Appendix 3):

1) Manually set [Trial kWACC,s] to the initial trial value of kWACC,s .

2) Run the following macro program:

Sub procedure_YO

Range("[WACC difference year s]").GoaISeek Goal:=O, ChangingCell:=Range("[Trial WACC year s]")

End Sub

Procedure Y(for all years from year H down to the valuation date, t-l) (Essay 3, Appendix 3):

1) Manually set all [Trial kWACC,s] cells (s=t, ..., H+1) to their initial trial values.

2) Run the following macro program:

Sub procedure_Y_alIj'ears0

Range("[WACC difference year H+1]").GoaISeek Goal:=O, ChangingCell:=Range("[Trial

WACC year H+1]")

Range("[WACC difference year H]").GoaISeek Goal:=O, ChangingCell:=Range("[Trial WACC year

H]")

Range("[WACC difference year H-1]").GoaISeek Goal:=O, ChangingCell:=Range("[Trial

WACC year H-1]")

Range("[WACC difference year t+1]").GoaISeek Goal:=O, ChangingCell:=Range("[Trial WACC year

t+1]")

Range("[WACC difference year ~").GoaISeekGoal:=O, ChangingCell:=Range("[Trial WACC year

t]")

End Sub
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Procedure I:

1) Manually set [Trial kU] to the initial trial value ofku. and set all [[rial kWACC,s] cells (8=/, ..., H+ 1)

to their initial trial values.

2) Run the following macro program:

Sub procedure_IO

While Abs(Range("[kU difference]"» > 0.00000000000001

Range("[kU difference]").GoaISeek Goal:=O, ChangingCell:=Range("[Trial kU]")

Application.Run Macro:="procedure_Y_all-years"

Wend

End Sub
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Appendix 4 - The Eldon AS Case

These are the forecasted financial statements of Eldon AB used as the basis for all valuation examples

in this paper. These forecasted fmancial statements are based on the forecasts in Essay 2. Here, the

statements have been reorganised slightly to match the stylised balance sheets dermed in section 2.1.

For a detailed description ofhow the forecasts were made, using the CKM forecasting framework, see

Essay 2, Chapter 5.

FORECASTED INCOME STATEMENTS:

1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006

Revenues 1,833.8 1,983.2 2,104.0 2,199.6 2,279.2 2,347.6 2,418.0 2,490.6 2,565.3 2,642.2 2,721.5 2,803.2

Operating expenses -1,650.4 -1.784.9 -1,893.6 -1.979.7 -2,051.3 -2.112.8 -2,176.2 -2,241.5 -2,308.8 -2,378.0 -2,449.4 -2,522.8

Depreciation expense -49.4 -51.3 -53.3 -55.5 -57.7 -59.9 -62.1 -64.2 -66.4 -68.6 -70.7 -72.8

Operating profit 134.0 147.1 157.1 164.5 170.3 174.9 179.7 184.8 190.1 195.7 201.5 207.5

Interest expense -40.0 -42.4 -44.5 -46.2 -48.0 -49.7 -51.2 -52.6 -54.1 -55.6 -57.1 -58.8

Extraordinary items 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Earnings before taxes 94.0 104.6 112.6 118.3 122.2 125.2 128.5 132.2 136.0 140.1 144.4 148.7

Taxes -28.2 -31.4 -33.8 -35.5 -36.7 -37.6 -38.6 -39.7 -40.8 -42.0 -43.3 -44.6

Net profit 65.8 73.2 78.8 82.8 85.6 87.6 90.0 92.5 95.2 98.0 101.0 104.1

Table Al - Forecasted income statements, Eldon AB
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FORECASTED BALANCE SHEETS:
1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006

ASSET SIDE
Operating cash 110.0 117.0 119.9 123.2 125.4 126.8 128.2 129.5 130.8 132.1 136.1 140.2

Trade receivables 284.2 305.4 321.9 336.5 346.4 356.8 365.1 376.1 384.8 396.3 408.2 420.5

Prepaid expenses 18.3 19.8 21.0 22.0 22.8 23.5 24.2 24.9 25.7 26.4 27.2 28.0

Other receivables 18.3 23.8 27.4 30.8 34.2 37.6 41.1 44.8 48.7 52.8 54.4 56.1

Inventories 394.3 436.3 473.4 505.9 535.6 563.4 592.4 615.2 638.8 660.6 680.4 700.8

Work. cap. assets 825.2 902.4 963.6 1,018.4 1,064.4 1,108.1 1,151.0 1,190.5 1,228.8 1,268.3 1,306.3 1,345.5

Excess mark. sec. 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Investment fund 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Gross PPE 788.6 820.0 853.1 886.9 921.0 954.8 988.3 1021.7 1054.8 1087.6 1120.2 1153.8

Ace. depreciation -350.0 -374.6 -398.7 -422.3 -445.2 -467.3 -488.5 -508.7 -527.7 -545.5 -561.9 -578.7

Net property, plant

and equipment 438.6 445.4 454.4 464.7 475.8 487.5 499.9 513.0 527.0 542.1 558.4 575.1

Total assets 1,263.8 1,347.8 1,418.0 1,483.1 1,540.2 1,595.6 1,650.8 1,703.5 1,755.8 1,810.4 1,864.7 1,920.6

Invested capital* 922.7 976.9 1,020.4 1,065.2 1,107.2 1,147.2 1,184.2 1,222.8 1,260.7 1,297.8 1,336.7 1,376.8

* Total assets - Working capital liabilities

Table A2a - Forecasted balance sheets, asset side, Eldon AB

1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006

DEBT & EQUITY SIDE
Accounts payable 154.0 166.6 176.7 184.8 191.5 197.2 203.1 209.2 215.5 221.9 228.6 235.5

Accrued expenses 99.0 111.1 122.0 129.8 136.8 143.2 149.9 156.9 164.2 171.7 176.9 182.2

Taxes Payable 45.8 47.6 48.4 50.6 50.1 51.6 53.2 52.3 51.3 52.8 54.4 56.1

Other current liabilities 42.2 45.6 50.5 52.8 54.7 56.3 60.5 62.3 64.1 66.1 68.0 70.1

Work. cap. liabilities 341.1 370.9 397.7 417.9 433.1 448.4 466.7 480.7 495.1 512.6 528.0 543.8

Short-term debt 97.8 102.6 107.1 110.8 115.1 118.2 122.0 125.9 128.6 132.4 136.3 140.4

Long-term debt 160.6 168.0 174.5 181.1 188.2 193.9 200.1 205.4 211.8 216.7 223.2 229.9

Used check-credit 57.2 57.6 57.1 57.5 56.5 56.2 54.5 53.8 54.2 54.5 56.1 57.8

Pension funds 70.1 76.2 81.6 87.3 91.9 97.5 101.8 106.4 110.9 115.5 119.0 122.5

Debt 385.7 404.5 420.4 436.7 451.7 465.8 478.4 491.6 505.5 519.1 534.7 550.7

Deferred taxes 72.9 75.3 77.9 80.5 83.3 86.2 89.1 92.2 95.4 98.6 102.2 105.9

Common stock 51.9 51.9 51.9 51.9 51.9 51.9 51.9 51.9 51.9 51.9 51.9 51.9

Other equity 412.3 445.3 470.2 496.0 520.2 543.4 564.7 587.1 607.9 628.1 647.9 668.3

Total common eqUity 464.2 497.2 522.1 547.9 572.1 595.3 616.6 639.0 659.8 680.0 699.8 720.2

Tot lIab. & equity 1,263.8 1,347.8 1,418.0 1,483.1 1,540.2 1,595.6 1,650.8 1,703.5 1,755.8 1,810.4 1,864.7 1,920.6

Table A2b - Forecasted balance sheets, debt and equity side, Eldon AB

FORECASTED STATEMENT OF EQUITY:
1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006

COMMON STOCK:

Beginning common stoe 51.9 51.9 51.9 51.9 51.9 51.9 51.9 51.9 51.9 51.9 51.9 51.9

IssuesJRepurchases 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Ending common stock 51.9 51.9 51.9 51.9 51.9 51.9 51.9 51.9 51.9 51.9 51.9 51.9

OTHER EQUITY:

Beginning other eqUity 377.2 412.3 445.3 470.2 496.0 520.2 543.4 564.7 587.1 607.9 628.1 647.9

Net profit 65.8 73.2 78.8 82.8 85.6 87.6 90.0 92.5 95.2 98.0 101.0 104.1

Common dividends -30.8 -40.2 -53.9 -57.0 -61.3 -64.5 -68.6 -70.1 -74.5 -77.8 -81.3 -83.7

Ending other equity 412.3 445.3 470.2 496.0 520.2 543.4 564.7 587.1 607.9 628.1 647.9 668.3

Table A3 - Forecasted statements ofequity, Eldon AB
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FORECASTED STATEMENTS OF FREE CASH FLOW:

1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006

Revenues 1833.8 1983.2 2104.0 2199.6 2279.2 2347.6 2418.0 2490.6 2565.3 2642.2 2721.5 2803.2

Operating expenses -1650.4 -1784.9 -1893.6 -1979.7 -2051.3 -2112.8 -2176.2 -2241.5 -2308.8 -2378.0 -2449.4 -2522.8

Depreciation expense -49.4 -51.3 -53.3 -55.5 -57.7 -59.9 -62..1 -64.2 -66.4 -68.6 -70.7 -72.8

Operating profit 134.0 147.1 157.1 164.5 170.3 174.9 179.7 184.8 190.1 195.7 201.5 207.5

Taxes on operations -40.2 -44.1 -47.1 -49.4 -51.1 -52.5 -53.9 -55.4 -57.0 -58.7 -60.4 -62.3

Change in def. taxes 2.4 2.5 2.6 2.7 2.8 2.9 3.0 3.1 3.2 3.3 3.6 3.7

NOPLAT 96.2 105.4 112.5 117.8 122.0 125.3 128.8 132.4 136.2 140.2 144.6 148.9

Depreciation expense 49.4 51.3 53.3 55.5 57.7 59.9 62.1 64.2 66.4 68.6 70.7 72.8

Gross cash flow 145.5 156.7 165.8 173.3 179.6 185.2 190.8 196.7 202.7 208.8 215.3 221.7

Change in working capit 56.1 47.4 34.5 34.5 30.8 28.3 24.6 25.5 23.9 22.0 22.7 23.4

Capital expenditures 53.2 58.1 62.3 65.7 68.8 71.5 74.4 n.4 80.5 83.6 87.0 89.6

Gross investment (-) 109.3 105.5 96.7 100.3 99.6 99.9 99.0 102.9 104.3 105.7 109.6 112.9

Free cash flow 36.2 51.2 69.1 73.0 80.0 85.3 91.8 93.8 98.3 103.1 105.7 108.8

Table A4 - Forecasted statements o/free cashjlow, Eldon AB

The forecasts of the Property, Plant and Equipment items were obtained by using Specification B in

Essay 2. This is taken from the second edition ofCKM (1994). As discussed in Essay 2, p. 177, this

specification reduces to (the somewhat simpler) Specification A in the paranletric steady state period

if the conditions for a steady state is to be fulfilled. This is the case for Eldon AB, and Specification A

is most suitable for computing the accounting items for any year after the horizon.

The (constant) parameters are:97

a net working capital in % of revenues (sales)

b gross PPE in % of revenues (sales) (Specification A only)

c change in deferred taxes in % of gross PPE

d depreciation in % of preceding year's gross PPE

e capital expenditures in % of revenues (sales) (Specification B only)

g nominal growth rate, revenues (sales) 98

interest rate on debt

p operating expenses in % of revenues (sales)

r retirements in % ofpreceding year's gross PPE

'{ tax rate

w debt in % ofbalance sheet total (book value)

97 For Eldon AB in the parametric steady state period, using Specification A: a=28.6%; b=41.162%; c=0.318%;

d=6.5%; g=3%; i=11%; p=90%; r=4.995%; r-=30%; w=40%.

98 This means that the revenues of all years in the PSS period can be calculated as (1+g) times the preceding

year's revenues.
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Debt:

The first year in the parametric steady state period for Eldon is year 2005. This means that the

parameters defined above are constant from this point in time. Moreover, the following state variables

can be identified:

Rt the revenues (sales) ofyear t,

At the accumulated depreciation at the end of year t,

Tt deferred taxes at the end ofyear t.

The state-variables in the parametric steady state period (for t~006) are, for Specification A, given

by the following set of equations (Essay 2, p. 77):

( ) ( )
t-2005

Rt = 1+ g Rt-1 = 1+ g R2005

(1 + gY-2005 -1
At = .(d - r)bR200S + A200sg

(1 + gY-2005 -1
1; = .c(I + g)bR2005 + 1;005 =

g

[

(1 + gy+1-2005 -1 ]
= g -1 cbR2005 + 1;005

where R2005, A2005, T2005 are the initial values of the state-variables in the PSS period (2,721.5

MSEK, 561.9 MSEK, and 102.2 MSEK respectively).

The forecasting model now defines the balance sheet items in terms of the parameters in the

following way (for (tc2006)):

Net working capital:

Net property, plant & equipment: bRt - At

where At =[(d - r)bRt-1 + At-I]

w(aRt + bRt - At )

Deferred taxes:

Book equity:

~ =cbRt +~-l

(l-wXaRt +bRt -At)-~
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Likewise, the items in the income statement are expressed in terms ofparameters (for (t:?2006»:

Revenues: Rt = (1 + g)Rt - 1

Operating expenses: p. Rt

Depreciation expense: d . Gt- 1 = d .b . Rt- 1

Interest expense: i· w(a~_l + b~-l - ~-l)

Taxes: 1: .((1- P)Rt - d . b . Rt-1 - i . w(aRt_1 +bRt_1 - At-I))

Net profit: (1- 1:). ((1- P)Rt - d .b . Rt-l - i . w(aRt_1 + bRt_1 - At-1))
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Appendix 5 - Value Calculations (Eldon AS)

A5.1 - The case of constant initial discount rates

Here are the value calculations of the valuations presented in Table 5 (i.e., valuations using the

method of constant initial discount rates).

Dividend value calculation

1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006

OIV(t} 30.8 40.2 53.9 57.0 61.3 64.5 68.6 70.1 74.5 77.8 81.3 83.7

PV(1994}[0IV(t)] 27.2 31.4 37.2 34.7 33.1 30.7 28.9 26.1 24.5 22.6 20.9 211.6

k(E) 13.156% Cont.

value

EV(1994) =
=Sum of PV(1994)[0IV(t}] 528.88

The value of all future expected dividends at the horizon, PV1994[DIVH+1] , is calculated using

(CV:DIV).

Free cash flow value calculation

1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006

FCF(t) 36.2 51.2 69.1 73.0 80.0 85.3 91.8 93.8 98.3 103.1 105.7 108.8

PV(1994)[FCF(t)] 32.7 41.6 50.6 48.2 47.6 45.7 44.4 40.9 38.6 36.5 33.7 436.7

k(WACC) 10.947% Cont.

value

TCV(1994) =Sum of

PV(1994)[FCF(t)] 897.11

-0(1994) -363.20

EV(1994) 533.91

The value of all future expected FCF at the horizon, PV1994 [FCFH+l] ' is conlputed by (CV:FCF).
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Economic value added value calculation

1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006

IC(t-1) 862.8 922.7 976.9 1,020.4 1,065.2 1,107.2 1,147.2 1,184.2 1,222.8 1,260.7 1,297.8 1,336.7

*kCWACC) 10.947% 10.947% 10.947% 10.947% 10.947% 10.947% 10.947% 10.947% 10.947% 10.947% 10.947% 10.947%

=Cap.ch.(t) 94.5 101.0 106.9 111.7 116.6 121.2 125.6 129.6 133.9 138.0 142.1 146.3

NOPLAT(t) 96.2 105.4 112.5 117.8 122.0 125.3 128.8 132.4 136.2 140.2 144.6 148.9

-Cae.ch.(t) -94.5 -101.0 -106.9 -111.7 -116.6 -121.2 -125.6 -129.6 -133.9 -138.0 -142.1 -146.3

=EVA(t) 1.7 4.4 5.6 6.1 5.3 4.1 3.2 2.8 2.4 2.2 2.5 2.6

PV(1994}[EVA(t}] 1.5 3.6 4.1 4.0 3.2 2.2 1.5 1.2 0.9 0.8 0.8 10.4

k(WACC} 10.947% Cont.

value

Sum of

PV(1994}[EVA(t)] 34.31

IC(1994) 862.80

TCV(1994) 897.11

-0(1994) -363.20

EV(1994) 533.91

The value of all future expected EVA at the horizon, PV1994[EVAH+1] , is calculated using (CV:EVA).

Abnormal earnings value calculation

1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006

BV(t-1} 429.1 464.2 497.2 522.1 547.9 572.1 595.3 616.6 639.0 659.8 680.0 699.8

*k(E} 13.156% 13.156% 13.156% 13.156% 13.156% 13.156% 13.156% 13.156% 13.156% 13.156% 13.156% 13.156%

=Cap.ch.(t} 56.5 61.1 65.4 68.7 72.1 75.3 78.3 81.1 84.1 86.8 89.5 92.1

NP(t) 65.8 73.2 78.8 82.8 85.6 87.6 90.0 92.5 95.2 98.0 101.0 104.1

-Cap.ch.(t} -56.5 -61.1 -65.4 -68.7 -72.1 -75.3 -78.3 -81.1 -84.1 -86.8 -89.5 -92.1

AE(t} 9.4 12.2 13.4 14.1 13.5 12.4 11.6 11.4 11.2 11.2 11.6 12.0

PV(1994)[AE(t)] 8.3 9.5 9.3 8.6 7.3 5.9 4.9 4.2 3.7 3.3 3.0 31.9

Horizon

Sum of value

PV(1994)[AE(t)] 99.78 based on

BV(1994} 429.10 explicit

EV(1994) 528.88 forecast

Note that I do not use a continuing value to calculate the equity value at the horizon, since the

abnormal earnings do not grow exactly at a constant rate in the perpetuity (the yearly growth rate

asymptotically approaches the revenue growth rate as t~aJ.) Instead a long explicit forecast of the

abnormal earnings measure is used. The forecasted AE does not grow at a constant rate since the book

equity does not. Even if the forecasted book equity does not grow at a constant rate, it has of course a

stable development since we have projected a steady state development of the frrm. According to the

used forecasting model the book equity of any year s in the perpetuity period (that starts at the

horizon H, 2005) is computed as:
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( )S-H ( )S-H ( ( )S-H)BVs=ICH l+g -DH l+g - ~_1+0.318%·GH l+g (Essay2,p.175).Thegrowth

rate, g, here equals 3%.

A5.2 - The case of periodically adjusted cost of capital

The Eldon AB value calculations with periodically adjusted discount rates for the base-case valuation

are presented below (i.e., for the case where the cost of equity is updated according to the Miles &

Ezzell (1980) formula (equation (3: 1a)). But first, the implementation of the backward discounting

procedure with the fIrst period cost of equity, kE,1995, as starting point, is described (see Appendix 3

above for the general definition of the procedure), using the FCF approach as an example.

As is recognised in Essay 3, the following expression can be used to directly update the WACC if the

Miles & Ezzell formula (3: 1a) is used to update the cost of equity:

. Dt- I (l+ku J(AS:l) kWACCl =ku -1't 'It' • --.-
Dt- I + E~_l 1+ It

Correspondingly, the implied ku can be calculated by formula (A3:3).

The valuation procedure starts with the first loop ofprocedure I, since there is no estimate ofku.

10. Eldon AB's cost of equity at the valuation date, kE,1995, has been estimated to be 13.156%.

11. Guess that the unlevered cost of equity will be slightly lower than the levered cost of equity

(13.156%), say 12.5%.

12. Start procedure Yat the horizon, i.e., at the end ofyear 2005:

Yl. Guess that the WACC at the horizon, kWACC,2006, is 11.0%.
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Y2. The (first guess) equity value at the horizon is calculated using a continuing value

formula and the trial WACC:

FCF2006
EV2005 =TCV2005 - D2005 = - D2005

kWACC,2006~oo - g

The growth rate, g, is 3%. The 'first guess' equity value at the horizon equals 825.56 MSEK.

Y3. Inserting this equity value and the trial ku into the WACC formula (A5: 1) yields an

implied WACC of 11.185%:

End ofyear:

FCF2006

EV2006

Trial kWACC,2006

Resulting kWACC,2006

kWACC,2006 difference

2005

108.82

825.58

11.000000/0

11.18532%

-0.18532%

Y4. This WACC value is clearly not identical to the trial value of 11.0%. One has to go

back to step Yl with a new guess of the WACC (use 11.185% from step Y3).

After a number of iterations, the following is obtained:99

End of year:

FCF2006

EV2006

Trial kWACC,2006

Resulting kWACC,2006

kWACC,2006 difference

2005

108.82

799.05

11.15916%

11.15916%

0.00000%

Procedure Y is then repeated for all preceding years, one year at a time (but now using yearly

equity dynamics for the FCF nlodel (EVdyn:FCF) instead of the continuing value fomlula),

and finally at the valuation date:

99 In practice, we use the goal-seek function ofExcel, specifying that the WACC difference (Trial WACC minus

Resulting WACe) should be zero by changing the Trial WACC cell in the spreadsheet model.
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End of year:

FCF1995

EV1994

Trial kWACC, 1995

Resulting kWACC, 1995

kWACC, 1995 difference

1994

36.25

510.21

11.10917%

11.10917%

0.00000%

13. The implied unlevered cost of equity, ku, is computed via equation (A3:3). The resulting equity

value from step 12 and the known cost of equity (13.1560/0) are used as input:

End of year: 1994

Known kE,1995 13.15600%

Computed kE,1995 13.536060/0

Trial ku 12.50000%

Implied ku 12.27521%

ku difference 0.22479%

14. The trial value of the unlevered cost of equity was apparently not a perfect guess. Hence,

procedure I is performed again from step 11 using the resulting value from the previous iteration,

12.27521%, as the new trial ku. This must go on until the implied unlevered cost of equity is equal to

the trial value.
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After eight additional iterations ofprocedure I the difference between the trial and inlplied unlevered

cost of equity is zero: 100

End of year:

Known kE,1995

Computed kE,1995

Trial kv

Implied kv

kv difference

1994

13.15600%

13.15600%

12.29570°,10

12.29570%

0.00000%

Finally, we arrive at an equity value of Eldon AB of 530.76 MSEK.

End of year:

FCF1995

EV1994

Trial kWACC,1995

Resulting kWACC, 1995

kWACC,1995 difference

1994

36.25

530.76

10.93931°,10

10.93931%

0.00000%

Dividend value calculation

The equity value is calculated via (EVdyn:DIV), Le., EV(t-l) = (DIV(t) + EV(t» / (l + k(E,t»:

t 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006

DIV(t) 30.8 40.2 53.9 57.0 61.3 64.5 68.6 70.1 74.5 77.8 81.3 83.7

k(E,t) 13.156% 13.147% 13.137% 13.135% 13.133% 13.130% 13.126% 13.120% 13.114% 13.111% 13.108% 13.108%

EV(t·1) 530.76 569.8 604.5 630.0 655.8 680.5 705.4 729.4 754.9 779.5 803.9 828.0

At the horizon H(end ofyear 2005), the equity value is calculated by inserting (CV:DIV) into the

model definition (BV:DIV), and valuing this expression at the horizon:

EV = ~PV [DIV] = DIVH+1
H L..J H S -H

s=H+l k E - gDIV

100 Each iteration takes about 1 second on a PC with a 90 MHz Pentium processor.
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Free cash flow value calculation

In the FCF case, the equity value is calculated via (BVdyn:FCF), Le.,

EV(t-I) = [(FCF(t) + TCV(t» / (1 + k(WACC,t»] - D(t-I):

1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006

FCF{t) 36.2 51.2 69.1 73.0 80.0 85.3 91.8 93.8 98.3 103.1 105.7 108.8

k(WACC,t) 10.939% 10.948% 10.957% 10.960% 10.961% 10.964% 10.968% 10.973% 10.979% 10.982% 10.986% 10.986%

TCV(t-1) 894.0 955.5 1008.9 1050.4 1092.5 1132.3 1171.1 1207.8 1246.5 1285.0 1323.0 1362.7

0(t-1) 363.2 385.7 404.5 420.4 436.7 451.7 465.8 478.4 491.6 505.5 519.1 534.7

EV(t-1) 530.76 569.8 604.5 630.0 655.8 680.5 705.4 729.4 754.9 779.5 803.9 828.0

The equity value at the horizon is computed by first inserting (CV:FCF) into the model definition

(EV:FCF), and then valuing this new expression at the horizon:

f [] FCFH+1EVH = PVH FCFs -DH = H -DH
s=H+l kWACC - gFCF

Economic value added value calculation

1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006

IC(t-1) 862.8 922.7 976.9 1,020.4 1,065.2 1,107.2 1,147.2 1,184.2 1,222.8 1,260.7 1,297.8 1,336.7

*k(WACC,t) 10.939% 10.948% 10.957% 10.960% 10.961% 10.964% 10.968% 10.973% 10.979% 10.982% 10.986% 10.986%

=Cap.ch.{t) 94.4 101.0 107.0 111.8 116.8 121.4 125.8 129.9 134.3 138.5 142.6 146.8

NOPLAT{t) 96.2 105.4 112.5 117.8 122.0 125.3 128.8 132.4 136.2 140.2 144.6 148.9

-Cap.ch.(t) -94.4 -101.0 -107.0 -111.8 -116.8 -121.4 -125.8 -129.9 -134.3 -138.5 -142.6 -146.8

=EVA{t) 1.8 4.4 5.5 6.0 5.2 3.9 3.0 2.5 2.0 1.8 2.0 2.1

Value calculation using (EVdyn:EVA), Le., EV(t-I) =IC(t-l) + [(EVA(t) + TCV(t) - IC(t» / (1 + k(WACC,t»] - D(t-I):

1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006

IC(t-1) 862.8 922.7 976.9 1,020.4 1,065.2 1.107.2 1.147.2 1,184.2 1.222.8 1,260.7 1,297.8 1,336.7

EVA(t) 1.8 4.4 5.5 6.0 5.2 3.9 3.0 2.5 2.0 1.8 2.0 2.1

k(WACC,t) 10.939% 10.948% 10.957% 10.960% 10.961% 10.964% 10.968% 10.973% 10.979% 10.982% 10.986% 10.986%

TCV(t-1) 894.0 955.5 1,008.9 1,050.4 1,092.5 1,132.3 1,171.1 1,207.8 1,246.5 1,285.0 1,323.0 1,362.7

0(t-1) 363.2 385.7 404.5 420.4 436.7 451.7 465.8 478.4 491.6 505.5 519.1 534.7

EV(t-1) 530.76 569.8 604.5 630.0 655.8 680.5 705.4 729.4 754.9 779.5 803.9 828.0

The equity value at the horizon is calculated in the same fashion as in the DIV and FCF models: first,

(CV:EVA) is inserted into the model definition (EV:EVA), then this expression is valued at the

horizon, the end ofyear 2005:
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Abnormal earnings value calculation

1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006

BV(t-1)

* k(E,t)

=Cap.ch.(t)

429.1 464.2 497.2 522.1 547.9 572.1 595.3 616.6 639.0 659.8 680.0 699.8

13.156% 13.147% 13.137% 13.135% 13.133% 13.130% 13.126% 13.120% 13.114% 13.111% 13.108% 13.108%

56.5 61.0 65.3 68.6 72.0 75.1 78.1 80.9 83.8 86.5 89.1 91.7

NP(t)

-Cap.ch.(t)

AE(t)

65.8

-56.5

9.4

73.2

-61.0

12.2

78.8

-65.3

13.5

82.8

-68.6

14.2

85.6

-72.0

13.6

87.6

-75.1

12.5

90.0

-78.1

11.8

92.5

-80.9

11.6

95.2

-83.8

11.4

98.0 101.0

-86.5 -89.1

11.5 11.9

104.1

-91.7

12.3

Value calculation using (EVdyn:AE), Le., EV(t-l) =BV(t-l) + [(AE(t) + EV(t) - BV(t» I (I + k(E,t»]:

1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006

BV(t-1) 429.1 464.2 497.2 522.1 547.9 572.1 595.3 616.6 639.0 659.8 680.0 699.8

AE(t) 9.4 12.2 13.5 14.2 13.6 12.5 11.8 11.6 11.4 11.5 11.9 12.3

k(E,t) 13.156% 13.147% 13.137% 13.135% 13.133% 13.130% 13.126% 13.120% 13.114% 13.111% 13.108% 13.108%

EV(t-1) 530.76 569.8 604.5 630.0 655.8 680.5 705.4 729.4 754.9 779.5 803.9 828.0

Note also here that I do not use an AE continuing value to calculate the equity value at the horizon,

since the abnormal earnings do not grow exactly at a constant rate in perpetuity. I have again used a

long explicit forecast of the abnormal earnings measure as described in section AS.1, and repeatedly

used (EVdyn:AE) to finally get the equity value at the horizon.

A5.3 - The adjusted present value model

The Eldon AB value calculation for the APV model is presented below for the case where the tax

shields are valued according to (3: 1b), Le., the active debt management case consistent with the Miles

& Ezzell (1980) framework.

APV value calculation

1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006

FCF(t) 36.2 51.2 69.1 73.0 80.0 85.3 91.8 93.8 98.3 103.1 105.7 108.8

OA(t-1) 756.1 812.9 861.6 898.5 935.9 971.1 1005.2 1037.0 1070.7 1104.0 1136.6 1170.7

discounted at k(U) =12.2957%

TS(t) 12.0 12.7 13.3 13.9 14.4 14.9 15.4 15.8 16.2 16.7 17.1 17.6

PV(t-1 )[TS,i] 10.8 11.5 12.0 12.5 13.0 13.4 13.8 14.2 14.6 15.0 15.4

PV(t-1 )[TS,k(U)] 127.0 131.2 135.3 139.4 143.6 147.8 152.1 156.6 161.2 166.0 171.0

PV{t-1)[TS,all] 137.8 142.6 147.3 151.9 156.5 161.2 166.0 170.8 175.8 181.1 186.4 192.0

OA{t-1) 756.1 812.9 861.6 898.5 935.9 971.1 1005.2 1037.0 1070.7 1104.0 1136.6 1170.7

PV{t-1 )[TS,all] 137.8 142.6 147.3 151.9 156.5 161.2 166.0 170.8 175.8 181.1 186.4 192.0

TCV{t-1) 894.0 955.5 1008.9 1050.4 1092.5 1132.3 1171.1 1207.8 1246.5 1285.0 1323.0 1362.7

D{t-1) 363.2 385.7 404.5 420.4 436.7 451.7 465.8 478.4 491.6 505.5 519.1 534.7

EV(t-1) 530.76 569.8 604.5 630.0 655.8 680.5 705.4 729.4 754.9 779.5 803.9 828.0
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At the horizon, the (unlevered) market value of the operating assets are calculated using a FCF

continuing value with ku as discount rate. The horizon value of the tax shields (192.0 MSEK) is,

following section 2.4.5, calculated using the following continuing value formula:

cv rTSco ]= f ·1· D200S • [(1 + ku )]
200sL 2006 (k ) ~1":" •

U-gD V+Z}
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Appendix 6 - A Note on the Copeland, Koller & Murrin Continuing

Value Formula for EVA

Copeland, Koller & Murrin (CKM) suggest that the EVA continuing value should be be calculated by

the following formula: 101

where ROIC is return on new invested capital, gN is the growth rate ofNOPLAT, and k~cc is the

weighted average cost of capital in the perpetuity period.

This formula can at a first glance be rather hard to interpret, and CKM do not tell how this formula

has been derived. To shed some more light on this formula, we will take a closer look at it.

First a few definitions, following CKM (p. 514):

(ROIC)

(INV)

ROIC, = NOPLAI;
ICt- 1

Note that ROIC is constant for all years in the perpetuity period, since a constant ROIC is one of the

steady-state requirements for using a continuing value in the fIrst place. Thus we have

(ROICH-+w)
NOPLAT:

ROICH == 1+1 {= constant} for t ~H
ICt

101 Note that this continuing value (as opposed to the FCF continuing value) does not represent the company

value at the end of the explicit forecast period, but the incremental value over the company's invested capital at

this point in time (here: end of2005), often referred to as the market value added. This means that adding the

invested capital at the horizon to this continuing value will yield the company value at the horizon (which of

course then is equal to the FCF continuing value).
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The ratio (gN / ROICH) is the net investment rate. Since we are in the perpetuity (steady state)

period, the company among other things has to earn a constant retunl on existing capital. This means

that the change in NOPLAT between two years will be attributable to the return on last year's net

investment in new capital (CKM, p. 514). Thus the growth rate ofNOPLAT, gN, equals the return on

last year's net investment in new capital divided by last year's NOPLAT. In formula notation this by

definition is:

(GN)

Now we rearrange (CV:EVAcKM):

Now, substituting (GN) into (A6: 1) yields:

H -H

CVCKMrEVA OO ]= EVAH+1 ROIC -kWACC . InvH+1
H l H+l -H + H H

kWACC kWACC kWACC - gN

(A6:2) (ROIC H -k~cc).InvH+l
-H

EVAH+1 kWACC
=--=n-+ H

kWACC kWACC - g N

By substituting (ROICH..,.oo) and (INV) formula (A6:2) transforms into:

(
NOPLATH+1 _kH ).(IC -IC)

IC
H

WACC H+l H

-H

(A6:3) CVCKM [EVA 00 ]= EVAH+1 + kWACC
H H~ -H H

kWACC kWACC - gN

Rearranging (A6:3) further:

(
NOPLATH+1 J( )1 . ICH+1 -ICH

(A6:4) CVCKM rEVA 00 ]= EVAH+1 + k~cc· ICHH l H+l -H -----H-------
kWACC kWACC - gN
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Since the return on invested capital is constant, the invested capital must grow at rate gN :

CV~KM[EVA~+l]=

(A6:5) (NOPLA~ -k~cc .ICHJ. .IC EVAH+1 ·gN
k H C gN H -H

EVAH+1 WACC • /l H EVAH+1 kWACC
=~+ H ~+--=-H---';';''';;';;;'';;;;'~-

kWACC kWACC - gN kWACC kWACC - gN

Now, using a conlnlon denominator and then rearranging, (A6:5) becomes:

(A6:6)

EVAH+1 ·gN
-H -H-H

CVcKMfEVA 00 ]= EVAH+1 . kWACC - gN + kWACC kWACC
H l H+l -H H H .~=

kWACC kWACC - gN kWACC - gN kWACC

(-H) -H
_ EVAH+1\kWACC - gN + EVAH+1 . gN EVAH +1 . kWACC

- k~cc (k~cc - g N ) kilAcc (k~cc - g N )

EVAH +1
-H
kWACC - gN

Since the return on invested capital is constant in the perpetuity period we have already noted that

both NOPLAT and invested capital grow at rate gN _By the defmition (EVA) it is then clear that EVA

grows at rate gN as well, Le. gEVA = gN. Thus we have shown:

The CKMcontinuing value EVA formula (CV:EVACKM) is equivalent to the ordinary Gordon-type

formula (ev.-EVA).

The CKM formula only represents the growth of future EVA in a different way using their proposed

"value driver" ROlC as a parameter. But by doing so they get a much more complicated and harder

to-interpret formula, when a simple Gordon-type of formula does the work completely.lo2

As we have seen the CKM formula is divided into two terms. To see what these terms really mean

consider the following:

102 CKM holds forth one feature of their proposed continuing value formula: when the return on invested capital

equals the WACC the second term of their formula vanishes. But this is nothing particular for their formulation:

by the (EVA) defmition, the (ROICH~) relation, and the fact that the return on invested capital equals WACC,

the EVA growth rate gEVA equals 0 (zero) in (CV:EVA) and both continuing value formulas become the

present value ofEVAH+] in perpetuity_
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We know that NOPLAT and invested capital grow at rate gN . Accordingly EVA also grows at gN ,

which we henceforth denote with gEVA . Instead of using the continuing value formula (CV:EVA) the

present value at H can ofcourse be written:

(A6:7) PVkWACCrEVAoo ]= EVAH+1 +(1+gEvA)·EVAH+1 +(1+gEvA )2 . EVAH+1 +...
H l H+1 1 k H (-H)2 (-H )3

+ WACC 1+ kWACC ~1 + kWACC

This can be rewritten as:

(A6:8)

PVkWACCrEVAOO ]= EVAH+1 + EVAH+1 + gEVA .EVAH+1 +
H l H+1 1 k H (-H)2 ( -H )2. + WACC ~l + kWACC 1+ kWACC

EVAH+1 [(1+gEvA)2- 1].EVAH+1 _
+( )3+ ( )3 + ... -
l+~cc l+k~cc

=E!,AH+1 + ~[(l+gEVA)'-I_l].EVAH+l
k H ~ (-H)S

WACC s=2 ~1 + kWACC

From the last row in (A6:8) we can now interpret the (CV:EVAcKM) expression, since the left term is

the same in both expressions; the perpetuity ofEVA in year H+l. The second term thus must be equal

in the two cases. We can from (A6:8) conclude that the second, hard-to-interpret, term of the CKM

continuing value just equals the present value of the EVA in each subsequent year minus the "starting"

value of EVA from the first year in the perpetuity period.

Thus the first term of (CV:EVACKM), the perpetuity of EVA in year H+1, captures the "normal" or

no-growth expected EVA (Le. normal in the sense of a return equalling the discount rate, the

weighted average cost of capital), while the second term is an adjustment of this no-growth BVA that

takes into account the value added from the fact that EVA grows.
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Appendix 7 - Excess Marketable Securities

Excess marketable securities, EMS, (or'excess cash and marketable securities') are the short-term

cash and investments that the company holds over and above its target cash balances to support

operations (Copeland et aI., 1994, p.161). The very fact that EMS are defined as 'excess' means that

they are not part of the company's operations, but 'represent tenlporary inlbalances in the company's

cash flow' (Copeland et aI., 1994, p.160). Consequently, it is reasonable to assume that the expected

value of EMS in future periods is zero. The question then arises how to handle EMS (if any) existing

at the valuation date.

In a valuation context, we are interested in how EMS affect the valuation through financing

consequences. In particular, in what way it is assumed to affect capital structure and hence discount

rates. One might think that the issue is trivial from a practical perspective, but Copeland et al. (1994,

p.161) report that they have seen cash balances not needed for operations as high as USD 5 billion.

One obvious way to handle the problem is to explicitly recognise that EMS really are "excess" and

hence not part of operations. To make this operational in the valuation model one can exclude EMS

from the valuation of the firm's operations and then add them to the company value at market value.

This could be thought of, e.g., as an immediate dividend to shareholders. In a consistent scenario this

would apply both to a dividend valuation model and to a free cash flow valuation model (and indeed

to other valuation models as well, e.g., EVA and APV). Hence, the equivalence ofvaluation models

would not be affected. Practically, this is implemented by deleting the EMS item and subtracting the

same amount from the book equity account (by reducing retained earnings) when transferring the last

historical balance sheet to the entering balance sheet of the forecasting model. Finally, to obtain the

equity value of the company, the value ofEMS is added to the value obtained from the valuation

models. to3

Now, it can be argued that although the EMS are labelled "excess", they may in reality often have

some real function. For instance, they can serve as collateral for some of the debt, possibly lowering

the cost of debt. Intuitively (and possibly formally) it can hence be better to net EMS against debt.

This can be thought of as immediately retiring the corresponding part of debt. Also in this case the

equivalence ofvaluation models is ensured, since technically this is only a re-defmition of entering

103 This approach is described in Essay 2.
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debt, and hence the consistency proofs in the main text still apply. Practically, this approach (used in

this paper) is implemented by deleting the EMS item and subtracting the same amount from the debt

account when transferring the last historical balance sheet to the entering balance sheet of the

forecasting model. The equity value is in this case given directly by the valuation models since the

debt value at the point ofvaluation already has been adjusted.

Another approach could be to ke~p existing EMS in the entering balance sheet of the model, and then

set EMS at the end of the first year to zero. The equivalence between valuation models is preserved,

if one poses the additional assumption that the EMS will earn an expected return equal to the

borrowing rate. This line of reasoning easily extends to multiple periods. The addition ofEMS in

future periods do not alter the valuation result if it on the other side of the balance sheet is followed

by an equal addition to debt, and if the expected return on EMS is equal to the borrowing rate. But

would we really gain anything by introducing EMS in the forecasting model? - No! We would still

get the same value as had we assunled zero EMS in the future. Including EMS in the forecasting

model will thus only make the valuation more complicated.

It is however important to note that the choice of method for treating EMS have an impact on the final

valuation result. The method of netting EMS against debt will (in the tax regime considered in this

paper) give a lower value than if they are used for a direct dividend payment. The reason is that

lowering the debt of course also lowers the interest tax shield (while the (unlevered) value of the

company will be the same regardless which method is used). It can thus be concluded that the choice

of approach for dealing with EMS affects the valuation, whereas the choice ofvaluation model does

not (given a certain way of treating EMS).
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Appendix 8 - Interest Tax Shield Valuation Procedures

As noted in section 2.4.5, the following continuing value can be used in a Miles & Ezzell (1980)

consistent case:

(A8:1) CV [TS«> ]= f·l·DH .[(I+k~)]
H H+l (k ) ~1.u -gD V+ZJ

This continuing value can be rewritten as (the derivation is provided at the end of this section):

- -: D f·j·DH (I+gD ),·z· H+------

(A8:2) CVH[TS~+d= (l+:r -gD

f·j ·DH+1
PVTSH+l all = PVTSH+l k =----

, , U ku - gD

PVTSH,all =PVTSH,i

(A8:3)

Apparently, (A8:2) implies the following tax shield valuation scheme at the horizon:

f . j . D H + PVTSH+l,a/l

l+i

Formulation (A8:3) gives a different interpretation of the tax shield valuation procedure underlying

the Miles & Ezzell framework than as described in formulation (3: 1b) in section 3, which is:

(3:1b)

PVTS . = 'HI· iHI . D t

t,1 1+ i
t
+

1

PVTSPVTS = t+l,all
t,ku l+k

u

for all t

Note, however, that it is only under an assumption ofconstant (or zero) debt growth that (A8:3) is

valid. (3: 1b) is on the other hand valid in all cases, including the constant growth case (see, e.g., the

derivation of (A8: 1) in Holthausen & Zmijewski (1996), Chapter 2, pp. 16-17). Thus, formulations

(A8:3) and (3: 1b) are equivalent interpretations in the constant growth case, but (3: 1b) gives the

general interpretation.

But regardless ofwhich one of these interpretations that is considered, there is something counter

intuitive in the Miles & Ezzell tax shield valuation procedure. We can think of it in the following

terms: We are valuing the company at one specific valuation date (say, at the end of year 0). This
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means that the interest tax shield in year 1 is known. The interest tax shields for all future years (i.e.,

for years 2 and beyond) will be a function of the company value at the beginning ofeach year through

the yearly debt adjustment to the target capital structure, and thus at t=O, not certain. But in the Miles

& Ezzell procedure, at the end of each future year, the interest tax shield stemming from the

immediately following year is always discounted at the cost of debt, thus basically assuming that if

we stand at the end of a year, say year 8, the tax shield from year 9 is known. But, since we are

valuing the company given our knowledge at year 0, it can not be known. Thus, the Miles & Ezzell

procedure partly implies that the (at year 0) expected company value at the end ofyear 8 will be

realised (even if it on the other hand implies that it may not be realised, since during year 8, the

computed total value of tax shields at the end ofyear 8 is discounted back at the unlevered cost of

equity.) Given the original arguments behind the Miles & Ezzell framework, it would perhaps be

more straightforward to use the following tax shield valuation scheme, where t=O denotes the

valuation date:

t"l • i} . Do + PVTS1 all
PVTSOall = . '

, 1+ ,}

t"t+l • it+1 • Dt + PVTSt+1 all
PVTS =' , fort~l

I ,all 1+ k
u

Derivation of(A8:2)

Equation (A8: 1) can be rearranged in the following way:

Now, adding gD - gD to the numerator gives:

Rearranging finally yields:
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